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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A graph algorithm is called dynamic or on-line if it maintains some information re-
lated to a graph while the graph is being changed, e.g., by the insertion or deletion 
of an edge or a node. A dynamic data structure and its maiutcnance algorithms ex-
ploit a suitable data representation for a graph and use iuformation of the old graph 
to compute the required information for the updated graph. It is anticipated that a 
dynamic algorithm does not need to compute a new solution from scratch, i.e., by 
using the new graph as input ouly, and a better performance may be expected com-
pared to an algorithm that simply ''recomputes" . Dynamic algorithms a re known 
for e.g. t ransitive closures [18, 19, 23, 28] , incremental planarity testing [5), minimal 
spanning trees (8, 9), and maintaining shortest paths [2, 29]. One sometimes uses 
the term "on-line" or "semi on-line" when only insertions (of nodes or edges) are 
allowed. 
A problem that is important for several dynamic graph problems is the Union-Find 
problem, which is given as follows. Let U be a universe of n elements. Si1ppose U 
is partitioned into a collection of (named) singleton sets and suppose we want to be 
able to perform the following operations: Union(A,B ,C), i.e, join the two sets named 
A and Band call the result C, and Find(.x), i.e., return the name of the set in which 
elemt>nt. x is contained. A well-known result of Tarja.n {31] states that a sequence of 
up ton - l Union and m Find instructions can be executed in O(n + m .a(m, n)) 
time on a collection of n elements, where a(m,n) denotes the functional inverse of 
Ackermann's function. In Chapter 3, we develop a new approach to the problem 
and prove that the time for the k11• Find can be limited to 0( a( k, n)) worst-case, 
while the total cost for the program of Union's and m Finds remains bounded by 
O(n + m.a(m, n)). These techniques appear to be closely related to the techniques 
in [11] used for the Split-Find problem. The new algorithm is important in all 
set-manipulation problems that require frequent Finds. Because a(m,n} is 0(1) 
in all practical cases, the new algorithm guarantees that Finds are essentially 0( 1) 
worst case, within the optimal bound for the Union-Find problem as a whole. The 
1 
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algorithm can be implemented on a pointer machine and does not u~e any for_m 
of path compression. The dual problem of the Union-Find problem 1s the Split-
Find problem, which is given as follows. Let U IH' a universe of n elements (listed 
in a fixed order). Suppose U is partitioned into a collection of ordered sets whose 
contents are given in order, and suppose w e want to be able to perform the following 
operations: Find(x) and Split(x), i.e., split the set that contains element x into two 
new sets, viz, one set containing all elements smaller then x and one set containing 
all elements that arc greater than or equal to x . In [11], Gabow presented a solution 
for the Split-Find problem that runs with a. time complexity as above for the Union-
Find problem, and that can be executed on a pointer machine. In Chapter 4, we 
consider a generalisation of the Split-Find problem: a generalised Split divides an 
ordered S into two ordered sets S1 and S 2 such that S 1 is the concatenation of a 
bounded number of intervals of S, and 52 is the remainder. (The usual Split is a 
special case.) The generalisation has applications in problems like maintaining the 
3-edge-connectcd or 3-vertex-connccted components of graphs. We present results 
that have similar complexity bounds as above for the Union-F ind problem, and that 
can be run on a pointer machine. 
In 1979, Tarjan {32] proved the well-known lower bound for the time complexity of 
the Union-Find problem on poin ter ma.chines tha.t satisfy the separation condition: 
for all n and m ~ n, there exists a sequence of n - 1 Union and m F ind operations 
that needs at least 11(m.o(m,n)) execution steps on a pointer machine satisfying 
the separation condition. (The separation condition says that, at any moment, 
the records in the data structure can be partitioned into disjoint sets that have no 
pointers to each other, where ea.eh set of i·ecords corresponds to exactly one set of 
elements.) In [3, 33] the bound was extended to fl (n + m.a (m, n)) for all m and 
n. In Chapter 5, we prnve that the lower bound of !1(n + m.a-(m, n)) holds on a 
general pointer machine without the separation condition, thus resolving Tarjan's 
conjecture. We prove that the same lower bound holds for the Split-Find problem 
as well. 
Consider an undirected graph. Two nodes x and y a.re called k-edge-connected ill 
there exist k edge-disjoint paths between x and y, i.e., k paths that do not have an 
edge in common. Two nodes x and y are called k-vertex:-connected iff t here exist 
k different vertex-disjoint paths between x and y, i.e., k paths that do not have a 
common node except perhaps for their end nodes x and y. In Chapter 6, a data 
structure is presented to maintain the 2- and 3-edge-connected components of a 
graph under insertions of edges in the graph. Starting from an "empty" graph of 
n nodes, i.e., a graph with no edges, the insertion of e edges takes 0( n log n + e) 
time in total. The da.ta structure allows for insertions of nodes also (in the same 
time bounds, taking n as the final number of nodes). Moreover , at any moment, 
the data structure can answer the following type of query in 0(1) time: given two 
nodes in the graph, a.re these nodes 2- or 3-edge-connected. To obtain better time 
bounds for this problem, we develop a data structure, called fractionally rooted trees, 
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which a.re prC'srntC'cl in Chapter 7. Dy llll'clll~ of fractio11ally rootC'd tr<·<'s, \\'(• obtain 
optimal solutions for the problt'ms of 111aintaini11g 2· t·clgt··nmu•·n<'d aml 3·('dge· 
connected compom•uts of graphs i11 Cha pt <'r 8. The solut io11s h.-.,·c a t inw complt•xity 
of O(n + m.0(111, 11)) for m edge ins<·rtiuns au<l quc•ries, :-;tarting from 1111 -··mpty" 
graph with 11 uod<'s and uo edges. Tlw data structure allows for ius<'rtions of nodes 
also (in the same time bounds, t.aki11g 11 .is t lie fiual u11111lll'r of nodes). In Chapter 9, 
we consider the problem of maintaiui11g 2· a.Hd 3-vert1·x· c·o1111(.'Cted co111po111·11b uf 
graphs. Here. tll<' follow·ing type of <1111•ry is cousidc•n·d: git·en two uo1l1·s in the 
graph. are these nodes 2- or 3. ,·ert1•x-co1111Pcte<l. By mc•ans of fractio11111ly rooted 
trees, we obtain optimal sol11tio11s for the prohlrm of maiutainiug th<' 2-vc•rtc•x· 
connected components of graphs, wit h the same timi> complexity as abm·<·. Finally. 
we briefly dcsnibc an optimal solutiou (with the same time complexity) for the 
problem of m aintaining t11<' 3-vrrtcx-1·0111i<•cte<l comp<m<'u ts of grnphs. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
2 . 1 Graphs and Te rminology 
Let G =< V, E > be an undircct(•d graph with V the set. of vc-rticcs and E the set of 
edges. The edge set E consists of edges with tlH· incid<'u<·t> relation iu the following 
form: an edge is a triple (e,.r.y), where£ is the edge uauw and .r aud y are the cud 
nodes of the edge. The order of the end nodes .r and y of au edge is not relevant 
(hence, (e,x,y) = (c,y,x)). Morco,·er, all edge names are requirPrl to be distinct. 
Therefore we can denote an edge by its name ouly. A grnph is called empty if its set 
of edges is empty. 
We use the following notions (sec also [15] ). Two nodes are rnllcd adjacent if there 
is an edge with these nodes as end nodes. A path betwreu two nodes .r and y is an 
alternating sequence of nodes a.ud edges such that x and y are at the end of this 
sequence and each edge in the sequence is bracketed by its end nodes. However, we 
often consider a path to consist of the (sub)sequence of the nodes ouly. A path is 
nontrivial if it contains at least 2 distinct nodes. A path is simple if 110 node occurs 
twice in it. Two paths arc called edge-disjoint if they do not have au edge in common. 
Two (different) paths are called ver·tex-disjoiiit if they do uot have a common vertex 
except perhaps for their end vertices. Two nodes are called connected if there exists 
a p3.th between them. A (elem<'ntary) cycle is a path of which the end nodes are 
P.q11al and in which no edge occurs twice. A cycle containing just one distinct node 
is called tdvial, otherwise it is called 11011fri11ial. A cycle is simple if there is no uo<le 
that occurs twice in it ex:cept for the end nodes. 
\Ve ex:teod the terminology. Consider a tree T . A set of nodes of T irlduccs a subtrec 
of T if these nodes are the nodes of a snbtrcc of T. A set of edges of T induces a 
su.btree of T if these edges a.nd their end nodes together form a subtree of T . 
Suppose the vertex set of T is partitioned into disjoint subsets, where each set 
induces a subtree of T. Suppose each induced subtree of T is contracted to a single 
5 
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new node, called a contraction node. We say that the subset that induces the subtree 
is contracted to the contraction node. We say that a node (or a.n edge) in such a 
subtree is contracted to (or is contained in) this contraction node. For an edge 
(e, x , y) that counects nodes in two different induced subtrees that are contracted to 
the nodes p and q, the edge ( e, p, q) is called t he contraction edge of ( e, x, y). Edge 
(e,x ,y) is called the original (in T ) of (e,p, q). (We give an edge and its induced 
edge the same name e.) The tree GT consisting of the above contraction nodes and 
contraction edges is called a contraction free of T and T is said to be contracted to 
GT. For a class D of edges in T, the class of edges in GT induced by D consists of 
the contraction edges in GT that have their originals in D. 
If the tree T is contracted several times, resulting in a tree CCT, then we say that 
a node x ET is contracted to (or is contained in ) contra.ction node c E CCT if the 
consecutive contractions result in node c if we start from node x (i.e., we make the 
relation transitive). Similarly, we make the relation between edges and contraction 
edges a transitive relation. 
Now consider a rooted tree T. The father node of an edge is the end node of the 
edge that is closest to the root . The the father edge of a node x is the edge incident 
with x and the father node of x. The fathe1· edge of an edge is the fathe r edge of 
the father node of that edge. For a subtree S of T the maximal node of S is the 
(unique) node of S that is nearest to the root. We call an edge of S a maximal edge 
if it is incident with the maximal node of S. 
When we consider classes (sets) of nodes in a graph, we often refer to a class of 
nodes that is represented by a node c as "class c" . 
A singleton class or set or a singleton tree is a class, set or tree that consists of one 
element or node, respectively. 
N ot at ion 2 .1.1 For a set S , ISI denotes the numbe1· of elements in the set. For a 
tree T, !TI denotes the number of nodes in the tree. Fo1· a list L , ILi denotes the 
number of elements in the list. (If to each element in a list L n. sublists is attached, 
then !LI denotes the number of elements in the list withou.t the sublists.) 
2.2 R e p resentation a nd D a t a Structures 
We informally describe the main aspects of two models of computation: the Pointer 
Ma.chine and the Random Access Machine. For a detailed description we refer to 
131, 20, 21, 30) and l25J, respectively. A pointer machine is a machine of which the 
memory consists of (equal) records. A record in memory is only accessible by means 
of a pointer to that record, which is a specification of that record (e.g., a pointer 
can be seen as the internal address of the record in memory). Fields of a record may 
contain either data values or pointer values. However , no arithmetic on pointers is 
PRESENTATION AND DATA STRUCTURES 7 
the only operations on pointe rs are assignment and t.esting for equality. 
e, a record can not be obtained by <'akulation of i ts address but only by 
: following a sequence of pointers. A Random Access Machine (RAJ'vl) is a 
of which the memory consists of storage locations that arc munbered 0,1,2, 
o.g. we interpret the locations as records also, where the values iu the fields 
;ers. A record in memory is accessihl<' by means of its number. However, 
~er that can be stored in a field is limited to a size O(logn) (i.e., it consists 
n) bits), where n is t he problem size (i.e., the number of items considered 
~oblem, like the number of nodes aucl! edg<'s in a graph). 
~hesis we will specify data structures in terms of nodes (or equivalently: 
and pointers to nodes. As usual, a pointer is a specification of some node 
unique name or some other identifie r) and a node may contain addli tional 
; ion in some field(s) (e.g. a string, symbol, or pointer). Note that in the 
odel, a pointer matches wi th the number rclatNI to a storage location. 
all the algorithms and data struct.urcs t hat we df'scribe ca.11 be implc1m·I1te<l 
a pointer machine and a RAM, with the samf' complf'xity. I.e., the m emory 
LSed by the implement ation consist:s of records tha.t can only be accessed by 
f pointers on which no ari t hmetic is pcrform<'d, where <'ach record contains a 
l number of fields (that may contaiu pointers), and where each field contains 
1 bits. This kind of i1r1plementation of an a lgorithm. and its associated data 
es is called a pointer/ log n solution. 
~ to handle gra.ph maintenance problems, we represent a graph a.s follows. 
es and edges of a graph are represented in memory by records, which we 
sider to be the actual nodes and edges. I.e., we do not distinguish between 
< (or an edge) and the record that represents it. Also, we will often not 
Lish between a pointer to a record and the record i tself. Each ver tex has 
Lence list, that consist of pointers to all edges in the i·epresentation that are 
: with it. Also, each edge contains pointers to it.s t.wo end nodes. (Hence, 
tices that a.re adjacent to some vertex v can be obtained by means of the 
::e list of v and the pointers from the edges to their end nodes.) An edge that 
"!': inserted is given by its record, with the pointers to its end nodes. 
:'\.lgorithms we present, we use lists (or equivalently: sets) that can be ma-
ed in the following way. V.le make use of lists of (pointers to) nodes that 
ie following operations: two lists can be joined or a node can be inserted in 
>oth in 0(1) time, and a list can be enumerated or 1·emoved in linear time. 
sly, an implementation of a list as a doubly-linked linear list of nodes with 
nal pointers to its two end nodes will do (whel'e the union operation can be 
:i.ed just by concatenating the linear lists). We do not make these operations 
. in our algorithms, but simply use the mathematical denotations like "U" for 
on of two lists and " { x }" for the list consisting of the element x only. 
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2.3 The Ackermann Function 
The Ackermann function A plays an important role in our algorithms and complexity 
analyses. It is defined as follows. For all integers i, x ?: 0, function A is given by 
A(O,x) = 2x for x;::: 0 
A(i,O) = 1 for i?: 1 (2.1) 
A(i,x) = A(i - l,,'l{i,x-1)) fori?:l, x?:l. 
It is easily seen that A{i, 1) = 2, A(i, 2) = 4 aud A(i + 1, 3) = A(i , 4) for i ?: 0. 
Moreover we have 
A(O,x) = 2x 
A(l,x) = 2"' 
A{2, x) = 2 22 ·.2 } x two's 
2 22i2Jl two two's 
.2 } 2 2•· } •• 
2 2 '" 2 
A(3,x) = 2 
x braces 
two's 
two's 
In fact, for every i, A(i + 1, x) is the result of x recursive applications of the function 
A{i,.) {compare e.g. A(l,x), A(2,x) and A(3,x)). 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let A<0>(i,y) :== y and A(r+1 >(i,y) :== A(i,A<"'l(i,y)) for i, x,y?: 0. 
Then A(i, x) = A(rl(i - 1, 1) for i?: 1, x?: 0. 
Proof. Straightforward by induction on x. 0 
Lemma 2.3.2 A(i',x') ~ A (i,x) for all i' ~ i, x' ~ x. 
Proof. By induction it follows that for every i, A(i, x) is strictly increasing in x 
and A(i,x) ?: 2x. Next it follows by induction that for every x, A(i,x) is strictly 
increasing in i. This concludes the proof. (Also cf. [31].) o 
Definition 2.3.3 
1. The row inverse a of the Ackermann functio1i is defined by 
a(i,n) = min{j?: OIA(i,j)?: n} (2.2) 
fori,n ~ 0. 
2.3. THE ACKERMANN FUNCTIO.N 
2. The fu11ctional inverse O' of the Ackerma1111 f1111ctio11 ;,. defined by 
0(111,11) = 111i11{i ~ lj.4(i.-! r111/11l) 2: n} 
for m 2:: 0 , n ~ 1. H er e we f<l/,;c rol = l . 
9 
(2.3) 
(The row inverse a( i, n) for some fixed i is a slowly increasing functiou: the higher 
the index i is, the slower the function a(i, 11) grows in 11. On thC' other hand, the 
inverse Ackermann function o:( n, 11) grows slow<'r than any row inverse.) 
Note that o:(O, n) = o(n, n). The abov<' t.wo ddi.nitions difft'r slightly from those 
appearing in (31, 32, 33]. However, it is cas1ly shown that the differences are bounded 
by some additive const.11.nts (except for the function~ a(O, ri) aud a( 1, n) ). 
Lemma 2.3.4 
a(i, A(i,x)) 
a(i,A(i + l ,x + 1)) 
a( i, n) 
x (i2:0,.r2:0) 
A(i + l , .r) (i 2: 0, .i: 2: 0) 
a(i,a(i - 1,11)) + l (i ~ 1, 11 2: 2) 
Proof. The first equality follows by defini t ion. Ily (2.1) we have a( i, A ( i+ 1, I+ 1)) = 
a(i,A(i,A(i + l,x))) = A(i + l,x). Moreover, since 11 2:: 2 implies a(i ,n) 2: 1 and by 
(2.2), (2.1) and i 2: 1 we have 
a(i, n) = 
= min{j 2: l!A(i,j) 2: n} 
= min{j 2: llA(i - 1, A(i,j - 1))? n} 
= miu{j ~ llA(i,j - 1) 2: a(i - 1, 11)} 
= min{j' ~ 0!.4(i,j' )) 2: a(i - l,11)} + 1 
= a(i,a(i-1,n))+l. 
The following lemma shows the relationship between two successive row inverses. 
0 
Lemma :2.3.5 Let a<0l(i,n) :== n and a!i+1l(i,n) := a(i,alil(i,n)) for i,j 2: 0, 
n ~ 1. Then a(i, n) = min{jja!1 l(i - 1, n) = 1} fol' i, n 2: l. 
P roof. Note that n ~ 2 equals a(i, n) ~ 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.3.4 it follows by 
induction that a(i, n) == a(i,aUl(i - 1, n)) + j if a<il(i - 1, n) 2: 1. As a(i, 1) = 0, this 
yields the required result. O 
Thus we have for n ~ 1: 
a(O,n) = 
a(l, n) 
a(2,n) 
a(3,n) 
r~1 
flog n l 
log" n 
min{j Jrn-1 = l } 
= min {j I flog<il n l == 1} 
min{j l log·<' > n = 1} 
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where as usual, the superscript u(j)" denotes the function obtained by j consecutive 
applications. 
Lemma 2.3.6 a(i,n) $a(i', n') fori ;::: i', n' ;::: n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2. 0 
By means of the row inverse of the Ackermann function we can express the functional 
inverse a as follows. 
Lemma 2 .3.7 a(m,n) = min{i;::: lla(i, n ) :5 4. fm/nl}. 
Corollary 2 .3.8 a(m', n') :::; a(m, n) form';::: m and n':::; n. 
. 1 ·
2 
} 65536 two's . . Fmally, note that a(m, n) :::; 3 for n:::; 2 , which will be the case for 
all practical values of n. 
For simplicity, we extend the Ackermann function as follows: 
A(i, -1) = 0 for all i;::: 0. (2.4) 
Notation 2.3.9 The set of all integers greater or equal to -1, is denoted by N_1 . 
We state some more lemma's that we will need in the sequel. The proofs can be 
skipped at first reading. 
Lemma 2.3 .10 Let i;::: 2, n ~ 0. Then a(i,n) ;:=::: 5 => a(i,n) < ~.a(i -1, n). 
Proof. Suppose a(i, n) ;::: 5 (and hence n ;:::: 2). Then Lemma 2.3.4 gives 
a(i,a(i-1,n)} = a(i,n)-1 
and therefore by (2.2) 
a(i-1 ,n) > A(i,a(i,n) - 2). (2.5) 
Since A(2, 5 - 2) = 16 ;::: 3.5 and since A(2, x + 1 - 2) = 2A{l,:r-2>, it follows that 
A(2, x - 2) ;::: 3.x for x ;::: 5. Applying this (by means of Lemma 2.3.2) in (2.5) yields 
a(i - 1, n) > 3.a(i, n) (2.6) 
0 
Lemma 2 .3.11 Let n;::: 1, f;::: 0. Then 
a(f,n) < a(O,n) => f > n 1\8.f;::: n.a(a(f,n),n) 
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Proof. Let o(f, n) < o(O, n). Then by Lemma 2.3.7 
o I 4. f- 1<a(o(.f.11 ), 11) s; 4.f-1-
" II 
Since fOl = 1, this yields f > n and 11.a(o(f,n),11) :S 8.f. 
Lemma 2 .3.12 Let n ~ 1 a11d let f 1 a11d h be such Ilia! 
o(h + 1, n) = a(f2, n) - 1 = o (f1 + l, 11) - 1 = cr{f1 , u) - 2. 
11 
0 
(Hence, f 1 and h are two consecttlive values off ~after ·· which the 11a/1u of er(f, n) 
decreases.) Then h ~ 3.f1 :=:: 3.n. 
Proof. Let f 1 and f2 be as defined above. 
First, for all f such that a (f + 1, n) = u(f, 11) - 1 we h<w·c by Lemma 2.3. 7 
4.ff/nl < a(o(f + 1,11),n) :S 4. f(f + l)/nl . 
Hence f /n must be a (posi tive) integer, which yields 
£EN/\ 4.f...<a(o(f+I, n),n):S4.(£+ 1). 
n n 11 
(2.7) 
Note that f 1 and h are two such consecutive values of f for which the value of 
o(f, n) decreases. 
Let o 1 = o(/1 +1, n). By a(/1+1, n) = o(/2+ 1, n)+ 1 it follows that 01 ;:::: 2. Because 
of a-1 =o:(/1 +1,n) = o:(fi,n) - 1 and Lemma 2.3.7 we must have a(o:l,n);:::: 5. 
Applying Lemma 2.3.10 yields 
a(o1 - l , 11) > 3.a(o1,n). 
Combining (2.8) and (2.7) gives (by using o(h + l,n) = a 1 - 1) 
3.4.fi < 3.a(oi,n) < a(a1 - 1,n) S 4.(h + 1). 
n n 
Hence, 
h > 3. f1 - l 
n n 
(2.8) 
and since by (2. 7) * and ~ are integers, this gives h ~ 3./ 1 • Lemma 2.3.11 provides 
the second inequality f 1 +1 > n, since o(f1 + l,n) < 0:(!.,n)::; 0:(0,n) . O 
The next lemma's use the following: 
n ;:::: 3 /\ i ;:::: 1 ~ a( i, n) > A( i + 1, a( i + 1, n) - 2). (2.9) 
T his follows by using Lemma 2.3.4 that gives a(i + 1, a(i, n)) = a(i + 1, n) - 1 and 
by using (2.2). 
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Lemma 2.3.13 For n and c such that a (n, n) > a(c, c) + 1 the following holds for 
i with 1 5i:::;a,(n,n)-3: 
a( i, n) ;:::::: 8.12; .i.( c + 1 )i-I .( 2a( i + 1, n) + c + 1 ). 
Proof. Let n and c satisfy a(n, n)?: a(c, c) + 2. (Hence a(n, n);:::::: 3.) 
Claim 2.3.14 c + 1 $ a(i, n) for i with 1 $ i $ a(n, n) - 2. 
Proof. By (2.3) we ha.ve A(a(n,n) - 1,4) < n and A(a(c,c),4) ?: c. By using 
a(n,n) - 2?: a(c,c) it follows that 
n > A (a(n, n) - 1,4) = A(a(n, n) - 2, A(o-(n, ii) - 2,4))) ?: A(a(n, n) - 2, c). 
Hence by (2.2) we obtain c < a(o-(n, n) - 2, n). By Lemma 2.3.2 it follows that 
c < a(i, n) for i with 1 ::; i :::; a(n, n) - 2. This proves the claim. D 
Claim 2.3.15 A(i + l,x - 2)?: 2.12i+1.i.x' Joi· x?: 6 and i?: l. 
Proof. We prove the claim by inductiou to i and x. Firstly, For i = 1 and x = 6 
we have A(2,4) = A{l,A(l,4)) = 216 ?: 2.122 .1.6. For i >land x = 6 we have by 
induction 
A(i + 1,4) = A(i,A(i,4))?: 2A(;,4l?: 22· 12'.(i-l).e•-• ? 2.12'+1 .i.6'. 
Finally, for i > l and x > 6 we have by induction 
A(i + 1, x - 2) = A(i, A(i + 1, x - 3)) ? 2A(i+i.r-J) ? 22 · 12 '+' .i .(r-I)' ?: 2.12•+1 .i.x'. 
This pwves the claim. D 
Let i he such that l ::; i ::; a(n, n) - 3. Note that i + 2 ::; a(n, n) - 1 implies 
a(i + 2, n) ?: 5 and n ?: 3. By applying (2.9) for i + 1 we obtain 
a(i+l,n) > A(i+2,a(i+2,n)-2)?: A(i+2,5-2)? A(3,3)?: 6 
Hence, Equation (2.9) and Claim 2.3.15 give that 
a( i, n) > 2.12'+1.i.( a(i + 1, n))' = 8.12' .i.( a( i + 1, n) )'-1 (2a(i + 1, n) + a( i + 1, n)). 
By Claim 2.3.14 the inequality of Lemma. 2.3.13 follows. 0 
Lemma 2.3.16 Let n?: 0, 1 $ i $ o-(n, n) - 2. Then a(i + 1, n) < c(i .. n). 
Proof. Since i + 2 $ o-(n, n) we have a(i + 1, n) ?: 5 and n?: 3. Claim 2.3.15 gives 
that A(i+l, x - 2)?: i.x for x ? 6 and i ?: l. Moreover, A(i + 1, 5 -2) = A(i, 4)?: i.5 
by Claim 2.3.15 or by A ( l, 4) = 16. Applying this in (2.9) yields the required result. 
0 
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2.4 Obtaining Ackermann Values 
First we consider the Ackc rmauu fn11ctiu11 "" au i11fi11i11• urntrix .4. with Ackermann 
values: A(i,x) (i 2'. l, J' ~ -1). Note that A (1. -1) = 0, A(i.0) = l, A(i, 1) = 2 
A(i,2) = 4 and that A(i,3) = A(i - 1,-l) (i > 1). 
Let n be an integer, n > 1. Suppose we only need Ackt•rmann \'aluC's A.(i,J') to 
compare them with numbers 111 for 0 < n' < 11. i.e. to l'\·alual<' a prl'dicatc 11' < 
A(i,x), for i ~ l a.n<l -1 $ J' $ a(i,11). (Iu our latC'r algorithms W<' have this 
si tuation: for a universe of sizC' n the siz<· 111 of a set in it .. grows .. and from ti111t> 
to time T is compared with some A(i,J') for x $ a(i,n).) If all Ackermann values 
in the matrix that are at least n arc replact·d by the ntlue oc. th<'n this docs not 
influence the result of the above comparisons. Note that by (2.2) .-!(i,a(i,n));::: n 
and A(i,a(i,n)-1) < 11. Dy E<1uatio11 (2.3) it follows that .4(0(11,11),4) 2'. 11. Dy 
A( o(n, n) + 1, 3) = A( a(n, n ), -l) and by Lemma 2.3.2 this gin•s that A(i, 3) 2'.: r1 for 
i > a(n, n ). Therefore, if all Ack<'rmann \'al111'" that ar<' at lt•ast 11 art' replaced by oo 
iu the matrix, then all rows with row umnhcr at least o( 11, 11) + 1 lwcome identical. 
Therefore, it suffices to h<1 vc a table t lwt coutaius tlw val11cs .4(i .. r) for 
1$i~o(n.n)+l aucl -l $ .r$a(i.11). 
where all values A(i,11(i,11)) (1 ~ i ~ 0(11.11) + 1) arc replaced by oo. (In fact , 
we even can do with less.) In this case, row o( 11, n) + 1 represents all rows i with 
i > a(n, ll). 
In correspondence with these obscn·ations we define thl' following notion. 
Definition 2.4. l Let Hack be 1111 integer. 11ack > 1. A 11 .4c/.:enna11 u table for !lack 
with row 11umber O'aek = o(naek. llacd is a table A' that co1itains values A'(i, .r) for· 
(2.10) 
with A'( i, a( i, nack)) = oo and A'( i, :r) == .4( i, x) otherwise. 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let A' be an Ackermann table for flack with 1·ow 1111mbe1· Oack· Then 
the following holds for 0 < n' < 11ock, i ~ 1. -1 $ x $ a(i,110 ,k): 
n' < A(i,:r) <=> 111 < .41(mi11{i,00 , k + l}, :r). 
In this Section we consider how to compute Ackcrma11n tables for some !lack and 
how to store them: first by a matrix array and then by a pointer structure. We 
note that the iterative technique that we employ for computing Ackermann va.l· 
ues is well-known, but that the primary reason for this subsection is to define the 
representations. 
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2.4.1 Matrix Representation 
Suppose we want to represent an Ackermann table for nack by a matrix. Then this 
matrix needs columns numbered from -1 up to a(l, nack) and rows numbered from 
1 up to aack + 1 = o(nack, nack) + 1. Since Oack cannot be computed d irectly, an 
upper bound like log n can be taken. Let A' be the matrix that represents the 
Ackermann table for nack· Then A.' can be computed by means of the algorithm 
given in Figure 2.1, where n denotes nack· We consider the algorithm briefly. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Figure 2.1: The (matrix) computatiou of the Ackermann table A'. 
i := O; A'(i + 1, -1) := O; A'(i + 1, 0) := 1; x := O; 
do A'(i + 1, x) < n --A'(i + 1, x + l) := 2.A'(i + 1, x); x := x + l od; 
A'(i + l,x) := oo; i := i + 1; ain := x; 
do ain > 3 V i = 1 
--A'(i + 1, -1) := O; A'(i + 1, 0) := 1; x := O; 
d o A'(i + 1,x) # oo 
od; 
--+if A'(i + 1,x) ~ ain ~A'(i + l ,x + 1 ) := oo 
~ A'(i + 1, x) < ain ~A'(i + l,x + 1) := A'(i,A'(i + 1,x)) 
fi-
' 
x := x + 1 
i := i + 1; ain := x 
(13) od; 
(14) Oack : = i - 1 
Note that in line 2, i + 1 is used instead of just 1. This is for later convenience. In 
line 2 it is used that A( 1, x) = 2r and that 2"'+1 = 2r + 2". Also, when row i + 1 is 
computed, then ain has the value a(i, n) (i.e., the ';last" element of row i and hence 
A'( i, ain) = oo ). The definition of the Ackermann function is used straightforwardly, 
and in line 7 it is used that if A(i + l ,x) ~ ain then A(i + l,x + 1) = A(i,A(i + 
1,x)) ~ A(i,ain) ~ n. Therefore it easily follows that the algorithm computes the 
Ackermann table for n correctly. Note that the entire table can be computed by 
means of additions and comparisons only, since the expression 2.A'(i+ l , x) occurring 
in line 2 can be replaced by A'(i + l,x) + A'(i + 1,x). 
2.4.2 Node Net Representation 
Since we want to run our .algorithms on a pointer machine, we represent the Acker-
mann table for nack by a "node net", i.e., a data structure of nodes (records) that 
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represent the entries A'(i,;;r). Apart from rt,,ck, we· ass1mu• th<it a positiv<' intcg<'r i0 
is given t()(). 
Each node cont.ains a valu<' of the Ackcnua11u tahl<· for 11,.<k· Th<• node n<'t consists of 
(say, "horizontal") linc<1r lists of nod<'s corresponding to rows oft.lie matrix JHC'SC11tcd 
above, while the leading nodes of tlw list.s them~dves form a (say, "Ycrt.ical") linear 
list corresponding to the column -1. In tlii~ description we> will denote end1 nod<' 
in the net by its coordinates in the corresponding Ackermann matrix. (Hc•un·. node 
( i , x) represents the coeffirient .4' ( i, 1·).) Furthermore, the Ackermann 1wt. ron tains 
the para.rn<'tcr <l'ack. the pointers rowack ;wd rOttJ1 that poiut to the leading nodes of 
rows ll'ack and l respectively (i.e., to noclcs (a·.,c1.:, -1) aud (1, - 1) respectively) and 
an additional pointer rowi that points to the first 11ode of row ( rn i 11 { i 0 , aack + l}, -1). 
Finally, in each node {i, -1) the valut> a(i, 11) is stored toscthcr with a pointer to 
node (i,a(i,n)). The structure of the no(lc nC't is illnstr;1tf'd in Figure 2.2. \Ve call 
such a node net the Ackermann net for 110~1.:-
Figure 2.2: Au Ackermann net. 
'[3w1 
\._ i;::l..:::_ [J - Cl - Cl - Cl -
I 
c;:J..:: D-D-0-0-
1 
rowi c;:l.::::_ 0 - D - D - D -
D I 
\..._: 
I 
(~inf I . t Q-D-0-,J:Jtn 
D 
row-a ck 
-O=.J:Jinf 
-0 :=.Pint 
- D ::::.P inf 
0 
alpha-ack 
ln this reI>resentation, the Ackermann table A' can be com1rnted in a similar way as 
in the case of a matrix represeutation. We ouly need to make the obvious adaptations 
to deal with records and pointers instead of array locations and to deal with the 
additional pointers that have to be present in the net. We describe the alterations 
that need to be incorporated in the algorithm given in Figure 2.1. Firstly, together 
with the variable i used in the algorithm a pointer is maintained that points to the 
node (i,-1), except initially at line 1 (i = 0), where pointer rowi is initialized to 
point to node (1, -1). For each value A 1(i+ 1,-1) that is created in the algorithm of 
Figure 2.1 {line 1 and 5) a node is created and it is appended to the linear "vertical" 
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list that corresponds to column -1. Moreover, this node is taken to be the first node 
of the "horizontal" list corresponding to row i + 1. For every other value A'( i + 1, x) 
(x ~ 0) that is computed in the algorithm of Figure 2.1, a node is created containing 
that value and is appended to the list rep1·esenting row i + 1. Together with the 
variable x used in the algorithm a pointer is maintained that points to the node 
(i + 1, x) (where row i + 1 is the row that is computed). Then all comparisons w.r .t. 
values A'(i + 1,x) as performed in lines 2, 6, 7 or 8 are performed by means of this 
pointer. The only remaining question is how to obtain the value A'(i, A'(i + 1,x)) 
in line 8. Recall that the function A is monotone (cf. Lemma 2.3.2). Since during 
the computation of row i + 1 the computed values A'( i + 1, x) are computed for 
increasing values of x, the values A'(i,A'(i + 1,x)) are values A'(i,y) that are to 
be obtained for increasing y too. Therefore during the "traversal" of row i + 1 in 
line 6-11 these values can be obtained by "simultaneously" traversing row i with 
variable y and an appropriate pointer corresponding to y. Note that in this way 
each row is traversed at most two times in the entire process ("by" x and "by" y). 
If a row i is "finished" (lines 3 and 12), then the value a(i,n) (= ain) can be stored 
in node (i, -1) together with a pointer to node (i, a(i, n)). 
Finally, po.inter rowack is initialised. Note that pointer rowi can be initialised to 
point to node (min{i0 , a0 c1,. + 1},-1) during the above computat ions. 
In the above way the Ackermann net for n.ock is computed. By Lemma 2.3.10 and 
Lemma 2.3.7 it is easily seen that the Ackermann net contains O(log n) values and 
that it is computed in O(log n) time. Therefore we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.3 The Ackermann net for nack can be computed in O(log nock) time. 
Finally, we consider the extension of an Ackermann net for jucrea5ing nack· We only 
consider values nock such that nock = 2"'•<• for some X"ck· 
Lemma 2.4.4 Let the Ackermann net for n..,ck = 2"'•ck be given. Then the net can 
be extended to the Ackermann net for 2.nack = 2"'•'k+I in O(cr(nack, nock)) time. 
Proof. Suppose we have the Ackermann net for nock = 2"'•c•. Now extend the 
Ackermann net as follows. First consider row 1, that is reachable by means of the 
pointer row1 pointing to node (1, -1). Note that Xack = a(l, nocd· Now replace the 
value oo in node ( 1, Xock) by 2"'•« ( = nack) and append a new node ( 1, Xack + 1) with 
value oo to row 1. Moreover, adapt the relevant values and pointers in node (1, -1). 
Then the remaining rows are augmented as follows: if row i (i :S O:ack) is not 
extended, then we are ready, otherwise compare the value a(i, nock) with A(i+l, a(i+ 
1, nock ) - 1) (both can be obtained in 0( 1) time using the available pointers, since we 
can maintain a pointer to node (i,-1)): if a(i, n<>ck) = A(i+l,a(i+ 1, nack)-1) then 
store the value nock (= A(i,a(i,nock)) in node (i + l,a(i + l,nack)) (cf. (2.1)) and 
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append a node with value oo to it. Tlwn mo<lify th.-. v;1\11f's aud poiutc-rs ;1<·cor<li11gly 
in node (i + 1, - 1). OthPrwisC'. uothiug lll'{'<b to lw dn1l('. 
If row 0:( 1lock, n ack) + 1 is adapted too. and I his row co111ai11s tlw uew uodc 
( o( rlack, tlacd + 1, 4 ), then a 1ww row o( 11,.<1.· . 11.,,.~· ) + 2 is cr<·at1·cl ton I ainiug nodes for 
-1 $ x $ 3 , whC're (o(nack- 7lne.<) + 2. 3 ) 1·011 t<1i11s tll<' \'iiluC' oo. Aft.erwar<ls innc<tsc 
the value Oac.1: by one a.nd adapt the poi1111·r 1·011•.,<£, an·or<liugly. After this proccdurt· 
is finished, s<•t na<k : = 2.nack and Iack := Inc k + l. Mo rC'OYcr. the pointer rowi ran 
easily be set to point. to nOdt' (mi11{iu,o., ,.k + 1} . - 1). I t is c•asily sc'Cn that all tlw 
above actions can be performed in 0( o( llock· 110 ,k)) time. 0 
Chapter 3 
New Techniques for the 
Union-Find Problem 
3.1 Introduction 
Let U be a universe of n elements. Suppose U is partitioned into a collection of 
(named) singleton sets and suppose we want to be <1ble to perform the following 
operations: 
• Union(A,B ,C): join the two sets named A aud B and call the result C, 
• Find(x): return the name of the :set in which element :r is contained. 
The occurring set names must satisfy the condition that, at every moment, the 
names of the existing sets a.re distinct. The problem of efficiently implementing 
Union-Find programs is widely known as t he disjoiut set union problem or, simply, 
the "Union-Find problem". 
Several data. structures a.nd algorithms for the Union-Find problem have been de-
veloped. In (16] two set union algorithms were presented (of which the second is 
the familiar set union algorithm using balancing and path compression), and it was 
shown that these take O((n + m). log· n) time for n - 1 Unions on n elements and 
for m Finds, where log" denotes the "iterated log-function". In 1975, Ta.rjan [31J 
proved that the worst-case time bound for the set union algorithm with balancing 
and path compression is O(m.a(m,n)) for n - 1 Unions and m;::: n Finds, where 
a is the inverse Ackermann function (see Section 2.3). The algorithm can be im-
plemented on a pointer ma.chine that satisfies the sepamtion condition (i.e., at any 
moment the records in the data structure can be partitioned into disjoint sets that 
have no pointers to each other, where each set of i·ecords corresponds to exactly one 
set of elements) (cf. [32, 27] for a precise description). In [32] a lower bound was 
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proved 011 the time complexity of any Union-Find program that runs on a pointer 
machine and that satisfies the separation condition: any program of n - 1 Unions 
and m Finds takes at least !1( m.a( m, n)) time, if m ~ n. In (3] and (33] the lower 
bound was extended to !1(n+m.a(m, n)) time for all n and m. Until now all known 
algorithms that run on a 1>ointer machine satisfy the separation condition. Finally, 
in [22] the first algorithm presented in [16] was combined with path compression 
yielding a time bound of O(n. log· n + m) time for all Unions on n elements and for 
m Finds. 
In this chapter, we reconsider the Union-Find problem, and study the question 
of bounding the individual complexity of the Finds. We present a collection o f 
Union-Find structures that each take 0(1) time per Find in the worst case. I.e., we 
present a collection of structures UF( i) ( i ~ l) that solve the Union-Find problem 
on a pointer machine, such that for UF(i) a Find operation takes O(i) time and all 
Union operations together take O(n.a(i, n)) time for a universe of n elements (i ~ 1, 
n ~ 2), where a(i, n) is the row inverse of the Ackermann function (see Section 2.3). 
Moreover, by means of these structures, a Union-Find structure is given that has a 
worst-case time of O(a(f,n)) for the /'h Find, while the total time complexity for 
m Finds a.nd n -1 Unions is O(n +m.a(m, n)). This structure therefore differs from 
the structures that use path compaction ( cf. (31, 33]) in the fact that the worst-case 
time bound of a Find is small instead of the worst-case time bound of a Union. 
Because a(m, n) :5 3 in all practical situations, the new algorithm guarantees that 
Finds are essentially 0(1) worst case, within the optimal time bound for the Union-
Find problem as a whole. The techniques in the algorithms appear to be closely 
related to the techniques used in (11] for the Split-Find problem. 
The results stated in this chapter have the following applications. The results can 
be used in cases in which a low worst-case time of a. Find is more import ant than 
that of the Unioo(s) because of additional computations (e.g., cf. chapters 8 and 9). 
Furthermore, because a(m,n) is 0(1) in all p1·actical cases, the new algorithm guai:-
antees that Finds are essentially 0(1) worst case, within the optimal bound for the 
Union-Find problem as a whcle. On the other hand, the techniques will be used 
to design an efficient generalized Split-Find structure that runs on a pointer ma· 
chine (d. Chapter 4) (a generalized Split divides an interval I into two intervals 
/1 and /2: /1 is the concatenation of a bounded number of subintervals of I and 
/2 is the remainder; the usual Split is a special case), and structures to maintain 
2- and 3-edge/vertex-connected components (cf. chapters 6-9). This is because of 
the possibility of maintaining structural information by means of these techniques, 
whereas e .g. path compression destroys this kind of informat ion. 
As in (27, 31, 32, 33] , we consider the Union-Find problem in terms of nodes in a 
pointer machine. We will not explicitly keep track of the 1-1 correspondence between 
these nodes and the elements and set names in the actual computing environment (if 
these a.re different). However, our procedures are such that the 1-1 correspondences 
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can easily be maintained wh<·n necessary. 
This chapter is orgauis<'d a.~ follows. Iu S<'C"t ion 3. 2 wf" dC'scri lw t lit· l,' uion-Fiucl 
problem (on pointer mMhi11<'S) pr<'cisdy. lu Sc·ctiou 3.3 w<· pr<'seut a colkct.iou 
of structures UF(i) for all integer>' i ::'.". l b~· nl<'aus of au in<ludi vc coustructiou 
starting from the struct1tr<• UF( 1 ), that i11 fact is <'q11ival1 ·nt t<> il wcll-knowu simple 
Union-Find structure thnt takes 0(11log11) t ime for all Unions. luductivdy we will 
describe UF(i + 1) by mc·a11s of UF(i). The strnnur<' lJF(i) will turn out to have a 
time complexity for a Find of O(i) in t h(• worst case and a time complexity for all 
Unions of 0(11.a(i, n) ): th<"'Sf' t ime bounds are pron•d in Section 3A. In Section 3.:i 
we consider how the t ransforma.tion of UF(i) st.rncturcs to other UF(i' ) structures 
can be employed to yicl(l a t ime bound of 0(11 + m .o(ni.n)) for all Unions on n 
elements a.nd for m Finds. In Section 3.•G we consider the problem of insertions of 
elements. 
3.2 The Union-Find Problem and Pointer Ma-
chines 
We formulate the Uniou-Find problem ia terms of nodes as follows (also d. [27; 31; 
32, 33]). Let U be a collection of nodes, ca.ll<'d dements. Suppose U is partit ioned 
into a collection of singleton sets, and Sllppost, to each siuglcton set a. (new) Hnique 
node is related, called set name. \Ve want to he a.hie to perform the following 
operations: 
• Union( s,t ): given two (pointers to) set names s and I , join the corresponding 
sets into a. new set, relate e ither s or t to it as set name and dispose the other 
one, and return (a pointer to) the resulting set nanw . 
• Find(x); given (a pointer to) element l", return (a pointer to) the set name of 
the set in which element x is contained. 
The occurring set names must satisfy t he condition that, at every momeut, the 
names of the existing sets are distinct. 
The above description differs slightly from the description given in [31, 33) where 
nodes tha t represent elements represent set names too, but it easily seen that because 
the fields of nodes can be chosen arbitrary and because (a pointer to) the resulting 
set name is returned by Union(s, t}, other descriptions can easily be simulated. 
Now, in the Union-Find problem on a pointer machine each node is identified with 
some unique record in the memory of the p ointer machine. Note that this means t hat 
nodes ha.ve a fixed number of fields and that nodes can only be reached by means 
of pointer values on which no arithmetic is possible. Therefore we will describe our 
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Union-Find st.rncturcs iu terms of nodes only aud we will not. distinguish between a 
uodc 1111d the record that ri-pres<•uts that uock in a memory. 
With respect to th<' l· l corrci;puu<l<'ucc bdwecu the elements in a pointer machine 
model and th•' elements in a actual comp11ting euYironm<'nt \1·<' only mention some 
wdl-knowu t<•chniques (that also apply for (2i, 31, 32, 33]): if t.hcse elements in the ('11\'itonmcnt arl' record~ thcmS<'ln:•s. th•• 1-1 correspoudeuce can be implemented by 
means of bidirectional point<'rs, where a bidircctioual pointer between two records 
denotes that the two records have a pointcr to Pach other. On the other hand, if 
tlw elements arc represented by arrays, then the l·l corrcspomlcnce can be imple-
mented by means of pointers in the one direction and indices in the other direction. ~lorcover, note that records can be implemented by means of arrays, where pointers 
arc, in fact, indices in I.he arrays. Finally, with respect to the correspondences of 
the set names in a pointer machine and the set namt•s in the environment, similar 
remarks cau be made. Then these l·l correspondences can be usc<l and adapted (if 
necessary) just before and after the executions of Union(s, t) an<l Find( x) operations 
and in this way the operations Union and Find as described in Section 3.1 can be 
achieved. 
3.3 The Union-Find Structure UF( i) 
lo this section we present a collection of structures UF(i) (i ~ 1) that allow Union 
imd Find operations as described in Section 3.2. Let i ;::: l. A UF( i) structure is a 
i:ollectioo of rooted trees. T he collection of trees is changed by Union operations. 
For each set name s let the set of elements conespouding to name s be denoted by 
set(s,i). Each set name is the root of a tree. The leaves of the tree with roots are 
the elements in set(s, i) and have an equal distance ~ i to the root. The nodes of 
the tree without the root ·can be split into layers of nodes that have equal distance 
to the root. The layer that contains the elements of set(s, i) is called layer i, the 
other occurring layers are numbered consecutively in a decreasing order starting 
from layer i. 
To each set name some par arneters are associated and the corresponding tree satisfies 
additional constraints w.r.t. these para.meters, which will be given in the sequel. 
Trees are represented as follows: for each node x the field father(x) contains a 
pointer to its father if x is not a root and it contains the value nil otherwise. 
Moreover, sons(x) is the !fat of the sons of x. 
Structure UF(i) allows the operations UNION(s, t, i) and FIND(x) that satisfy the 
specification given in Section 3.2. Function UNION(s, t , i) will be given in the sequel. 
Function FIND(x) is given in Figure 3.1. Obviously, FIND (x) outputs the root of 
the tree in which node x is contained. From the above descri1)tion of UF( i) it follows 
that for any element x, FIND(x) outputs the name of the set in which x is contained. 
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Figure 3.1: Procedure FIND(x) in UF(i) (i ~ 1). 
(1) pro cedure FIND(x); retu rn< set name>; 
(2) if f ather(x) = nil ---t FIND := x 
(3) 0 fath er(x) #nil___. FIND:= FIND(Jather(x)) 
( 4) fi 
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The structures UF(i) are defined inductively for i > 1, starting from a base struc-
ture UF(l) (that, in fact, is equivalent to a well-known simple Union-Find structure, 
which can be found in (l]). First we outline the structure of UF(l) in Subsec-
tion 3.3.1, and then we describe UF(i) for i > 1 in Subsection 3.3.2, 
In the sequel we denote by "UF(i) elements" elements that are involved in the 
Union-F ind problem to be solved by the UF(i) structure. Moreover, sometimes we 
will refer by "UF(i) structure" to the algorithms too. 
3.3.1 T he U nion- F ind St ructure U F(l) 
Structure U F( 1) is the structure that underlies the straightforward set-merging al-
gorithm. Recall that the set corresponding to set names is denoted by set(s, 1) and 
that the nodes in set( s, 1) are in layer 1.. According to the above constraints, for 
every element x f ather(x) contains a pointer to the name of the set in which it is 
contained and for every set names, sons(s) = set(s,l). 
For each set name s we have a parameter weight(s, 1) that contains the size of 
set(s, 1): weight(s, 1) =I set(s, 1) I. 
If UF(l) is used to solve the Union-Find problem, then the initialisation for some 
(sub-)collection of elements into sets is straightforward (for any initial collection of 
sets, but usually singleton sets). 
The Union of two sets can now be performed by the algor ithm UNION(s, t, 1) given 
in F igure 3 .2. The algorithm is based on changing the father pointers of the elements 
of the smallest of the two sets that are involved in the Union. The generation of all 
e E sons(t ) that occurs in line 3 of the procedure can be performed by enumerating 
the list sons(t). Moreover, the joining of the two lists ·occuning in line 5 can be 
performed in 0(1) t ime (d. Section 2.2). 
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Figure 3.2: The Union procedure in UF(l) . 
(1) procedure UNION(s,t,1); ret urn < set na.me >; 
(2) {pre: weight(s, 1) 2! weight(t, l); othc1·wise interchanges and t} 
(3) for all e E sons(t) - father(e) :=·s rof; 
(4) weight(s, 1) := weight(s, 1) + weight(t, 1); 
(5) sons(s) := sons(s) U sons(t); 
(6) remove node t; ret urn node s 
3.3.2 The Union-Find Structure UF(i) for i > 1 
Let i > 1. Structu.re UF( i) is a structure that satisfies the following conditions. 
Recall t hat the set correspond ing to set name s is denoted by set(s, i) and that 
nodes in set(s, i) are in layer i. 
For ea.eh set node s we have a parameter weight(s, i) tbat contains the size of 
set(s, i): weight(s, i) =I set(s, i) I· Moreover, we have a parameter lowindex(s, i) E 
N_1 that satisfies 
2.A (i,lowindex(s,i)) $ weight(s,i). (3.1) 
Note that lowindex(s, i) does not have to be the largest number that satisfies this 
inequality, and that the above restriction on lowindex is equivalent to 
I . d ( ") ( ' rweight(s,i) + ll) owin ex s, i < a i, 
2 
. (3.2) 
(The parameter lowindex is incremented from time to time by the Union algo-
rithms.) 
Two cases ai·e distinguished. 
• H set (s, i) contains more than one element (i.e., weigkt(s, i) > 1), then set(s, i) 
is partitioned into dusters (subsets) of at least 2 elements. For each such 
duster C there is a unique so-called cluster node c (which is not an element in 
set( s, i)); all nodes in cluster C have node c as their father and son.s( c) = C. 
In this description we denote the set of these cluster nodes by clusset(s, i) . 
A cluster node c E clusset(s,i) satisfies (besides I sons(c) 12! 2) 
I sons(c) I ~ 2.A(i,lowindex(s, i)). (3.3) 
The subtree betweea s and clusset(s,i) is a tree of a UF(i - I )-structure: 
the nodes of clusset(s,i) are the elements of the set named sin a UF(i - 1) 
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structure. Thus: 
set(s, i - 1) = cl11sset(s, i). 
F inally, clus(s, i) contains a poiuter to an arbitrary cluster uode in 
clusset(s, i ). 
• If set(s, i) consists of precisely one clement e (i.e. , weight(s, i) = 1) then 
fath er(e) = s, sons(s) = {e} and dus(s,i) = nil. 
(Note that in each of the above cases, the elements in a tree have the same distance 
:::; i to the root, which easily follows by induction.) 
By means of this recursive definition, the UF(i) structure consists of a collection of 
t rees, one for each set. In each tree different layers c1111 be distinguished starting 
from the elements at layer i via clusters nodes that are "elements" ou layer i - 1 
etcetera, to some layer that consists of only one element or that is layer 1 (what 
depends on the considered set, cf. Figure 3.3). Alternat ively stated, UF( i) consists 
of trees that have one leaf as the son of the root a.nd of trees that are trees in some 
UF(i - 1) structures if the leaves are removed. 
Figure 3.3: Set representations by trees in UF(i) (i > 1). 
set names 
cluster n()des 
elements 
H UF(i) is used to solve the Union-Find problem, then the iuitialisation for some 
(sub-)collection of elements in singleton sets is as follows: for each element e 
with set name s for the singleton set { e}, the following initialisation is per-
formed: father(e) = s, sons(s) = {e}, weight(s,i) = l, lowindex(s,i) = -1 
and clus(s, i) = nil. In this way the set names and the elements satisfy the condi-
t ions of UF(i) initially. (Note that afterwards, the insertion of an element in the 
collection of elem ents can easily be performed in this way too.) If we want to ini-
tialise the structure for some collection of elements into a collection of given, directly 
available sets (not necesarily singleton sets) then this can be performed as follows: 
for each set with set names that contains more then one element, create a cluster 
node c, let the father pointers of all its elements point to c and put them in the list 
sons(c). Then make sons(s) = {c} , father(c) = s, clus(s, i) = c, weight(s, i) = 
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[the umnbcr of f'kmcuts in the set] and cl11.s(s, i - 1) = nil, wcight(.s, i - 1) = l. 
Fiua\ly, /uwi11dcr(s,i) = lowi11dex(s,i - 1) = - 1. 
The Union of sets mu now be pcrfornwd by the algori thm UNION(.~, t, i) given in 
Figure 3.4. Wt' do not consider tlw problem of how to obtain and store the values 
weight, lou•i11de.r, and clus yet (note that all t hese values depend on both the set 
name a..ud i, the layer number). The set set(.>,i) can be obtained by the function 
gniaate( s, i) gin•n in Figure 3.5. This function generates set set( s, i) and removes 
all intt'rmcdiate tree nodes between s and set( s, i ). 
Procedure UI\ION(s, t,i) Qpcrates in the following way. W .l.o.g. we assume that 
lowir1dex(s, i) ~ /owinde:r(t, i). The procedure is based on changing the father 
pointers of set(t, i) towa1·ds cluster node clus(s, i) if set(t, i) has a lowe r value 
lowinde.r than set(s, i) (lines 5-10), otherwise, if the union of both sets has a size 
that allows a larger lowinde.r than t he actuaJ (equal) values of the old sets then 
the father pointers of bot.h sets arc changed towards an entire new cluster node 
( lines 14-21), and othf'rwise a rccursiw call is performed (li1l<' 12-13). 
We des('t:"ibe the proc<•dnre iu more detail. Fir:st, both the weights of ::; aud t are 
adapt t'd. (For, at this moment, both s auc.l t can be the uame of th<c! set resulting 
from the Union.) If the len•ls of sand t arc (l istinct (line 5), then all elements oft arc 
pnt brneath a cluster node~ t of,,, and the 11eccs~ary updates arc performed (liuc 6-
10, also cf. Figure 3.6). I.e., the clcmeuts of t in this layer are generated, while 
all "int1•rmediate'' nodes are removed (line /), the father poiuters of these e lements 
are adapted, t.he list .-m1s( c) is augmented wit.h these elements and finally t itself 
is rernov('cl. Otherwi~('. if tilt' len~ls a.re <'tjn<d (Jin(' 11), t hen two cases arc possible. 
If the size of the union b1·comrs "sufficicn tly large" (line l ·1), tlwu all clement:; of 
the union arc pnt b<'!ll.'ilt h a new clnstcr node c while the ucccssa.ry updates an' 
performed (line 15-27, also cf. Figure 3.7), i.e., the demcnts of both 3 aud tin this 
layer arc generated in the list son;;{ c) while all "intermediate" nodes are remonxL 
their fatlwr pointers are a.dapte<l to the ucw cluster node c, node c is "put bdow" 
node s and the parameters for la.yer i a.nd layer i - 1 arc npdatccl. Fiually, set node 
t is removed. Otherwise, if the size of the union does not become "sufficiently large" 
(line 12), there i~ a t'<.'C\tr:Sivc ea.II to join the ch1stl'r 11odes for layer i of both sets 
(line 13). Th('I! the above \asc•s appear on a lower layer (cf. Fig. 3.8). 
Note that at the moment of the recursive call (line 13), a ll parameters at layer i 
satisfy tl1e UF{i) conditions for the ult imate joined set, whichever of the two ~et 
uamcs sort will be its name. It is readily Yerified that the procedure maintains the 
conditions of UF(i). 
We want to state here that the value lowindex(s , i) can also be defined as t he 
largest value that satisfies (3.1 ). In this case the corresponding UNION procedure 
is obtained from the procedure give in Figure 3.4 by changing the guards of the if-
statemeots: line 15-21 onl.y gets the guard newweight ~ 2.4( i, Is+ 1), lines 6-10 and 
13 get the guard newweight < 2A( i, ls+ l ) while the distinction between lines 6-10 
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Figure 3.4: The Union procedure in UF(i) (i > 1). 
(1) procedure UNION(s,t,i); return < set name>; 
(2) {pre: lowindex(s,i);:::: lowindex(t,i); otherwise intercha.nge sand t} 
(3) ls:= lowindex(s,i); Lt:= lowindex(t, i); 
(4) newweight := weight(s,i) := weight.(t,i) := weight(s,i) + weight(t,i); 
( 5) if ls > It 
(6) --+ {ls 2: 0, hence clus(s, i) f. nil} 
(7) c := clus( s, i ); setT := generate( t, i); 
(8) for all e E setT--+ father{e) := c rof; 
(9) sons(c) := sons(c) U setT; 
(10) remove node t; return node s 
( 11) 0 ls = It 
(12) --+ if newweight < 2.A(i,ls + 1) 
(13) --+ UNION(s,t,i-1) 
(14) newweight 2: 2.A(i , ls + 1) 
(15) --+ create a new cluster node c; 
( 16) sons(c) := generate(s, i) U generate(t, i ); 
(17) for all e E sons(c)---+ father (e) := c rof; 
(18) sons(s) := {c}; father(c) : = s; 
(19) lowinde x(s, i) := lowindex(.s, i) + l; clus(s, i) := c; 
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(20) lowin<lex(s,i - 1) := - 1; weight(s,i - 1) := l ; clus(s,i - 1) :=nil; 
(21) remove node t ; return node s 
(22) fi fi 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Figure 3.5: Procedure generate(s,i) in UF(i) (i 2: 1). 
function generate(s ,i); return < set of nodes>; 
{generate( s, i) generates the nodes in set( s, i ) and removes all intermediate } 
{tree nodes between s and set( s, i) } 
if i = 1Vweight(s,i)=1--+ generate:= sons(s); 
U i > 1 A weight(s, i) > 1 --+ clusset := generate(s, i - 1 ); 
gene.rate := sons(clusset); 
dispose all nodes of c./usset 
(8) fi 
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Figure 3.6: 
Figure 3.7: 
s ' s 
+ 
Figure 3.8: 
+ 
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and 13 is made by the guards ls > It and ls = It respectively. In that case the values 
lowindex need to be computed in initialisations of sets that contain more thai1 one 
element (which can be performed without increasing the complexity). 
3.3.3 Representations 
First we consider the Ackermann values that are needed. Consider UF(i) for some 
i ;::;: 1. Suppose there are n elements in UF(i). Then for every occurring set names 
we have set(s, i) s; n. Since the leaves of the trees of UF(i) are UF(i) elements, it 
follows that every occurring set of UF(i') elements inside the UF(i) structure (for i' 
with 1 s; i' ~ i) has at most n elements too. Consider procedure UNION(s, t, i') for 
some i' with 2 $ i' :::; i. Sjnce the parameter newweight in this procedure is the size 
of a set of UF( i') elements that is the result of a Union, it satisfies newweight ~ n. 
By Figure 3.4 (cf. lines 3, 4, 12 and 14) and by the definition of lowindex (cf. 
Section 3.3.2) it is easily seen that comparisons newweight < 2.A( i ', I+ 1) only occur 
if 2.A(i', I) < newweight and hence only if 2.A(i', l) < n which yields l < a(i', n). 
Therefore comparisons newu:;•a•h < A(i', :r) are performed only for x and n <w"::zciglir 
with -1 ~ x ~ a(i', n) and 0 < new"::zcight < n. By Lemma 2.4.2 an Ackermann table 
for any nack ~ n can be used for computing the comparisons. 
We describe how to represent and how to obtain the information that is introduced in 
the previous subsection. Again we describe the representation inductively. Consider 
a UF( i) structure for some i 2:: l. Suppose there are n elements. For each set name 
s there is a distinct record status.,; for this la.yer i. Moreover, an Ackermann net 
for some nack with nack 2". n is present (e.g., nack = n). 
Record status.,; contains the fields layer, weight, lowindex, clus, Ack, leftAck and 
up. For i = 1, layer(status,,i) = 1 and weight(statusa,1 ) = weight(s, 1) and the 
other fields a.re irrelevant. For i > 1 the following holds. 
• Field layer( status.,;) i, weight( status.,;) = weight(s, i), 
lowindex(stattis,,;) = lowindex(s, i ) and chts(status,,;) = cfos(s,i). 
• Field Ack( status,,;} contains a pointer into the Ackermann net that points to 
the node (min{i,o:ack + l},l) where l = lowinde:r(s,i). 
• Furthermore field leftAck(status,,;) contains a. pointer into the Ackermann 
net that points to the node ( min { i, frack + 1}, -1)). 
• Finally, field up( status,,;) contains a pointer to the record status,,,_1 for sand 
layer i -1, provided that weight(s ,i) > 1 (i.e., clusset(s,i ) # 0). 
Then, the Union procedures are adapted slightly in the following way. First of all, 
instead of UNION(s, t, i) we have UNION(status,,i, status1,;, i). By means of the 
pointer up(status,,;) the recursive call in line 13 of Figure 3.4 can be performed. 
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The statement "remove (set) node t" occurring in Jines 10 and 21 has to be ex-
tended with the removal of the related chain of status records. A new status record 
status,,;_1 has to be created in line 20 if it did not exist already and otherwise all 
status records status,,; for j < i - 1 must be removed. (This can be done in 0(1) 
time per removal of a status node.) 
Furthermore, when the value of lowindex(s, i) is increased by one (in line 19), the 
corresponding pointer Ack(status.,;) is adapted accordingly (obviously, this can be 
performed in 0(1) time too). When lowi11dex(s, i - 1) is put to -1 (in line 20), 
the corresponding node (min{i - 1,aock + 1},-1) ca.n be obtained by mea.ns of 
the pointer leftAck(status.,;) that points to node (min{i, Oack + l},-1) and hence 
the pointers Ack(status. ,i-i) and leftAck(status, ,;-1) can be assigned in 0 (1) time. 
(Note that we need the values O:ack and i to distinguish whether the above two nodes 
a.re equal or not.) 
Now, the Ackermann values (lines 12 and 14) can be obtained by means of the point-
ers Ack(status, ,;) into the Acke1mann net and the successor pointers of Ackermann 
nodes (with the convention that Ackermann values that a.re at least n are replaced 
by the value oo). 
As stated above, the call of a Union procedure in UF( i) is now performed by taking 
the appropriate status node at layer i. If t he UF(i) structure is applied within some 
computing environment (i.e., it is not part of a UF(i + 1) structure), then each set 
names contains a pointer to its status record status, ,;. Moreover, some Ackermann 
net for n 0 ck ~ n is taken (e.g., nack = n), where pointer rowi points to node 
(min{i, <:tack+ l}, -1). Note that by means of pointer rowi the initialisation of a 
UF(i) structure (for i > 1) as described in Subsection 3.3.2 can easily be augmented 
to ini tialize the pointers described above without increasing the total t ime in order 
of magnitude. 
All the operations on stat us records as stated above (except for the removal of a 
chain of status records) can be done in 0( 1) time each. Moreover, the removal of a 
status record can be charged to its creation. Therefore, all additional actions w.r.t. 
the status records that are performed in the way described above, do not increase 
the time order of the algorithms. Moreover, since for a set name s there only exists 
a status record for layer i' if set(s, i') # 0, and since layers do not intersect, the 
status records do not increase the order of space used by the algorithms. We will 
therefore not consider the status records in the complexity analysis in Section 3.4. 
3.4 Complexity of UF(i ) 
The execution of a Find in a UF(i) structure (i ~ 1) takes at most O(i) t ime, since 
the elements in UF(i) have distance at most i to the corresponding roots. 
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As shown in [l], all Unions on n elements (n > 1) in structure UF(l) take at most 
eo.n. log n time for some constant Co, hence at most q,.n .a( 1, n) tin'l.e. \ ,Ve briefly 
recall the proof. Consider procedure UNION(s, t, 1 ). The execution of procedure 
UNION(s, t, 1) takes at most eo.lweight(t, 1)1 time (for some appropriate constant 
eo), where set(t, i) is the smallest of the two sets to be joined. Now charge the cost 
of such a Union to the nodes in set(t, 1) by charging to each node at most. c-0 time. 
A node can only be charged to if it becomes an element of a new set whose size is 
at least twice the size of t.he set it belonged to. Hence a node can be chaTgt:>d to <tt 
most LlognJ times. Therefore, all Unions take at most eo.n. LlognJ ~ C().n.a(l,n) 
time together. 
We now consider the complexity for all Unions in UF(i) with i > l. We perform the 
analysis by means of induction on i. 
Suppose UF(i - 1) takes at most c.k.a(i - 1, k) time for all Unions on k element:; 
(k > 1), where c is some arbitrary constant. \Ve consider t he cost of all Unions on n 
elements (n > 1) by means of UF(i). Therefore, consider procedure UNION(s,t,i). 
We divide this procedure into several parts. 
1. The for-statements and the generate-statements (lines 7-8 and 16-17) . 
2. The recursive call UNION(s, t, i - 1) (line 13). 
3. The removal of parts of the structures. 
4. The rest of the procedure. 
We compute the cost of each of the above parts for all executions of procedure 
UNION(s, t, i) together. 
3.4. 1 The For-Statements and the G enerat e-Sta tements 
We consider the for-statements and the generate-statements (viz., lines 7-8 and 
16-17). Firstly, it is easily seen by induction on i that the generation of set(s, i) 
by means of procedure call generate(s, i) takes time that is bounded by di. I 
set(.s, i) I for some constant s, since the number of cluster nodes for layer i is 
at most half the number of elements a.t layer i (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). More-
over, the execution of the for-statements (lines 8 and 17) takes time bounded by 
c'{. (the number of processed elements). Therefore, we charge the cost of the above 
statements to the processed elements. Note that in both cases the processed ele-
ments will be contained in a new set that has a h igher lowindex value than the 
old set (d. line 5 and 19), and that an element will never be contained in a set 
with a lower lowindex value. Therefore the number of times that an element can 
be charged to is bounded by the number of different lowindex values. Since there 
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are at most n (> 1) elements in a set, there arc by the definition of lowindex (d. 
(3.1) and (3.2)) at most a(i, [!!fll) + 2 $ 3.a(i,tr) different values. Therefore, the 
total cost of the considered parts of the proc<·dure is at most c1.n.a(i, n) for some 
constant c1 • 
3.4-2 The Recursive Call UNION(s,t,i-1) 
The rccursiYe calls UNION( s, t, i - 1) are performed on cluster nodes. Therefore we 
first consider cluster nodes and the conditions for a recursive call UNION(s, t, i - 1 ). 
Observation 3.4.1 The operations 011 cluster 11odes by procedure UNION(s, t, i) 
are: 
I. the creation of a cluster node in a singleton set (viz. c and clusset(.s, i) in 
lines JS and 18) 
f. the Union of sets of cluster nodes by UNION(s, t, i - l} (viz. clusset(s, i) and 
clusset(t,i) in line 13) 
S. the ~moval of a complete set of cluste1· nodes (vi::. clusset(t, i) in line 7 01· 
dusset(s, i) and clus.set(t, i) in line 16). 
Claim 3.4.2 A recursive call UNION(s, t, i - l} inside UNION(s, t, i) is perfonned 
only if 
1 < lowindex(s,i) = lowindex(t,i) $ a(i,n) /\ 
weight(s,i)+ weight(t,i) < 2.A(i,lowindex(s, i) + 1). 
Proof. It follows directly from Figure 3.4 t..hat the recursive call is performed only 
if 
lowind~(.s,i) = lowindex(t, i) /\ 
weight(s, i) + weight(t, i) < 2.A(i, lowindex(s, i) + 1). (3.4) 
Since -1 $ l $ 1 implies that 2.max {2 . .A( i, 1), 1} ~ 2.A(i, l + 1), it follows by (3.4) 
and (3.1) that lowindex(s,i) > l. By n ~ weight(s,i) ~ 2.A(i,lowindex(s,i)) it 
follows that lowindex(s, i) ::; a(i, n). o 
For a cluster node c E clusset(s, i) we denote by lowindex( c) the value 
lowindex (s, i). It is easily seen that a Union does not change the value /owindex( c) 
for any cluster node c that is not removed by it (for in that case the new set name 
that corresponds to c has the same lowindex value as the old one). Therefore for 
any cluster node c the value /owindex(c} is fixed (i.e., c is a. cluster node for sets 
with some fixed lowindex only). We call a cluster node c with lowindex(c) = I an 
I-cluster node. 
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Similarly. we sa.y that a rf'cursive call UNION(.~ . t. i - 1) is an /-call or an l ·Union if 
I= lowindex(s. i) = lowiudt'.r(t . i) . 0 1)\·icrnsly ;rn / .call opn atcs o u / -cluster nodt>s 
only and l -clnstcr no<i<'s a.re only O!}{'l'ill•'< I on hy /-calls. \\·,. co111pntt• tll<' cost of al l 
I-calls for fixNl value I. 
Let 1 be a fixed number satisfyiug l < I ::5 a ( i, 11 ). \\'c consider the cost of all 
recursive / -calls UNION(s, t, i -1 ). By Clailll 3.-1 .2 and by Subsect iou 3.3.2 it follows 
that in case of a n I-call UNION(s, t. i - I) t lw size of l lH' s('t du ssct (s, i - 1) U 
clusset (t, i - 1) is at most A (i. l + l ). Therefore the maximal size of any occurriug 
set of /-cluster nodes is .4.( i , I + l }. !\o w part ition the total collection of all /. 
cluster nodes involved in [-calls into collections that corrcspoud to the maximal sets 
that ever exist {which i:s possible bemuse of Obscrvatioll 3.4.1 }. Thcu the size of 
such a maximal collection is at most .4.(i, I+ 1 ). For <'ach such maximal collcctio11 
of k cluster uodes. the cost o f all Unions ou these nodes in UF(i - 1) is at lllOsl 
c.k.a(i-1, k ) ::=; c.k. a(i-1. .4( i, I+ 1) ). Hence, the t.o tal cost of all Unions in UF( i- 1) 
on /-cluster nodes is at most c.( 11umba of I-cluster nodrs). a( i - l , A( i, I+ 1) ). Since 
each I-cluster node has at least 2.A( i , I) el·emf'uts a.~ its sous ( cf. ( 3.3) ). and sincP as 
long as an element is contained in sets with lowin.de:r value I it has the same cluster 
node as its fathe r ( cf. Subsection 3.4.1 ), there are at most n/(2.A.(i, l)) /-cluster 
nodes. Therefore, the total cost for all /-Unio11s is at most 
c. 
1~ . l) . a('i-1,.4(i,l+l)) 2.A z, 
= l 72 ( • 1 A ( . 1 ·1 ( • l) ) ) 2c.A('i,l) . cJ1- , z- ,,-. i, 
1 5 2c.n 
by using i > 1, equation (2.1) and Lemma 2.3.4 respectively. 
Since there are less then a(i, n) applicable values I of lowinde.r. to be considered (viz. 
I with 1 < I 5 a(i, n)), this yields that the total time complexity of all UF(i - l)· 
Unions is at most ~c.n.a( i .n ). 
3.4.3 The Removal of Parts of Structures 
The removal of parts of structures can be performed iu 0(1) time per iitem that 
must be removed. Therefore, we charge the cost of the removal of an item to its 
creation. This increases the cost of some operations by constant time only. 
3.4.4 The Rest of the Procedure 
T he execution of all statements together except those considered in subsections 3.4.1, 
3.4.2 and 3.4.3, requires at most c. time per call of UNION(s, t, i). Since there are 
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at most n - 1 Unions, this takes altogether a.t most c4.n time. 
3.4.5 T h e Total Complexity of Unions 
Combining the results of subsections 3.4.l to 3.4.4 yields that the total time is at 
most 
c1 .n.a(i, n) + ~c.n .a(i, n) + C4.n. 2 
Note that this is at most c.n.a( i, n) if c ~ max {co, 2.( C1 + c4)}. 
Since the constant c was arbitrary and since c1 and C4 do not depend on c, we can 
take c = max{eo, 2.(c1 +~)}.Then it follows by induction that UF(i) takes at most 
c.n.a(i, n) time for all Unions together. 
By means of induction we have established the following result . 
Lemma 3.4.3 The total time that is needed for all Union operations in UF(i) fo1· 
a universe with n elements is O(n.a(i,n)), wher·eas each Find operation takes O(i) 
time (i ~ 1, n ~ 2). 
By Lemma 2.4.3 the Ackermann net for n can be computed in O(log n) time and 
takes O(logn) space. Moreover, it is readily verified that the initialisation of UF(i) 
as described in Subsection 3.3.1 (for i = 1) and Subsection 3.3.2 (for i > 1) can be 
performed in O(n) time. Finally, by induction to i it easily follows that the total 
space complexity of UF(i) is O(n), since the elements at layer i > 1 are the leaves 
of the trees UF(i) consists of and since all nodes in a tree except the root have at 
least two sons (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). Therefore, we have established the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.4 A UF{i) structure and the algorithms that solve the Union-Find 
problem can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that the following holds. 
The total time that is needed for all Union operations in a UF(i) structure for a 
universe with n elements is O(n.a(i, n)) and the time needed for a Find operation 
is O(i), whereas the initialisation can be pe1formed in O(n) time and the entire 
structure takes O(n) space (i ~ 1, n ~ 2). 
Corollary 3.4.5 Let i ~ 1. Then there exists a structure and algorithms for the 
Union-Find problem that can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that 
for a universe of n elements all Unions can be performed in O(n.a(i, n)) time and 
each Find can be performed in 0(1) time, while the sll'ucture uses O(n) space and 
can be initialised in O(n) time. 
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3.5 An Alternative for Path Compression 
By applying UF (i) structures for appropriate valncs of i, we obt ain a Union-Find 
structure that has the same total compkxity as the method using path compression, 
but that has a trade-off in t he worst-case romplexit.ies for Union and Find operations. 
This is expressed in the following thcorem.s. 
Theorem 3.5.1 There e:rists a data slrncture and algorithms that solve the Union-
Find problem with the following properties: the total time needed for all Unfons and 
m Finds is 0( n + m .o( n, n)), while each Find takes 0( o( n, n)) time, where n is the 
total number of elements {n 2::: 2). Moreover, the data structure and algorithms can 
be implem ented with this performance as <l pointer/ log n solution. 
Proof. First compute an Ackermann net for n . Then a(n, n) (= ll'ack) can be 
obtained from the net. Now use UF(a(n,n)). 0 
Theorem 3.5.2 There e:i.:ists a data structure and algorithms that solve the Union-
Find problem with the following properties: the total time needed for all Unions and 
m Pinds is 0( n + m .o( m, n ) ), while the pi; Find takes 0( o(f, n)) time, where n is 
the total number of elements (n ~ 2). Moreover, the data structure and algo1·ithms 
can be implemented with this performance as a pointer/ log n solution. 
Proof. We m ake use of UF( i) structures. All the set names that <u·e present at some 
time are contained in a list . Hence, if some set name is removed because of a Union, 
t hen it must be removed from this list too. (This can be easily implemented by 
providing additional pointer fields in set 11ames to form a doubly linked list.) More-
over, some additional variables are maintained, which will be introduced henceforth. 
Initially, make a UF(i) structure with i = o(n, n). This is performed like in the case 
of Theorem 3.5.1. At any moment, let f be the number of Finds performed thus 
far. Each time that o(f, n) becomes one smaller than i ( = o(f - 1, n)), rebuild the 
structure UF(i) to a UF(i - 1)-structure. The rebuilding is as follows. 
If i = 1 then nothing needs to be done, since we have for all future values of f 
occurring in this situation: o(/, n) = 1. Otherwise, we only have to check whether 
o(f, n) decreases by one after we have increased f. This can be inspected by checking 
whether a(i - 1, n) s; 4. rf.l (cf. Lemma2.3.7). T he value a(i -1, n) can be obtained 
in 0(1) time from the Ackermann node (min{ i-1, aack + l}, -1) that can be reached 
by means ·Of pointer rowi pointing to (mi n { i, Oack + 1}, - 1) and by means of a net 
pointer (cf. Subsection 3.3.3). Hence, the comparison can be made in 0(1) time. 
(Note that the value 4. r ~l can easily be maintained for increasing f by means of 
comparisons and additions in 0 (1) time and 0(1) space. In this way it is not 
necessary to use divisions and to take en tier values ea.eh time.) 
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If indeed a( i - 1, n) :S 4. r ~l then the UF( i) structur~ is. rc~)uilt to a_ U~(i - 1) 
structure in the following way. First adapt pointer rowz pomtmg to (1.mn{ z, O:a.ck + 
1}, -1) to point to node (min{i - 1, O-ack + 1 }, -1) which can be done m 0~1) t_1me. 
Moreover, for each set name .s, dispose all status records status.,j for 1 :::; J :::; i - 1 
(which are at most n records, cf. Subsection 3.3.3). For ea~h set name s enumerate 
its elements e.g. in the way of procedure generate• (cf. Figure 3.9) that, contrary 
to procedure generate, does not remove the intermediate nodes yet. 
Figure 3.9: Procedure generate*(s,i) in UF(i) (i;::: 1) . 
(1) function generate*(s,i); r eturn< list of nodes>; 
(2) {generate"(s, i) generates the elements in set{s, i)} 
(3) if i = 1 V weight(s, i) = 1 --+ generate•:= sons(s); 
(4) O i > 1 A weight(s, i) > 1 --+generate•:= sons(generate•(s, i - 1)); 
(5) fi 
If set(s, i) contains only one element, then the only thing to do is to make a 
status record status•,i=I with val1,1es weight(s,i - 1) = l, level(s,i - 1) = - 1, 
clus(s, i - 1) = nil and with corresponding pointer fields (the pointers into the Ack-
ermann net can be adapted by means of the "old" record status.,;). 
If i - l = 1, adapt all father values of the elements to s, perform the original proce-
dure generate( s , i) to get rid of all "old" intermediate nodes between s and set( s, 2) 
and to in:itialise sons(s) to the list of these elements. Finally, make a. status record 
status,,;_1 with weight(s, i - 1) : [the number of elements in the set]. 
Otherwise (i.e., i - l > 1 and weight(s,i) > 1), make a new cluster node c, 
make father(c) := s and ada.pt all father values of the elements to c. Then 
adapt sons(c) to the list. of these elements and perform the original procedure 
generate(s, i) to get rid of all "old" intermediate nodes between s and set( s, i). 
Finally, adapt 3on3(3) to {c} and adapt the staLus record status.,;_1 as fol-
lows: weight(s, i - 1) = [the number of elements in the set], level(s, i - 1) = -1, 
clus(s, i -1) = c and adapt the corresponding pointer fields accordingly (the point-
ers into the Ackermann net can be adapted by means of the "old" record status,,;.) 
and make a status record status.,;_2 similar to the case above. 
Finally, for all cases, adapt the pointer from nodes that points to the record status,,; 
such that it points to stattts,,;_1 and dispose record stattts.,;. Trivially, all this can 
be done in O(n) time. 
This rebuilding of the structure to a UF(i - 1) structure is now performed in the 
following way. Until n next Finds have been passed or a next Union has to be 
performed, perform 0(1) time of the building of UF(i - 1) per Find instruction 
and if a. Union operation occurs before n next Finds have been performed, perform 
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the remainder of the building first during this Union operation and then perform 
the usual Union operation on this new strncturc. It is easily seen that during the 
rebuilding there always remains a tree path between an e lenwnt and its set name, 
which is of length at most i . Therefore, during the rebuilding, a Find operation can 
be performed in O(i) = O(i - 1) time (since i - 12".:1). Moreover , a Uniou is never 
executed during a period of rebuilding. 
We now show that a rebuilding is completed before a next one ha.5 to be started aud 
we consider the time complexities. 
Let fi and h be two consecutive values off after which a rebuilding is started. From 
Lemma 2.3.12 it follows that h - fi 2".: 2.n and hence that a rebuilding is completed 
before a. next one is started ( cf. the conditions for starting a rebuilding) . Hence, at 
each moment the structure that is present is either UF( o:(f, n)) or an "intermediate" 
structure between UF(a(f, n) + 1) and UF(a(J, n)) such that the root paths of the 
elements are of length at most o:(J, n) + 1 ( :=:; 2.a(f, n)). Therefore, the time needed 
for a. F ind operation is obviously O(o:(f,n)) (Note tha,t au "intermediate" structure 
is not used for Unions, but only for Find operations.) 
We show that the time needed for performiug all rebuildings and all Union and Find 
operations together is O(n + m.a(m, n)). 
Initially, we have the structure UF(i) wit h i = a(n,n). By Theorem 3.4.4 a.nd 
Lemma 2.3.7 it follows that all Unions in this structure take O(n) altogether. 
Now consider the rebuildings of a UF(i) structure to a UF(i -1) structure. Suppose 
this is started because of the (f + 1 )1h Find opera.tion: let f be such that et(f + 1, n) = 
ex(!, n) - 1. By Lemma 2.3.11 we have if i := o:(f, n) : 
8.(f+ l)~n.a(i-1,n) and f~n?,2. (3.5) 
Now charge all cost for performing the rebuilding and for performing future Unions 
in UF(i - 1) to t he previous rtfl Find operations. T hen by Theorem 3.4.4 and 
(3.5) it follows that each o f these Finds is charged for 0(1) time. By Lemma 2.3.12 
it follows that any Find operation can only be charged at most once. Therefore all 
Union and (re-) building operations take O(n + m) time together. 
Finally, consider the cost of all Find operations. We a lready showed that the f'h 
Find operation takes at most c.a(f, n) time for some appropriate constant c. Hence, 
the total cost of these operations is bounded by 
m L c.a(f,n) 
/=l 
m rn 
c. L a(m,n) +c. °E(o:(f,n) - a(m,n)) 
f=l J=l 
o(l,n) 
c.m.a(m, n) +c. I: (a - a(m, n)). l{fla(f, n) = a}I 
o=o(m,n)+I 
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n(l .u) 
= c.m .o(m,11)1+c. L l{Jlo(f,n) ~o} I 
a =n(m,u)+I 
o(l,n)-o(m.u)-1 l . 
$ c.m.o(m,11)+c. L ( 3)'.m 
i:O 
~ 3.c.m.a-(m, 11) 
where o(j,n) > n(m,n) => f < m and f $ m => o(f,n) ~ o(m,n) arc used 
(cf. Corollary 2.3.8) aud where Lemma 2.3.12 provides the first unequality. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3.6 Increasing the Number of Elements 
We now consider structures that , aside from the operations Union and Find, allow 
the operation 
• Insert(x): add a new element x to the universe, create the singleton set { x} 
and output the name of this set. 
In this way the collection of elements can be augmented. 'We call the problem 
that deals with the above t hree operations the Union-Find-Augment Problem. Note 
that in order to have the appropriate Ackermann values we have to augment the 
Ackerma.nn net from time to time (cf. Section 2.4). 
Theoren1 3.6.1 The UF(i} structm·e can be a11gmented to allow Insert operations, 
such that it remaills a data structm·e with algorithms that can be implemented as a 
pointer/ log n solution and that solves the Union-Find problem. The. total time. that 
is needed for all Union operations in a UF(i}-sfructure until a moment <>n which 
there are n elements is O(n.a(i, n)) while the time needed for a Find operation is 
O(i), an insertion can be performed in 0(1) time and the entire structure takes O(n) 
space (i ;::: 1, n ~ 2). The iriitialisation can be peijonne.d in O(ninit) time, whe.1·e 
n ;ni1 is the number of elements at the initialisation. 
Proof. It is easily seen that a UF(i) allows clement insertions with the above 
time bounds if the required Ackermann values are available and if there always is a 
pointer available to the Ackennann node (min{i, Ciac1:+l }, - 1) (viz., parameter rowi 
in Subsection 2.4.2). Therefore, the only difficulty is to augment the Ackermann net 
properly from time to time. We do this as follows. Let n init > 1 be initial the 
number of elements. Initially, make au Ackermann net for value nack = 2.2flog nonoc l. 
(This can easily be done by making such a net for value 2.n;,,;i, and then by taking 
for nock the value 2"(!,n) which would have been stored in the node (1,a(l ,n)) if it 
wa.s not replaced by oo.) 
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Now each time an element is inserted in a collection with n elements such that 
2.n :$ nack < 2.(n + 1), the Ackermann ne t is to be augmented to a net for 2nack· 
However, the augmentation of the Ackermann net can give a new list for row 
a( nack, nack) + 2. Hence if i > er( nack, n"ck) + 1 then the pointers of the status 
records of UF(i) that point into t he Acke rmann net for layers ll'(nack,na<-k) + 2 up 
to i need to be adapted to point to t he new list. This is done by means of a list of 
all set names that are present at some time. Moreover, the variable 1·owi need to be 
adapted. 
By Lemma 2.4.4 it follows that adaptations of the Ackermann net can be performed 
in O(a(nock, n 0 ck)) = O{a(n, n)) time. Adaptations of the status records can be 
perfor med in O(n) time, since obviously there are only O(n) status records in a 
structure with n nodes (cf. Subsection 3.3.3) and since the relevant pointers have 
to be redirec ted to one of only 5 new Ackermann nodes only. Until tn next Fiuds 
or Inserts have been passed or a next Union has to be performed, perform 0(1) 
time of these Ackermann calculat ions per Find instruction and if a Union operation 
occurs before ~n next Finds or Inserts have been performed, perform the remainder 
of the calcula tions first during this Union operation and then perform the usual 
Union operation . Then it can easily be seen that the adaptations of the Ackermann 
net are completed before new adaptations need to be performed (since before a 
new adaptation, the number of nodes must be doubled) <ll!d before a next Union is 
executed , and that the time bounds for the three operations Union, Find and Insert 
do not change in order. Finally, in this way the Ackerma.n11 ueL always contains 
all relevant values up to n (the number of nodes that are present), since always 
nack ;?: n. 
Remark: note that the adaptations of status records have to be performed as long 
as i > a( nack , nack) + 1 only. Of course, this will not too often be the case. On the 
other hand, this can also be solved by creating an Ackermann net with i rows in 
the initialisation anyway, thus spending O(ninic + i) time for initialisation and by 
adapting rows j with 1 ::; j :::; i only. D 
T h eorem 3.6.2 There exists a structure that solves the Union-Find-Augment Prob-
lem in tot al time O(n + m.cr(m, n)), where n is the tot-Ol number of elements and 
m is the number of Finds. Moreover, the f'h Find is performed in 0( a(!, n I)) 
time, where n 1 is the number of elements at the time of the ph Find. An operation 
Insert(x) is performed in 0( 1) time. The st1'Uctu1·e can be implemented with this 
performance as a pointer( log n solution. 
Proof. We define a structure by using a UF(i) structure in which the operations 
Union, Find and Insert are performed and by rebuilding (transforming) the UF(i) 
structure to a UF(i') structure (i' f: i) from time to time. By Theorem 3.6.1 it 
follows tnat a UF (i) structure allows Insert operations and that an Insert operation 
can be performed in 0( 1) time. Like in Theorem 3.5.2 we maintain a list of actual 
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set names (that obviously allows an iusert. operation too). In this way we have 
a structure with the operations Union, Find and Insert, together with additional 
computations, the so-called general 11pdates. (The rebuilding of UF(i) structures is 
a part of these general updates.) 
The following parameters are maiutaiucd with the following meaning at every mo-
ment during the entire sequence of operations. (In this description of the parameters, 
the initialisation of the entire structure is considered to be the first general update.) 
Let n00 •• denote the number of elements at the start of the last general update. Let 
/ 00,. denote the number of completed Finds performed up to the :;ta.rt of the last 
general update. Let f10 , 1 denote the numb<'r of completed Finds performed since 
the start of the last general update. Let n denote the number of elements that are 
present. Let 0 00,c be the value i that corresponds to the present structure UF(i) or 
that corresponds to the structure UF(i) that is being b11ild at that moment. The 
parameters a.re changed as follows. Parameter f10 , 1 is increased by one a t the end 
of a Find operation and parameter n is increased by one at the end of an Insert 
operation (note that an element is considered to be present after the insertion oper-
ation for that element is completed), wher<:-as 1111 parameters except para.meter n are 
changed by a general update (according to the above des<:ription). Moreover, the 
pointer rowi into the Ackermann net ( cf. Subsection 2.4.2) always points to node 
(a,,,, •• , - 1) in the Ackermann net (which is always present). We first describe the 
strategy and prove a claim, and we show afterwru:ds how the relevant values a(p, q) 
can be obtained. 
Initially, let n and n1i,m be equal to the number Uinir of elements, and let /10 • 1 a.nd foo•• be zero. Build an Ackermann net for ?lock = 2flog IGn..,,. l ( cf. the proof of 
Theorem 3.6.1) and build a UF(o,,.,.0 ) stru<:tme with Otxm = o(J00• 0 ,4nb<uc:)· 
Afterwards, perform the followiug strategy (that is related to the strategy presented 
in Theorem 3.5.2). Each time that at the end of an operatiou Find or Insert (hence just after the regular update of the rcleYant parameters) the condition 
( o(f,,,. .. + f1a.1, 4n) < "'b<ue /\ f1c .. 1 ~ 2fbase) V 71 ""4ni,.,.. (3.G) 
holds, we perform a so called geneml uiulate as follows. 
l. Adapt fooae := foou + f1o,1, ftcut := 0, n,,,.,. := n , Clo1d := a 00, 0 (IJ}d 0 00, 0 := 
o(Joo•••4n). 
2. (a) Augment the Ackermann net for Tlack = 2r••• to an Ackermann net for n~ck = 2"'~•• such that lGn,,,,,0 ~ n~ck < 32n00.,, (if necessary). 
(b} If o,,,, •• # Oo1d rebuild the present structure UF(oo1d) to a UF(obo •• ) 
structure and adapt pointer rowi at the beginning of this rebuilding. 
As stated above we do not consider how to compute value 0(100 •• , 4n). The above 
augmentation of the Ackermann net is pedormcd once or twice in the way of The-
orem 2.4.4 and takes O(o(noc.1:,n0 ck)) = O(o(nbo•e,n00,e)) time. It will appear that 
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a o1d - 1 :5 aba•• $ <l'old + 2, which yields that pointer rowi can be adapted in 0(1) 
t ime. The above rebuilding of UF(cro1J) to UF(et1><ue) is p erformed iu the way of The-
orem 3.5.2 and takes O(n1>ase) t ime (by Theorem 3.6.1) . (During the augmentation 
and rebuilding new elements are inserted a:; new elements in UF( 0-00,. )-) 
The general update is ex ecuted llS follow~. 
1. The adaptat ion of the parameters is performed immediately at the end of 
the Find or Insert operation in which condi tion (3.6) becomes true. These 
adaptations will appear to take 0 ( 1) time . 
2. The execution of the augmentation of the Ackermann net (a) and tlhe execution 
of the reb uilding of the structure (b) (henceforth just called augmentation and 
rebuilding) is performed in the same way as in t h<' case of Theorem 3.5.2, 
where Insert operations are treated in the same way as F ind operations: until 
i.n00,. next Finds or Inserts have been passed or a next Unio11 has to be 
performed, perform 0( 1) time of the augn1e11tation or the rebuilding pe r Find 
or Insert instruction and if a Union operation occurs before ~ -nb.:uc uext. F inds 
and Inserts have been performed, p erform t he remajnder of the rebuild ing first 
during this Union operation and then perform the usual Union operation 0 11 
this new structure. 
The above extra 0(1) time that is spent in Find or Insert operations does not 
increase the worst-case tim e order of a these operations . Therefore we will ignore 
this extra t ime for these two operations henceforth. Note that the execution of a 
general update is distributed over at most ~-noose operations. Moreover, note that 
if condition (3.6) becomes true then either an augmentation or a rebuilding needs 
to be performed anyway. Finally, it is easily seen that always 
(3.7) 
C laim 3 .6.3 If the strategy described above is followed, then at every moment 
<l'ba~e - 1 ~ o(fba•e + ftasti 4n) $ Dtxue + 2. 
Moreover, there are at least ~n00,. Find operations or at least 3n00,. Insert operations 
after the start of a general update with n00,. elements before a next one is started. 
Therefore a general update is finished before a next one can be started. 
Pro of. Just after the execution of part. 1 of a general update, the inequality stated 
in the claim obviously holds (cf. (3.7)) . 
If at some moment o(fooae + f1aat,4n) < et(f1xm' 4nba,e) and hence by (3.7) o(f1x.,e + 
f1a. 1 , 4n1>a •• ) < o(/00u, 4n1xue) while no general update is started, it follows by the 
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update coudition (3.6) that. f1a.i < Zfba•e and hence f1asr :+- fix.se < 3ftme· On th~ 
other hand, if a genera.I update is going to bc started then ei th er a( f o_u• + f1<ut, 4n) -
( , 41.1 )-1 or 'i == 2 100 . because f 1,.,1 is increased one at a time and because o,i,,,.,, oorr ;1a•I '' •• • C 1 d' h-v 
a is rebuilding started as soon as condition (3.6) is true. o~c u ing, we a e 
fiaal + fbao<::; 3ftxm or er(fix.se + f1a ,1, 411) == o(f00..,4n1xue) - 1. Now Lemma 2.3.12 
gives in case of f1a,1 + fba.- ::; 3 fba•• that a(fba•• + ftast. 4noose) =::: a( f 1xtse, 4noose ) - 1 
a.nd hence by (3.7) o(f1xm + f1a.1, 4.n) 2'. o(f1x,..,4.nba•e) -1. 
On the other hand, since n $ 4nbase we have l~(fba.e + f1ast. 4n) ::; 0:/xue + 2 which 
is sc.-cn as follows. If a(i,n) $ x /\ i 2'.. 1 /\ x 2'. 4 then ~(i,4n) ~ x + 2and
1
hence 
by Lemma 2.3.10 and Lemma 2.3.6 a(i + 2, 4n) < max{g(x + 2),4} :S max{6x,4}. 
Now let x = 4. fh.,.+Ji.,'l. Since by (3.7) 4ntuu~ 
it follows by the above observations that 
a(i,n) $ 4ffoo,. + f1a.tl =} a(i + 2,4n) ~ 4 f fbase4+ f1a.1l 
~bau n 
and hence 0(/00,. + fla•• •4n) $ Oooae + 2. 
Consider the condition (3.6) again : 
( cr(/1xue + f1n,i, 4n) < Ooo•e /\ fiast 2'. 2foo•e ) V n = 4noo•e · 
By Corollary 2.3.8 and Lemma 2.3.11 it follows that (/base + flast > 4n ?: 4nbase /\ 
f1<u t ;::: 2/&a.e) V n == 41100 .•• and hence f1n.,1 ;::: ~n00,. V n = 4n00, • • Hence, at least 
~ .tloo•e Find or at least 3.1100,e Insert operations must be performed after a general 
update with noo .. elements before a next one is started. Since a general update takes 
4n1ia •• operations at the most, these are finished before the n ext one is started. D 
We discuss how to compute the relevant values a(p, q). The value u(f00 •• + ftast> 4.n) 
use<! in a general update can be obtained in a way similar to that of Theorem 3.5.2 
as follows. 
First we consider how to compute condition (3.6) only. Note that by Claim 3.6.3 the 
value o(fi,,ue + f1a11,4n) only needs to be available if at least 2n00,. Find operations 
or 2n&<ue Insert operations have been performed since the last general update, i.e. , 
/1001 ~ 2nba•e or n - !loose ~ z,11><,... Therefore we augment condition (3.6) to 
(o(J1ia ... +f1a.1,4n) < 01ia •• /\f10.i;::: 2f1xue/\f1a.1+n;::: 3nbose) v n = 4ni.cue• (3.8) 
At the t ime that f1o.1 + n 2: 2n00,. holds, the last augmentation of the Ackermann 
net for Tl.ack with 16nb<ue ::5 nack ::::; 321200, . is completed, and hence t he net fits for 
value 411 ($ 16nba•el· Moreover, the condition only uses whether cr.(f1ia.e+ fiast, 4n) < 
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a 00,,, .. Therefore , it suffircs to romparf' th f' Yaln<> a(o1><..,, - 1.-111 ) with the fra ction 
4. r "·":J·"" l ( cf. Lemma 2.3. i ). and only if Oi,,,.. > l. 
Tlw value a( 0'00.., - l , 411) can ht• obt ai1w d as follow!". P o int<•r l"Oll'i po iut::; to node 
(ai,.,.e - 1, - 1). Thcrcforc no <lc I' = ((l1,, .. , -1. a (oi,.,., - 1.11 .. cd) ill"{' <tvailablc i11 
0( l ) t ime , together with valut• a( o i.,.. - l . 11.,,k ) (d . Snbse<·t ion 2.4 .2). Now t raYer~c· 
the list for row 0 1xue - 1 backwards s tarting fro111 P until \\"C' han· an Ackn1wrnn 
node whid1 h as a prcdt•cessor with Yaltw smalkr tlwn -111. If tlw 1111111hcr of nodes 
passed in this way is .i·, t h <•11 apparc•11t ly a( n 00,. - 1. ·!Ii ) = a( 01xuc - I , llack ) - i · (d. 
Figure 3.10). 
Figure 3.10: 
~i l p 
\_ i;:J...::_0-0-0-0- ................... -0=..CJ inf 
6-0-0-0- ....... -0 :=.Pint I 
Since we have that 4n ~ 16111mc ~ llack :$ 32111x1u ~ 32n it follows that :r = 0(1) 
and hence that the above manipulations takf' 0( 1) t ime. Hence. this comparison 
can be performed in 0( l) time. Finally note that since a( i, 11) ::; n (.i, 11 ~ 1) 
and since 4.f "'""4:''""1 is only used to compare with a(i.11), we only need the 
value min{ 4. f IAA•~: [,.,. 1, 4n.}, which Call be maintained by means of additious, sub-
tractions and comparisons only in 0( 1) time and 0( 1) space for increasing n. au<l 
fba1e + f1cut• 
On the other hand, if a(f1xm + fia,,,411) has to be compu ted in the case that 11 ::= 
4n1xi.e, this can be pcrfonned similarly for rows Ct1><uc up to nw.'!'{ a·b<ue +2, °'"ck} only, 
since a(foo.,e + f1a.i, 411) S Ct/me + 2 ( cf. Claim 3.6.3) and siucc by 4n :::; 1locJ.: we have 
cx(fba,,. + fta4i,4n) $ Ctaek ::= Q(nad"11acd· (Like above, the Ackermann net fits for 
value 4n.) Therefore, this can be performed in 0(1) time too. 
Finally, concerning the initialisation of the entire system, value a·(0,41t;,.;i) can be 
obtained during the initial construction of the Ackermann net in a similar way. 
We show that this strategy yields the time bounds stated above. 
By Claim 3.6.3, Equation (3.7) and the observation that at any time an augmen· 
tation and a rebuilding can be performed in 0( n.btue) time, it follows that all aug-
mentations and rebuildings togct.her that arc performed up t,o some moment take 
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at most 0( n + m) time where n is the number of elements a.t that moment and m 
is the total number of Finds that have been performed up to that moment. 
By Theorem 3.6.1 a Find operation in UF( i) ca.n be performed in 0( i) time. Further-
more, note that like in the proof of Theorem 3.5.2 during the rebuilding of a UF(i) 
structure to a UF(i') structure a Find operation can be performed in O(i') time, 
since the root path of each element is at most of length i' + 1 (since by Claim 3.6.3 
i-1 s; i' s; i + 2) Let d be a constant in accordance with this observat ions, i.e., each 
Find takes at most c'.0-1><uc time. Moreover, let c" be a constant in accordance Theo-
rem 3.6.1, i .e., all Unions performed in UF(nb<ue) need at most c".n .a(abase,n) time 
together if the final number of elements is n (for all n ~ 2). Let c = mCLX { c', d'} . 
By Claim 3 .6.3 it follows tha.t a Find operation takes at most 
C.Qbo•e ~ 2.c.a(f1a.1 + fbom 4n) s; 4 .c.et(f1<u1 + fix.sc. n) 
time. This yields the time bound for a single Find operation (i.e., the U1ast + fbase)tl' 
F ind) as stated in the theorem. 
We now consider the cost of Finds an Union together. Let the parameters fba3e• 
fiast and noo•e be defined as before. Then C(fba.e, fiaa1 ,nb<ue) denotes the cost of all 
f1xue + ftast Find operations together with the cost of all Union operations performed 
until the start of the last (re-)building. (Note that the cost of augmentations and 
rebuildings are not included.) We show that at any time 
C(Jba,., f 1aa1, nba.•e) ~ 28.c.o-i,,,.e.fix..e + c.0-1,a, • . ftast + 6.c.ni,a,c. (3.9) 
Obviously, (3.9) holds initially. Note th.at this cost parameter ca.n be changed 
by a Find operation or a general update only. Therefore we consider four cases 
in which this cost parameter can be changed, viz. the Find operation and three 
cases of the general update, and show that (3.9) is preserved in these cases. Below, 
the uo.primed parameters denote the para.meters right before these four cases of 
the operations while the primed parameters denote the parameters right after the 
adaptations of the parameters. 
1. The execution of a Find operation. 
By the choice of c it follows that a Find operation always takes at most c.abase 
time. Hence, (3.9) remains valid in case of the execution of a Find operation. 
2. Starting a general update when o-(Jbase + fia•t> 4n) = O"ba.., i.e. , no rebuilding 
needs to be performed. Then the adaptations of the parameters in the general 
update obviously do not violate (3.9). 
3. Starting a general update when et(f1>cue + f1a. i. 4n) < O-baae, i.e., a rebuilding is 
started. Then et(foo$• + f1a.,,4n) = O'.b<ue - 1 (by Claim 3.6.3). According to 
(3.6) we distinguish two cases: 
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• f1a1t 2'. 2/oose 
• n = 4noo•e · 
In this case, we have by a(/1,,.iu + fta ,1,4.n) < O'b<ue = a (f00,c, 4n00,e), by 
Lemma 2.3.6 and by Lemma 2.3 .7 
4. r f1x .. e l ( ( ( ( 4 ) 4 ) < (L Q Jbase+Jla1I• .n , noo,. 4.nba•e 
:5 a (a(/1xue + f1a 1i,4 .n) ,4.n) 
< 4. r flast + /oo .. l 
4.n 
Because n = 4n00,. this implies f1a1t > 3f1x,. •. 
Hence, in both cases we have f1a1 1 ;:=:: 2/00,. . 
Since cx(fbo•e + f1a.1 , 4n) < a1x,.. = a(foo •• ,4nbase) $ a(f00,.,4n) :5 a(0,4n) we 
find by using Lemma 2.3.11 
4.n.a(a(f1x,.. + fta 8i. 4n),4n) :5 8.(f1x ... + f1a,t) . (3.10) 
and hence by Lemma 2.3.6 
4.n.a(a00u ,4n) :5 8.(f1xue + f1a,,,). (3.11) 
The total cost for all Unions p erformed after the start of the last (re-)building 
of UF(aba•e) is at most c.n.a(abo,.,n) time and h ence by (3.11) at most 
8.c.(/oo•e + f1a,1 ) time. Therefore, 
C(f/,,,,., f!a61• n~ue ) 
< CCfixue. f1a.,, noose) + 8.c.(fba,. + f1a11) 
S 28.c.abo,.,./00,. + c.a00, •. f1a.i + 6.c.nix.,. + 8.c.(foose + f1a.1) 
S 28.c.(aoo•e - l ).foo•e + 26.c.f1a11 + C.Ooo1e·fia•t + 6.c.nix.se 
:5 28.c.(a00,. - 1).(/oo .. + ftastl + 6.c.nbase 
where the third inequality follows with fix. •• S ~f10,1 and the fourth inequality 
follows with Ctbaae - 1 =a' ~ 1. 
4. Starting a general update when a(fba .. + f1aai. 4n) > a 00, . and (hence) n = 
4n00,., i.e ., a rebuilding is started. 
Combining Lemma 2.3.11 and Lemma 2.3.7 gives 
a(a(J1xuei n), n) :5 4 V n.a(a(foo••• n), n) :5 8ftxm· (3.12) 
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The total cost for all Unions performed after the start of the last (re-) build-
ing of UF(o-ba••) is at most c.n.a(l'l'ba•c• n) time and hence by (3.12) at most 
8.c.fba•• + 16.c.noo•• time. Therefore, 
C(f{,,.,., !fa.on;,.,,.) 
$ C(foo••• f1a11> noo •• ) + 8.c.j,,.,.. + 16.c.nbo .. 
$ 28.c.cx00,..f00, 0 + C.Cibaie·flrut + 6.c.nba•e + 8 .c.ftxue + 16.C.nbo1e 
5 28.c.(CXbaie + l ).(J1xue + f1,.,1) + 22.c.nboie 
$ 28.c.a:.,,.. ffx. •• + 6.c.n;,..w 
By the above result and by the choice of c, at any moment the total cost of all 
Unions and Finds is bounded by 
C(fbo••• fia.1, llwuc) + c.n.a( Cit>ase. n) 
and hence by 
28.c.cx1x1,0 .(f1xm + f10 ,t) + <i.c.nbcue + c.n.a(cx1>a,.,n) 
which is 
O(abo1e-Uba1e + fio,t) + n) 
because of (3.12) and n00,., $ n :5 4nbo•e· Since an Insert operation takes 0(1) 
time and since the time needed for all augmentations and rebuildings is O(n + m), 
the total cost at any moment is (by using llbo•e $ n $ 4nbo.., Claim 3.6.3 and 
et(f1>a •• + f1a11> 4n) $ 2 + o.(fba•• + fla•t, 1l) $ 3er(fboae + f1a1h n) = 3a( m, n)) 
O(n + m.Cl'(m,n)) 
where n is the number of elements at that moment and m is the number of Finds 
performed up to that moment. This concludes the proof. O 
3. 7 Concluding R emarks 
In this chapter we have presented a collection of Union-Find structures, including 
structures that a have time complexity equal to the algorithms using path compres-
sion, but that have a small worst-case time complexity for the Finds instead of for 
the Unions. 
2··' } 65536 two's . . Note that a(m, n) $ 3 for n ::; 2 . Therefore in practice there is no 
need to perform transformations of structures like those occurring in Section 3.6: 
structure UF(3) suits for all practical situations. The time bound for the Unions in 
UF(3) is c.n.a(3, n) $ 4.c.n for such n, where c is a relatively small constant ( cf. 
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Section 3.4 for its definition). Moreover, a Find can be performed in::; 3.Cpoint time, 
where Cpoint is the time needed to perform a pointer comparison and to access a node 
by means of a pointer (which is small). 
Of course, the same can be said for UF(2) : all Unions on n elements take 
::; c.n.a(2, n) ::; 4.c.n time for n '.S 216 = 65536 and t ake ::; 5.c.n time for very 
large practical values n ~ 22 __ ,} 5 two's = 26~536 (which is slightly more than the 
time needed in UF(3)) , whereas a Find operation takes ::; 2cpoinc t ime. 
Moreover, note that in all practical situations for UF(2) and UF(3) only the 
nontrivial Ackermann values 16 an<l 65536 need to available (being A (2, 3) and 
A(2,4) = A(3, 3)) respectively) , so there i.s no need to compute Ackermann value~ 
(neither in the initialisation nor in case new elements are inserted like iu S<:!ction 3.6). 
Therefore, we conjecture that UF(2) and UF(3) arc fast an<l simple structures for 
all practical situations, with a constant time Find query. 
On the other hand, note that all aritlanctic occurriug i11 the algorithms can be 
performed by using additions, subtractions an<l comparisons only. Furthermore, in 
case arrays are used for representing elernents, an Ackern1ann n1atrix can be used 
instead of an Ackermann net. (In this case the array that contains these values 
needs to be of size O(Iog n. log n) only.) 
In case a set must be enumerated, note that this can easily be done in linear time 
(i.e., linear to the set size) if the set name or an element of that set are given. Viz., 
by performing a call generate•(.s, i) (cf. Fig. 3.9) in tlw structure U F(i) that is 
currently used, where if an element x E set(s, i) is gi.-en instead of set names itself, 
then this call is preceded bys:= FIND(:r). 
Finally, we mention some direct applications for special cases of the Union-Find 
problem. Firstly, if the nurnb(,'r of Finds m is known in 4dvance, then each Find can 
be executed in O(a(m,n)) time by taking strncture VF(a(m,n)), where a(m,n) 
can be computed similar to the way described in the proof of Theorem 3.6.2. Sec-
ondly, the Union-Find algorithm for the s1)ecial case of the Union-Find problem on 
a Random Access Machine that is presented in [13] (i.e., where the structure of the 
sequence of Union applications is known in advance), can be altered to an algorithm 
with the same overall time bound 0( n + m) such that each Find operation takes 
0(1) time in the worst case. This can be done by applying UF(2) instead of an 
algorithm with path compaction. 
Chapter 4 
A Fast and Optimal Algorithm 
for the Generalized Split-Find 
Problem on Pointer Machines 
4.1 Int roduction 
Let U be a universe of 11 elements (listed in a fixed order). Suppose U is partitioned 
into a collection of ordered sets whose contents are given in order, and suppose we 
want to be able to perform the following operations: 
• Split(.r): split the set that contains element :r into two new sets, viz, one set 
containing all elements smaller thcu x and one set containing all elements that 
are greater than or equal to :r, 
• Find(x): return the name of the sd iu which element .c is contained. 
The occurring set names must satisfy the condition that at every moment, the names 
of the existing sets are distinct. This problem of cfiicimtly maintaining the sets and 
supporting the operations is widely known as the Split-Fiu<l problem. 
In [16], an algorithm was presented for the Split-Find problem that runs in O((n + 
m). log• n) time for m operations. Later, in {13] a11 algorithm was given for the 
Split-Fiod problem that runs on a RAM iu linear time. This algorithm relics on the 
RAM feature of address calculation a.ud makes use of precomputed tables that e.g. 
encode structural information of subuuiverses of size O(log logn) in integers of at 
most log n bits. In (17), this solution was extended to deal with insertions. In [11], 
a solution for the Split-Find problem was presented that runs on a. pointer machine 
in O(n + m.a(m, n)) time. ln Chapter 5, we will prove tl1at this time complexity is 
optima.I on pointer machines. 
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In this chapter, we consider the Gcncralizc<l Split-Find problem on pointer machines. 
We consider the operation Split(:r,y) that is given by 
• Split(x, y): split the set that contains both.randy into two parts, viz. one set 
containing all elemf'nts =with :c ~ = < !J, and one set containing a.ll remaining 
elements. 
Here, y is allowed to have the value nil, which is interpreted as oo in t he above 
inequality. Moreover, just before such a Split, a new element may be inserted as the 
predecessor of element x, and similar for y. (Note that if we a.lways take y = nil, 
then we obtain the original Split-Find problem with only one split value.) 
We present a collection of Generalized Split-Find structures that take 0( 1) time per 
Find in the worst case 11.0d 0(11.a(i, n)) time for all Split operations together for 
any fixed but freely chosen value of i . By means of these structures we construct 
a structure and algorithms that have a tota.l time complexity of O(n + m.a(m,n)) 
for m Finds and n - 1 Spljts. All structures ci\n be implemented in this time bound 
on a pointer machine. The generalized operations are important in e.g. problems 
in which named cyclic lists exist, where from time to time such a list is split into 
two parts according to two "split nodes", and each pa.rt forms a new named list 
again. Such an application can be found in the maintenance of 3-cdge-connected 
components or 3-vertex-connectcd componcuts of graphs (see e.g. Chapters 6, 8 
and 9). In the last pa.rt of this chapter, we generalize the problem to operatious for 
splitting at any fixed number of elements and adapt our solutions for this case. In 
such operations for a fixed number k, a set is partitioned iinto intervals according to 
the (at most k) splitting elements: then, if the intervals are numbered consecutively, 
one resulting set consists of the concatenation of all even numbered intervals whe1·ea.s 
the othe.r resulting set consists of all odd numbered intervals. Note that this indeed 
is a generalization of the above Split for two elements. The Generalized Split-Find 
structures we present a.re closely related to the structures in (11], but, nevertheless, 
it seems that the structures in [11] carmot straightforwardly be adapted to allow 
Generalized Splits. 
In Section 4.2, we describe the Generalized Split-Find prol>lem on a pointer machine. 
In Section 4.3, the Generalized Split-Find structures GSF( i) are presented by means 
of a recurrence, where a GSF(i) structure has time complexity O(n.a(i, n)) for all 
Splits and for n elements, while an individual Find can be performed in O(i) worst-
case time. These time bounds are proved in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, a structure is 
given based on transformations of GSF(i) structures into GSF(i- 1) structures: the 
resulting Generalized Split-Find structure has a time complexity of 0( n+m.a:( m, n)) 
for all Splits on n element s and m Finds. In Section 4.6, we consider the multiple 
Split for any fixed number of split elements as defined above and discuss simple 
operations to detect the order of elements in a set. 
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4.2 The Generalized Split-Find Problem 
\Ve formulate the GcneraHzc<l Split- Find prnbll'lll (for splits wit.Ii t wo split dcmc11ts) 
in terms of nodes as follows. Let U be <• li1warly orc!f'rl'd colli·ction of nock•s. call<'il 
clem<'nts. Suppose U is partitioue<l into <1 collection of ordcr<'<l sets aud suppose to 
each set a (new) unique uodc is related. fall<·d :<cl 1111111c \\',.want to be abk- to 
perform the following operations: 
• Split(x,y) (where either y = nil. or y is in th<' same set as .r and :r < y): 
give n (pointers to) e lements x and !I (where y may be au clement or nil) , split 
the set that contains x into two new sets, viz. , 011<' set containing all elements 
z that satisfy x $ z < y, and one set containing all other elements (where 
nil is taken to be oo an<l where the original S<'t in which x was contained is 
destroyed), and relate set uaill<'S to t lu• two ll<'W sets 
• Find(x): given (a pointer to) dement .r . rc·turn (a poi11tcr to) the name of the 
set in which element .r is coutain<'d. 
The occurring set names must satisfy the couditiou that, at e \"ery moment, the 
names of the existing sets arc distinct. 
Iu particular, we will consider Extension Splits, that arc gi\·en as follows. 
• Split((x', x),(y',y)): given x and y as above, and given x' and y' that are 
(pointers to) new nodes or are nil, where y' satisfies y = nil~ y' = nil, insert 
x' and y' as the predecessors of x and y respectively in the set in which x and y 
a.re contained (if x' =f nil and y' =f. nil, respectively), aud perform Split(x, y). 
Hence, a call Split(x,y) corresponds to a call Split((nil,.r),(nil , y)). In the sequel, 
we will refer to the first Splits as regular Splits if we w a.11t to make a distinction. 
However, we will often omit the words "Extension" and "regular" in cases where it 
is cll"ar which operations are considered. 
The Split operation can be used in graphs for "splitting named cycles into two 
subcycles", where from time to time the ua!lle of a cycle must be obtained. The 
"splitting cycles into two subcycles" is ;as follows: split the cycle into two new 
parts, defined by two splitting nodes, and make a new cycle of each part. If the 
spit nodes are x and y, then this corresponds to Split(mi11{i-,y} ,max {x,y}) if the 
cycles are represented by ordered lists. (The minimum aud maximum can easily be 
obtained, see Section 4.6.) This operntion will be used in algorithms for maintaining 
the 3-edge-conuected components of graphs. Moreover, the Extension Split can be 
applied in cases where (a representative of) each split node must be present in 
each resulting cycle: in each resulting cycle, a new representative of the split node 
that is not contained in that resulting cycle is inserted. Hence, the Extension Split 
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operation can be considered to represent a "Split" in which firstly the nodes x and 
y themselves can be "split" (each can be split into two nodes) and then the regular 
Split is performed on the set of nodes. This operation can be used in algorithms 
for maintaining 3-vertex-connccted components of graphs. We will call the above 
operations for cycles so-called Cfrcular Splits. 
4.3 The Generalized 
GSF(i} 
Split-Find Structure 
In this section, we present a collection of strnctures GSF( i) ( i ~ 1) that allow 
Extension Split and Find operations as described in Sect.ion 4 .2. We will refer to 
Extension Splits by Splits. Let i ;:::: l. A GSF(i) structure is a. collection of rooted 
trees. The collection of trees is changed by Split operations. For each set name s, 
let the ordered set corresponding to names be denoted by set(s, i). Each set name 
is the root of a tree. The leaves of the tree with root s cu:·c the elements in set( s, i) 
a.nd have an equal distance ::; i to the root . The nodes of the tree without the root 
can be split into layers of nodes that have equal distance to the root. The layer 
that contains the elements of set(s, i) is called layer i, the other occurring layers are 
numbered consecutively in a decreasing order starting from layer i. For each layer 
there is a linear list of nodes of which the layer consists, called the linear layer list. 
For a node x, the linear layer list in which it is contained is denoted by linlist(x). 
The order of the elements of set(s, i) equals the order of t.he elements in the linear 
layer list of layer i. 
To ea.eh set name some parameters are associated and the corresponding tree satisfies 
additional constraints w.r.t. these parameters, which will he given in the sequel. 
Trees and linear layer lists are represented as follows. For each node x, the field 
father(x) contains a pointer to its father if x is not a. root and it contains the 
value nil otherwise. List sons(x) contains the collection of sons of x, i.e, it contains 
pointers to its sons, and each sou contains a pointer to the record in which it occurs. 
Moreover, nrsons(x) is the number of sons of x. We will henceforth assume that for 
a node x, every change in the value of father(x) or the :r:emoval of node x updates 
sons(c) and nrsons(c) of the old (and the new) father c of ,i; properly. (This can 
be performed in 0(1) time, trivially.) Furthermore, each node x contains the fields 
left(x) and right(x) that contains pointers to the predecessor node and the successor 
node in the linear layer list of x respectively (and nil if such a node does not exist) . 
Structure GSF(i) allows the operations SPLIT((x',x),(y',y),i) and FIND(x) that 
satisfy the specification given in Section 4.2, where the parameter i in the former 
refers to the structure GSF(i) in which it is used. Function FIND(x) is given in 
Figure 3.1. (FIND(x) chases father pointers until a root is reached, which is the 
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name of the set in which x is contained. It takes O(i) time.) 
The structures GSF(i) are defined inductively for i > 1, starting from a base struc-
ture GSF(l). First we outline the structure GSF(l) in Subsection 4.3.1, ;rnd then 
we describe GSF(i) for i > 1 in Subsection 4.3.2. 
In the sequel, we denote by "GSF(i)-elements" the elements that are involved in the 
Generalized-Split-Find problem to be solved by the GSF(i) structure. Moreover, 
sometimes we will refer by "GSF(i) structure" to the algorithms too. 
4 .3 .1 The Split- Find Structure GSF(l). 
Structure GSF( 1) is the structure that is derived from the straightforwa.rd set-
merging algorithm. Recall that the set corresponding to set name s is denoted 
by set(s, 1) and that the nodes in sd(s, 1) are in layer 1. According to the above 
constraints, for every element x, fathcr(x) contains a pointer to the mime of the 
set in which it is contained and for every set names, son,<(s) = set(s, 1). 
If GSF(l) is used to solve the Split-Find problem, then the in itialisatiou for ~ome 
(sub-)collec tion of elem ent s into sets is strn,ightforwaJ:d (for any initial collection 
of sets, but usually one set being the universe), where an initial set is assumed to 
be given as the ordered linear list linlist of the elements. Procedure bu.i Id that 
performs t he initialisation is given in Figure 4.1 (where the last three parameters 
of the procedure are constants: in the next subsection we extend the proc<'dure to 
build(z,l,clu.ssize,i) for GSF(i) wit h i > 1). 
The Split operations can now be performed by the procedure SPLIT((x', x ), (y', y ), 1) 
that is given in Figure 4.2. The auxiliary procedures insert , splitlist and cotmtparts 
are given in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. For brevity, we write statements like left(p) := 
q and Xte fi := left(x) instead of if p :f: nil -- left(p) := q fi and if x # nil 
--x1e/1 := left(x ) ~x =nil --xle/t :=nil fi . 
The Split operation is based on changing the father pointers of the smallest of the 
two resulting sets that are the result of the Split. 
F igure 4.1: Procedure build in GSF(l). 
(1) procedure build(z, oo, oo, l); 
(2) create a set name s; 
(3) for all w E linlist( z) -- father(w) := s rof; 
(4) left(s) := right(s) := nil 
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Figure 4.2: The Split procedure in GSF(l ). 
(1) procedure SPLIT((x',x),(y' ,y),1); 
(2) {(Find(x) = Find(y) /\ x < y) Vy =nil} 
(3) {pre: left(x) -::J nil Vy =J nil} 
(4) insert(x',x); insert(y',y); 
(5) s := father(x); 
(6) splitlist( x, y, Xc:onu1 xr. Ji, Yre11): 
(7) countparts(x, Xcc»>u• oo, minweight, Xmin, Xmnr); 
(8) build(:Cmin 1 00,oo, 1); 
Figure 4.3: Procedure insert in GSF(i) (i;::::: 1). 
(1) procedure insert(x',x); 
(2) {pre: x = nil ::} x' = nil} 
(3) if x' =/;nil - left(x' ) := left(x); rignt(lcft(x')) : = x'~ 
(4) right(x') := x; left(x) := x'; father(x') := father{x) 
(5) x' =nil - skip 
(6) fi; 
Figure 4.4: Procedure splitlist in GSF(i) (i;::::: 1) . 
(1) procedure splitlist(x,y,output : x..,,,11u,XteJ1>YleJt); 
(2) X/eft := left(x); YleJt :== left(y); 
(3) r'.ght(x1e11) := y;. left(y) := Xtefti 
(4) right(YleJt) :=nil; left(x) := nil; 
(5) if y :j:. nil -+ Xconv := y 
(6) ~ y =nil -+ Xconu := Xtefl 
(7) fi ; 
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Figure' -l.5: Prun•dnw co 11 11 fp"1·f.,. 
( l) procedure co1111tpa.rts( .r, .r """"', 11111.r1 'tm11f. out put : 11111111•1 '!flit, .r,,,.,. •. 1',,111r) ; 
(2) {pre: 111a.rco1111t ~ I } 
(3) start couutiug the uumber of nodl's i·11 the lists that C'outain .r aucl .re,,,.,. 
(4 ) as follows: "simultaneously'' tran·r,.1• l.oth lists a11<l alt<'mati1·ely 
(5) encounter a n<.•w clement of each list ; 
(6 ) stop as soou as either: 
(7) ("')a list has bt~n counted co111pl1•tcly: tht>n 
(8) minweight:= the number of nodes counted iu this list; 
(9) x,,.;n:= an elcmeut of this list; .r mar := au ck11w11t of the oth<'r list; 
(10) (•)the lists have uot been trnv<'r:'1•d rnmpletcly yt'I, but 
( 11) in both lists 111a.rco1111t nodes arc· co1111t<'<l: 
( 12) then 111in11'1.iglrt := 111a.rco1111t + l and i·,,,.,, := .rand .r,,.,u := .r...,,,v: 
After having inserted the new clcmeuts .r' and y' thr proc<'<hm• works as follows. If 
the ordered set that contains .r must be split at .r (and !I). thl'll first. the linear list of 
elements (viz., li11list(.r)) is split into two lists according to the sp<'cifirntions of the 
Split operation ( cf. Section 4.2). That is. the two lists contain the elements of the 
ordered sets that result of splitting the sc:-t in the proper order. This is performed by 
procedure splitlist(x, y, Xconv, Xte/r. Y1~11 ) ( cf. Figure -1..l ). MorcO\·er the proccd111·(• 
outputs a value x000.., that is an elem<'nt of the resulting "conv('rse" list, i.c, the r<·stilt-
ing list that docs not contain :r, and it outputs the old predecessors Xteft a.ml Yle/t of 
r and y respectivdy. It is easily seen that this ~conwrse" list is not empty, since ei-
ther y or the predecessor of :r exist (i.e., arc not 11il) (d. line 3 of procedure SPLIT). 
(These old predecessors of x and y arc not needed in GSF( 1 ): these will be us<:d in 
subsequent algorithms for GSF(i) with i > 1.) After th<' splitting of the list into two 
new lists, the father names of the nodes iu one of the lists 11111'<' to be chang<'<l. To do 
this, first the smallest of the two lists is d<'t<'rminr<l. This is dour by nu'am; of a rail 
of procedure count parts( :r, :r 00,,,,. ma.rcuu nf, mi11weiglrt. :r,,,.,,, .r,,.ar) ( cf. Fignrc 4.5) 
that outputs the values 1ninweight, .i:,,.;,. and :r,,10r as follows. If both lists (i.e., the 
list containing .:t and that containing Xro.u:) have more th<'n 11111.rcount elements, t hen 
minweight has the value maxcotmt + 1, Xmin =:rand Xmor = Xconv • Otherwise, the 
(or: a) smallest list is determined, minweight contains its size and Xmin is an element 
of it, while Xmor is an element of the other list. Henceforth. we denote a linear list 
resulting from a splitting in procedure spl itlist, by means of a prime. Hence, we have 
llinlist'(xmin)I = minweight. (In GSF(l ), we do not use the parameters maxco1mt 
and x,,..0 .., of procedure coimtparts, but we will need them in GSF(i) with. i > 1.) It 
is easily seen that countparfa satisfies the above specifications, and that it can be ex-
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ecuted in time at most Ccp·rnin{ llinlist'(x)J, Jlinlist'(xconu)J, maxcount} and hence 
at most Cq,.min{ llinlist'(xmin)I, maxcount} time (by using that x f. nil :/: Xmin) 
(where Ccp is some appropriate constant) 
After having determined the smallest list, all elements of that list are put beneath 
a new set node s' by means of procedure bttild in line 8 ( cf. Figure 4.1 ), which 
concludes the procedure. 
4.3.2 The Split-Find Structure GSF(i) for i > 1. 
Let i > 1. Structure GSF( i) is a structure that satisfies the following conditions. 
Recall that the ordered set corresponding to set name s is denoted by set ( s, i) and 
that nodes in set(s,i) are in layer i . 
Two cases are distinguished. 
• If set(s,i) contains more than one element, then set(s,i) is partitioned into 
consecutive intervals (so-called clusters) of elements. For each cluster C there 
is a unique so-called cluster node c (not being an element in set(s, i)); all nodes 
in cluster C have node c as their father and sons( c) = C . The cluster nodes 
are (linearly) ordered by the order of the corresponding intervals of set(s, i) 
(where for any two intervals A and B in the partition, we write A ~ B if x ~ y 
holds for all x E A, y E B). We denote the ordered set of these cluster nodes 
by clusset( s, i). 
For each cluster node c E clusset(s, i), there is a parameter highindex(c), that 
is an integer 2:: 1. For set name s , there exists a value highindex(s, i) such 
that for all c E clusset( s, i) 
highindex(c) = highindex(s, i) ( 4.1) 
and such that 
16.A(i, highindex(s, i) + 1) ;::: iset(s, i) I. (4.2) 
Note that highindex(s, i) needs not to be the lowest number that satisfies this 
inequality, and that the above restriction on highindex is equivalent to 
highindex(s ,i) + 1 > a(i, rlset(s, i)J + 11). 
16 
(The value highinde'Z(s, i) is fixed.) 
A cluster node c E clusset( s, i) satisfies 
lsons(c) I :5 16.A(i, highindex(c)) 
( 4 .3) 
( 4.4) 
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Tlw subtrt't' h<'tW<'<'u ·' an<l du:-.,<f(.-.1) j,. <1 t n'<· uf a GSF(1 - 1 )-,,1ruc111r .. : 
thr ordered nodes of du:-.:.< t(:-. 1) i1rt· tlw ..t .. nwnts of tlw 11rd1·n·d set 1111111 .. d ·' 
in a GSF( i - 1) struct un>. Thus: 
.. tt($,i - l) = c/11.-.-tf( .-.i ). 
• If set(s, i) consists of precisely one dc·111P11t <, thc-n C"ithc•r \\'t• han• fatltcr(t) = ·' 
and sons(.~) = { c} . or we ha n· the J>r~·,·ious sit nation ( i ·'". tlwrt• exists a duster 
node). 
If GSF(i) is used to solve the Split-Fiud problt'm. the11 the i11itialisation for some 
(sub-)collection of ord<'r<'d sets is as follvws (where the or<l<'red Sf'ts arc supposed 
to be given as a linear list liu/i:,t i11 which the d1·11wnts a1>1><·ar in iucreasing order 
h.m.o. left a.11cl right pointers): for <'ach ordt'r<'cl S<'t, souw d1•mc11t .r is taken, 
aud procedure build( .r, 11 (i. llr ), lG.-\( i, a( i, 11 r)), i) is <'X<'\'lt t NI (which is givc11 in Fig-
ure 4.6), where nr is tlw utunb<'r of uodcs in tlw st•t coutaiuiug .1·. N<>t<" that :;inc<.' 
16.4(i,a(i.nr)) 2:: 7lr, Wl' have that cl11.~si::c in this procedm<" is larger then tht' num-
ber of ele1nents in li11li .. ~t( ::) in th<' pro<"cdurc·: ht'11n>. if 11,. > l thcu the tr<'e that 
is built consists of the clemeuts with ex1u·tly out• d11stC'r nod1• aho\'C' it (cf. line 5·G 
aud 8-9), while the clm;tcr node h<ts t ht> set n<1.mc as its father. 
Tlie splitting of a set (';u1 uow be performed by the algorithm SPLIT( (:r', x ), (y', y ), i) 
gi~·eu in Figure -L 7. \\'c do not consider the probk·m of how to ohtain the .-\ck<'nnauu 
values and how to stOr<' the values highindu· yet. The procedures that are called 
within procedure SPLIT are given in the figures 4.7, -1..!, -!.5, -l.G, 4.8 and -1.9. 
ProcC'dure SPLIT((x',:r),{y',y),i) operates in the following way. Tlw procedure is 
based on splitting linlist(x) into two lists and 011 counting the sizes of the lists just 
as for GSF(l), as far as these si:t.es do not exn•<•<l some size ma:rcom1t. Then, if the 
smallest resulting list allows cluster nodes with a lower ,-alue of higltinde:r, then the 
father pointers of this list arc chru1gcd to IH'W cluster uodcs. otherwise a recursive 
call is pc1formed. 
'vVe describe the procedure in more detail. The algorit bms work as follows after 
having inserted nodes x' and y'. First the linear list li11/ist(.r) is split into two 
lists according to the specifications of the Split Opl'l'ation. This is pcrfor!lled by 
procedure splitli.st(x,y,xecn•v,X/eft.YleJtl (cf. Figme 4.4), that outputs the values 
Xcxmv, X teft and Y teft as described in Subsection 4.3. l. Henceforth, we denote these 
two resulting lists by linli.st'(x) and li11.list1(.1·c,,,.v) . After the splitting of the list, 
the set name for the elements in one of the new lists has to be changed. To do this, 
the smallest of the two lists is <letel'lniued if it has at most 16 . .-\(i, h) elements. This 
is done by means of the call countparts(x,xconv.16.A(i,h),111i11weight,x,,.;n,Xmo;r) 
(cf. Figure 4.7) that outputs the values minweight, x,..;,. and l·,,,0 .. as described in 
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Figure 4.6: Procedure build in GSF(i) (i > 1). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
proced ure build(z, h, clussize, i); 
{pre: i > 1 /\ clussize ~ 2} 
if llinlist(z)I = 1 --create a set names; father(z) := s 
D llinlist(z )I > 1 
--+make an ordered list D of intervals of linlist (z ) that all 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) fi; 
have size clussize except for the last interval that may b e smaller ; 
d o D # 0 
od ; 
-- take the front interval I in D and remove it from D ; 
create a cluster node c; highindex(c) : = h; 
for all w EI---> father(w) := c rof; 
enqueue( c, c/usqueue) 
make a linear list of the nodes in clttsqtteue by 
adapting the left and right pointers p1·operly; 
anext := a(i - 1, lclusqueuel); 
build( c, anext, 16A( i - 1, a next), i - 1) 
Figure 4.7: The split procedw·e in GSF(i) (i > l). 
(1) procedure SPLIT((x', x),(y',y),i); 
{2) {pre: (Find(x) = Find(y) /\ x < y) v y = nil } 
(3) {pre: left(x) #ni l/\ y :j. nil} 
( 4) insert(x', x ); insert(y', y ); 
(5) C% := father(x); Cy := father(y); h := highindex(C:r:); 
( 6) splitlist(x, y, Xcono1 X /efli Yle/1); 
(7) countparts(x, x""""' 16.A(i, h), minweight, x,,.;n, Xmo:r:)i 
(8) if minweight $; 16.A{i, h) 
(9) --+hnew := max{h - 1, 1}; 
{10) modify(x, y, x..,_;n, i) 
(11) build(:z:,,.;n , hnew, 16A( i, hnew), i) 
(12) 0 minweight = 16.A(i, h) + 1 
(13) --+splitcluster(x1• 1 1, x, C~); 
(14) splitcluster(y1• 11, y, C~); 
(15) SPLIT((C~, C.,), (C~, Cy), i - 1); 
(16) fi ; 
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Figure 4.8 : Procedure mod·ify in GSF(i} (i > 1). 
(1) 
(2) 
procedu re modify(x,y,xm;,.,i); 
{ pre: i > 1 I\ u =I nil } 
(3) Cz: := father(x); Cv := father(y); 
(4) FN := {father(z)lz E linlist(xm;,,)} ; 
(5) 
(6) 
for all w E linlist(xm;n) --+fathcr(w) :=nil for; 
FND := {C E FNlnrsons(C) = O}; 
(7) if IFNDI > 0 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) fi ; 
--+Cmin :=an element of FND; 
obtain c~ and c~ being the cluster nodes that define the split ting of 
linlist( Cz:) that. has F N D as one of the resulting lists (with, 
hence, C~ =Gr or C~ = right(C,.) , aud similar for Cy); 
splitlist(C~, C~, ·, ·, · ); 
if i - 1 > 1 --+moclify(C~, C~, C'"''"' i - 1) fi ; 
dispose all nodes C E F ND 
Figure 4.9: Procedure splitcluster in GSF (i) (i > 1). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
procedure spJitcluster(z1e/t.Z,OUt put: c:); 
if Zle/t =/:nil/\ father(z1e11) = father(z) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 0 
(10) 
(11) fi ; 
---+ create a cluster node c; 
w := z1e11; C, := father(z); 
do w =I nil/\ father(w) = C, 
--+ father(w) := c;; w := left(w) 
od; 
high index( c;) : = high index( c.) 
Z/e f t =nil V father(z1e1i) =/: father( z ) 
--+ c~ :=nil 
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Section 4.3.1. Afterwards, two cases arc distinguished, according to the critical size 
of 16.A(i, h.) for the smallest of the two lists: 
• The smallest list has at most 16.A(i, h) elements. Then the first alternative of 
the if-statement in line 8-11 is executed. Then all elem ents in the smallest list 
(that contains the element Xmin) are deleted from the "old" tree, an entirely 
new tree is built for these elements, and the old tree is adapted according to 
the GSF(i) specifications. This is performed by procedures modify and build 
(given in figures 4.8 and 4.6). 
Procedure modify (given in Figure 4.8) that is called in line 10 of procedure 
SPLIT works as follows. First, it deletes the elements of linlist'(xmin) from the 
tree by setting their father pointers to nil (line 5); then it puts the cluster nodes 
that do not have any sons left in a list F ND (lines 4 and 6) and it dete.rmines 
the proper split nodes for an artificial split, such that FN Dis one of the parts 
resulting from the split (line 9-11, this can be done in 0(1) time). In line 12, 
it splits the list of cluster nodes accordingly, and in line 13, the cluster nodes 
in F ND are deleted from the tree by a recursive call. These cluste• nodes are 
deleted in line 14. Therefore, in line 14 the tree with the remaining cluster 
nodes as leaves is a GSF(i - 1) tree (by an inductive argument; note that if 
i - 1 """ 1, then the recursive call need not to be applied). Therefore, line 15 
yields that the remaining tree is a GSF (i) tree. 
Procedure build obviously creates a new tree that satisfies the conditions of 
GSF(i). In particular, it is easily seen that the equations (4.2), (4.1) and (4.4) 
are satisfied indeed. 
• Both new lists contain more then 16.A(i, h) nodes. We now have the following 
situation. 
Obser vation 4.3.1 In this case we have father(x) # father(y) if y 'I nil. 
This is seen as follows. If y =/:nil, then at the beginning of procedure SPLIT, 
father(y ) has at most 16A(i,h) sons. Moreover, in line 4 new elements are 
inserted as the direct predecessor of x and y only. Since there are at least 
16A(i,h) + 1 elements z E linlist'(x) that therefore all satisfy x :=::; z < y, it 
follows that x and y cannot have the same father. 
In this case the second alternative of the if-statement in line 12-15 is performed. 
The nodes in linlist'(xconu) that have father(x) as their father are "put" 
beneath a. new cluster node C~. The same is done for linlist'(x), f ather(y) and 
C~. This is done in lines 13 and 14 by means of procedure splitcluster (given 
in Figure 4.9). Afterwards, we have a new splitting problem on clusset(s, i -
1) (where s is the name of the set that is being split), viz. the splitting 
of this set at the values C., and Cy after having inserted the new nodes C~ 
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and C~ (as far as these are not nil). This is performed by the recursive 
call SPLIT((C; ,c,,},(C~,C"),i- 1). Note that the conditions '"Find(C,,) = 
Find(Cy} AC,,, < Cy) v C" = nil" and "left(C"') = nil ~ Cy =I nil" a.re 
satisfied at the moment of calling SPLIT(( C~, C,,.), (C~, Cy), i-1) , since w.r.t. 
the first condition, Observation 4. 3.1 yields that if y =/; nil then Cr =I Cy 
and hence C,,, < C11 , and since w.r.t. the second condition, we have that if 
Cy = nil then y = nil, and since at least 16A(i, h) + 1 elements are smaller 
than x, C:r must contain a predec·essor. Finally, it is easily seen that after 
SPLIT(( c;, C,,.), ( C~, C"), i - 1) ha!> been performed, that the trees have been 
split according to the values x and y. 
4.3. 3 Representations 
We descibe how to represent and how to obtain the information that is used in the 
previous subsection. Again we describe the representation inductively. Consider a 
GSF( i) structure for some i ;:::: 1. Suppose that the maxirrntl number of elements 
that is in any initial set is n 0 • Moreover, suppose that an Ackermann 11et for some 
nock with nack ~no is present. 
Each node has, besides the fields described above, a pointer field ack and a field 
highindex. If the value highindex(x) is defined for node :r, then its field high-index 
contains that value highindex(x), otherwise the field is not defined. If node x is 
in layer i of the GSF( i) structure, then field ack of x contains a pointer into the 
Ackermann net that points to node ( min { i, Dack + 1}, -1). 
During an execution of the procedures, the value A'(i, l) is substituted for A(i, 1). 
This does not affect the algorithms, which is seen as follows. 
Observation 4.3.2 At any time, highindex(c):::; a(i, n 0 ) holds for any cluster node 
in GSF(i). 
This observation holds indeed, since initially all highinde:t values are at most 
a(i, n 0 ), and since new highindex values are not larger than the old ones. 
Like in Chapter 3, the value A(i, h) can be substituted by A'(i, h) in the procedures 
(where in the initial call build( z, a(i, n 0 ), A( i, a( i, n0 ) ), i), the value A'(i, a( i, no)) can 
be used instead of the A-value, for similar reasons). We .assume that when a GSF(i) 
structure is initialised, all elements contain a. pointer to node (min{i,oack + 1},-1) 
of the Ackermann net. 
Note that at the moment that build(z, h, 16A(i, h), i) or splitcluster(z10 1., z, C~) is 
called, then z is an element (in layer i ) that (therefore) contains a pointer to node 
(min{i,crack + l}, -1) of the net. Hence, a pointer to node (min{i,O<ack + 1}, -1) of 
the net can be obtained in 0(1) time. (In fact in procedure splitcluster this pointer 
can be obtained in 0(1) time from C, too.) Therefore during the creation of a node 
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in these procedures, the injtialisation of the ac~· field t akes 0( 1) time only, which 
we will henceforth consider to be pru·t of the 0(1) time of creating such a node. 
Now, since there are at most r10 GSF(i)-c1ements in any set in GSF(i) (cf. Sec-
tion 4.4), t here are at most no cluster nodes in any t ree of GSF(i) and hence an 
Ackermanu net for nack suffices for GSF( i - 1) too. 
Ackermann values are used in procedures SPLIT and build only. Note that now all 
Ackermann values A( i, k) that are required iu the procedure SPLIT, can be obtained 
from node ( min { i, a-0 c1: + 1} , -1) of the Ackermauu uet in 0 ( k) time. Moreover , the 
value a(i - 1, jclusqueuel) for the recursive call in procedure build can be obtained 
in 0( a( i - 1, jclusqtteuel)) time. Finally, the value a( i - 1, 11.z) needed in the call 
build for the initialisation can be obtained from node x and its pointer to node 
(min{i,a0 c.1: + 1 },-1) of the Ackermann net in O(a(i - 1, n,,)) time. (Remark that 
in a node c with highindex(c) = k, a pointer to Ackermann node (min{i, aack+ l }, k) 
can be stored too. This decreases the 0( k) time for the fir st of the above cases to 
0(1) t ime.) 
4.4 Complexity of GSF ( i ). 
In the sequel we will denote the procedures build(:,l,clussi::e,i), 
modif y(x,y,r.,,;,.,i) aud SPLIT((x', :r),(y' ,y),i) by build;. modify., and SPLIT., 
respectively, to make only parameter i exp1icit. 
\Ve consider the co8t of a sequence of procedure executions in GSF(i). Note that a 
FIND operation does uot affect the GSF( i) structure and that an execution takes 
0( i) time. Therefore we clo not need to co11si<l<.•r the complexity of this operation 
any further. 
Consider a call modify;. T here are two cases in which modify; can be called, viz., 
within procedure SPLIT; or within procedure call modify;+1 if the GSF(i) st ructure 
is part of a GSF(i + l) structure. The call of modif y ; performed in SPLIT; is 
denoted as a dependent call (w.r .t . GSF(i)), whereas the other calls arc denoted as 
independent. 
Similarly, a dependent call of procedure build; (w.r.t. GSF(i)) is a call performed 
in SPLIT; , and an independent call is a call performed otherwise. 
Observation 4.4.1 P rocedure build(z ,l,clussize,i) (git1en in Figure 4.1 and 4.6) 
can be executed in at most d. Jlinlist( z )I time, whe1·e cl is some constant. 
Proof. For i = 1, the assertion obviously bolds for some constant d1 • Now suppose 
procedure build(z , l,clussize,i - 1) works in at most d. jlinlist(z)I time for some 
constant d. Then it is easily seen tbll.t the execution of the procedure takes at 
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most d' .llin list(z )I time apart from the recmsive call. For, note that tl1e inverse 
Ackermann value a(i - 1, lclusqueuel) that. is comput<:'d in line 15 of the procedure, 
can be obtained in O(lclusqttettel) = O(llh1/ist1(z)I) time from the Ackermann net 
by using the pointer to node ( min{ i, Oack + 1}, -1) of the net; a similar observation 
holds for the Ackermann value A(i - 1, cmext) computed in line 16. Consider the 
case in which the recursive call is performed. Then clussize ~ 2 and hence it follows 
that the number of cluster nodes that is cr{·at.ccl is at most ~ -llinlist(z )i. Hence, the 
recursive call takes at most ~.d. l linlist(z)I time. By taking d = max{4d',di} the 
assertion follows. D 
Observation 4.4.2 Proceduremodify(x,y,x,,.;n,i) (given in Fig·ure4.B) can be ex-
ecuted in at most d'.( llinlist(x,,,.;,.) I+ dis7mod) time, where dispnod is the number 
of nodes disposed by the procedure and whc1·e d' is some constant. 
Proof. This easily follows by induction. 0 
We charge the cost d' for a node that is disposed to its creation: this does not 
affect the order of the time complexity of executions of the procedures together 
with the initialisation (b.rn.o. build), an.<l t his yields that we have a net cost of 
d'. \li7ilist(.:tm;,.) \ for a dependent call modify; and a net cost of 0 for an independent 
call. 
Observation 4.4.3 A call of the p1·ocedure modify(1:, y , x,,,,,., i) has a net cost of 
d'.llinlist(xmin)\ ifit is dependent, and a net cost 0 if it is inde]Jendent. 
We consider a sequence of independent calls of build;, SPLIT; and modify; oper-
ations in which precisely one independent build; operation occurs, viz., as the first 
operation. By Observation 4.4.3, it suffices to consider independent calls of build; 
and SPLIT; only. We call these operations the independent operations on GSF(i). 
Note that all the above operations only affect the (tree of the) set that has to be split 
and that other sets (trees) axe left unchanged. Therefore we only need to consider 
the case in which initially there is precisely one set. 
Let n 0 (no> 1) be the initial number of elements that is present, and let n be the 
total number of elements that ever exist (recall that SPLIT may insert two new 
elements). We assume that an Ackermann net for nack 2'. n 0 is present, and that each 
element contains a pointer to node ( min{ i, aack + 1}, - 1) of the net, in its field ack. 
We assume that for the initialisation b.m.o. an independent call build; a linear list. 
linlist is given, containing the elements in the proper order. By Observation 4.4.1, 
procedure build; can be executed in O(n.0 ) time, if no is the number of elements 
in the list. We show that a sequence of Splits in GSF(i) take O(n.a(i,no)) time 
al together. 
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4 .4.1 Complexity of GSF(l) 
We prove tha.t GSF(l) requires O(n. log no) time for all indepC'ndent operations 
together. Obviously, the aumber of splits that is perfoimed is at most n - 1. 
Consider a single execution of procedure SP LIT((x', x), (y', y), 1). Since the split is 
non trivial, we must have llinlist'(xmin) I ;:: 1 afterwards. Moreover, note that despite 
the possible insertion of two new elements in the ordered set, the resulting sets have 
size aot exceeding the size of the original set. (For, a node x ' (y') that is inserted, 
will not be part of the resulting set in which x (y') is contained.) Obviously, the 
execution. of procedure split list takes 0( 1) time, and the execution of countparts 
takes Ccp.pinlist'(xmin)I time (cf. Subsection 4.3.1). Since the building of a new tree 
for linlist'(xmin) in line 8 can be performed in d.llinlist'(x,,.;,,)I time (cf. Observa-
tion 4.4.1), it follows that the entire execution of procedure SPLIT takes at most 
csPLIT·llinlist'(xmin)I time {for suitable csPLrT)· We distinguish two cases. 
• llinlist'(xmin)I :::; 2. Then procedure SPLIT takes at most 2csPLIT time. Ob-
viously, all executions of procedure SPLIT that satisfy llinlist'( Xmin) I ~ 2 take 
at most 2.csPLIT·n time together. 
• jlinlist'(xmin)I 2: 3. Now charge the cost of such a split to the nodes in 
linlist'(xmin) by charging at most csPLTT time to each node. Then (if linlist(x) 
is the ordered set before the execution of the considered SPLIT operation) the 
following holds: 
llinlist(x)I + 2;:: 2.llinlist'(:i:.,,;,.)I 
since linlist'(x,,.;n) is the smallest of the two lists resulting from the split 
and since before the splitting of the list at most two new nodes are inserted 
in it. Therefore, every node that is in linlist'(xm;11 ) has become element of 
a new set that is at most ~ times the size of the old set in which it was 
contained before the split. Since initially there are sets that are of size at 
most no and since the independent operations do not yield larger sets, this 
can happen at most 4. !log n 0 l times for a node. Hence, each node is charged 
to for at most 4.csPLIT· ~og no l time. Hence, all such executions of procedure 
SPLIT for a collection of n nodes take at most 4.csPLJT·n. pog no l time ( = 
4.csPLJT-n.a(l, no) time). 
By the above case analysis, it follows that all Splits take at most CQ.n. log no time 
together. Moreover, it is easily seen that at any time the GSF(l) structure requires 
at most 2n nodes. 
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4.4.2 Complexity of GSF(i) for i > 1 
We consider the complexity of all Splits in GSF(i) with i > 1. We perform the 
analysis by means of induction to i. 
Suppose GSF{i - 1) takes at most c.m.a(i -1,m0 ) time for all Splits starting from 
a set with initial size m 0 > 1 and with a total collection of m elements. We consider 
the cost of all Splits for a total collection of n elements by m<'ans of GSF(i), where 
no is the size of the initial set of elements. 
Consider procedure SPLIT((x',x),(y',y),i). We divide this procedure into several 
parts: some procedure cams within SPLIT((x',x),(y',y),i) and the remainder. For 
a procedure call we consider the net cost of the call , i.e., the cost that is not charged 
to another procedure. 
1. The (dependent) calls modify; and build; in SPLIT; (line 10-11) 
2. The call splitcluster in SPLIT; (line 13-14) 
3. The call countparts in SPLIT; (line 7) 
4 . The recursive call SPLIT,_1 in SPLIT; (line 15). 
5. The rest of procedure SPLIT; 
We compute the cost of each part for all executions of SPLIT; together. However, 
we first consider procedure SPLIT; more carefully. 
Observation 4.4.4 Let l :::; ho :5 a(i, no). Then at mo.st 16A~,ho) calls of SPLIT; 
have h = h0 and minweight ~ 16A(i, h) + 1 in line 7 and line 12. 
Proof. Let ho be as above. Consider a call SPLIT((.x',x),(y',y),i) that y ields 
h = ho and minweight > 16A(i, h) at line 7 and 12. Then apparently llinlist'(x)I 2": 
16A(i, h) + 1 and llinlist1(Xconv)I ~ 16A(i, h) + 1. 
The sets resulting from a Split operation are not large1· than the original set on 
which the operation is performed: for, a node x' (or y') that is inserted, is inserted 
as the predecessor of x (y) and hence it will not be part of the resulting set that 
contains x (y). Obviously procedure modify; does not extend a set either. Since 
the total collection of elements is n, since the only operations that change set sizes 
are SPLIT and modify, and since both the sets resulting form such a call have size 
at least 16A(i, h) + 1 this implies that there can be at most 16A(i,i.) such calls. D 
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I. The Calls modifyi and b1tild; in SPLIT; 
Consider the two consecutive calls of procedures modify; and build; in procedure 
SPLIT;. By observations 4.4.1 and 4.4.3, it follows that the time for the execution 
of the calls is bounded by d.llinlist'(x,,.;,.)I = d.(the number of processed elements) 
for some constant d. We d istinguish two cases. 
• h = 1: then there a.re at most 32 elements that are processed and hence the 
cost of the calls modify; and build; in this case is 0(1). Vie will therefore 
charge this 0(1) cost to procedure SPLIT; itself (he nce, it will be accounted 
for in part 5). 
• h > 1: we charge the cost of the calls modify; and build; to the processed 
elements. Note that the processed elements will have new fathers that have a. 
lower highindex value than the old fathers. Moreover, a.n element never has a. 
new father with a. higher highindex value. Therefore, the number of times that 
an element can be charged to is bounded by the number of different highindex 
values, which is at most a(i, n0 ) by using Observation 4.3.2. Hence, the total 
cost of all the calls of modify; and b1tild; for h > 1 is at most c1 .n.a(i,n0 ) for 
some constant c1. 
Hence, the total net cost of all calls modify; and build; is at most c1 .n.a(i,no). 
2. The Call splitcluster in SPLIT; 
Consider a value of h, 1 :::; h :::; a( i, n0 ). Procedure splitcluste1· is called in procedure 
SPLIT; only if minweight = 16A(i, h) + 1. Hence, by Observation 4.4.4, procedure 
splitcluster is called at most 161(i,h) times. The calls splitcluster(xie/1> x , C~) and 
splitcluster(y1e/1> y, C~) can obviously be executed in at most ~.A( i, h) time to-
gether, since C,, and Cy have at most 16A(i, h) + 2 sons. (Or even 16A(i, h) + 1 sons 
by using Observation 4.3.1.) 
This yields that the cost of all these calls of procedure splitcluster for fixed value h 
is at most ~.n for some constant c2• 
Since 1 $ h $ a( i, no), the total cost of all procedure calls splitcluster is at most 
~.n.a(i, n 0 ). 
3. The Call countparts in SPLIT; 
In subsection 4.3.1, it was seen that the call 
countparts(x, Xconu, 16A(i, h), mintoeight, x,,.;,,) 
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takes at most Ccp·min{ llinlist'(xm;n)I, 16.4.(i, h)} time. We consider two situatious 
for fixed value of h, 1:::; h:::; a(i,n). 
• minweight :::; 16A(i, h). Then the cost of the procedure rail is 
Ccp · llinlist'(xm;n) 1- We charge this cost to the execution of proccdm·c bttild;, 
that is executed in this case too: this. iucrcas<'s t he cost of t hat procedure with 
an additional factor only. 
• minweight = 16A(i, h)+ 1. Then the cost of the procedure call is c.,p. 16A(i, h). 
We charge this cost to the executions of procedure splitcluster, t hat is ex-
ecuted in this case t oo: this increases the cost of that procedure with au 
additional factor only. 
Therefore the net cost of procedure countw1rts is 0. 
4. The Recursive C all SPLIT;-1 in SPLIT; 
The recursive calls SPLIT;_1 are performed on cluster nodes. Therefore, we first con-
sider cluster nodes and the conditions for the execution of a recursive call SPLIT;_ 1 . 
Note that SPLIT;_ 1 is called only if minweight 2: 16A(i,h) +land hence there 
are at least two cluster nodes in the tree that is operated on. 
Observation 4.4.S The operatio11s on cluster nodes are: 
1. the creatio11 of a siugleto11 set of exactly one new cluster node by procedu1·e 
build, (called in line 11 of SPLIT;), where the cluster node has the set name 
as its father: such a node is called a ti·ivial cluste1· node 
£. the creation of a complete set of at least two new clusfc1· nodes by procedure 
build; (called in line 11 of SPLIT;}: these nodes are called initial clu..ster nodes 
S. the Splitting of a set of at least two cluster nodes by SPLIT;_, (called in line JS 
of SPLIT;) 
4. the creation of a new cluster node by procedu1·e splitcluster (called in line 19-14 
of SPLIT;): such a node is called an incremental cluster node 
5. the disposal of a cluster node by p1·ocedure modify; 
By Observation 4.4.5, it follows t hat for S P LIT;_1 we only have to consider non-
trivial cluster nodes. 
It is easily seen that for any cluster node c the value highindex(c) is fixed. We 
call a duster node c with highindex(c) = h an h-duster node. Similarly, we say 
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that a recursive call SPLIT((C~,Cx),(C~,Cy),i - l) is an h-call or an h -Split if 
h = highindex(Cr) (= highindex(Cv)). We compute the cos t of all h-calls for fixed 
value h. 
Let h be a fixed number satisfying 1 :::; h :::; a( i, n ). We consider the cost of all 
recursive h-calls SPLIT((C~,C,,),(C~,Cy),i-1). 
Consider the operations on cluster nodes starting from some ln.iild; operation that 
creates a set S of at least 2 h-cluster nodes. Then the size ko of such an initial 
set S is at most 16A(i, h + 1). For such a set S of k0 cluster nodes, the cost of 
all SPLIT;_ 1 operations on these nodes in GSF(i - 1) is at most c.k.a(i - 1, ko):::; 
c.k. a(i - 1, 16A(i, h + 1)), where k is the total number of duster nodes that are in 
set S or that are created during the considered operations. 
Hence, the total cost of all calls S P LIT;_1 in GSF( i - 1) on all these h-cluster nodes 
is a.t most 
c.( total number of nontrivial h-cluster nodes). a( i - 1, 16A( i, h + 1) ). 
Note that an element can have only one initial h-cluster node as its father. For, 
if the father of an element changes1 then the new father is either an incremental 
h-cluster node, a trivial h-cluster node, or ah - 1-cluster node. Moreover, note that 
if n > 1 then there a.re at most 2. 16A(i,h} initial h-cluster nodes, since initial h-custer 
nodes are created in a set of a least two cluster nodes where each such cluster node 
has at least 16A(i, h) sons, except for possibly the last one ( cf. line 5-7 a.nd 8-9 
of procedure build). By Observation 4.4.4 it follows that there are at most l6A(i,h) 
calls of SPLIT; in which the condition in line 12 is true and hence there a.re at 
most 161(.,h) incremental nodes. Hence, there are at most 4n/(16A(i, h)) nontrivial 
h-cluster nodes. Therefore, the total cost for all h-Splits is at most 
n . . 
c. 4A(i, h). a(t - 1, 16A(t, h + 1)) 
< 1 n ( (" . . 4c- A(i, h)" at - 1, A(t - l,A(t, h) )) + 4) 
1 1 4 
-4 c.n + -c.n.-(.-) 4 A i,h . 
3 :::; 4.c.n 
by using i > 1, Equation (2.1), Lemma 2.3.4 and h ;::::: 1 respectively. 
Since there are a(i, no) applicable values h of highindex to be considered, this yields 
that the total time complexity of all operations SP LIT;_1 in GSF( i - 1) is at most ~c.n.a(i.no). 
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5. The Rest of Procedure SPLIT; 
The execution of all statements together except those considered in the previous 
parts require at most d.i.(l + h) time per call of SPLIT;, where his the highindex 
value during the call. (Fm:, the computation of a value A('i, h) takes O(h) time.) 
Since there are at most n Splits and since highindex( c) ::; a( i, n0 ), this takes at 
most c5.n.a(i,n0) time altogether. 
The Total Complexity. 
Combining the parts yields that the total time is at most 
(c1 + c2 + ~c + c5).n.a(i, n 0) 
which is at most c.n.a(i, 71<>) if c = max{eo,4.(c1 + C2 + c5)}. Hence, GSF(i) takes at 
most c.n.a( i, n 0 ) time for all Splits together. 
We now consider the space complexity of GSF(i) structures for i > 1. Suppose that 
any GSF(i - 1) structure for m elements has at most 4rn nodes. Now consider a 
GSF(i) structure for n elements. We prove that the space complexity is at most 
4n. Consider the total number 0£ cluster nodes that ever exist. In part 4, we have 
already seen that the number of nontrivial h-cluster nodes for some h is at most 
4Afi,h). Therefore the total number of non trivial cluster nodes is at most 
a~) n 1 
~ -..,.-- < -n 
h = t 4A(i, h) - 4 
Since non trivial cluster nodes are the elements of a GSF( i - 1) structure this yields 
that there are at most t.4.n nodes in the GSF(i - 1) structures for these cluster 
nodes. At any time the number of trivial cluster nodes is at most n. Since each 
trivial cluster node has only th~ set name as its father, the trivial cluster nodes give 
rise to an extra amount of n nodes except for the set names. Finally, elements may 
have not have a cluster node as their father, but the set name instead. H<'nce, all 
elements together with their set oan1es are at most 2n nodes. Hence, we have at 
most 4n nodes in the structure. 
Since GSF(l ) has at most 2n nodes, it follows by induction that GSF(i) has at most 
4n nodes for any i. 
4.4.3 Total Complexity of GSF(i) for i ~ 1 
Note that an Extension Split on a set Smay have two sets S1 and S2 as result with 
ISI = !Sil, viz. , if S 2 is {x} or {x , y'} and if x' ¥nil (or with x and y reversed 
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aud y -:j; nil). Iu that case, the only changes on the GSF(i) tree_ for set S is ~he 
replacement of x by x'. This takes 0(1) time. If we separately c~ns1der_ these Splits, 
together with Splits on sets of size at most 2, then we are left with sph:s on sets _of 
size at least 3 that yield two sets of smaller size. V•le call the latter sphts essential 
splits. By induction, it is easily verified, that there are at most 2no - 5 essential 
Splits. Hence, if we consider essential splits in GSF(i) only, then we have at most 
2ii0 - 5 splits and at most Jn0 elements in GSF(i). (All other splits take 0(1) time 
and can be performed "outside the scopen of GSF(i).) 
By means of induction we have established the following result. 
Lem ma 4 .4. 6 The total time that is needed f or all regular Splits in GSF(i) on a 
universe of no elements is O(n0 .a(i, n 0)) (i ::'.:: 1, no ::'.:: 2). The total time that 
is needed fo1· all Extension Splits in GSF(i} is O(n + no.a(i, no)), where n is the 
resulting t111.mber of elements. 
We use a.n Ackermann net for nack = no. By Lemma 2.4.3, the Ackermann net can 
be computed in O(log no) time and takes O(log n0 ) space (together with a pointer 
to node (min{i,aock + 1}, - 1) of the net). (Note that when GSF(i) is used, in 
this way all elements can be provided with a pointer to node (min{ i, O'.ock + 1}, - 1) 
in O(no) time. This pointer initialisation preceeds the initialisation described in 
Subsection 4.3.2 (viz., the execution of procedure build).) 
We have established the following theorem. 
T heorem 4.4.7 For eve1·y i > 0, the GSF(i) structure is a data structure with 
algorithms that can be implemented as a p·ointer/ log n solution and that solves the 
Generalized Split-Find problem. The total time that is needed for all regular Split 
operations in a GSF(i) structure for a universe with no elements is 0( n 0 .a( i, n0 )) 
and the time needed for a Find operation is O(i), whereas the initialisation can be 
pe1jormed in 0( no) time and the entire structure takes 0( n 0 ) space (i ;::: 1, no ;::: 2). 
If Extension Splits are executed, then the total t ime that is needed for all Extension 
Splits is 0( n+no.a( i, no)) and the structure takes 0( n) space, where n is the resulting 
number of elements. 
4.5 Structures That Are Optimal on Pointer 
Machines 
By applying GSF(i) structures for appropriate values of i, we obtain a structure 
that is optimal for pointer machines. This is expressed in the following theorems. 
4.6. EXTE!IJSIO.\'S il 
T heorem 4.5.1 ThrTF c:ciBls a data .Qfn1rl11r1 111ul 1ilgo,.ith111s that snltir flit Gt111 r-
ali::ed Splil-F111d problem with the folloll"inft proJ11 rtics: the fnf<ll limr 11rcderl fnr llll 
regular Splits a11d 111 Finds is O(no+m .o( llu. 110 )). 11'111/c rncl1 Fi11d lakf ·" O(o( 110 , 110 ) ) 
time, and tt>hn·e 110 is the initial 1111111b<1" of clr11H·11ts (nu 2:: 2). Thr d1d11 Mnwl11n 
uses O(r10 ) sp11a a11d can be i11itialis1J 111 0(110 ) ti1111. T /11 d11fll s/r11ct111·1• 1111d al-
gorithms cm1 be imple111c11tcd as 11 11oi11f1Tj log 11 solution. If E:rft 11.~ion Split.~ <m 
executed, thr11 the total time n eeded for all Split." 1111d m Fi111ls is 0( 11+m.o(110, 110)) 
a11d the spucc compluity is 0(11), when 11 is 1111 1·cslllti11g 1111111be1· of du11c11fs. 
Proof. Like Theorem 3.5.1. 0 
Theorem 4.5.2 There e:risfs a data strurture a11d algorithms that sofoe tl1e Gcn-
erali::ed Split-Find p1·oblem with the following propC'rfies: th,. total time needed for 
all regular Splits and m Finds is 0(110+117.0(111,110)). while the f 111 Fiml takts 
O(o(f, n0 )) time, c111d whe1·e 110 is the i11ilial 1111mbrr of cle111c11ts (110 ;::: 2). Tht 
dafll structttrr ttses O(no ) .~pace a11d c11 11 be inilia/ii;rd in O(n0 ) time. The clutn 
strucf11rr. and algodthms call be implrment cd llS a poi11t e1"f log 11 .•nlutiou. If E:cte11-
sion Splits are execut ed. then the tin tofol t ime needed for all Splits and m Finds is 
O(n+m.o(m, n0 )) and the space comJllnity is 0(11). u·hen: n is the resulting number 
of elements. 
Proof. We make use of GSF( i) structur<'ll. All the set names are contaiucd in a 
list. (This implies that when a new set name is created, it is inserted in the list.) 
The transformation of structures is performed similar as for Theorem 3.5.2. where 
we have the following remarks. If Extension Splits arc considered, then only th(' 
set names for sets of size ~ 3 ai·e in the list, the trausformations are only applied 
on the clcmcnts of sets of size at least 3, and 11 0 (and not n) is cousidere<l iu the 
transformation couditiou. The procedure bttild,_ 1 is used to initialise a uew strncture 
GSF(i - 1): it is performed for each set that is present, wit h the same arguments as 
in case of the initialisation, where a slight adaptation is performed: the creation of a 
set name in line 3 is omitted, but the actual set names of the set that is cousidere<l 
is taken. D 
4.6 Exten sio n s 
4.6.1 T he Mult iple Split 
In this section we consider the multiple Split operation. Let k be some fixed even 
number , k 2:: 2. Then the k-multiple Split operation Split.k(t) is defined as follows: 
t = (e;h<•<k is a sequence of I (l $ k ) distinct elements concatenated with k - I 
values CXl~ ;here all ele::meuts are in the same set S, and where the elements c; occur 
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in order in the sequence. The set S has to be split into two subsets S1 and 52, 
defined as follows: 
and S2 is the remainder, where e1:+1 is taken to be oo . 
Obviously, this is a generalisation of the Split operation we have considered before. 
The structures and algorithms we have presented can be adapted to be used for 
this generalization. This is performed as follows. We denote the new structures by 
GSF.,(i). 
As for k = 2, we consider an extended Split operation SPLIT1:(t', t) where t' is the 
sequence of new elements that are to be inserted and where t may contain one of 
these new elements too: for each existing clement e; in t = (e;); the corresponding 
e: oft'= (e:); is either a new element that has to be inserted as the predecessor of 
e;, or it contains the value nil; for each e; with e; = oo we have e; =nil; :finally, for 
a new element e;, we have ei =nil and ei+i = e;. 
Now the adaptations in the procedmes for GSF1:(l) are as follows. Firstly, procedure 
spl itl ist is adapted in the obvious way to obtain the two new lists of elements. 
This changes the time complexity by an additional term k. The remainder of the 
procedures for GSF(l) is not changed. 
The total complexity analysis does not change apart from the constants: obviously 
set sizes never increase because of a Split. We consider splits that yield a smallest 
set of size at most 2k and splits yielding sets of size more than 2k: in the latter 
situation the smallest of the resulting lists has size that is at most ~ of the size of 
the original set. In this way we obtain the same complexity (with a larger constant, 
of course). 
The adaptations in the procedures for GSFk(i ) with i > 1 are as follows (a.part from 
some obvious adaptations) . In procedme SPLIT the two calls of splitcluste1· a.re 
replaced by other calls in the following way: the k elements arc divided in consecutive 
parts such that each part has the same father. Then, for each part all sons of the 
father are split into t wo subparts, where one subpart has a newly created father f' 
and the other sub part has the original father f . The subpa.rt that con ta.in s the last 
split element has the old father fas its father, the remainder has f' as its father. 
The recursive call is now performed on these fathers, where the new fathers are the 
new cluster nodes. More<>ver, if an old father f had an even number of sons that 
were split elements, then the new father f' occurs as a predecessor off in the split 
sequence t of SPLIT;-1 too. Finally, the constants 16 that appear in equations 4.2, 
4.3 and 4.4 and in the procedures are replaced by the constant 16k2. 
Now the complexity analysis is as follows. Firstly, the factor 16 in Observation 4.4.4 
is replaced by 16k2 • Obviously, the analysis of procedures build and modify does 
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not change. On the other hand procedure splitcluster is called at most k times 
per SPLIT-call. However, by Observation 4.4.4 this still yields the same order of 
complexity. Moreover, the charging of the cost of procedm·e co·untparts can be done 
similarly. The cost of the recursive call is similar, a.pa.rt from replacing 16 by 16k2 
in the analysis and apart from the fact that there are at most k incremental nodes 
created per SPLITi operation. Since all occurrences of constant 16 are replaced 
by 16k2 th1s yields that the total number of incremental nodes is at most 16k_;;U,h). 
Then the total cost can be bounded by the same result. Fiually, the cost of the rest 
of the procedure obvioulsy is O(k + h). This yields a time bound of ck.n.a(i , n0) for 
GSFk(i), where Ck is a constant that is dependent of k. Hence , the theorems stated 
in the previous sections also hold for the k-Split problem for some fixed k. 
4.6.2 Additional Operations 
For the Split operation, the conditions that if y =f. nil, then x and y must be in 
the same set and x < y, must be satisfied to yield a (nontrivial) split. Therefore, 
we have the operation ORDER(x, y) that outputs true if x :; y and nil other-
wise. (Note t hat by means of this operation we can easily obtain the operation 
SPLIT(min(x,y) ,max(x, y )).) Moreover, we also want to be able to perform the 
operations PREV(x) and NEXT(x) for each element x that return its predecessor 
and its successor in its set if these exist, a nd nil otherwise: these operations enable 
us to test beforehand whether a split operation is useful or not. (For, if x is the first 
element of its set and y =nil, then a split operation does not change anything.) 
The operations ORDER, PREV and NEXT can easily be implemented as follows. 
During the initialisation of a set, the element s in a set are number consecutively 
starting from one. Moreover, in case Extension Splits a.re performed, a new node x' 
that is inserted as the predecessor of x g·ets the same n u mber as x. (This suffices, 
since after the Split, these elements win be in diffcre11t sets). Obviously, in this 
way the ORDER between two elements in a set can easily be obtained in 0(1) time 
at any moment during the Split-Find pl'Oblem. On the other hau<l, Lhe operations 
PREV and NEXT can easily be performed by means of the pointers le ft and right 
in each element, that point to the predecessor and the successor element in that set. 
Suppose we want that at any time the largest element of a set is the output of a 
Find operation on an element of that set. Then this can be maintained as follows for 
GSF(i). Below we will denote by the name of the se t the root of the tree in GSF(i), 
like before. At any time, each node in the tree has a pointer to its its rightmost son 
(i.e., according to the order of the sons). When a. Split is performed, these pointers 
can easily be maintained within the same order of complexity. Now, during a Find 
the largest element of a set can be obtained from the set name in O(i) time by 
following these pointers starting from the set name. Tiherefore, all previous time 
bounds for the GSF(i) structures remain valid. 
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4.7 Increasing the Number of Elements 
For application in Chapter 8, we now consider structures that, besides the operations 
Split a.nd Find, allow the creation of a new set in the universe. In this way the 
collection of elements can be augmented. 
Theorem 4.7.1 The GSF(i) struct'Ure allows creations of new sets. The total time 
that is needed for all Split opemtions in a GSF{i)-structv.re 1mtil a moment on which 
there are n elements is 0( n.a( i, n)), while the time needed for a Fi1id operation is 
O(i}, and the entire structure takes O(n) SJl<lCC (i 2! l, n ~ 2). The initialisation 
can be performed in 0( n ;n;t) time, where n;,.;, is the initial number of elements. 
Proof. The ct·eation of a new set Sin a structure GSF(i) requires a. call of procedure 
build on the elements of S, together with the augmentation of the Ackermann net 
that is used. We ca.n do this in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6.1. D 
Theorem 4.7.2 There exists a structure that solves the Generalized Split-Find 
Problem and that allows creations of new sets, such that the following holds. The 
total time is O(n +m.a-(m. n)), where n is the total number of elements and m is the 
number of Finds. Moreover, the f'h Find is peijonned in O(a(f, nf)) time, where 
n1 is the number of elements at the time of the J'h Fi11cl. The str·ucture can be 
implemented as a pointer/ log n solution. 
Proof. The strategy is similar to that in the proof of T hMr('m 3.6.2. 0 
4.8 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have presented a collection of structures for the Generalized 
Split-Find problem, that can be implemented on pointer machines, including struc-
tures that have time complexity that is optimal for pointer machines. All arithmetic 
occurring in the algorithms can be performed by using additions, subtractions and 
comparisons only. Like in Chapter 3, in practice there is no need to pedo1·m trans-
formations of structures like t hose occuning in Section 4.5: structures S F(2) and 
SF(3) are suited for all practical situations. 
Chapter 5 
Lower Bounds for the Union-Find 
and the Split-Find Problem on 
Pointer Machines 
5.1 Introduction 
As we mentioned in the previous chapters, there a.re severa.l Union-Find algorithms 
that run on pointer machines in O(n + m.a(m, n)) time for n - 1 Unions and m 
Finds, and that use a form of path compaction [31, 33). In Chapter 3, we presented 
a new algorithm without path compaction that runs on a pointer machine and that 
has a worst-case time bound of O(a(f,n)) for the J'h Find, within the bound of 
O(n + m .a(m, n)) time for n - 1 Unions and m Finds on universes of n elements as 
a whole. In this chapter, we consider the problem of obtaining lower bounds for the 
Union-Find problem on pointer machines. We also consider lower bounds for the 
Split-Find problem on pointer ma.chines. 
In 1979, Tarjan [32] proved a lower bound on the time complexity of Union-Find 
programs on a pointer ma.chine that satisfy the separation condition (defined in detail 
below): such programs of n-1 Unions and m Finds take at least fl(m.o(m, n)) time, 
if m 2: n. In [3, 33] the bound was extended to fl(n + m .. a( m, n)) time for all n 
and 771. The proof of the bound relies heavily on tbf> .~ezrnmtion condition (d. {32]), 
which is the following property: 
At any time during the computation, the contents of the memory of the 
pointer machine can be partitioned into collections of records such that 
each collection corresponds to a currently existing set , and no record in 
one collection contains a pointer to a record in another collection. 
As shown in (27], the separation condition can imply a loss of efficiency (see also 
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Table 5.1 ). Hence, the lower bound of [32] is uot general enough for pointer machines. 
(Moreover, not all known Union-Find algorithms that run on a pointer machine 
satisfy the separation condition: the algorithm in Chapter 3 docs not satisfy it 
because a list of all records with set names is nse<l. Howcvf'r, since the list is not 
used for Finds, the model in [32] can be liberali~ed such that the algorithm implies 
a modified algorithm with the same time bound that does satisfy the condition.) 
In this chapter, we prove a n(n+m.o(m, n)) lower bound for the Union-Find problem 
on a general pointer machine, without the separation condition. A consequence of 
the lower bound is that the Union-Find algorithms given in [31 , 33) and in Chapter 3 
a.re optimal for pointer ma.chines. 
In [11] an algorithm for tl1e Split-Find problem is presented that runs in O(n + 
m.a(m, n)) time on a pointer ma.chine, and in the previous chapter we presented an 
algorithm for the generalized Split-Find pl'Oblem with the same complexity. Until 
now, no lower bound was known for the Split-Find problem on a pointer machine. 
We prove a fl(n + m.o(m,n)) lower bom1d for the Split-Find problem on general 
pointer machines too. A consequence of the lowe1· bound is that the above Split-Find 
algorithms are optimal for pointer machines. 
Our proofs use inductive structures that are related to the .inductive structures used 
in the previous chapters. The lower bounds are proved for all possible sequences of 
Unions (or Splits, respectively) that a.re in some class of "balanced" sequences of 
Unions (or Splits) and that may be known in advance: each such sequence can be 
intermixed with appropriate Finds to yield the lower bound. Some consequences are 
that the special cases of the Union-Find problem that can be solved in linear time 
on a RAM (cf. [13]) (viz., where the structure of the (a.l'bitrary) Union sequence 
is known in advance) do not have a linear solution on a. pointer machine, and that 
although the Split-Find prnblem ca.n be solved in linear time on a RAM (cf. [13]), 
this is not possible on a pointer machine. 
Table 5.1: Complexity of Set Manipulation on Pointer Machines 
Problem1 General model 
UNION-FIND 
worst case/instruction O(log log n) [7]2 
amortized 0(n + m.o:(m, n)) new 
SPLIT-FIND 
worst case/instruction 0(1oglogn) [27] 
amortized e(n + m.o(m, n)) new 
1n is the number of elements and m is the number of Finds 
2for special cases of the Union-Find problem 
Separation condition 
0(~) [4] og ogn 
0(n + m.o:(m, n)) [32] 
0(1ogn) [27] 
0(n + m .o(m, n)) new 
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Recently, in (10] a lower bound was proved for the Union-Find problem on the Cell 
Probe Machine with word size log n, where n is the size of the universe. Our result 
does not use any restrictions on the word size, but is only based on properties of 
addressing by means of pointers instead. Some previous lower bounds for the Uuiou-
Find and the Split-F ind problem on pointer machines wen·e given for the worst-case 
time of the Union-Find problem on a pointer machine with the separation condi-
tion (4] and the worst-case time of t he Split-Find problem (27]. Table 5.1 gives an 
overview of the existing and new results fox lower bounds on pointer machines. (The 
upper bound for the Split-Find problem on pointer machines with t he separation 
condition is given in [24].) 
As remarked by Tarjan in (32], for each individual Union-Find problem on n elements 
there exists a dedicated pointer machine that solves the problem in linear time. (E.g., 
take a pointer machine with at most n pointers per node and link each element to 
a central node and link the central node to each set name.) Therefore, it is not 
possible to have a non- trivial general lower bound for all pointer machines with 
a varying number of pointers p<'r node. (Note that this observation holds for all 
related problems too, including worst-case problems.) Tarjan conjectured that for 
individual pointer machines the a-bound should hold. In t his chapter, we prove that 
this bound holds indeed. Moreover, we show that there is a uniform constant d that 
holds for all pointer machines, such that a lower bound of d.(n + m .a(m, n)) steps 
holds for all m and asymptotically for n . This implies that there is no "asymptotic 
speed up" for the Union-Find problem if we increase the maximal number of pointers 
per node in a pointer machine. Note that this is the strongest result that is possible. 
The same observations can be made w.r.t. the Split-Find problem. 
This eh.apter is organized as follows. In Section 5 .2 the model of pointer machines 
is considered. In Section 5.3 we define some notions w.r.t. Unions and we introduce 
machines for which we prove lower bounds in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 the actual 
lower bound for the Union-Find problem is proved. In Section 5.6 the lower bound 
for the Split-Find problem is proved. 
5 .2 Poin t er M achine M odel 
The computational model we use is a liberal version of the pointer machine as 
described in (32] (see also [20, 21, 30]). A vointer machine consists of a collection 
of nodes. A pointer is the specification of some node (namely, of the node pointed 
to). Each node contains c fields that each may contain one pointer or the value nil 
(c ~ 1). (Note that in this chapter we make difference between a pointer and the 
value nil .) The instructions that a pointer machine can execute are of the following 
types: 
• the creation of a new node with nil in all its fields , 
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• a change of the contents of a field of a node. 
We call a pointer machine with c fields per node a c-pointer machine. A program is 
a sequence of instructions to be executed by a pointer ma.chine . (The instructions 
given above are more liberal than those in (32] since we do not restrict the way of 
addressing yet. The special way of addressing will be condensed in the definition 
of the cost of the operation Find. Furthermore, we do not consider an output 
instruction explicitly.) 
A pointer machine can be regarded as a dynamic directed graph when a pointer to 
node y in a field of some node x is represented by an edge ( .r, y). A path from node 
x to node y is a sequence of nodes such that each node contains a. pointer to its 
successor in the sequence and the first and last node of the sequence are x and y, 
respectively. The length of a path is the number of nodes in it, not counting its first 
node. The distance from x to y is the minimum length of any path from x to y. 
The Union-Find problem on a pointer machine can be formula.ted as follows (also cf. 
(32] or [27, 31, 33]). Let U he a collection of nodes, called elements. Suppose U is 
partitioned into a collection of sets, and suppose to each set a (possibly new) unique 
node is related, called "set name". This partition is called the initial partition. (For 
the regular Union-Find problem the sets in the partition ar e singleton sets; however, 
for convenience in our analysis, we allow other partitions too.) The problem is to 
carry out a sequence of the following operations: 
• Union(A,B): join the sets A and B (destroying the old sets A and B) and 
relate a set name to the resulting set 
• Find(x): return the name of the current set in which element x is contained. 
The occurring set names must satisfy the condition that, at every moment, the 
names of the existing sets are distinc.t.. (Not.e that the name of the resulting set is 
not prescribed by the Union operation.) Moreover, the operations are carried out 
semi on-line, i.e., each operation must be completed before the next operation is 
known, while the subsequence of Unions may be known in advance. 
An execution of a sequence of Union and Find operations on a pointer machine con-
sists of a. (so-called initial) contents of the pointer machine together with a sequence 
of programs that carries out the Union-Find problem according to the following 
rules: 
1. initially, before the first operation is carried out, the contents of the pointer 
machine, called the :initial contents, reficcts the initial partition of the universe: 
i.e., for each element there exists a path to the (unique) name of the set in 
which it is contained. 
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2. each Union is carried out by executing a Union program, which halts having 
modified the contents of the pointer machine to reflect the Union (where some 
node is indicated as the name of the result ing set) and, hence, to reflect the 
new partition of the universe. 
3. each Find is carried out by executing a Find program, which halts having 
identified the name of the set containing the considered element while the 
pointer machine still reflects the (unc hanged) partition of the univerne. 
4. for each Union or F ind operation in the sequence, the corresponding program 
is not executed until the program of its predecessor operation has halted. 
C'he cost of an execution of a sequence of Union and Find operations is the cost of 
he Union and Find operations, which are defined as follows: 
• the cost of a Union is the number of pointer addings, i.e., changes in fields that 
change the contents of a field (whatever the contents was) into some pointer 
(hence, not nil). 
• the cost of Find(x) is the length of the shortest path from x to its set name at 
the start of the Find together with the number of pointer addings performed 
during the Find. 
rhen the number of (pointer machine) steps performed during the execution of a 
Jnion-Find problem certainly is at least the cost of that execution as we defined it, 
ivith a minimum of one step per operation. (We will use the notion of steps only in 
;ome final theorems.) Note that in om complexity measure (viz, cost and number 
>f steps) we do not account for any change of the contents of a field to nil. 
5.3 Turn S e quence s an d G U (i,c,p) Mach ines 
(n this section and in the next, we only consider the Union operation and a related 
)peration. Consider a universe V. Let US be a sequence of Unions on V starting 
:rom partition P and resulting in partition P'. We represent each Union by the pair 
'.A, B) of the two sets A and B that are joined by it. Henceforth we use the sequence 
'. (Ak, B 1,) )k so obtained to denote the Union sequence US. US is called complete if 
P consists of singleton sets and P' = { V}. 
3uppose universe V has 2.r elements (for some integer x). Let P be a partition 
:>f V into sets of size 2° (for some integer a). A Union Turn or 0-Thrn T with 
[nitial partition P is a collection of pairs (A, B) of sets A, B E P such that each 
3et in partition P occurs exactly once as a component in the collection of pairs. 
(The Union Turn actually denotes the joining of the sets in the pairs.) Partition 
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P' = {AU Bl(A, B) E T} is called the result partition of T (consisting of sets of 
size 2°+1 ). A 0-Turn sequence T S = (T; ); is a sequence of 0-Turns T; such that the 
result partition of any 0-Turn is the initial partition of the ucxt 0-Turn (if any) in 
the sequence. 
Now consider some sul.mniverse U ~ V and some a, 0 :5 a < t, with IUI ~ 
(1 - a).IV!. Consider a 0-Turn Ton V. Then the restriction of T to U is given by 
Tiu = {(An u, B n U)l(A, B) ET}. 
We call T iu an a-Turn or just a Turn. The initial partition of Tiu consists of 
all non-empty sets occurring in the Turn and the result partition is the collection 
{A U BI( A, B) E Tiu A A U B =f. 0}. We say that the sets in such a partition of U 
have a-size 2" if the sets in the corresponding partition of V have size 2°. (Note 
that the actual universe V 2 U does not need to be known explicitly: a follows 
directly and uniquely from the partition of U, since, by 0 ~ a < 4, the partition 
consists of sets of size s; 2a of which at least one must have size > 2<>-1 .) Now 
consider a 0-Turn sequence T S = (T;), on V. Then the sequence T Siu := (T;Ju ); 
is called an a-Turn Sequence on universe U. The initial partition of the sequence is 
the initial partition of its first Turn and the 1·esult partition of the sequence is the 
result partition of its last Turn. Note that both the universe U, the initial partition 
and the final partition a.re completely determined by the a-Turn sequence. A 0-Turn 
sequence is called complete if the initial partition consists of singleton sets and the 
result partition consists of one set. 
The operation a-Turn T is given by: for each pair (A, B ) ET (A :fi 0 VB =f. 0), join 
the sets A and B (destroying the old sets A and B if both A aud B are nonempty) 
and relate some set name to the resulting set AU B. (Note that if e.g. A =f. 0 ::: B 
then set A remains unchanged, but it may get a new name.) The names of the 
resulting sets have to be distinct. 
We now consider the actual executions of sequences as descl'ibed above. An exe-
cution of a Union sequence US is defined as an execution of a sequence of Union 
and Find operations (as defined in Section 5.2) consisting of the Union sequence US 
only, where the non-occurrence of the Find operations may be known in advance 
(and, hence, because of the semi on-line condition, the entire Union sequence may be 
known in advance). An execution of an a -Turn Sequence on a pointer machine con-
sists of a (so-called initial) contents of the pointer machine together with a sequence 
of executions of a-Turn operations accol'ding to the following rules: 
1. initially, before the first operation is carried out, the contents of the pointer 
machine (called the initial contents) reflects the initial partition of the universe: 
i.e. , to each nonempty set some (unique) set name is related and for each 
element there exists a path to the name of the set in which it is contained. 
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2. each o-Turn is carri<'d out by executing a program, whid1 halts h1wi11g modified 
the contents of the pointer machine to rf'flc-ct the o · Turn and. hence. t.o reflect 
the new partition of the universe . 
3. for each operation in the sequence, th<' con<'spouding program is not c xe('utcd 
until the program of its predecessor operation has halted. 
The above executions are called UF(i , c)-e.rccutions if the executions 11rc pe-rformed 
on a c-pointer machine il.Ild if initially (i.e., when the pointer machine reflects the 
initial partition) and at the end of each operation (i.e .. when the pointer machin<' 
reflects the partition result.ing from the operation) each clement has distance a.t most 
i to its set name. 
Let TS be a 0-Turn scqut>nce. Then a Union sequence obtained from TS by re· 
placing each Turn by a sequence of its pairs is called an impfrmeutation of TS. A 
Union sequence is called bala11ccd if it is a..n implementation of a complete 0-Turn 
sequence. A Union seqncrl<'c on a universe U of 11 elemcut:s i~ called s11b-bala11cul if 
it is a complete Union S<'qncnce on U that consists of a balanced Union sequence on 
some subuniverse V s:;; U with !VI > 411 that is intermixed with additional Unions. 
Obviously, for any universe there exists a sub-balanced Union sequence ou it. 
Lemma 5.3.l Let TS be a complete 0-Turn sequence. Let US be a Union .sequence 
that is an implementation of T S. Let E be a UF(i, c)-e.rerntion of US. Then there 
exists a UF(i, c)-execution of T S with cost that is at most the cost of E. 
Proof. The UF (i,c)-execution Eis a valid execution of TS if all instructions iu E 
for the Unions corresponding to one Turn are executed consecutively as one program. 
0 
Definition 5 .3 .2 Let i::::: 1and1-:::; c-:::; p. A GU{i,c, p) machine G (Generic 
Union ma.chine) is a pointer machine that is used for the execution of an a- Turn 
sequence and for which the following co11strai11ts and modifications hold: 
1. at any moment the collection of nodes in G is pa1·titioned into i + 1 disjoint 
sets, called layers. The layers m·e numbered from 0 to i . Every node remains 
in the same layer. 
2. at any moment set names are in layer 0 and elements are in laye1· i. 
S. nodes in layer i have p fields and all other nodes have c fields . 
.f. a field of a node in laye1· j (0 -:::; j ::; i) contains either· the value nil or a pointer 
to a node in layer j - 1 (if j ~ 1}. 
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Lemma 5.3.3 Let TS be a 0-Tum sequence on a universe U of n elements (n is 
a power of two). Let Ebe a UF(i,c)-execution ofTS and let C be the cost of E. 
Then there exists an execution EE of T S on a G U(i, c + l, c + 1)-machine GG such 
that initially in GG, when GG reflects the initial partition of TS, the1·e are at most 
2.(c + l)i.n fields that contain a pointer, and such that EE has cost that is at most 
2.i.(c+ l)i-•.c if i ~ 2 and at most C ifi = 1. 
Proof. Let G be a c-pointer machine G on which execution E is performed. Let 
the c fields of a node be numbered from 1 to c. We first derive an execution EE' 
on a GU(i, c + 1, c + l) machine GG' from E. Every node x in G has for each j 
(0 $ j $ i) a (fixed) representative node x; in layer j of GG' and each node in GG' 
is a representative of one node in G. Let the fields of a node in GG' be numbered 
from 0 to c. Then execution EE' is obtained from E by maintaining the following 
relations: 
• for each node x in G the representative x; in GG' with 1 $ j $ i contains a 
pointe1· to the representative x;-i in its 011' field; 
• if in G node x contains a pointer to node yin its a11i field (1 :::; a ::5 c), then in 
GG' node x; (1 $ j s i) contains a pointer to Yi-• in its a11' field; 
• all other fields in GG' contain nil. 
The elements in GG' are the representatives ei of the elements e in G (i .e., these 
nodes e and e; are identified with each other). The set names in GG' are the 
representatives x0 of nodes x that occur as set names in GG'. 
We describe how to obtain an execution EE on GG. Each node x' in GG' has 
at most one representative node x in GG and conversely, each node in GG is the 
representative of precisely one node in GG'. Moreover, node x in GG is in the same 
layer as its original x' in GG'. Then execution EE is obtained from EE' by the 
following rules: 
• the initial contents of GG consists of those nodes x for which node x' in the 
initial contents of GG' is reachable from some element in GG' (i.e., there exists 
a path in GG' from some element to x'). 
• at the end of each operation GG contains all nodes x that either existed in GG 
at the start of that operation or of which the (possibly just created) original 
x' in GG' is reachable from some element in GG' at the end of that operation 
in EE'. 
• initially and at the end of each operation the contents of the fields satisfy: if 
in GG' the a1h field of node x' contains a pointer to node y', then in GG the 
a1h field of node x (if present) contains a pointer to node y (if present) and it 
contains nil otherwise. 
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Note that a node in GG' can only b<'com" r<'ad1ahl<' from some c·lcm<'nt in GG' if 
some pointer adding occurs in a field in G. Each fif'ld in G corn·spouds to at most 1 
fields outside layer 0 in GG. Each pointt•r ac!(lcd iu such a fi1•ld points to a. node iu 
a layer j with 0 5 j < i . Moreover, a nod<· in layPr j: 0 < j < i of GG' has at most 
z::J.,,.j(c + l)J- k :S 2.(c + l)J-I - l s; 2(c + l)•- l - I nodt>s outsic!" layt•r 0 of GG' 
that are reachable from it. There-fore it. follow:; that any point<'r addiug in G can 
certainly be performed within a factor i . ( l + ( c + l ).(2.( c + I )•- 1 - l)) ::S 2.i .( c + l)•- 1 
of cost if i ? 2 . (For, any node that hffO!ll<'S reachable has c + l fiPlds tlaat may 
contain a pointer (at a cost of l per poin tcr) except. for th<' nodes in layer 0 t hat 
contain nil in their fields only (having cost. 0).) For j = 1 \I'(' obtain f,1,ctor l. sine<· 
a layer j with 0 < j < l does not exist. 
Finally it is easily seen that initially in GG there arc at most 2 .( c + I)' .u fields that 
do not contain nil (and even (e+ 1}.n for i = 1). O 
5.4 Lower Bounds on GU(i,c,p) M achines 
In this section we will pro·ve lower bounds for GU(i,c, p) machines. 
Lemma 5.4.1 Let G be a GU(l,c,IJ) 11rnchine. Let TS be <w o-Turn seque11ce for 
som e a, () $ er $ ~, a11d let n be the mmiber of clcmcnts. Suppose the initial 
partition co11sists of sets of o--size 2'11l a11<l the 1·es11/t partition co1isists of sets of a-
size 2'11 • Suppose q1 - q0 ? 4p. Let E be an execution of T S on G. The11 at least 
i2.n .(q1 - qo) pointer addi11gs occur i11 E . 
Proof. Let U be the universe of e lements of T S. By the definition oti: a-Turn 
sequence, there exists a universe V 2 U and a 0-Turn sequence TSO on V such 
that TS = TSOlu and n 2". (1 - cr).IVI . Let integer '' be g iven by IVI = 2". Hence, 
n? (1 - a).2" . 
We define a s<rcalled matching sequence of an execution of TS or TSO <IS follows . 
Let TT denote T S or T S O. Let EE be an execution of TT on G. Firstly, for a 
Turn Tin TT a matching sequence for T w.r .t . EE is a sequence that cou tains all 
the pairs ( e, s) of elements e and set names s such that s is t he set name for e at 
the end of the program for Tin EE. A matching sequence of EE is a sequence of 
pairs obtained by replacing each Turn in TT by a matching sequence for that Turn 
w.r.t. EE . 
Consider a.n. execution EE of TSO on G. Let M be a matching sequence of EE. 
Then it obviously consists of ( q1 - q0 ).2" pairs. For some node s that occurs as a set 
name in M, consider the last time that s is the name of a. set in M . Let A be this 
set and let TA be the 0-Tum that yields set A . Suppose A bas 2° elements. Then 
the matching sequence for TA occurr ing in M contains 2" different pairs with s as 
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set name. For all 0-Turns preceding TA at most one set per 0-Turn has s as its set 
name. Ther efore, at most 1 + 2 + 22 + .. . + 2°- 1 = 2° - 1 pairs in M contain s as set 
name before the matching sequence for TA occurs in !vf. (These pairs may contain 
elements of A) Therefore at least half of the pairs in A1 that contain s as set name 
are distinct. Hence the number of distinct pairs of elements and set names in M is 
at least ~ .(q1 -qo).2". 
Hence, any matching sequence of a.n execut.ion of TSO contains at least 
(5.1) 
different pairs. 
Consider the execution E of TS. Let M be a matching sequence for E. Note 
tha.t E ca.n be augmented to be an execution of TSO by performing at most 
(q1 - q0 ).(2° - n) pointer addings in the zu - n elements of V\U during the Turns. 
Then M appropriately intermixed with (q1 - q0 ).(2° - n) pairs for the elements in 
V\U is a m atching sequence of the resulting execution of TSO. By (5.1) this gives 
that there must be at least ~ .(q1 - q0 ).(2n - 2") different pairs in NI. 
Note that each pair (x, s) in matching sequence M corresponds to a poin t er to set 
name s in some field of node x. Since init ially every element in G has a.t most p 
pointers, it follows that the total amount of pointer addings in E is at least 
~(2n - 2")(qi - qo) - n.p 
> ~(2n - 1 ~ 0 .n)(q1 - q0 ) - n.p 
1 4 
> 2(2n-(30+1).n)(q1 -q0 )-n.p 
1 2 
= (2 - 30).n.(q1 - qo) - n.p 
1 2 
> (4 - 30).n.(q1 - qo) 
1 ~ 
12 
.n .(q1 - qo). 
by using n ~ (1 - o).2°, 0:::; a:::;~ and 4p :5 q1 - q0 . 0 
Corollary 5 .4.2 Let G be a GU(l,c,p) machine. Let TS be a complete 0-Turn 
sequence on n elements (n is a power of two). Suppose 4p:::; a(l, n). L et E be an 
execution of TS on G. Then at least -f2.n.a(l, n) pointer addings occur in E . 
We introduce some notions. An execution of an a-Turn sequence TS on a GU(i, c,p) 
machine is called conservative if t he pro gr am for each Tum is minimal w .r. t . changes 
of contents of fields: i.e., t he omission of one field change in the program for the 
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Turn would yidd that at the end of the Turn then: would h<' no path from somt· 
element to its (new ) set name. As a cons.-qm•nc<'. <"hang<'s of tlw cont<'nts of fi,,(d,.. 
from a poiut<'r to nil do nQt ocntr in a couscn·ativ<' <'Xt·cntiou: all fi<'ld dmnv,<'s ar<" 
pointer addiugs. 
Obviously, for each cxccat.ion E of ii.II o · Turn SP<[tl<'ll<"P T S on a GU( i, c. p)· mad1i11<· 
G there exists a conservative ex<'rutiou E' of TS on G with cost not t•xn·•·<liug tl l<' 
cost of E an<l that starts with t.he sam<• initial rnnt<'nts of G. This i,.. s<'<'ll as follows: 
• the initial contents for E' equals that for E. 
• all creations of nodes performed by E arc also performed by £', 
• the p rogram for a Turn in E' may (only) change the contents of a fidd into 
t he contents that the field has at the end of the program for that Tum in E, 
• the program for a Turn in E' is minimal w .r. t. changes of cont(•nts of firl1ls: 
i.e., the omission of one field change in the program would yield t.hat at t lw 
end of t he Tum some element would not have a path to its (n1·w) s<'t na1m• in 
G. 
Obviously, E' is conservative and the cost of E' does not exceed the cost of E. 
Therefore it suffices to consider conscrvati\"e executions only. 
\Ve need the following claim. 
Claim 5.4.3 Let G be a GU(i,c, 11) machine. Let TS be an o-Turn scqurncc. Sup· 
pose the initial partition of TS consists of sets of a-si=e za. L et Ebe a CO/ISCrvatiuL 
executio11 of T S 011 G. Suppose that in the initial confen fs of G for E at most F 
fields contain the same pointer. Then at the 1110111e1it in E that G reflects a piu·tition 
that consists of sets of a-size zb, at most F+2.ci- 126 firlds contai!I thr :111111r pointei·. 
Proof. The bound trivially holds for a = b. 1'1orf'over. no fields contain pointers to 
nodes in layer i. Hence we only need to consider pointers to nodes outsid<: layer i. 
Suppose the bound holds for some b with b ~ a. Then initially (if b = a) or after 
the execution of the Turn that yields sets Qf a -size z!> (if b > a) at most F + c•- • zb+ 1 
fields contain the same pointer in G. Consider G at the end of the execution of the 
Turn yielding sets of a-size zb+l. Colour all fields with ne\V pointers arisen from this 
Turn red. For any node x outside layer i there a.re at most c•- 1 set names that arc 
reachable from node x, say that the collection of these set .names is S(x). Moreover, 
since the Turn sequence is executed conser vatively, for every red field with a pointer 
to x there exists some element e for which all pa.ths from e to its (unique) set name 
in S(x) use that red field. (Consequently, for distinct red fields with a pointer to x 
such elements are distinct.) Since the sets arising from the Turn have size at most 
2'>+1 , there are a.t most 2"+1 · ci-l red fie lds with a. pointer to .r. Hence, at most 
F + d-1(2'>+1 + 2'>+1 ) ::; F + d-12'>+2 fields contain a pointer to x. 0 
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Lemma 5.4.4 Let G be a GU(i,c,p) machine for some i > 1. Let TS be an a-
Turn sequence TS for some o, 0 ::::; a ::::; 2-'(i+i), and let n be the number of elements. 
Suppose the initial partition ofT S consists of sets of a-size .4.( i, qo) and the resulting 
partition ofTS consists of sets ofa-si=e A(i,qi). Let Ebe (m execution of TS on G, 
where in the initial contents of G at most .4( i, q0 +1) fields contain the same pointer. 
Suppose ci-t · p ::=; A(i, qo), q0 ;::: 4 and q1 - qo ;::: 4. Then at least i2-•.n.(q1 - qo) 
pointer addings occur in E. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. Let i ;::: 2. Suppose that if i - 1 ;::: 2 
then the lemma holds for i - 1. We prove that the lemma holds for i. 
W.l.o.g. E is conservative. Let U be the universe of the elements in TS. T here 
exists a universe V 2 U with IVI = 2" and a 0-Turn sequence TSO on V such that 
TS = TSOlu and n;::: (1-0'.)2". We split TS into consecutive subsequences TSpre, 
TSJ>0•1 and TSk (0 $ k $ l~J -1) such that TS = TS"re,(TSk)k,TSVo•1 and 
for each k, the initial part.i tion of T S k consists of sets of a-size .4 ( ·i, qo + 3 k + 1) and 
the result partition consists of sets of a-size A(i, q0 + 3k + 4). (The subsequence 
TSpo•t may be empty.) Let TSO be split into subsequences TSOpre, TSOpo•• and 
TSOk such that TSOklu = TSk. (Obviously TSk is an o-Turn sequence that is the 
restriction of T SOk to U.) 
Consider execution E. Let Ck be the contents of G at the start of the execution of 
TSk. Then Ck represents the partition in sets of a-size A(i, q0 + 3k + 1). Since Eis 
conservative, it follows by Claim 5.4.3 that in Ck the number of fields that contaiu 
the same pointer is at most 
A(i,qo + 1) + 2 · c•-t · A(i,qo + 3k + l} 
s; A(i,qo+3k+l)·(l+2A(i,qo)) 
s; (A(i, q0 + 3k + 1))2 
s; A(i,qo + 3k + 2) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
since initially in G at most A( i, q0 + 1) fields contain the same pointer and since 
ci-l s; ci- 1p :::; A( i, q0 ), i ;:::: 2 and qo ;:::: 4. 
By Claim 5.4.5 (given below) it follows that at least 2_1 ~·-• n pointer addings occur 
in E for the execution of T Sk. Hence, by q1 - q0 ;:::: 4 at least 
qi - qo - 1 1 1 q1 - qo 1 l 3 J.(2.12i-i .n);::: 2.12i-1 .-6-.n ~ 12;.(qi - qo).n 
pointer addings occur during execution E of TS. 
We are left with the task to prove Claim 5.4.5. 
Claim 5.4.5 Let 0 $ k $ l ~ J - 1. Let A be an execution of T Sk on G . 
Suppose that initially in G (when the partition in sets of o-size A( i, qo + 3k + 1) 
is reflected) at most A( i, qo + 3k + 1) )2 :5 A( i , q0 + 3k + 2) fields contain the same 
pointer. Then A contains at least 2.1~,_, n pointer addings. 
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Proof. W.l.o.g. A is conservative. (Note that every change in a field of a.n element 
is a pointer adding now.) Suppose A contains less than 2.1~• -t n pointer ad<lings. Let 
U' be the collection of elements of which the contents of t he fields are uot changed. 
Then U' satisfies 
1 1 1 
n' : = IU'I > (1 - --. -1 )n > (1 - ----1 ).(1 - - .- ).2" = (1 - l/).2" (5.6) 
- 2.12•- - 2.12•- 2•+1 
for some ex' with 0 :So:' :S 2-i . Let TSr, be given by TSr, = TSOk lu ·· T hen TSr, 
is an o:'-Tu rn sequence on universe U' , its initial partition consists of sets of a '-size 
A(i, q0 + 3k + 1) and its result partition consists of sets of o:'-size A(i, q0 + 3k + 4). 
We construct an execution A' of TS£ on a GU(i - 1,c,cp) machine G' by means of 
execution A of T Sk as follows. 
For each node y at layer i - 1 or i of G , we denote by Pk(Y) the contents of the k 1h 
field of y. (Note that 1 ~ k ~ c for layer i - 1 and 1 :::; k ~ p for layer i .) For 
each node y at layer i - 1 of G', we denote by pJ.. (y) t he contents of the k'h field of 
y (l ::; k :S cp). Then execution A' is obtained from A by maintaining the following 
relations: 
• the contents of G' is identical to tile contents of G with respect to layers 0 to 
i - 2: i.e ., the collection of nodes in these layers are identical and th e fields of 
these nodes contain pointers to the same nodes (if any), 
• layer i - 1 of G' consists of t he elements of U' only; these elemen ts have cp 
pointer fields, 
• for an element e E U' in G', the contents of its fields p;, ( e) iu G' ( l ::::; h ::::; cp) 
are given by 
P(t-l)c+k( e) = pk(p1( e)) ( 1 :::; l ::::; p, 1 ::::; k :s c) 
which is nil if p1(e) = nil (and which is the contents of the k'h field of the 
node pointed at by p1(e) otherwise). 
It is easily seen that initially and at the end of each Tum there is a pat h from an 
element e E U' to its set name s in G iff t11ere is a path from e to s in G'. Therefore 
A' is an execution on G' of the o:'-Turn sequence TS~ on U' . 
By the condition given in the claim we have that initially in G (when G reflect the 
initial partition in sets of o:-size A(i,q0 + 3k + 1)) a t most (A(i,q0 + 3k + 1))2 ::::; 
A(i,q0 + 3k + 2) fields contain the same pointer. Since the contents of the fields of 
the elements in U' are not changed by A in G, this gives that execu tion A' on G' 
contains at most 
A(i, qo + 3k + 2) · P (5.7) 
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pointer a.ddings if P is the number of point.er addings performed in A .. Moreover, it 
follows that initially at most 
(A(i,q0 + 3k + 1))4 (5.8) 
fields in G' contain the sam e pointer. 
\V" show that. the number of point.er addings in .4' is 11t least ~.12- ( • -1) .n . .4(i, q0 + 
3k + 2). 
Let x and y be given by x = .4.(i,qo + 3k) and y = A(i, qo + 3k + 3). Hence, by (2.1) 
and i ?. 2 
A(i-1,r) = A(i, q0 +3k+l) 
A(i-1,y) = .4(i,qo +3k+ 4) . 
Note that by q0 ?. 4 and i ?. 2 we ha\·e 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
x = .4.(i, qo+3k)?.qo?.4 (5.11) 
y - x = A(i,qo+3k+3)-A(i,qo+3k)?.A(i,qo+3k+2)?.4. (5.12) 
Now we have that .4.' is an execution of the o '-Turn sequence TS~ on the GU(i -
1, c, cp) machine G' with 0 :::; d :::; 2-i , ancl t.hat the initial partit ion of T S~ wnsists of 
sets of cl -size A(i -1, :r) and the result part. it ion consists of sets of d ·size A( i - 1, y) . 
We show that for i - 1 = l and i - 1 2". 2 the additional constraints for using 
Lemma 5.4.1 or the induction hypothesis on A ' are satisfied. 
• i - 1 ?. 2. Then by (5.8) we have that initially in G' a t most. 
(.4.(i,qo + 3k + 1))'1 = {.4.(i- l,x))4 ~ A(i - l,:r + l ) (5.13) 
fields contain the same pointer by using (5.9) and .4.(i - l ,x + 1) = A.(i -
2, .4.(i - l,x)) ~ A(l,A(i - l,x)) = 2A(i- l,:r) ?. (A(i - l, x ))4 where the 111.st 
inequality follows with .4.(i - l,x);:::: x?. A(i, q0 ) ?": A(3,4) ;:::: 100 (by (5.11) 
and i - 1 ?. 2). 
N<>te that since 1 :-::: d-1 · p ~ A( i, q0 ) s; A( i - 1, x) holds {viz., by the conditions 
of Lemma 5.4.4) we have 
1 $ c•-2 · (cp) :S A(i -1,x) (5.14) 
and that by (5.12) and (5.11) we have 
y - x ;:::: 4 /\ .1: ?. 4. (5.15) 
By {5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), the induction hypothesis for i - 1 yields that 
there occur at least 
lr<•-1l.n1.(y - x)?. 2.l~i- I .n.A(i, q0 + 3k + 2) 
pointer addings in A' by using (5.G) and (5.12). 
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• i - 1 = 1. Unequality (5.12) and the conditions in Lemmit 5.4.4 give y - x ~ 
A(i, qo + 3k + 2) ~ 4.A(i, qo) ~ 4 · cp. Hence 
y - :r ~ 4cp (5.16) 
By (5.16) and Lemma 5.4.l i t follows that there occur at kast 
1 I ( 1 1 . 
12 .n. y-x) ~ 12.2.n.A(i, q0 +3k +2) 
pointer addings in A' by using (5.6) and (5.12). 
By the above case analysis it follows that at least ~.1z-(i- 1l.n .A(i,q0 + 3k + 2) 
pointer addings occur in A'. By (5.7) it follows that there are at least ~ . 1z-!i- 1 J.n 
pointer addings in A. Contradiction with the assumption thitt there are less than 
~.12-(i-lJ .n pointer addings. This proves Claim 5.4.5. D 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.4.4. 
Lemma 5.4.4 yields the following result. 
0 
Corollary 5.4.6 Let G be a GU(i,c,c) machine for some i > 1. Let TS be a 
complete 0-Turn sequence and let n be the number of elements. Suppose c; ~ 
A(i, L~ .a(i,n)j -1) and a(i,n) ~ 10. L et Ebe an execution ofTS on G, whe1·e ini-
tially in G at most ci-I fields contain the same pointer. Then at least ~.12-i .n.a( i, n) 
pointer addings occur in E. 
Proof. W.l.o.g. Eis conservative. Let q0 = L~.a(i, n)J -1 and q1 = a(i, n)-1. Then 
at the moment that that G reflects the partition with sds of a-size A( i, q0) = zb 
(for some b), it follows by Claim 5.4.3 that in G at most 
ci-l + 2.ci-l .2b ~ A(i , q0 ).( 1 + 2.A( i, qo)) ~ A( i, qo + 1) 
fields contain the same pointer (by using i > 1 and q0 ~ 4). By Lemma 5.4.4 it 
follows that at least ~ .12- i .n.a( i, n) pointer addings occur in the part of execution 
E that corresponds to the subseq<1euce of TS with the initial partition consisting of 
sets of size A(i,q0 ) and resulting partition consisting of sets of size A(i,qi). Thus 
the cost of Eis at least ~.12-;.n.a(i,n) . D 
5.5 A General Lower Bound for the Union-Find 
Problem 
Lemma 5.5.1 Let i ~ 1, c ~ 1. Let Ebe a UF(i, c)-execution of a complete 0-Turn 
sequence TS on n elements (n is a power of two). 
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Then E costs at least Ulo.i.Cc+1)o-• .n.a(i, n) - (c + l).n pointer addings if i ;:::: 2, 
a(i,n) ;:=: 10 and A(i, L~a(i,n)J - 1) ;:=: (c + l)i, and it costs at least f2.n.a(l,n) 
pointer addings if i = 1 and a(i, n) ;:::: 4( c + 1). 
Proof. Let C be the cost of E. From Lemma 5.3.3 it follows tha.t there exists an 
execution E' ofTS on a GU(i, c+l, c+l) machine G with cost at most 2.i. (c+l)i-1.C 
if i > 1 and with cost at most C if i = 1, while initially at most 2.(c + l)i .n fields in 
G contain a pointer . 
• For i = 1 Corollary 5.4.2 gives that the cost of execution E' is at least fi.n.a(l, n). Hence, C;:::: rr.n .a(l, n). 
• For i > 1 we change execution E' into execution E" as follows. Consider the 
initial contents of G for E'. Colour a minimal collection of fields red such 
that for each element in G there is a path to its set name using pointers in 
red fields only: i.e., if some red field would not be red, t hen there would be 
some element that would not have a path to its set nn.me via red fi.elds only 
any more. Colour all other fields that conLaiu a pointer blue. Now the (new) 
initial contents of G for E" equals that for E' except that all fields that are not 
red contain nil. Furthermore, execution E" consists of first adding all pointers 
in blue fields (at t he beginning of the execution of the first operation) followed 
by E'. 
Hence, the cost of E'' is at most 2.i.(c + l)i- 1 .C + 2.(c + l)i.n. Moreover, 
initially in G at most (c+ l)i-i fields contain the same pointer , since every set 
consists of one element and since the number of red fields is minimal (also cf. 
the proof of Claim 5.4.3). By Corollary 5.4.6 it follows that the cost of E" is 
at least !.12-i .n .a( i, n ), which establishes the result for C. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.5.1. 0 
Lemma 5.·5.2 Let i ~ l, c ~ l and n ;:: 1. Let n arid c satisfy o:(n, n) > o( c, c) + 1. 
Let US be a sub-balanced Union sequence on a universe of n elements. Then every UF{i, c)-execution of US with l :5 i :5 a( n , n) - 3 costs at least n.a( i + l, n) pointer 
addings. 
P roof. Consider a UF( i, c)-execution E of US. Let E have cost C. Since US is 
sub-balanced, US consists of a balanced Union sequence US' on a subuniverse of 
2u > ~n elements that is intermixed with additional Unions. We modify execution 
E into execution E' for US' as follows. For each Union Un in US' let P1·e(Un) be the longest subsequence of US that ends with Un and that does not contain 
Unions of US' except for Un. Then a program for a Union Un in US' consists of 
the sequence of instructions in E for the Unions in P re(Un). In this way we obtain 
execution E' that obviously is a. UF(i,c)-execution of US' with cost at most C. 
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Let T S' be the 0-Turn sequence of which US' is an implementation. Then by 
Lemma. 5.3.1 there exists a UF(i,c)-execution E" of TS' with cost a.t most C. vVc 
show that the cost of E" is at least n.a( i + 1, n). First we show that E" satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 5.5.1. Note that by Lemma 2.3.1 3 we have 
a( i, n) ;:::: 8.12; .i.(c + 1 )i- l .( 2a( i + 1, n) + c + 1 ). (5.17) 
•For i = 1 we have by (5.17) a(l,n)? 8.12.(2a(2,n ) + c+ 1)? 4(c+ 1) + 1 
and hence by n' > ~n we have a(l ,n')? a(l,n) - l? 4(c + 1). 
•If i ;:::_ 2 then we have (by n' > ~n and by (5.17)) 
A(i, L~a(i, n')J - 1) ? A(i, L~a(i, n)J - 2) 
? A( i, 4.12; .i.( c + 1 )i-l .( 2a( i + 1, n) + c + 1) - 2) ? .4.(i, ( c + l);) ? ( c + 1 )' 
and a(i, n') ? ~a(i, n)? 4.12;.i.(c + l)i- 1.( 2a(i + 1, n) + c + 1) ? 10. 
Hence by Lemma 5.5.1 the cost of E" is at least 
1 I ( I 
12
.n .a l,n) 
if i = 1 and at least 
1 f ( · ') ( I 
. ·c i· .n.a i ,n - c+ll).n 
4.121 .i. c + 1 ·-· 
if i > 1. By using a(i, n') ~ ~a(i, n), n' > ~n and (5.17) t11is is at least n.a(i + 1, n). 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.5.2. O 
Theorem 5.5.3 There exists a constant d > 0 such that: 
For any c-pointer machine, for any intege1· f and for any sub-balanced 
Union sequence on a universe of n elements there exists a Union-Find 
problem consisting of the Union sequence intermixed with f Find opera-
tions whose execution by the c-pointer machine has a cost that is at least 
d .f .a(f,n) if a(n,n) > a(c,c) + 1. 
Proof. Let n and c satisfy the constraints given above. Consider some sub-balanced 
Union sequ ence US on n ·elements. Let 
i = max{j l[f :=:; n.a(!,n) /\ 1 :=:; j $ a(n,n) - 2] V j = l}. 
J 
(5.18) 
We construct a Union-Find problem that contains US as the subsequence of Unions 
and t hat costs at least f.i and we show that i ? ~.ex(!, n) . We distinguish two cases. 
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• i ;;;:: 1. Then at any moment aiter the first Union, at least one element cannot 
equal its set name and hence any f Finds performed on such elements cost at 
least f together. 
• i > 1. We construct a Union-Find problem semi on-line, starting from the 
(known) sequence US of Union operations and intermix it with Finds. If at 
some moment when some partition is reflected (i.e., initially or at the end of 
some operation) there is an element that has distance ;::: i to its set name, and 
if less than f Finds have been performed thus far, then perform a Find on that 
element. Otherwise perform the next Union or stop if a next Union does not 
exist. Let E be the execution of the Unions and Finds obtained in this way. 
We distinguish 2 cases. 
- At least f Finds have been performed. Then obviously these Finds have 
cost at least ;::: J.i. 
Less than J Finds have been performed. We change E into an execution 
E' of Union sequence US as follows. The initial contents of the pointer 
machine for execution E' is the contents for E at the beginning of the 
first Union. All Finds occurring before the first Union are ignored w.r.t. 
E'. (These Finds are condensed in the new initial contents of the pointer 
machine.) Furthermore, each execution of a Find (not occurring before 
the first Union) is appended to the execution of its previous Union. Then 
obviously the number of pointer addings in E' is at most that in E. 
Because less than f Finds have been performed, it follows that initially 
and at the end of the (thus extended) execution of each Uuiou all elements 
have distance< i to their set names. Therefore, E' is a UF(i - l,c)-
execution of US with 1 :s; i - l :s; a(n, n) - 3. By Lemma 5.5.2 it follows 
that at least n .a(i,n) pointer addings occur in E'. Hence the cost of E 
is at least n.a(i, n). 
Hence in both cases the cost is at least min{f.i,n.a(i, n)}. By i > 1 and (5.18) 
we have f · i S: n.a(i, n). Hence the cost of Eis at least f.i. 
We show that i ;::: ~.a(!, n). We distinguish three cases. 
• 1 :S: i < a(n, n) - 2. Then by (5.18) n.a~'.:/·") < f. Then we certainly have by 
Lemma 2.3.16 n.a(i+2, n) <f. By Lemma 2.3.7 it follows that i + 2 ;::: a(!, n) 
and hence by i;:::: 1 it follows that: i ~ ~.(i + 2) ~~ .a(!, n). 
• i = a(n,n)- 2 (and hence a(n,n) ;::: 3). From a(J,n) S: a(n,n) it follows 
that i = a(n, n) - 2 ;::: ~.a{n, n);::: i-a(f, n). 
• i = 1 > a(n, n)- 2. Hence a(n, n) :s; 2. From o:(J, n) S: o:(n, n) it follows that 
i = l 2 ~a(n, n) 2 ~a(J, n). 
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Combining the above cases gives that i 2: ~ .cx(f, n) . 
By combining the above results it follows that the cost is at least ~.f.o(f,n) . o 
Theorem 5.5.3 implies tha t even if all Unions are known in advance, the worst case 
time bound is still f2(f.cx(J, n)) for all sub-balauced Union sequences 011 a pointer 
machine that are intermixed with f appropriate Finds. Hence the linear bound 
proved in [13] for Union-Find problerns in which the structure of the (arbitrary) 
Union sequence is known in advance and that is implemented on a. RAM , does not 
extend to a pointer machine . 
Finally, since each operation takes at least one step on a pointer machine, we obt<tiu 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5.4 There exist.s a constant d > 0 such that: 
For any c-poi1iter machine and fo1· any n mul f with cx(n,n) > 
a(c,c) + 1 there is a Union-Find problem on n elem ents with a sequence 
of n - 1 Union and f Find operations whose ei:ec1dion by the c-pointer 
machine requires at least d.(n + f .er(f, n)) steps. 
Corollary 5.5.5 For any pointer machine there exists ci coustant d > 0 such that 
for any n > 1 and f ;.::: 0 there is a Union-Find problem on n elements with a 
sequence of n - 1 Union and f Find opemtions whose execution by the pointer 
machine requires at least d.(n + f.o:(J,n)) steps. 
5.6 A General Lower Bound for the Split-Find 
Problem 
We first describe the Split -Find problem on a pointer machine. Let U be a linearly 
ordered collection o! nodes, called elements. Suppose U is partitioned into a collec· 
tion of set.s and suppose a (possibly new) unique node is related to each set, called 
set name. (For the regular Split-Find problem the partit ion co11.sists of one set only.) 
We want to be able to perform the following operations: 
• Split( A , B): split the set Au B with A < B (i.e., x < y for all x E A, y E B) 
and A =f: 0 f B into the two new sets A and B (destroying the old set AU B) 
and relate set n ames to the resulting sets. 
• Find( x ): return the name of the current set in which element x is contained. 
The occurring set names must satisfy the condition that, at every moment, the 
names of the existing sets are distinct. (Note that the name of the resulting set is 
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not prescribed by the Split opera.tion.) Moreover, the operations a.re carried out semi 
on-line, i.e., each operation must be completed before the next operation is known, 
while the subsequence of Splits may be known in advance. The definition and rules 
for pointer machine executions that solve th e Split-Find problem arc similar to those 
for the Union-Find problem as given in Section 5.2. 
We use th<! results of Section 5.4 to obtain a lower bound for the Split-Find problem. 
Like in Section 5.3 we consider a Split sequence as a. sequence of pairs ((Ak,Bk))k, 
where a pair ( Ak, Bk) represents the operation Split(Ak, Bk)· We define a sub-
balanced Split sequence as a reversed sub-balanced Union t;equence. Then, obvi-
ously, there exists a sub-balanced Split sequence on every universe. (Note that we 
can also define Split Turns and sub-balanced Split sequences independent of Union 
Turns and Union sequences.) A UF(i, c)-execution of a Split sequence is defined 
similar as for a Union seq11ence. We prove the equivalent of Lemma 5.5.2. 
Lemma 5.6.l Let i ~ 1, c ~ 1 and n ~ 1. Let n and c satisfy a(n, n) > o(c, c) + 1. 
Let S be a sub-balanced Split sequence on a unive1·se of n elements. Then any 
UF(i, c)-execution of S with 1 $ i $ a(n, n) - 3 costs at least n.a(i + 1, n ) pointe1· 
addings. 
Proof. Consider a UF(i, c)-execution E of Split sequence Sand let C be the num-
ber of pointer addings in it. Let G be the pointer ma.chine on which E is executed. 
Modify the execution such that no changes in fields from a pointer to nil arc per-
formed and such that no creation of nodes occur in E (which can easily be obtained 
by assuming that nodes that are created during E exist in the initial contents of G 
already, where they contain nil in their fields at that moment). Obviously the thus 
modified execution E is still an execution of S and contains exactly C changes of 
field contents. 
Let s-1 be the reverse sequence of S. Then s- 1 is a sub-balanced Union sequence 
on universe U. We construct an execution E' of s-1 by means of execution E of Sas 
follows. The initial contents of G for E' equals the final contents of G after execution 
E (i.e., the contents of G at the moment that the program of the last operat ion in 
S halts). Then E' is obtained by maintaining the following rnlations with as few 
pointer a.ddings as possible. At the end of an execution of a Union in s-1 , pointer 
machine G has the same contents as at the beginning of the conesponding Split in 
S. Then apparently, a change of the contents of a field by E' during the execution of 
a Union occurs only if there is a change of the contents of that field by E during the 
corresponding Split in S. Hence, E' contains at most C changes of field contents. 
Since at the beginning or at the end of every Union in s-1 the contents of the pointer 
machine is ident ical t o that at the end or at the beginning of the corresponding Split 
in S, it follows that E' is a UF(i, c)-execution of Union sequence s-1 • Lemma 5.5.2 
yields that C ~ n.a(i + 1, n). o 
Completely similar to the proof of Theorem 5.5.3 we can prove the following theorem. 
5. 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
T heorem 5.6.2 There exists a constant d > 0 such that: 
For any c-pointer machine, for any integer f and for any sub-balanced 
Split sequence on a universe of n elements there exists a Spht-Find prob-
lem consi.sting of the Split sequence intermixed with f Find operations 
whose execution by the c-pointer m achine has a cost that is at least 
d.f.Of.(j, n) if a(n, n) > a(c, c) + 1. 
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Theorem 5.6.2 implies that even if all Splits are known in advance, the worst-case 
time bound on a pointer machine is still fl.(f.o(f, n)) for all sub-balanced Split 
sequences that a.re intermixed with appropriate Finds. Hence the linear bound 
proved in [13] for Split-Find problems on a. RAM does not ex tend to a pointer 
machine, even if the sequence of Splits is known in advance. 
Like for the Union-Find problem we obtain the following further resu lts. 
Theore1n 5.6.3 There e:rists u constant d > 0 such that: 
For any c-pointer machine and for any n and f with a(n, n) > 
a( c, c) + 1 there is a Split-Find p1·oblem on n element.~ with a sequence 
of n - 1 Split and J Find operations whose e:r.ecution by the c-JJOinter 
machine requires at least d.(n + f.a(f, n )) steps. 
Corollary 5.6.4 For any pointer machine there exists a constant d > 0 such that 
for any n > 1 and f 2: 0 there is a Split-Find problem on n elements with a sequence 
of n -1 Split and f Find operations whose execution by the ]Jointer machine requires 
at least d.(n + f.o.(f,n) ) steps. 
Finally, we make some remarks about the separation condition for the Split-Find 
problem. In case the sepa.ration condition holds, the lower bound of Theorem 5.6.3 
becomes valid for a uniform d for all n independent of c. (However, in this case we 
need to include all changes of contents of fields in our ultimate complexity measure, 
i.e., including changes to nil.) This matches the result 'in [32] for the Union-Find 
problem with the separation condition. We will not present the proof here. 
5.7 Concluding R e marks 
We remark that even if during a Union or a Split the new set name is not assigned 
to the resulting set immediately, but is assigned to i t at some later time before or 
during the first F ind that is performed on an element of that set, Theorems 5 .5.4 
and 5.6.3 still hold. We omit the proofs. 
Chapter 6 
Maintenance of the 2- and 
3-Edge-Connected Components of 
Graphs: Basic Solutions 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the problem of maintaining the 2- and 3-edge-connectcd 
components of a graph undei· inser tions of edges (and vertices) in the grn.ph, where 
k-edgc-connectivity (k ?. 1) is defined as follows. Let G be an undirected graph. 
Two nodes x and y are called k-edge-co11nected in G if the removal of any set of at 
most k - 1 edges leaves x and y connected (i.e., ther<' is a path between x and y) . 
We present a data structure and algorithms for maintaining t he 2- and 3-cdge-
connectivity relation of a graph. The algorithm starts from an empty graph of n 
nodes in which edges a.r e inserted one by one, and at any time and for any two nodes 
x and y, the query that asks whether x and y are 2- or 3-eclge-connected can be 
answered in 0( 1) time. The insertion of e edges takes 0( n log n + e) time altogether. 
By using additional data structuring techniques that we will present in Chapter 7, 
the time bounds for maintaining t he 2- and 3-edge-connected components can be 
improved, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 8. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we introduce some terminology 
and state properties dealing with connectivity. In Section 6.3, we consider the 
dynamic 2:-edge-connectivity problem, a.nd in Section 6.4, we consider the dynamic 
3-edge-connectivity problem. In the latter case, we first consider maintaining the 
3-edge-connected components in 2-edge-connected graphs and then extend this to 
general graphs. 
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6.2 Preliminaries 
6.2.1 Graphs and Terminology 
Definition 6.2.1 Two nodes x and y are k-edge-connected iff there exist k edge-
disjoint paths between x and y. 
It is easily seen that we may require that the paths referred to in the definition 
a.re simple paths, without affecting the definition. Furthermore, it is easily seen 
that if two nodes a.re k-edge-connected, then they are k'-edge-connected for any k' 
with 1 ::5 k' :S k. Note that for k = 2, two nodes are 2-edge-connected iff they 
lie on a common elementary cycle. The following lemma. due to Menger ( cf. [26]) 
characterizes pairs of k-edge-connected vertices. 
Lemma 6.2.2 [Menger ] Nodes x and y are k-edge-connected (k ~ l} if! after the 
removal of any set of at most k - 1 edges x and y w·e (still) connected. 
If the removal of a set of edges separates the vertices x and y (i.e., disconnects x 
and y), then this set is called a cut edge set for x and y. 
Lemma 6.2.3 k-edge-connectivity is an equivalence 1·elation on the set of nodes of 
a graph. 
The 2-edge-connected components of a graph G are the subgraphs of G that are 
induced by the equivalence classes of nodes w .r. t. 2-edge-connecti vi ty. To be precise, 
2-edge-connected components are defined as follows. 
D efinition 6.2.4 Let G = < V, E > be a graph. Let C ~ V be an equivale1ice 
class w.r.t. !!-edge-connectivity. Then< C, {(e,x,y) E E lx,y EC} > is a !2-edge-
connected component of G (induced by C ) . 
The following lemma is based on the observation that for two nodes that are k-
edge-connected (k ~ 2), there exist k edge-disjoint simple paths between them, and 
hence, all the nodes on these paths a.re 2-edge-connected. 
L emma 6 .2.5 Let G =< V, E > be a graph. Let H be a !!-edge-connected com-
ponent of G. Then H is a !2-edge-connected graph. Moreover, nodes x, y E H ai·e 
k-edge-connected in H iff they are k -edge-connected in G (k ~ 1). 
Proof. Let x and y be hvo nodes of H. Suppose there are k edge-disjoint simple 
paths in G between x and y, for some k 2:: 2. (Fork= 1 the lemma is trivial.) Let 
P1 and P2 be any two of these paths. Now between x and a node a on P 1 there are 2 
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edge disjoint paths: they can be obtained by split ting P1 at a am! by concatenating 
P2 with the appropriate part of P1 in reversed order. Hence, all nodes on P 1 are in 
H and therefore P1 is a path in H. Hence, G aucl H contain t he same simple paths 
between x and y. 0 
For an equivalence class C of nodes w.r.t. 3-cdge-connecti.vity, we can define the no-
tion of a 3-edge-connected component (induced by that class) such that Lcmma.G.2.5 
holds for 3-edge-connectivity too. We will not give the formal definition here, but 
only state that it contains the edges of the graph that ha vc both end nodes in C, 
together with for each pair of nodes x and y in C, a number of new edges between 
t hem that equals the maximal number of nontrivial edge-disjoint paths "between x 
and y that intersect with C at x and y only, and that iut<:rsect with V\C. 
Henceforth, we will usually call an equivalence class for 2-edgc-connectivity a 2ec-
class, and an equivalence class for 3-edge-connectivity a 3ec-class. 
By means of Lemma 6.2.5 the following corollary easily follows. 
Corollary 6.2.6 Let G be a 9rnph. Let C'2 be a !Jee-class <md let C3 be a Sec-class of 
G. Then either C 2 n C 3 = 0 or C3 ~ C2 • L et H be thf 2-edgf'-conncctcd component 
of G induced by C2. If C3 ~ C'2 then C3 is a 3ec-c/a;:;;:; of H. 
Stated differently, each 3ec-class of G is a 3ec-class of some 2-edge-connccted com -
ponent of G and vice versa. 
Figure 6.1: The 2- and 3-edge-connected compouents of graph G . 
Graph G 
• 
2 -edge-co n n ected 
components 
• • 
• 
• 
3-edge-connected 
components 
In this chapter, we will represent the 2ec-classes and the 3ec-classes of a graph by 
means of a "super" graph. To this end, we introduce the notion of a class node. 
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Definition 6.2.7 Let G =< V, E > be a grnph. Let \I be pal'lilioned into classts 
and /et some 11ew 11odr be rclatrd to each class, whc1·c each such node is c11/led tltt 
class node of the class u·hich it represents. Let cc(.r) be the dass 11ode of the class 
containing r1odc x (r E VJ. Then the ind11rrd nodt' .•rt cc(V). the indaCt'd edge .<ff 
cc(E') of u set of edge.• E' ~ E 1111d the il/(luced graph cc(G) nrc given by 
er(\') 
cc(E') 
cc(G) 
.-
.-
.-
{rc{:r)l.r E \/ } 
{ ( e, er( .r), rc(y) )I ( c, .r, y) E E' /\ cc( :r) f; cc( y)} 
< cc(l'), cc(E) > 
Lemma 6.2.8 Let G =< V, E > be a grnph and let k be a positive i1itegc,.. Let \I 
be partitioned into classes and let some 11cw node be related to each class. S11ppo:>t 
that any two nodes x and y t/1at al'e in the same class are k-edge-co1111erfr<l. Let 
cc(x) be the class 11ode of the das.• co11tai11i11g node J' (.r E \ · ). The11 the f ollowi11g 
holds. 
J. A collection E' ~ E of at most k - 1 edges is a cut edge set for .i· , y E \/' iii G 
iff the induced edge set cc( E') is a wt edge set of cc(.x) and cc(y) in cc(G). 
2. If E' is a cut edge l.ict for nodes x and y of at most k- 1 edges a11d if (e. u, v) E E 
such that cc(tt) = cc(v), then E'\{(e, u,v)} is a cut edge $Ct f01· x and y too. 
S. For all :r,y E V and 1 $ k' $ k, .r and y arc k'-rdgr-co1111cctcd in G iff cc(.r) 
an<L cc(y) are k' -cdge-comiectcd in cc( G). 
Proof. Let E' ~ E be a set of at most k: - l edges. 
If E' is not a cut edge set for x and y, the n there exists a path P in G between x 
a.nd y that does not use an edge of E'. The path corresponding to P in cc(G) is a 
path between cc(x) and cc(y) that does not use au edge of cc(E'). Hence cc(E') is 
not a cut edge set in cc(G). 
Suppose cc(E') is not a cut edge set for cc(x) and cc(y) in cc(G). Then there exists a 
simple path GP between cc(x) and cc(y) iu cc(G) that does not use edges of cc(E'). 
Let P be the path in G constructed from C P as follows. Each edge ( e, cc( u), cc( v)) 
in GP is replaced by the (unique) edge (e, u,v) in G. Moreover, the vertices t1 and 
v surround this edge in Pin the proper order (i.e., if cc(u) occurs b efore cc(v) iu 
GP, then u occurs before v in P). Finally, surround the obtained sequence with the 
nodes x and y. Now we have a sequence of nodes and edges in G such that each 
edge is surrounded by its end nodes, and such that two consecutive nodes u, v in P 
without an edge in between are in the same class with class node cc(u) (= cc(v)). 
Since a class is k-edge-connected and since E' contains at most k - l edges, there 
exists a path between such u and t> that does not use an edge of E'. Now we can 
obtain the path P from the above sequence by in~erting these paths between these 
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nodes. Hence, P is a path in G that does not contain node:; of E'. Therefore, E' is 
not a cut edge set for x and y in G. This concludes the proof of the first statement. 
If E' is a cut edge set for nodes x and y of at most k - 1 edges and if E' contains an 
edge ( e, u, v) such that cc( u) = cc( v ), then ( e, cc(x), cc(y)) rt cc(E') while cc( E') is a 
cut edge set for cc( x) and cc(y) in cc( G). Hence, by t he first statement, E'\ { ( e, x, y)} 
is a cut edge set for x and y too. This proves the second statement. 
The third statement now follows since we only have to consider cut edge sets E' 
with IE'\ = Jcc(E') J. 0 
In other words: "internal" edges of classes of k-edge-connected nodes are not relevant 
for cut edge sets up to size k - 1. 
6.2.2 Problem Description 
The problems that we consider in this chapter are as follows. Let a graph be given. 
Then the following operations may be applied to the graph. 
insert((e,x,y)): insert the edge (e,x,y). 
2ec-comp(x): output the name of the 2-edgc-connectcd component (2ec-class) 
which contains x. 
3ec-comp( x ): output the name of the 3-edge-connected component {3ec-dass) 
which contains x . 
We call a problem the 2ec-probiem if the operations insert and Zee-comp are consid-
ered, and we call it the Sec-pr()b/em if the operations insei't, 2ec-cornp, and 3ec-comp 
are considered. Note that the query whether two nodes are 2-edge-connected (or 
3-edge-connected) can be performed by means of two calls of 2ec-comp (or 3ec-comp, 
respectively), namely, one call for each node. 
In addition, the set of operations can be extended with the insertion of a new 
(isolated) node in the graph. We will consider this operation only in the last steps 
of our solutions. 
We call the insertion of an edge an essential insertion for a given problem, if some-
where in the graph either the connectivity relation changes or for the 2ec-problem the 
2-edge-connectivity relation changes, or for the 3ec-problem the 2-edge-connectivity 
or 3-edge-connectivity relation changes. An insertion is called nonessential other-
wise. 
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6.2 .3 Representation and Algorithms 
By Lemma 6.2.3, k-edge-connectivity is an equivalence relation. In our algorithms 
we need operations on equivalence classes like joining classes and determining in 
which class an element is contained. This problem is abstractly dealt with in the 
Union-Find problem. In this chapter, we use a simple algorithm (UF(l), cf. Sub-
section 3.3 .1 or [1]) taking O(nlogn) time for all Unions together and 0(1) time 
per Find. This is good enough, since the additional computations already take 
O(n log n) time. 
In the sequel, the Union-Find structure is used to maintain the equivalence classes 
for connectivity, 2-edge-connectivity and 3-edge-conuectivity, where the Unions and 
Finds on tihe different kind of sets a.re denoted by Unionc. Fin de, U nion2cc, Find2ec, 
Union3ec and Find3"°' respectively. Note that this can easily be implemented by 
reserving a dedicated field for each type of (equivalence) set in each of the considered 
nodes, where this field either contains the (sub)field(s) for the corresponding Union-
Find structure or cont<i.ins <i. pointer to a representative record of the node for the 
considered Union-Find structure. We often denote the above three types of Finds 
just by c, 2ec and 3ec, respectively. 
For maintaining the 3-edtge-connected components, we also need a structure for 
the Circular Split-Find problem (cf. Chapter 4). In this chapter , we use a simple 
algorithm (GSF(l), cf. Subsection 4.3.1) taking O{n log n) time for all Circular Splits 
together and 0(1) time per Find, again since additional computations already take 
0( n log n) time. 
We consider the connectivity problem for edge insertions. Let G =< V, E > be a 
graph. Suppose a sequence of edge insertions in G and queries whether two nodes 
are connected is performed. The equivalence classes of connected nodes ( "connected 
classes") are represented by a Union-Find structure on these nodes. The class to 
which node x belongs has c(x) as its name. Hence, nodes x and y are connected 
iff c(x) = c(y). If an edge (e,x,y) is inserted, there are two cases. If c(x) = c(y), 
then nothing needs to be done. Otherwise, if c(x) f. c(y) then x and y are not 
connected yet and the (old) equivalence classes c( x) and c(y) need to be joined. This 
is performed by Unionc(c(x),c(y) ). Since apart from these Unions each insertion 
takes 0(1) time, it follows that all insertions and queries can be performed in O(IE\) 
time plus the time need for the Union and F ind operations. In the sequel, we use 
this well-known algorithm for maintaining connectivity. 
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~ =< V, E > be a graph. The set V can be partitione d into 2ec-classes. Let 
~ec-class C be represented by a new node c, called the class node of C. Let ) be the class node of the 2ec-class in wh ich the node x .is contained. We define 
·aph 2ec(G) as follows (according to Definition 6.2.7): 
ec(G) = < 2ec(V), {(e, 2ec(x) , 2ec(y))!(e, x,y) EE A 2ec(x)-::/: 2ec(y)} >. 
:, 2ec(G) is the graph that is obta.ined if we contract each 2-edge-connected 
;:>nent into one (representing ) class node. Since 2ec(V ) represents the set of 
i.lence classes of G (for 2-edge-connectivity), it follows by Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) 
ec( G) is a forest ( cf. Figure 6.2). We ma.inta.in the 2-edge-connectivity relation 
edge insertions by means of the graph Zee( G). 
Figure 6.2: Graph G and the corresponding graph 2ec(G). 
Graph G Graph 2ec(G) 
i nsertions can be handled as follows. Suppose a new edge (e ,x,y) 'I Eis 
~din graph G = < V, E >. We distinguish three cases. 
::( x) -::/: c(y ). Then by Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) are not connected 
n 2ec(G). Hence, (e,2ec(x),2ec(y)) connects two trees in 2ec(G), which now 
>ecome joined into one tree. 
~ ec(x) i= 2ec(y) A c(x ) = c(y) . Then the edge (e,2ec(x),2ec(y)) arises as 
l..D. inserted edge in 2ec( G). Edge ( e, 2ec( x), 2ec(y)) connects the class nodes 
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2ec(x) and 2ec(y) in a tree of 2cc(G) and a cycle arises. Henn-, <1.11 class nodes 
on the tree path from 2t:e(;r) to 2ec(y) become 2-edgc-conn<'<'t.<'d in 2cc( G). 13y 
Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) all nodes in 1 · that arc contained in t.lw corre:;ponding 
classes become 2-cdgc-connected too. The update can now h<' performed in 
the following way. 
• obtain the tree path in 2ec( G ) bet w<.'Cn 2ec( :r) and 2ec( y). 
• join all the d<1Sses "on" t his tree path into one new cl<1s::> C ' and adapt 
the related information. 
3. 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) /\ c(x) = c(y). Then t he edge ( e, J ', y) connect.s two nodes that 
a.re 2-edge-connected in G, and, hence, insertion of this nod<' will n ot. aff<>ct 
the 2-edge-conuectivity relation (cf. Lemma 6.2.8, sub 3). 
6.3.2 The Algorithms 
We will now describe the different steps in more detail. 
In our algorithms we repr·csent each of the collections of connect.eel classes and 2ec-
dasses of a graph G by a Union-Find structure (cf. Subsection 6.2.3), where the 
name of each class is Lhe class node of that class (i.e., a Find ou an element of a class 
outputs t he class node related to that class). Therefore we (may) denote Findc(J·) 
or Find2.0 (x) by c(x) or 2ec(x ) too (cf. Subsection 6.2.3). WP. represent t he forPst 
2ec(G) by means of rooted trees. We dcuote a rooted forest. by 2cc( G) 11 without 
making the roots explicit in our description. 
For each class node c we have a field f athe1'( c) that is nil or that contains a pointer 
to the edge (e,x,y) such that 2ec(x) = c (i.e., x is contained in dass c) and 2ec(y) 
is the father of 2ec(x) in the rooted forest 2ec(G)R. Edge (e,x,y) is called the 
i11terconnectio11 edge between (classes) 2ec(x) and 2ec(y), and it is called the father 
edge of (class) 2ec(x). (Note that the father of 2ec(3·) in 2ec(G)fl can be obtained 
by following the father edge of 2ec( x).) 
Initially, there a.re no edges, each node forms both a co1111ected class a.ad a 2ec-class 
by itself, and for all cl<1ss nodes c, fath e1·(c) = n-il. 
Now, suppose a new edge ( e, x, y) ff. E is inserted in graph G = < V, E >. Then 
after insert ing edge (e, x, y) in the proper adjacency lists, procedure inser t2 given 
in Figure 6.4 updates the structure as fol]ows. (The sub-procedures of in.:sert2 m·e 
given in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6.) We distinguish the three previous cases. 
1. c(x) #- c(y) (line 2-8). Then (e, 2ec(x), 2ec(y)) cormeds t wo different t rees in 
2ec(G) that now are joined to one tree. Since the t rees are represented as 
rooted trees, this means that one of the two trees has to be redirect.ed w.r.t. 
the father relation of classes. We take the tree with the smallest size, i.e., the 
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tree that has the least number of nodes that are c-0ntained in the classes in 
that tree. (This can be determined by means of a parameter in the Union-
Find structure for connected components.) W.1.o.g., this is the tree containing 
2ec(y ). It suffices to "reverse" the father pointers for the nodes on the root 
path of the class node 2ec(y) (i.e., the path from node 2ec(y) to the root of 
its tree). This is performed by procedure R everseRootPath that is given in 
Figure 6.5. 
2. 2ec(x) =/: 2ec(y )Ac(x) = c(y) (line 9-12). All classes on the tree path in 2ec( G) 
between 2ec(x) to 2ec(y) become 2-edgc-connected and must be joined. This 
is done as follows. First of all, the t i·ee path P between 2ec(:t) a.nd 2ec(y) 
is obtained by mean.s of procedure call TreePath2 that outputs tree path P 
together with a pointer fath to the father edge of the nearest common ancestor 
top of 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) in 2ec(G)R (this pointer is nil if this edge does not 
exist). These are obtained by stepwise traversing the root paths from 2ec( x) 
and 2ec(y) in an alternating way (cf. Figure 6.6) until a node top has been 
visited by both traversals. This class node top is the nearest common ancestor 
of 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) . Then the path between 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) consists of 
the t wo parts of these root paths up to and including this "first mutual class 
node". 
The joining of the classes on P is done by means of Union2ec operations. Note 
that the father ecige of the resulting cla.ss is the father edge of the (old} class 
top. (Cf. Figure 6.3.) 
Figure 6.3: Joining the classes of the tree path from 2ec( x) to 2ec(y). 
3. 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) /\ c(x) = -c(y) (line 13-14). Then nothing needs to be done. 
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For the Union-Find structures we take the basic Union-Find structure that takes 
O(n. log n) time for all Unions on n elements and 0(1) time per Find. 
Figure 6.4: Procedure insert2 (e,x,y). 
(1) procedure insert2(e,x,y); 
(2) if c(x) =Jc(y) 
(3) -+ if size(c(x)) ~ size(c(y)) 
(4) -+ R everseRootPath(2ec(y)); father(2ec(y)) := (e,x,y) 
(5) ~ size(c(x)) < size(c(y)) 
(6) -+ ReverseRootPath(2ec(x)); father(2ec(:r)) := (e,x,y) 
(7) fi; 
(8) Unionc(c(x),c(y)) 
(9) 0 c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) =/: 2ec(y) 
(10) -+ Treepath(2ec(x ), 2ec(y), P, fath); 
(11) for all C E P\{2ec(x)}--> Union2ec(C,2ec(:r)) rof; 
{12) father(2ec(x)) := fath 
(13) ~ c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) 
(14) --> skip 
(15) fi 
Figure 6.5: Procedure ReverseRootPath(C). 
(1) procedure ReverseRootPath(C); 
(2) if father(C) =/:nil 
(3) --+ (e,u,v) := father(C); father(C) :=nil; 
(4) w.Lo.g., 2ec(u) = C /\ 2ec(v) =JC (otherwise, interchange u and v); 
(5) ReverseRootPal h(2ec( v)) ; 
(6) father(2ec(v) ) := (e,u,v) 
(7) fat her( C) = nil 
(8) -+skip 
(9) fi 
6.3 .3 Time Bounds 
We consider the time complexity of the algorithm. The insert operations can be 
performed in O(n log n+e) time fore edge insertions together (where n is the number 
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Figure 6.6: Procednrc TreePatl12(C. D, output P.Jath). 
procedure TreePath1(C, D. output P, fath); 
( dcscri pt ion) 
• stepwise tra\·ersl' the root paths from C and D aJwmat iu~ly, i.1·., by performing 
steps of the traversals of these root paths in au alwruating way. During t he'S(' 
traversals, mark the class nodes encountered and stop the t.ravcrsals if 01w of 
the two path traversals reaches a clru;s node top that ha~ bc<.'ll marked by tlw 
other traversal; 
• path P between C aud D consists of the two parts of thcst· root paths up to 
and including top; 
• f ath := J athe1·(top); 
• remove the marks 
of nodes). This is seen as follows. All redirections of trees are performed in the basic 
Union-Find way, i.e., always only the f athcl' values in the smallest tree arc adapted. 
Since the redirection of a tree of size size is performed in O(si::e) time and siucc 
after the linking the resulting tree has to be at least twice as large as the smallest 
of the previous two trees, the total time for all these adaptations is O(n log n). 
Furthermore, the Unions take O(n log n) time altogether too. A computation of a 
tree path P (line 10) is done in O(!Pi) time, since the tra,·ersed part P1 of one of 
the two root paths contains class nodes of P ouly, while the traversed part P2 of 
the other root path contains at most as many class nodes as P 1 : hence at most 2.IPI class nodes are encountered in these traversals. Since the number of classes 
decreases by IPI - l (> 0), since initially there are n dasses and since the number 
of classes never increases., all tree path computations take O(n) time altogether. 
Finally, each insertion takes 0(1) time apart from the cost considered above. 
Combining the above time bounds yields that all e insertions take altogether 
O(n log n + e) time. 
We consider the space complexity. Note that all edges that do not become an 
interconnection edge at the moment of insertion, are not used by the algorithm and 
hence do not need to be stored in memory. We show that there exist at most ii - 1 
interconnection edges during all edge insertions. An edge that is inserted becomes 
an interconnection edge if its end nodes are in two distinct connected components just before its insertion, while these connected components are joined. Since initially (in the empty graph) there are n connected components, at most n - 1 joinings of 
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components occur and hence there exist at most n - 1 such edges during the entire 
sequence of insertions. Therefore, it follows that the space complexity is O(n). 
A query 2ec-comp(x) is simply done by performing a Find2ec(x), which takes 0(1) 
time. 
Theorem 6.3.1 There exist a data structure and algo1·ithms that solve the 2ec-
problem, which can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution, such that the fol-
lowing holds. Starting from an empty graph G =< V, 0 >, the insertion of e edges 
takes O(nlog n + e) time altogether, if n is the number of nodes in G. Any 2ec-
comp( x) q'Uery can be answered in 0( 1) time. The data structure can be initialised 
in 0( n) time and 'Uses 0( n) space. 
It is easily seen that besides edges, new nodes can be inserted in the graph in 
0(1) time (where each inserted node forms a 2ec-class on its own at the moment 
of insertion). Therefore, the statement in the above theorem can be extended with 
node insertions, where n is the final number of nodes in the graph. 
6.3.4 Algorithms for Initially Connected Graphs 
We now consider the 2ec-problem in case the initial graph is connected. 
We represent the graph 2ec( G) by means of a spanning tree of G, denoted by ST( G). 
Now, a 2ec-class induces a. subtree in ST( G). This is seen as follows. Let the two 
nodes x and y be 2-edge-connected . Then every node z that is on the tree path 
between x and y is 2-edge-connected with x and y too. For, suppose that an edge is 
removed from G. Then a.t least one of the tree paths between x and z or between y 
a.nd z is not affected. Moreover, there still exists a path between x and yin G since 
x and y are 2-edge-connected . This yields that there still exists a path between z 
a.nd x a.nd between z and y in G. 
Since at any time, every 2ec-class induces a sub tree of ST( G), and since the tree 
ST(G) can be constructed in advance (i.e., the tree is not built on-line), we can 
use the Union-Find algorithms of [13] to maintain these classes: this algorithm runs 
in O(n + m) time for m Finds and n nodes for this special case of the Union-
Find problem. (It runs 011 a RAM but not on a pointer machine with this time 
complexity.) Moreover, as remarked in Subsection 3. 7, a Find can be performed in 
0(1) worst-case time. 
We give the algorithms in case the initial graph is a tree. Consider graph G that 
initially is a. tree (without additional edges). The initialisation of the data structure 
we use is as follows: implement the t ree a.s a rooted tree and initialise the Union-
Find structure of [13] accordingly. For each set name, the father pointer is set to 
the father edge of the (only) node in the set. We recall from [13] that the name of 
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a set in the Union-Find st.ructure is th<' ( uniq11<' ) node in the set that is doscst to 
the root. (Therefore, we may actually omit these additional f at her pointers for set 
names, since in the rooted tree the father relation is aln•a<ly implcmcntC'd. In tha t 
case we may omit the setting of these fat ha poiuters iu th<· procedure h<·low, too.) 
Now, procedure insert2 a.s given iu Figure 6.-1 can be used for th\' insertion of an 
edge ( e, x , y) agaiu, with the following marginal changes. Firstly, the test c(.r) :::: c(y J 
and the case for c(x ) i c(y) (line 2-8) ca11 llt' omitted, since the graph (always) is 
connected. Secondly, procedure TreeP ath2(2t:c(x),2ec(y ), P,jath ), giv<·n in Fig-
ure 6.6, must re turn the nodes on Pin the right order from 2ec(.r) to 2ec(y), au<l 
subsequently the Unions in line 11 of procedure inse1·t2 must be perforrn<•d in tlw 
order of P (to meet the conditions in {13] ), hence, starting from 2ec(x ). (Note that 
this is not really a change, since we only specify the first node of the retnrnf'd path 
I', and since we have not specified the order of the for all loop in liuc 11 of insert2 
before. Of course, we can also adapt line 11 such that P mayst art a t e ithC'r of the 
end nodes 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) instead.) 
\Ve consider the time complexity of the method as dcscri.bed fur trees. As before, 
the tree path computations take O(n) time altogether. However. now all Unious 
and m Finds only take O(n + m) time. Finally, each insertion takes two Finds and 
0(1) time, apart from the cost of path computations and Unions. 
In case th.e initial graph is connected but not a tree, then we do the following. First 
obtain a spanning tree of the graph, and initia lise the structure for this tree. Then 
insert the edges of the graph that a.e not in the tree by means of the operation 
insert2 • T hen the actual insertions can be performed. Ohviously, this initialisation 
can be done in O(eo) time, if eo is the number of edges in the initial graph. (Note 
that eo ~ n.) 
Hence, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6 .3.2 There e.xists a structure and algorithms that solve the 2ec-problem 
for graphs G that are initially connected, and that can be implemented on a RAM, 
such that the following holds. Starting from a connected graph G, m insert operations 
take O(n + m) time, if n is the number of nodes in G. Any 2ec-comp(x) query and 
any nonessential insertion can be perfonned in 0( 1) time. The initialisation can be 
performed in O(e0 ) time and the entire structure takes O(n) space, where e0 is the 
number of edges in the initial graph. 
6.4 Three-Edge- Connectivity 
We now extend the resu lt s to the maintenance of the 3-edge-connectivity relation 
in a graph. We first introduce some notions and prove some properties for them. 
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In Subsection 6.4.1, we consider maintaining the 3-edge-conuccti,·ity relatiou in 2-
edge-connected graphs, and, in Subsection G..t.2, we cousidet· the problem for gl'tlt'ra! 
graphs. 
Let G =< V, E > be a graph. Th<• set \." can be partitioned into 3cc-clas~es. Each 
Jee-class C is rt•prcsented by a new (distinct) node c, called tltl' class 110,Lc of C. 
Let 3ec(x) be the class node of the 3cc-class in which the v<.•rtex i · is coutaiucd. Wt• 
define the graph 3ec( G) as follows: 
3ec(G) =< 3ec(\/), {(e,3ec(.r),3ec(y))l(c.r.y) EE/\ 3cc(.r) =/: 3cc(y)} >. 
Hence, 3ec(G) is the graph that is obtainc-d if we contract each 3-cdge-couucctc·d 
component into one representing (class) node (sec Figure 6.7 if G is 2-e<lgc-
connected). By Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) it follows t hat 3ec( G) does not contaiu pairs 
of distinct class nodes that are 3-cdgc-connected in 3cc( G). 
6.4.1 T wo-E dge-Connect e d Gra phs 
Throughout this subsection, we suppose that the graph G js 2-edgc-connec:ted. By 
Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) for 2-edge-conuectivity, e\·ery two d~stiuct cla:;s nodes must 
lie on a common clcmmt ary cycle in 3cc( G). Ou the other hand, simple• ryrlt>s 
cannot intersect in more than one class uode, since 3ec( G) docs not contain pairs 
of distinct class nodes that arc 3-cdgc-conucctcd. (The proof is as follows. Suppost• 
that two different simple cycles S1 and S2 intersect in at least two diffcrcu t nodes. 
Take a maximal part P of one cycle, w.Lo.g. cycle S1 , that consists of at least three 
nodes, and that has no nodes in common with 52 except for both its eud nodes, 
say x and y. Then P together with the two paths between .r <~n<l y obtained by 
''splitting" 51 at x and y, yield 3 edge-disjoint paths between :r and y, which gives 
a contradiction.) Therefore, it follows that each edge in 3ec(G) is on ex1u.:tly one 
simple cycle in 3ec( G). 
Let Cyc(3ec(G)) be the graph that is constructed from 3ec(G) as follows. Each non-
trivial simple cycle (i.<'., consisting of at least two distinct class nodes) is represented 
by a distinct node, called a cycle node. L<-t cn(3ec( G)) be the set of cycle nodes. 
For a cycle node s let cycle( s) be the set of all class nodes that are on the cycle s. 
Then the graph Cyc(3ec(G)) is defined uniquely up to t.hc> choice of (distinct) edge 
names by 
Cyc(3ec( G)) = 
< 3ec(V) u cn(3ec( G)), { (e, c, s)lc E 3ec( G) /\ s E m(3ec( G)) /\ c E cycle(s)} > . 
Hence, Cyc(3ec(G)) consists of the class nodes and cycle nodes of 3ec(G), where 
a class node c is adjacent to a cycle node s in Cyc(3ec(G)) iff c lies on cycle s 
in 3ec(G) (i.e., c is "incident" with cycles). T herefore, graph Cyc(3ec(G)) shows 
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the incidence relation for dass nodes aud cyclc:s. The structure of Cyc( 3ec( G)) is 
illustrated in Figure 6.7, where the cycle nodes arc drawn as box<•s. 
Below we will show that Cyc(3ec(G )) is <I t. rc<'. Thcr<'for<' \\"<'call graph Cyc(3cr(G)) 
the cycle free of G. 
Figure 6.7: A 2-edge-connccted graph G aad the relat<'d graph:; 3ec( G) and 
Cyc(3ec(G)). 
Graph 3ec(G) Graph Cyc(3.ec(G)} 
Lemma 6 .4.1 L et G be a 2-edge-connect ed graph. Let c, d E 3ec( G) . Let P be a 
path between c and din Cyc(3ec(G)) . Then there are 2 edge disjoint paths in 3ec(G) 
between c and d that only consist of edges from the cycles 1·epresented by the cycle 
nodes on P . 
P ro o f. Between any two distinct class nodes on a simple cycle, there are precisely 
two edge disjoint paths within that cycle. On the other hand, each edge is contained 
in exactly one simple cycle. Now the lemma easily follows. D 
Lemma 6.4.2 Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph. Then Cyc(3ec(G)) is a tree. 
Proof. Let c and d be two class nodes in Cyc(3ec(G)). By Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3), 
graph 3ec( G) is connected. Hence, there is a simple path P in 3ec( G) between class 
nodes c and d. We can construct a path in Cyc(3ec(G)) between c and d by the 
observation that each edge (e, f,g) on P is in some simple cycles and hence that 
there are edges between f and s and between g and s in Cyc(3ec(G)). Hence, all 
class nodes a.re connected in Cyc(3ec(G)). On the other hand, each cycle node is 
adjacent to at least one dass node. Hence, Cyc(3ec(G)) is connected. 
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On the other hand, suppose there i~ a non trivial simple cycle in Cyc(3ec( G) ). Th<'n 
it consists of at least distinct 2 class nodes c and d ancl at l<'a.<:t 2 cyclt· 1101k-s. 
Lemma 6.4. l yieltls that there are ;it lt·ast 4 edge disjoint paths betW('t'll r an<l 
d in Jec(G ), sinct• an edge in Jcc(G) is contained in prcrisdy ouc· simpk• cydc. 
Hence, by Definit ion G.2.1 c ;iud<I11rc• 3-cdgc·counccted in 3cc(G). This coutradins 
Lc:mma 6.2.8 (sub 3). D 
Graph observations 
\Ve maintain the 3-edgc-connectivity relation under insertions of rdges by m eans of 
the graph Cyc(3cc(G)). 
Suppose a new edge (e, .r, y) is inserted in the 2-edgc-couueckd graph G =< V, E > 
((e,x,y) (/. E ). Dccause G is 2-edge-co1111ccted, we ha\·e two niscs. If 3ec(.r) = 3~c(y) 
then the edge connects two nodes that arc 3-edgc-conucctcd iu G, and. hc nct• (by 
Lemma 6.2.8, sub 3). insertion of this edge does not affect the 3cc-relatiou and t ht• 
graphs 3ec(G) aucl Cyc(3ec(G )) remain unchanged. So, we are left to cons ider the 
other case: 3ec(.r) ':/; 3t>c(y) A 2ec(.r) = 2u:(y). Then edg<' (e, 3cc(.r), 3cc(y )) ari>w~ 
as an inserted cdgc- in 3cc( G) and comwcts two cla::;s node~ 3cc( .r) and 3cc(y) in 
3ec(G). 
Lemma 6.4.3 Let G be a f1-edge-ro1111Frfrd gmph. S up po.~< u lge ( e, 3ec(.r), 3u(!J)) 
is inserted in the graph3ec(G). Then all the class no1les 01t t he: tree path fro1113tc(.r ) 
to 3ec(y) fa Cyc(3ec(G)) become 9-edgr-connected in 3ec(G). 1chifo flit ol/iU' pair"' 
of distinct class nodes in 3ec(G ) stay only !!-e<igt'-co11111•cftd. 
P r oof. Let P be the tree path in Cyc(3ec(G)) between the dlt$s nodes 3ec(l·) and 
3ec(y). Let c and d be any two class nodes on P. Now split P iuto 3 disjoiut parts: 
part P1 from 3ec(x) to c, part P2 from c to d and part P 3 from d to 3ec(y ). Dy 
Lemma 6.4.1 , there exist 2 edge-disjoint paths Q 1 and Q2 in 3ec(G ) between c a.11d 
d that oruy consist of edges from cycles represented by cycle nodes ou P2 • Similarly, 
it follows from Lemma. 6.4.1 that there exists a path R1 from c to Jee( .r) tl1at only 
uses edges from the cycles represented by cycle nodes 011 P 1, and a path R 2 from 
3ec(y) to d only using edges from cycles represented by cycle nodes on P3 . Let Q3 be 
the path R., (e, 3ec(.r), 3ec(y)), R2 from c to d. Then it follo·ws that Q3 has uo edges 
in common with Qi and Q1. Hence, by Lemma 6.2.1 c aucl cl arc 3-edge-counectcd. 
On the other hand, let c and d be 2 distinct class nodes in 3ec(G) such that c is 
not on P. Consider a cycle node r that is adjacent to class node c in Cyc(3ec(G )) 
such that r separates c from 3cc(x) and 3ec(y ). (This node exists because r is not 
on P .) The deletion of the two edges in 3ec(G) that a.re incident with c and that 
belong to the simple cycler, separates c from all class nodes on the other side of 
r in the tree Cyc(Jec(G)). (For, otherwise there would be a distinct class node on 
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cycler that was 3-edge-connected with c.) Hence, the removal of these edges either 
separates c from both d, 3ec(x) and 3ec(y), or c and d are "on the same side of 
r" in Cyc(3ec( G) ). In the first case it follows t hat insertion of ( e, 3ec(x ), 3ec(y)) 
does not make c and d 3-edge-connected , in the latter case we can make the same 
construction for d, yielding the required result. o 
By Lemma 6.4.3 all class nodes on the t ree path from 3ec( x) to 3ec(y) in Cyc(3ec( G)) 
become 3-edge-connected in 3ec( G) and, hence, by Lemma 6.2.8 (sub 3) all the cor-
responding classes form a new class. The update can be performed in the following 
way: 
• obtain the tree path in Cyc(3ec(G)) between 3ec(x) and 3ec(y), 
• join all the classes "on" this tree path into one new class C' and modify the 
cycle tree Cyc(3ec(G)) into Cyc(3ec(G')) accordingly (where G' is the result 
grapb after the insertion of the edge). 
The update is illustrated in Figure 6.8. The cycle tree changes as follows . Consider 
F igure 6.8: Adapting the tree path between 3ec(x) and 3ec(y). 
3ec(x) 3ec(y) 
the simple cycle s and the class nodes c and d ( c # d) such that s, c and d are on 
P and c,d E cycle(s). Then classes c and dare joined into the new class d. The 
original simple cycle s splits into two "smaller" simple cycles, each one consisting 
of the class node r:! for the new class and of the class nodes of one of the two parts 
of the cycle between c and d, in the same cyclic order (cf. Figure 6.9). One or both 
of these two new cycles may be a trivial cycle: i.e., consisting of class node d only 
(which is the case if one of the parts mentioned above of the cycle is empty). 
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Figure 6.9: Splitting cycles. 
g g 
e 
d 
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T he algorit hms 
In our algorithms we represen t the collection of 3ec-classes of a graph G by a Union-
Find structure (cf. Subsection 6.2.3), where the name of each dass is the class node 
of that class (i.e., a Find on an element of a class returns the class node related to that 
class). Therefore we (may) denote Find:Ju(x) by 3ec(x) too (cf. Subsection 6.2.3). 
We represent the cycle tree Cyc(3ec(G)) as a rooted tree in a way which will be 
described in the sequel, where the root of the tree is some class node. We denote 
this rooted tree by Cyc(3ec(G))R in the descrip tions below without making the root 
explicit. 
The edges in Cyc(3ec(G)) are represented as follows. The data structure is ex-
tended with a (variable) collection of class representatives, which are new records. 
Each class representative represents some edge in Cyc(3ec( G)) between a class node 
and a cycle node. (If a cycle tree changes because of an edge insertion, a class rep-
resentative may represent another edge of the resulting cycle tree.) \"Ale d enote the 
class representative that is related to the edge between class node c and cycle node 
sin Cyc(3ec(G)) by repr(c,s). 
To implement the relation between a class representative repr( c, s) and the corre-
sponding edge between c and s in Cyc(3ec( G)), we use a Circular Split-Find and 
a Union Find structure, from which the end nodes c and s of that edge can be 
obtained. (Hence, in contrast to the representation of ordinary edges in the graph 
G, a class representative r·epr( c, s ), which represents an edge between c and s in 
Cyc(3ec(G)), does not have direct pointers to the end nodes c and s of that edge.) 
These structures are used in the following way. A class representative repr( c, s) is an 
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element of the so-called cycle list for cycle iwde s and of the so-called representative 
set for class node c, which are given as follows. The cycle list for a cycle n ode s 
contains the class representatives repr(c,s) of all class nodes c in cycles in 3ec(G) 
in the order in which these class nodes occur in cycle s. The collection of cycle lists 
is implemented as a Circular Split-Find structure (cf. Subsection 6.2.3), where the 
name of a cycle list for cycle node s is s itself. (Hence, a Find on an element of 
that list returns nodes.) We denote a Circular Split or a Find in this structure by 
Splitc:vc or Findc:vc respectively. The rep1-esentative set for a class node c is the set 
that contain s the representatives repr( c, s) for all cycle nodes s for which rep1·( c, s) 
exists. The collection of representative sets is implemented as a Union-Find struc-
ture, where the name of the representative set for class node c is c itself. (Hence, a 
Find on an element of that set returns the node c.) In the algorithms we perform a 
Union on two representative sets (of class representatives) for t wo class nodes c and 
d iff the corresponding classes c and d (of ordinary nodes) iu the graph are joined. 
Therefore we will not make these joinings explicit in our algorithms. We denote a 
Find in this structure by Findc1au· Hence, the operations Findc10 ,, and Findc!JC on 
a class representative yield the end nodes of the edge that is related to it. 
T he father relation in Cyc(3ec(G))R is implemented as follows. If his the father of 
gin Cyc(3ec(G))n, then father(g) is a pointer to the class representative repr(g, h) 
or r epr( h, g) , depending on which of the nodes g or h is the class node. Then the 
father of g in Cyc(3ec(G))R can be obtained by means of Findcyc(father(g)) or 
F indc1au(/ ather(g)) respectively. 
We assum e that init ially the 2-edge-connected graph G is represented as described 
above, where the father relation satisfies the orientation in Cyc(3ec( G))R for some 
root. 
Now, edge insertions can be handled as follows. Suppose edge (e,x,y) is inserted 
in graph G =< V, E > with (e, x, y) </. E. Then after inserting this edge in the 
incidence lists, procedure insert3 (given in Figure 6.10) performs the updates as 
follows. We distinguish the two cases. If 3ec(x) = 3ec(y) /\ 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) (line 2), 
then nothing needs t o be done. Otherwise, we have 3ec(x) ~ 3ec(y)/\2ec(x) = 2ec(y) (line 3-7). All class nodes on the tree path in Cyc(3ec( G)) between 3ec( x) and 3ec(y) 
become 3-edge-connected in 3ec( G). The procedure first determines this tree path (line 4) and then adap ts the cycle tree accordingly by first splitting all cycles on P (line 5) and then joining all classes on P (1.ine 6). This is done as follows. 
1. The ci>mputation of the tree path (line 4). In line 4, the tree path P between 
3ec(x) and 3ec(y) is obtained by traversing t he root paths of 3ec(x) and 3ec(y) 
alternatively like in Section 6.2. This is performed by the call of procedure 
TreePath3 which is given in Figure 6.11. This procedure returns the tree path 
P. Moreover, it detects whether the nearest common ancestor top of 3ec(x) 
and 3ec(y) in Cyc(3ec( G))R is a cycle node (if this is the case, topcyc =true is 
returned) and it returns the class representative father ( top) in the parameter 
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toprepr. 
2. The splitting of cycles (line 5) is performed by procedure AdjustCycles, which 
is given in Figure 6.12. The strategy is as follows: let c, s a.n<l d be three 
consecutive nodes on P ,where sis a cycle node. Note that, since Cyc(3ec( G))R 
is a rooted tree, either c ors contains a pointer to repr( c, s) and that the same 
holds for d, sand repr( d, s ). Therefore, these records can be obtained by using 
these pointers. The cycle list for cycle node s is spli t into two parts: the part 
from repr(c,s) up to but excluding repr(d,s) and the pa.rt from repr(d,s) up 
to but excluding repr(c, s) . This is done by a Circular Split operation at those 
two elements. (Each part forms a new cyclic list, for which a new cycle node 
is generated.) If one (or both) of these two lists appears to correspond to a 
trivial cycle (i.e., it contains only one element), then this list is deleted. Note 
that if s' and s" are the cycle nodes resulting from the Circular Split, then the 
class representatives denoted by repr(c, s') and r epr(a, s") (after the Circular 
Split) actually are the class representatives formerly denoted by repr( c, s) and 
repr(d,s). Each resulting cycle nodes' ors" (which ca.n be obtained by the 
Findc!fC operation) gets a father pointer to repr( c, s') or r epr( d, s") respectively. 
3. The joining of the classes on P is done by joining the classes pairwise, resulting 
in a new class c (line 6). Note that afterwards all cycle nodes s' that have 
resulted from the previous Circulal' Splits, now have a father pointer to the 
class representative denoted by repr( c', s'). 
4. Finally, the father(c') value for the newly formed class c' is assigned by pro-
cedure AdjustFathers (line 7). Procedure Adj1tstFathe1·s is given in Fig-
ure 6.13. The father values a.re updated according to the following observa-
tions. 
Consider the old graph Cyc(3ec( G) )R. Let top be the nearest common ancestor 
of 3ec(x) and 3ec(y) in Cyc(3ec(G))R. Recall that topre11r is the class repre-
sentative corresponding to the edge between top and its father in Cyc(3ec(G) ) 
(if any). We have the following cases: 
• top is a class node that is the root. Then the new class node c' will be 
the root of the new tree. 
• top is a class node that is not. the root. Then the father of top in 
Cyc(3ec(G)) is a cycle node s for which no Circular Split is performed 
on its cycle list. Then s must be the father of the new class d. 
• top is a cycle node (that is not the root). Then let a be the class node 
that is the father of top in Cyc(3ec( G) )R. Note that the father of the new 
class c must be the cycle node s that contains both a and d: this cycle 
node s may be different from top since a Circular Split just generates 
two new cyclic lists with two names (being the resulting cycle nodes). 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Hence, the father of <! is s an<l the father of s is a. Note that s can 
be obtained by Findcyc(toprepr). Then repr(c' , s) can be obtained by 
father(s), since all involved cycle nodes have their father pointers to the 
representative of class c!. (See Figure 6.14 that shows the results of the 
four successive parts as distinguished above for th is case (top is a cycle 
node) , where a class representative together with the father pointer to 
t11at class repres.entative is indicated as a directed edge as follows: e.g., 
if the father pointer of node t points to repr(d, t ) , then this is indicated 
as the directed edge from t to d.) 
Hence, c' becomes father of all the cycle nodes that a.re on P or that are 
created in the cycle splittings, except for the cycle node s of the third case 
given above. 
Figure 6.10: Procedure insert3((e, :r, y)) . 
procedure insert3( ( e, x, y) ); 
if 3ec(:t) = 3ec(y) - skip 
0 3ec( x) =/: 3ec(y) 
-->TreePath3(3ec(.x ), 3ec(y ), P, toprepr, topr..yc); 
AdjustCycles(P); 
for all class nodes c E P \{3ec(x) }---+ Union3ec(c,3ec(x)) rof; 
AdjustFathers(3ec(x), toprepr, topcyc) 
(8) fi 
Complexity 
We now analyse the time complexity of the method. We express the time complexity 
of an execution of procedure inser t3 in terms of the number of computational steps 
that are executed, where a Find operation (e.g. for obtaining fathers in a tree) is 
considered to be one step. Consider an insertion. Apart from 0(1) steps for lines 1-
3 we have the following cost (only if 3ec(.x) =/= 3ec(y)). Let the number of classes 
decrease by d (d ~ 1). By a similar argument as for procedure call TreePath2 it 
follows that a call of TreePath3 (line 4) takes 0( d) steps of computation. It is easily 
seen that the call of procedure AdjustCycles (line 5) takes O(d) steps plus the time 
needed for the Circular Split operations. Finally, line 6-7 take O(d) steps apart from 
the time needed for the Unions. 
Concluding the above observations we obt.ain the following property. 
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Fisure 6.11: Proced ure TreePath3( c, d, output P, toprepr, topcyc). 
procedure TreePath3(c, d, out put P, toprepr, topcyc); 
(description) 
• traverse the root paths from c and d alternatively, i.e., by performing steps of 
the traversals of these root paths in an alternating way. During this traversals, 
mark the nodes encountered and stop the traversals if one of the two path 
traversals encounters a node top that bas been marked by the other traversal; 
• path P between c and d consists of the two parts of these root paths up to 
and including top; 
• topcyc :=[top is a cycle node]; 
toprepr := father(top); 
• remove the marks 
Figure 6.12: Procedure AdjtlstCycles(P). 
procedure AdjustCycles(P); 
(description) 
traverse P, and for all three consecutive nodes c, s, and d on the path where s is a 
cycle node, perform the following: 
• obtain the class representatives repr( c, s) and repr( d, s) by means of the fields 
father(c), father(d) and father(s). 
• split the cycle list for cycle node s into two parts by a Circular Split 
SplitCJ/C(repr(c,s),repr(d,s)): the part from repr(c,s) up to but excluding 
repr(d,s) and the remainder, (while (new) cycle nodes are related to these 
cycles as names); dispose of such a cycle list if it contains only one element. 
• as far as the consideire<l class rept·esenta.tives rep1·( c, s) and repr( d, s) are not 
disposed: 
J ather(Findcyc( repr( c, s))) := repr(c, s ); 
f ather(Findcyc( repr( d, s ))) := repr( d, s ); 
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Figure 6.13: Procedure AdjustFathers(3ec(x), toprepr, topcyc). 
procedure AdjustFathers(3ec(x) , toprepr, topcyc); 
(1) if topcyc --. s := Findc11c(toprepr); 
(2) father(3ec(x )) := father(s); father(s) : = toprepr 
(3) 0 -.topcyc--+ father(3ec(x)) := toprepr 
(4) fi 
Figure 6.14: Changes in the father relation. 
toprepr toprepr 
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Property 6.4.4 A call of procedure insert3 in a 2-edgc-connected gra.ph takes 
0(1 + d) steps plus the time needed to join Sec-classes and to pe1form Circular 
Splits, where d is the value by which the number of classes decreases. 
Observe that there exist O(n) different dasses during all insertions. M oreover, 
initially for the given 2-edge-connected graph, there are at most 2(n - 1) class rep-
resentatives, since each class representative corresponds to an edge in Cyc(3ec(G)), 
the tree Cyc(3ec(G)} contains at most n class nodes, leaves of the tree are class 
nodes and edges connect cycle nodes and class nodes only. Hence, we obtain the 
following lemma., which e.g. can be used in Chapter 8. 
Lemma 6.4.5 Given a £-edge-connected graph G of n nodes with a cycle tree, there 
exists a data structure for the Sec-problem (that also maintains a cycle tree), such 
that the following holds. The total time form insertions and queries is O(m + n) 
plus the time needed to perform O(m + n) Finds and O(n) Unions and Splits in a 
Union-Find or a Circular Split-Find structure for O(n) elements . The data structure 
takes 0( n) space. 
6.4.2 General Graphs 
We now extend the solution of the previous section to general graphs. 
Note that for detecting the 3ec-classes, it suffices to detect the 3ec-dasses inside 
the 2-edge-con.nected components (cf. Lemma 6.2.6). Therefore, our algorithms 
for general graphs maintain the 2ec-classes by using the previous solutions for 2-
edge-connectivity (Section 6.3) and maintain the 3ec-classes by using the previ-
ous solutions for 3-edge-connectivity withi11 2-edge-connect.ed components (Subsec-
tion 6.4.1). 
The representation of a graph consists of the representations and the data structures 
of both Section 6.3 and Subsection 6.4.1 (for 2-edge-connectivity and :3-edge-
connectivity respectively). Hence, there is a cycle tree (of 3ec-cla.ss nodes) for each 
2-edge-connected component. 
Initially, there are n nodes and no edges in the graph. Each node forms a connected 
class, a. 2ec-class, a.nd a 3ec-class on its own. For each class a distinct class node 
with the data as described in the previous (sub)sections is present. (Of course no 
cycle nodes are present yet.) Note that the initialisation can be performed in O(n) 
time. 
Suppose edge (e,x,y) is inserted in graph G, yielding graph G'. Then the updates 
are performed by procedure I NSERT (given in Figure 6.16), that is based on 
procedure insert2 (cf. Figure 6.4). The procedure works as follows. Three cases a.re 
considered (cf. Figure 6.16). 
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If c(x) =J. c(y) (line 2-3), then the 2ec-classcs do not change. Therefore the compu-
tations performed in insert2 for this case (i.e. line 2-8 of Figure 6.4) suffice here. 
Otherwise, if 2ec( x) = 2ec(y) (line 23-24) t hen the edge is inserted inside a 2-edge-
connected component. Therefore procedure insert3 (Figure 6.10) is performed, that 
deals with 3ec-classes withi n a 2-edge-connccted component. 
Otherwise, we have 2ec(x) =J. 2ec(y)/\c(x) = c(y) (line 4-22). Then consider 2ec(G). 
Let P2 be the tree path between 2ec( x) and 2ec(y) in 2ec( G) (consisting of the 
class nodes only) and let C 5 2 be the cyclic list obtained from P2 by inserting the 
interconnection edges between consecutive class nodes of P2 and by inserting the 
edge (e,x,y) between class nodes 2ec(x) and 2ec(y) . Then the major changes are 
the following: 
• all 2ec-classes corresponding to class nodes on P2 fonn one new 2ec-class, 
• for each 2ec-class Con P2 , the 3ec-classes inside C (and hence the correspond-
ing cycle tree) are changed: several 3ec-classes may form one new 3ec-class, 
• a new cycle of 3ec-classes arises that links the ( upd<1.ted) cycle trees that cor-
respond to the 2ec-classes on C 52 • 
We consider the updates more precisely. 
Consider the changes of the 3ec-classes that occur in 2ec-classes on P2 . Consider a 
particular 2ec-class Con P2 in 2ec(G). Let 1i and v be the two nodes in C that are 
end nodes of interconnection edges on C S 2 . Then there is a new path between u and 
v in G' that does not intersect with C except for 11 and v, where such a path did not 
exist in G before. Hence, considered within C only, this corresponds to inserting a 
temporary edge between the nodes u and v (cf. Figure 6.15). Therefore, we can first 
insert a temporary edge between u and v to update the Jee-classes (and hence the 
cycle tree) inside C (causing u and v to be in the same 3ec-cl<1ss) and then perform 
all remaining updates w .r. t. the insertion of ( e, x, y). 
Now suppose all these "local" insertions are performed for the 2ec-classes on P2. 
Then the two edges in C 52 that are incident with one 2ec-class C on P2 have 
their end nodes in the same (updated) 3ec-class in C. Call such a 3ec-class the 
interconnection 3ec-dass. Then all these interconnection 3ec-classes form a new 
cycle r. Hence, all the updated cycle trees for the 2ec-classes on P2 (that result from 
the local insertions of temporary edges) must be linked to the new cycle n·ode r . All 
these cycle trees now form one new tree together. 
According to the above observations the following is performed in procedure 
INSERT (cf. line 5-21). 
First, the tree path P2 in 2ec(G) is computed together with the corresponding se-
quence C 5 2 that also contains the interconnection edges and the edge ( e, x, y ). Note 
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Figure 6.15: Tree path versus temporary edges. 
2ec(G) together with 3ec(2ec(u)) after insert3 (e,u,v) 
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that these interconnection edges can easily be obt ained from the father fields of all 
class nodes that are on P 2 • (In fact this sequence can be obtained in TreePath2 
instead of P2 .) Then for ·each pair of nodes u and v that are in a 2ec-class on P2 
and that are end nodes of two consecuti vc edges in C 52 (where u and v may be 
equal) , procedure insert 3 ( ( e', u, v)) is executed to adapt the 3ec-classes inside class 
2ec( u) by means of a temporary edge ( e', u, v) that only exists during this execution 
( cf. Figure 6.15). Moreover , the cyclic list C S3 of the interconnection 3ec-classes is 
extended with the (updated) class node 3ec(u) (= 3ec(v)). Finally, if the 2ec-class 
2ec(u) is not the largest class Co "on" P2 (i.e., it does not contain the largest number 
of nodes), then class node 3ec(u) is made to be the new root of the (updated) cycle 
tree in which it is contained (inside the 2ec-cl<lss 2ec(1t)) by r eversing the root path 
of node 3ec(u). This is done by procedure ReverseRootPath3 , which works similar 
to procedure Rever seRootPath2 with obvious adaptations. 
Afterwards all 2ec-classes are joined (while the father of the resulting 2ec-class 2ec( x) 
is adapted) and a new cycle node r for the new cycle corresponding to C 53 is created. 
For each 3ec-class c E CS3 , that is on cycler, a class representative repr(c,1·) is 
cn:d.ted and is inserted in the representative set of class no<le c. (This can be dune 
for the U nion-Fin<l structure as follows: first make a singleton set of repr( c, r) and 
then join t hat set with the represen tative set of c.) Then the fat.her pointers w.r.t. 
this new cycle node r a.re adapted: the father of r will be the class node ceo (the 
3ec-cla.ss ceo is the interconnection 3ec-class that was contained in the largest 2ec-
class Co), while all other Jee-class nodes in C S3 have r as their father. Note that 
now each 3ec-class node occurring in the new cycle has at most one father pointer, 
since all class nodes in C 53 except for ceo were the roots of the cycle tr ees in the 
2ec-classes on C 52 • There fore, all father pointers implement a rooted tree. 
The Union-Find and the Circular Split-Find structures that we use here are the 
basic structures that take O (n . log n) time altoget her for all the Unions/Splits on n 
elements and that take 0(1) time for each Find (cf. Subsection 6.2.3). 
Complexity 
We now consider the time complexity. Note that procedure INSERT operates 
similar to procedure insert2 apart from the computations made because of 3-edge-
connectivity. Therefore we only have to consider these extra computations. 
First we show that the total number of class representatives that exists during the 
entir e process of insertions is at most 2n - l if n is the number of nodes in the 
graph. Note that class representatives (in cycles) are only created when 2ec-cla.sses 
are joined. In particular, one class representative a.rises p er 2ec-class that is joined 
with another class. Since initially in the "empty" graph (with no edges) there are n 
2ec-classes, it follows that there exist at most 2n - 1 different 2ec-classes throughout 
all operations. Hence, there exist at most 2n - 1 different class representatives. 
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(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
Figure 6.16: Procedure INSERT((e, :c,y)). 
procedure /NSERT((e ,x,y)); 
if c(x) "'c(y) 
---+ insert2((c, x, y)) 
c(x) == c(y) /\ 2ec(:r) i 2ec(y ) 
--+ Treepath2(2ec(x), 2ec{y), P2, f ath); 
let Co be the class node on P2 with the largest number of nodes i n its cl<tss; 
construct the cyclic sequence C 5 2 from P2 by in::;ert iug the 
interconnection edges between consecutive class 11odes on P2 and by 
inserting edge (e,:r,y) between class nodes 2ec(:r) and 2ec(y ); 
CS3 ::= 0 ; 
for all end nodes t1, v of consecutive edges in C 5 2 with 2ec( u) = 2cc( v) 
--. insert3((e1 ,tt,v)), for a temporary edge (e' ,u,v ); 
insert 3ec(u) in CS3 ; 
if 2ec(u)"' Co--+ ReverseRootPath3 (3ec(u)) 
~ 2ec(u) =Co--+ CCtJ := 3ec(u) 
fi 
(17) rof; 
(18) for all C E P\{2ec(x)}--+ Union2,c(C,2ec(x)) ro f; 
(19) father(2ec(x)) := fath; 
(20) make a new cycle r of the class nodes in C 53 in the same cyclic order 
(21) in which they appear in CS3 , where ceo is the fath<:·r of the new eye.le 
(22) node r and the father of the class nodes in C 53 \ { ceo} is r 
(23) ~ c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) 
(24) --+ insert3((e,x, y)) 
(25) fi 
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We now compute the time complexity of procedure INSERT for all edge insertions. 
All computations in lines 1-5, 18, 19, 23 and 25 correspond to computations of 
procedure insert2 and hence take altogether O(n log n+e) time fore edge-insertions. 
Moreover, lines 6-10 and 20-22 can be performed within the same time complexity 
as line 5 since they all need time linear to the length of P2. Therefore we charge 
this cost to line 5, what does not increase the order of time complexity of that 
line. Hence, the only computations we need to consider now are those pe rformed in 
lines 11-17 and line 24. 
By Property 6.4.4 the exe·cution of insert3 takes 0(1 + d) time apart from the time 
needed to join 3ec-classes and to perform Circular Splits, where the number of 3ec-
classes decreases with d. Firstly note that the number of ca.lls of procedure insert3 
in line 12 of procedure INSERT is O(!CS21) . Therefore we can charge 0(1) time 
per call to line 5 without increasing the order of time complexity too. A similar 
rema.I"k cari be made for t.he call of procedure inse1·t3 in line 24: 0( 1) time can be 
charged to procedure call INSERT. Hence, we only need to consider the remaining 
part 0( d) of the cost 0( 1 + d) of a call of insert3. Since initially there are n 3ec-
classes and since the number of classes only decreases and never increases, it follows 
that the remaining time O(d) spent by procedure insert3 (where dis the decrease in 
the number of 3ec-classes) adds up to O(n) for all calls together. The Union-Find 
structure and the Circular Split-Find structure take O(n. log n) time for all Unions 
and Splits, since there are 0( n) elements occurring in these structures. 
Adding all the above time complexities yields a total t ime complexity of O(n log n+e) 
for the insertions of e edges. Moreover, only the edges that become interconnection 
edges between 2ec-classes at the time of insertion (and hence, for which their end 
nodes are in two distinct connected components just befor e the insertion) need to be 
stored. Hence, since there exist at most n - 1 such edges during the entire sequence 
of insertions, the space complexity is O(n). 
We have thus proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.6 There exist a data structure and algorithms that solve the Sec. 
problem, which can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution, such that the fol-
lowing holds. Starting from an empty graph G =< V, 0 >, the insertion of e edges 
take 0( n log n + e) time a/together, where n is the number of nodes in G. The queries 
2ec-comp(x) and 3ec-comp(x) can be answered in 0(1) time. The data structure can 
be initialised in 0( n) time and uses 0( n) space. 
It is easily seen that besides edges, new nodes can be ins.erted in the graph in 0( 1) 
time (each inserted node forms a 2ec-class and a 3ec-class in its own at the moment 
of insertion). Therefore, the statement in the above theorem can be extended with 
node insertions, where n is the final number of nodes in the graph (and where n is 
the initial number regarding the time needed for initialisation). 
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6.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have presented algorithms for maintaining the 2- aud 3-e<lg<'· 
connected components in a graph undt-r the insertion of edg<'s and V<'rt.iccs. The 
insertion of e edges costs 0(11.log n + c) time in total, while at any mome nt con-
nectivity queries can be answered in time 0(1). The time bound for the insertious 
together with the cost for queries can be imprO\"NI to O(n + m.0(111, n)), where 111 is 
the total number of queries and edge insertions and n is the number of nodes, using a 
number 0£ sophisticated da.ta structuring techniques. These results will be presented 
in the next chapters, since the additional data structures are rather complicated. 
Moreover, the same time bounds will be achieved for 2- and 3-vertcx-connccti,·ity. 
Chapter 7 
Fractionally Rooted Trees 
7.1 Introduction 
A major problem in obtaining better time bounds for the connectivity problems is 
obtaining paths in trees if, in addition, trees may be linked from time to time. In 
the previous chapter, we used ordinary rooted trees for obtaining tree paths between 
nodes. However, if we use rooted trees, where the father relation is implemented 
accordingly, then, each time when two trees are linked, the father relation must 
be adapted in one of the trees. If this is done in the wa.y of a simple Union-Find 
structure ( U F(l), cf. Subsection 3.3.1 or [l]), viz., by processing the smallest tree, 
then this takes O(n. log n) time for n nodes. 
Another problem is that a tree may be changed itself ("internal change"): cf. the 
cases of inserting an edge in the trees that a.re used for the Zee-problem or the 3ec-
problem. However, in the previous chapter, we have seen that for a spanning tree 
ST of graph G, each 2ec-class of nodes induces a subtree of ST. Moreover, two 
different 2ec-classes can have at most one node in common. Therefore, 2ec-classes 
partition ST into subtrees such that two diffe1·ent subtrees have at most one node 
in common, but they do not have edges in common. Therefore, we can express 
2ec-classes in terms of trees with edge classes, where trees are linked from time to 
time, and where the only "internal change" consists of joining classes of edges. This 
partially motivates the description that we will give below. 
In this chapter, we present a data structure, called the fractionally rooted tree. 
It allows the linking of trees, while tree paths can be obtained efficiently at any 
moment. Moreover, it allows classes of edges that induce subtrees to be treated as 
single units, i.e., for a tree path that runs through some subtrees t hat are induced 
by classes of edges, it is not needed that every node or edge on the tree path is 
returned, but one representative for each subtree suffices. The data structure can 
be maintained in O(n + m.a(m, n)) time for n nodes and m operations, where the 
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allowed operations are as follows. First, there is a query of the form: given two nodes 
of a tree, return two tree edges that are in the same class of edges and s uch that 
each node is incident with at least one edge. Second, one can join all edge classes 
that occur on the tree path between two nodes into a new edge class (destroying 
these old edge classes). Third, one can link two trees. (Actually, the operation for 
joining edge classes is split into two different operations that we will both need in 
Chapter 8, but this will be considered later.) 
In Chapter 8, fractionally rooted trees will be used to obtain optimal solutions for 
both the Zee-problem and the 3ec-problem, while in Chapter 9, we will also use 
the data structure to obtain an optimal solution for the problem of maintaining the 
2-vertex-connected components. 
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2, we describe the problem, i.e., 
we describe the trees and operations for which the data structure can be used, and 
we give observations and ideas that we will use in our data structure. In Section 7.3, 
we describe a data structure called a division tree, that forms an essential part of 
the fractionally rooted tree. In Section 7.4, we present the fractionally rooted trees. 
Finally, in Section 7.5, we determine the time complexity of the operations. 
7 .2 Problem Description and Observations 
7.2 .1 Problem Description 
We give a formal description of the operations suppor ted by fractionally rooted trees, 
without considering the data structure itself yet. 
Let a forest F be given. Suppose the collection of edges is partitioned into disjoint 
classes such that each class induces some subtree of F. Such a partition is called an 
admissible partition. 
Let x and y be two nodes in the same tree of F. Let P be the tree path between x 
and y. We call a node x on tree path Pan internal node of P if it is incident with 
two edges ·of P that are in the same edge class. We call a node of P a boundary 
node otherwise. Hence, a boundary node is either one of the end nodes x or y of 
P , or it is a node for which its two incident edges on P are in different classes. A 
boundary edge set for a boundary node z on P is a set of (0, 1 or 2) edges that 
contains for each edge e of P that is incident with z, exactly one edge e' which is 
incident with z and which is in the same edge class as e. (See F igure 7.1, where path 
P is drawn with heavy lines, C1 and C2 are two different edge classes, { e1 , e2} ~ C1 
and {e3,e4} ~ C2, and where {e1,e3}, {ei,e4}, {e2,e3}, and {e2,e4} are boundary 
edge sets for z on P.) A boundary list for the two nodes x and y is a list consisting 
of the boundary nodes of P , where each boundary node has a sublist that contains 
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Figure 7.1: Boundary edge st•ts 
a boundary edge set for it on P. An edge class occurs in a boundary list if an edge 
of it occurs in a sublist in it. (Note that in a boundary list for .r and y with x f- y, 
all nodes have a sublist with two edges ex<:cpt for nodes x and y that each have one 
edge in their sublist . The boundary list for x and y with x = y consists of node x 
with an empty sublist.) \Ve say that x and y are rclatecl 110clt>.~, denoted by .r "' y , 
if x = y o r if all the edges on P a.re in the same edge class . (Hence, x "' y iff x and 
y are the only nodes in a boundary list for x and y.) 
A joining list J is a list of nodes with sublists of edges as follows. An edge class 
occurs in list J if an edge of i t occurs in a sublist of J . Let CJ be the collec.:tion 
of edge classes occurring iu J. It is required that the union of the classes in CJ 
induces some subtree in F (and hence yields a new admissible partition of the edge 
set.) Moroever, the nodes in list J must be the nodes tha.t a.re incident with edges 
of at least two classes in CJ. For ea.eh node z in J, the sublist of: must contain au 
edge for each class in CJ that contains a.u edge incident with ;; . 
The following operations, ea.lied F RT-opemtio11s, may be performed on a forest F. 
link( ( e, x, y)): Let x and y be nodes in different trees of forest F. Then link the 
two trees containing x and y by inserting the edge ( e, x, y ). 
boundary(x,y): Let x and y be in the same tree of F, with :r =f. y. Then output 
a boundary list for x and y. 
joinclasses( J): Let J be a joining list. Then join all the edge classes of which an 
edge occurs in the list. 
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equal-class-edges(.r, y) Return an edge incident with .r and rf'tnm ;m edge inci-
dent with y; these e<lges are in tht• same class if such edges ex ist. Return the 
names of the edge dass<'S in which the edges arc cont<1inc<l. 
A call bounda1·y(x,y) is csse11tial if -.(:r ~ y) and it is 11011cssc11fial if .r ~ y . (Note 
that an essential call boundary out pub a boundary list with at least three nodes 
and at least two edge classes occurring in it, and it outputs a boundary list with 
two nodes and one edge class otherwise.) 
An essential sequence is a sequence of calls of /in.I.: , essential calls of boundary and 
calls of joinclasses where every (essent ial) call bowidar·y, returning a list BL, is 
followed by the call joi11classes(J) such that the edge classf'S occnrriug in BL also 
occur in J. (Note that by the definition of joining list this m.eaus that J consists 
at least of the nodes in the boundary list BL t hat is output by boundary except 
possibly for the end nodes in BL, where for each edge e in the sublist of ;;r iu BL 
there is an edge e in the sublist of node :r iu J that is in thL• sanw edge cla~:; a,; e.) 
A matchi11g sequence is a sequence of calls of F RT-operations where the subsequence 
of calls of lin.k, essential calls of boundary and calls of join cl a,, ses forms an essential 
sequence. 
7.2.2 Observations and Ideas 
We give some of the ideas and observations regarding fractionally rooted frees. We 
consider a forest F , with an admissible partition of the edge set. 
A tree T in F is partitioned into subtrees that all are (loca.lly) rooted, i.e., each 
subtree has its own root independent of the remainder of the tree and subtrees. 
(The subtrees are independent of the admissible paTtit ion of the edge set.) Each 
subtree is contracted to a new node, which yields a contracted tree T'. The collection 
of edges of T' is partitioned into edge classes induced by the edge classes of T , where 
an induced edge class in T' consists of the contraction edges of the edges in a certain 
edge class in T. 
A boundary list B between two nodes x an.d y in T can now be obtained as follows. 
Let c and d be the nodes in T' to which x and y are contracted respectively. If 
c = d, then the tree path between x and y in T is entirely inside contraction node 
c. Therefore, we assume c # d. Let P be t he tree path between x and y in T. Let 
P' be the tree path between c and din T'. Consider an internal node b of P'. Then 
the edges of P' that are incident with b are in the same class. Hence, the originals 
of these edges (in T) are in the same edge class and, since: an edge class induces a 
subtree, all edges on P that are contained in contraction node b are in t hat edge 
class too. Hence, all the nodes on P that are contained in b are internal nodes of P. 
On the other hand, for each boundary node b of P' , there is a. boundary node of P 
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that is contained in b. For, either an end node of P is contained in b or the edges 
of P' (in T') that are incident with b are in the different classes. In the latter case, 
the originals of these two edges (on P) are in different edge classes, and hence there 
is at least one node of P cont.ained in b of which the two incident edges of Pare in 
different classes. Therefore, each boundary node of P is contained in a boundary 
node of P' and each boundary node of P' contains a boundary node of P . 
Now, suppose that b is a boundary node of P'. Consider the part Pb of P inside 
contraction node b. We consider the relation between boundary nodes jn Pb and 
P (see Figure 7 .2). Trivially, a boundary node of P that is contained jn Pb is a 
boundary node of Pb too. Now, let z be a boundary node of Pb. Let the end nodes 
of Pb be u and v . If z ~ { u, v}, then z is a boundary node of P too, and a boundary 
edge set for z on Pb is a boundary edge set for z on P. If z E { u, v} and u -:/:- v, then 
z is an end node of Pb and hence a boundary edge set for z on Pb contains only one 
edge, say edge e1. Let e2 be the original of the edge in a boundary edge set for b 
on P' that is incident witl1 z, if e2 exists (i.e., if z 'i {:r,y}). If e2 exists, and if e1 
and e2 are in the same edge class, then z is an internal node of P. Otherwise, z is a 
boundary node; then a boundary edge set for z on Pb extended with e2 (if e2 exists) 
is a boundary edge set of z for P. Finally, if z = u = v then Pb consists of node z 
only. Hence, a boundary edge set for z ( = u = v) on Pb consists of z with an empty 
sublist. In that case the 01·iginal( s) of the edge( s) in a boundary edge set for b on P' 
form a boundary edge set for z on P. (Since otherwise, b would not be a boundary 
node of P' .) 
Figure 7.2: Considering a part Pb of P . 
contraction node b 
Hence, we can follow the following strategy. First we compute a boundary list B' in 
T' for the nodes c a.nd d. Then, for each boundary node bin B', we obtain the above 
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nodes u. and v as follows: if b <t { c, d} then u. and v are the nodes that are contained 
in band that are end nodes of the originals of the two edges in the sublist of bin 
B'; otherwise, if b = c, then u = x and vis the node that is contained in b and that 
is an end node of the original of the edge in the sublist of b; if b = d, then we have 
the same situation for y. Subsequently we compute the "local" boundary list bl(b) 
for u and v . (Note that this can be computed inside the subtrce that is contracted 
to b only.) Finally, we consider the end nodes u and v like above: if u. (or v) is not 
a boundary node after all, then it is removed from bl(b), and otherwise, its sublist, 
containing boundary edge sets, is adapted like above. Then these local boundary 
lists bl( b) for b E B' are concatenated in the same order as that the corresponding 
contraction nodes b occur in B'. 
We will present fractionally rooted trees and algorithms for maintaining them that 
are based on the above observations. 
7 .3 Division Trees 
7.3.1 Description of the Data Structure and the Opera-
tions 
Division trees form an essential part of the fractionally rooted trees. For the termi-
nology regarding contractions we refer to Section 2.1. 
Let F be a forest with an admissible partition of the edge set into edge classes. 
Henceforth we call these edge classes global edge classes (to dist inguish them from 
other, local, edge classes that will be defined below). 
Let T be a tree in F. Then T together with a set CN{T) of new nod es, called 
contraction nodes, a.nd with a set nodes( b) of nodes in T for ea.eh b E C N(T) is 
called a division tree if the sets nodes(b) for b E CN(T) partition the node set of 
Tinto disjoint subsets and if each set nodes(b) induces a subtree of T, denoted 
by tree(b) . A subtree tre e(b) is called an elemental"y subtree of T. (Hence, each 
elementary subtree can be considered to be contracted to a unique contraction node 
in CN(T).) 
The contraction tree CT(T) of a division tree T (with the sets as described above) is 
the tree with node set C N(T) and with the edge set being the set of corresponding 
contraction edges (hence, consisting of the edges ( e, c, d) such that c #- d and there 
exists an edge (e,x,y) with x E nodes(c) and y E nodes(d)). 
For a sub tree tree( b) of T we define the set of external edges of tree( b) as the edges 
of T that are incident with exactly one node of tree(b). (Note that if tree(b) = T , 
then there are no external edges.) We de:fine the extended tree of tree(b), denoted 
by extree(b), as the tree tree(b) extended with its external edges. Note that an 
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extended tree is therefore not a tree in the usual sense, since only one of the end 
nodes of a.n external edge is in the tree. However, we will still apply the regular tree 
notions on the nodes and edges in an extended tree, where if necessary the lacking 
end nodes can be thought to be present in the extended tree, though. E.g., if tree(b) 
is rooted, then the father relation is extended to extree( b) by taking for the father 
node of an external edge its unique end node that is in tree(b). Moreover, note that 
each node is con tained in exactly one extended elementary subtree. 
An edge that is contained in some elementary subtree tree(b) is called an internal 
edge of T. An edge in tree T that is not contained in any elementary sub t ree is an 
external edge of two elementary subtrees and, hence, is contained in two extended 
subtrees (namely, in the two extended sub trees corresponding to the two contraction 
nodes in which the end nodes of that edge a.re contained). These edges a.re called 
the external edges of T. 
Let S be an extended elementary subtree of T. T he edge set of Sis partitioned into 
the edge classes as follows. The edge classes of S are the nonempty intersections 
of the global edge classes of T with the set of edges of S. It is easily seen that the 
edge classes of S form an admissible partition for S. We sometimes call these edge 
classes local edge classes, in particular if we consider these classes in general (i.e., 
not in the context of some extended subtree). 
We describe some further aspects of the division trees. 
A tree T in F is implemented in the common way: each node has an incidence list, 
consisting of (pointei·s to) the edges of which it is an end node. Each node x in 
T contains a pointer contr(x ) to the contraction node b E CN(T ) in which it is 
contained (i.e., for which x E nodes(b)), and, conversely, for each contraction node 
b E CN(T), the set nodes(b) is implement ed as a list (which we denote by nodes(b) 
too). An edge contains a status field indicating whether it is external or internal. (Note that it can also be determined without status field whether an edge is external 
or not, viz., by checking wh ether the end nodes of the edge are contained in the same 
contraction node by comparing the contr pointers of these nodes.) 
Note that each internal edge is in exactly one (extended) subtree, while each external 
edge is contained in exactly two subtrees. The operations that may be applied on 
division trees (as described in the sequel) may change edges from external to internal, 
but not the other way around. Moreover , an external edge may con tain different 
information pertaining to the two extended subtrees in which it is contained. This is 
implemented as follows. Each edge has two representatives called edge sides (or just: 
sides), one for each of its end nodes (e.g. implemented as two records pointed at 
from the edge, or two dedicated blocks of fields in the edge). The side of edge (e, x, y) 
for end node x is denoted by (e,x,y)z (and similarly for y). For an external edge (e, x, y), the side for end node x is the representative of e in the extended subtree 
in which x is contained. Hence, if (e,x,y) is considered iinside extree(b), then the 
appropriate side is the side for the end node z E {x,y} with contr(z) = b, and hence 
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it can be obtained by comparing contr(x) and contr(y) with b. For internal edges, 
both the sides are considered to be identical representations for the same subtree 
(hence, (e,x,y)r = (e,x,y)y), where only one of them is ta.ken (and distinguished) 
to be the actual (and active) representative. Instead of speaking of "side (e,x,y)r" 
we will also speak of "edge (e,x,y) w.r.t. x" . 
In the sequel the (local) edge classes for each extended subtree are implemented by 
Union-Find structures (which is described below). For an external edge, the appro-
priate side for the extended tree is used. An internal edge, according to the above 
implementation, actually "occurs" two times in a Union-Find structure, namely by 
both its sides, of which one is a dummy and is not used explicitly in the struc-
ture. (This avoids the presence of a "remove" operation in a set in the Union-Find 
structure.) 
The extended subtrees in a division tree have the following additional implementa-
tion. 
Let b be a contraction node. We consider extree(b) . Extended tree extree(b) is 
rooted at some node. Each node in the extended tree has a pointer to its father 
node (if any) and to its father edge (if any). 
Every edge class contains at most one edge that is marked by a so-called c-mark, 
which is an external edge. The edge classes in extree(b) a1·c represented by a Union-
Find structure (according to the above representation method with sides), called 
the local class Union-Find str.uctm·e. The class of edge e :in extree(b) is denoted by 
class(e) (which corresponds to a Find). (Note that actually we have to give the 
appropriate side of e w.r.t. extree(b) as parameter of class. We will often omit this 
if it is clear for which extended t ree the edge is considered.) There are the following 
pointers w.r.t. classes. 
• For each edge class C in extree(b) there are the following pointers: 
- pointer max(C) to a maximal edge of C in the rooted tree extree(b) 
Such an edge is called the maximal edge of that class. It is marked by an 
m-mark. 
pointer ext( C) to an external edge in it (if there exists any). 
- pointer edge(C) to the c-marked edge in it (if i t exists). 
These pointer are stored in (the record representing) the name of the class C. 
• every c-marked edge e E extree(b) contains a pointer c(e) to the name of the 
class in which it occurs. 
Note that for a node x !n extree( b) and for an edge class C in extree( b) that contains 
an edge incident with x, the father edge of x is in C, or the (unique) m-marked edge 
in C (which is the edge to which max(C) points) is incident with x. 
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Also, note that the global edge classes of forest F arc not implemented and therefore 
only conceptually exist in a division tree: i.e. , there is no Union-Find structure 
present for the global edge classes in a division tree. (However, note the global 
edge classes can be obtained from the local edge classes if all local edge classes that 
contain a common edge are joined.) 
We describe the operations that we wa11t to perform on F. 
basic-externa l-link((e,x ,y)): Let x and y be nodes in two different trees T:c and 
Tv. Then link these trees by the edge (e,x,y), yielding t ree T, where the 
partition of the node set remains unchanged. This means that CN(T) = 
CN(T:c)UCN(Tv) and for each b E CN(T), the set nodes(b) is not affected by 
the operation. The new edge (e,:r,y) (which is hence an external edge) forms 
a new singleton class on its own in the extended trees in which it is contained. 
bas ic- internal-link( (e,x,y ),y): Let x and y be nodes in two different trees T:c aud 
Ty. Let c = contr(x). Then link these trees by the edge (e,x,y), yielding tree 
T, where the elementary subtree tree(c) is extended with the (internal) edge 
(e,x,y) and with the tree T11• I.e., CN(T) = CN(Tr) and all sets nodes(b) 
for b EC N(T:r) remain unchanged except for nodes(c) that is augmented with 
the nodes of T11 • The new edge (e, x, y) (which is hence an internal edge) forms 
a new singleton class on i ts own in the extended tree in which it is contained. 
b asic-integrat e(x, f): Let x be a node in tree T and let f be a (possibly new) 
contraction node not occurring in C N(T). Then change the partition of T 
such that it consists of precisely oue elementary subtree with contraction node 
f (hence, T itself). I.e., afterwards C N(T) = {f} <1nd nodes(!) contains (at 
least) all the nodes of T. 
basic-boundary (x, y ): Let x and y be in the same elementary subtree S. Then 
return a boundary list BL for nodes x and y in S, where each edge in the 
sublist of a node in EL either is the father edge of that node or it is m-ma.rked 
in S. 
b asic-j oin classes( J): Let J be a joining list containing precisely one node and such 
that there is at most one edge class occurring in J that contains a c-marked 
edge. Then join the edge classes of which an edge occurs in the list. 
Note that elementary sub trees a.re change d in case of a call basic-integrate or basic-
internal-link. (For , the part ition of the node set in subsets nodes(b) is al tered.) 
Therefore we call an edge affected by an operation, if for the extended trees extree( b) 
and extree( b') in which it is contained before and after such a procedure call respec-
tively, b =I b' holds. (Note that all edges in the tree on which basic-integrate is 
performed, are affected then. For affected edges, the father relations and m-marks 
of these edges (edge sides) may change during these calls.) 
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We show how to initialize a forest with a.n admissible partition on its edge set as 
a forest of division trees, where each division tree contains exactly one elementary 
subtree, namely the tree itself. We suppose that a list of nodes in the forest is 
present and a collection of lists, one for each edge class, where a list contains exactly 
the edges in that edge class. First for eacb tree T create a new contraction node c, 
create two sides for each edge occurring in the tree, make the tree rooted (together 
with the father relation on the nodes). The contraction pointers of a ll the nodes 
are set to c and the nodes are put in the list nodes(c). All edges arc un-m-marked 
and un-c-marked. Then for each list do the following. Initialise a. set in the Union-
Find structure consisting of all the edges in the list. Then detect an edge in the set 
that is maximal in the tree in which it is contained: first mark all edges :in the set, 
then detect for each edge whether its father edge (if any) is in the set too, i.e., it is 
marked too, and if not (i.e., the father edge does not exist or it is uot present), then 
that edge is a maximal edge. In this way a maximal edge for the set is selected and 
m-marked and a pointer to it is stored in field max of the na.me of the class. The 
other fields ext and edge in the set name are set to nd. Note that all this can be 
performed in linear time provided that the sets car. be initialised in linear ti1rn~ in 
the Union-Find structure that is used. 
We summarize the pointers and representations. For a tree T in F w e have the 
following. 
• Each node x in a tree T contains the following information, where b = contr(x) 
(b E CN(T)): 
an incidence list, consisting of (pointers to) the edges of which it is an 
end node. 
a pointer contr ( x) to node b 
a pointer to its father node (if any) and to its father edge (if any) in 
extree(b) 
• For each contraction node b E CN(T ), the set nodes(b) is implemented as a 
list {denoted by nodes(b) too). 
• An edge ( e, x, y) in T contains the following: 
a status field indicating whether it is external or internal. 
two edge sides (being its representatives), one for each of its end nodes: 
(e,x , y),, and (e,x,y)~. 
side ( e, x, y )z contains a field for the local-class Union-Find structure 
representing the edge classes in extree(contr(x )). (Similarly for y.) 
if (e,x,y) is c-roarked in extree(contr(x)), then (e,x,y)z contains a. 
pointer c(e) to t he name of the class in which it occurs. (Similarly for y.) 
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• For each edge class C in exil'ce( b) for sonw h E C J\ '( T ), tlwrt• a.rt• t lw following 
pointers: 
- pointer ma.r(C) to t he m -n1arked l'dg<' of C. 
- poiuter e.rt(C) to an external edge in it (if ther'' <·xists any). 
poiutcr edge(C) to the c-11111rked cdg<' in it ( if it e xis ts). 
These pointer a.re stored in (the n·rord rcprcscntiug) tlw nanw of the da.'~ C. 
7.3.2 Implementation of the Operations 
The operations are implemented as follows. \Ve gin• the romput.atious and we 
intermix it with comnwnts. (This snbscrtiou m ay b<' skipp1·d at fi rst 1-e11<li11g.) 
basie-external-link ((e,x,y)): First edge (e,x,y) is insntcd as a.11 c<lg<' between 
x and y: i .e., the edge in inserted in the iucid<·nn· list of hoth its end uodcs 
x and y . Then the two sides of the new edge ( t , .r. y) <1n: both i11scrt1·<l <1s 
s ingleton sets in the local class Uuion-Fiud structur<'. Fo r hoth the sides, the 
pointers max a.ud e:rt arc set to edge (t>,.t , y) itself. Th .. si<ks arc 111-markt'd. 
basic-internal-link((e,x,y),y) : Let c = contr(.r). First the opc·rntiou IK1.,;1c-
integrate(y,c) is performed. (Note that now y is tlw root of the trl'C in which 
it is contained.) Th('ll the operation ba,,ic-e.riFrnal-Jinl.-( 1.., .r, y) is performed. 
The two singleton classes consisting of the edgP sides of (c ,.r, y ) an · joined, 
yielding da.5s C (hy pe1forming a Uuion on th<' 011tput of th<' Finds ou tht> 
s ides) . Then edge ( c, J', y) is co1wertcd to internal and it is urn<k thf' fat her 
edge of node y . Make x the father node of y . (Not(' that sin<"c y is t he root 
of its tree, converting ( e, x , y) to internal aud making x t he father of y yields 
that the new resulting tree trce(c) is rooted again,) The pointers ma.c(C) and 
ext(C) a.re set to (e ,x,y) and to nil respectively. Finally, the pointer edge(C) 
is se t to nil and edge (e,x, y) is m-marked. 
basic-boundary(x, y ): Note that x aud y a.re in the same elementary subtree. If 
x = y then return the boundary list EL consisting of node x with an empty 
sublist. Otherwise, :r ;f: y and the following is done. The boundary list B L is 
obtained as follows. First the boundary nodes (together with boundary edge 
sets) for the root paths of x and y arc partially computed: viz, , two boundary 
lists s(x) and s(y) arc computed as follows. The two lists s(i·) <md s(y) start 
with x and y with empty sublists respectively. Then the two bts ~(x) and 
s(y) are stepwisely computed in an alternating way ·until a uode top has been 
visited by both computations. A computation step for sequence s(x) (or s(y)) 
is as follows: obtain the father edge ( e, z, z' ) of the last node z in the sequence, 
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(if any, otherwise skip the rest of the step), insert the edge in the sublist of 
z, obtain the edge max(class(e)) = (e', u, v) and obtain the father node of e' 
(being u or v); then insert the father node at the end of the list and insert 
edge (e',u,v) in its sublist. (The stop condition can be checked by marking 
all nodes that are visited: it becomes true if a node is visited that is already 
marked. After the traversals the nodes are unmarked. Cf. Subsection G.3.2.) 
(Note that now s(x) and s(y) are boundary lists for their end nodes.) (It 
follows that each edge in the sublist of a node is either its father edge or it is 
an m-marked edge.) 
Adapt the lists as follows: remove all nodes in the lists occurring after top and 
remove the father edge of top from its sublists (if present). 
Now s(x) and s(y) are boundary lists for x and top and for y and top respec-
tively. Hence, both s(x) and s(y) contain the boundary nodes (together with 
boundary edge sets) for the paths between x and top a.nd between y and top 
respectively. Moreover, note that all their nodes, except for possibly node to71, 
are on the the pa.tb P between x and y and hence are boundary nodes for P. 
So it is left to verify whether top is a boundary node for P. If top E { x, y} 
then top is a boundary node of P. Otherwise, each of the two sublists of top 
(in s(x) and s(y)) contains exactly one edge. If the two edges in these sublists 
are in the same edge class, then to7) cannot be a boundary node. of P. Othel'-
wise, if they are not in the same edge class, then top is on P and hence it is a 
boundary node of P , where the two edges form a boundary edge set. This is 
the observation justifying the following pa.rt of the computations. 
If each of the two sublists of top (in s(x) and s(y)) contains exactly one edge, 
and if these two edges are in the same edge class, remove top from both its 
lists. Otherwise, extend the sublist of top in s(x) with the sublist of top in s(y) 
and remove top from s(y). Then the boundary list B L is created by appending 
the reversed list s(y) to the list s ( x). 
basic-joinclasses(J): Let J be a joining list consisting of precisely one node for 
some subtree S. For all edges in J, the corresponding classes musl be joined 
yielding one new class C. 
First a list CJ is created consisting of all (names of) edge classes occurring 
in J. (This is done by performing a Find operation class on each edge in the 
list: for each edge (e,x,y) in the sublist of node x in J, obtain its class name 
cla.ss( ( e, x, y )z).) 
We compute a maximal edge em of the (future) new class C as follows. For 
ea.eh class name c in CJ, obtain the maximal edge max( c) in its class. Check 
whether the class of the father edge (e,x,y,) of x occurs in CJ (which can be 
done by marking the class names occurring in CJ). If this is the case, then em 
is the maximal edge of that class. Otherwise, em is any of the maximal edges 
obtained above. 
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Subsequently, the (unique) c-marked edge ec that is contained in one of the 
classes in CJ is selected (if it exists). Moreover, one of the external edges of 
the classes in CJ (if any) is selected as edge eex . 
Join the classes in CJ, resulting in one new class. Edge ec is related to c as 
c-ma..rked edge: i.e., c(ec) is set to point to the name of the new class C (which 
is obtained by performing a Find operation class(ec)) and edge(C) is set to 
point to r;c . An external edge is related to the resulting class C by setting 
ext(C) to ee:r · 
Them-markings arc updated as follows: aU maximal edges obtained above arc 
un-m-ma.rked except for edge e,,.. (Remark that a. list containing these edges 
that a.re un-m-markcd can easily he returned by the procedure, if wanted.) 
Theo max( C) is set to point to e,,,. 
basic -integrate(x,f ): Let T denote the tree in which .'!: is contained. F irst x is 
taken as the root of T and the father pointers of all nodes ( to the resulting 
father nodes and father edges) are adapted accordingly. J\foreovcr, the pointers 
contr of the nodes are set to f and the nodes are put in list nodes(!). For 
each external edge e, the two classes in which its sides are contained are joined. 
The external edges of Tare set to internal and a.re (hence) un-c-ma.rked. Then 
c(e) := nil for all the processed edges and ext(C) := edge(C) := nil for all 
occurring classes C (since all edges i.n T arc internal now). !Vloreover, all edges 
are un-m -marked and for all occurring classes the point.er ma:i: is set to nil. (All 
this can be performed during a tree traversal algorithm.) Next, maximal edges 
are related to the edge classes by checking for each edge e whether its fat.her 
edge is in the same class too: if this is not the case, and if max(class(e)) =nil 
then the pointer ma:i:(class(e)) is set toe and e is rn-ma.rked. (There may be 
several candidates for one class: then after the first candidate the max-pointer 
is not nil and hence no further changes occur.) (This ca.n be performed dming 
a tree traversal algorithm.) 
Finally, nQte that because of the insertion of edges Union-Find structures must 
allow the insertions of elcn1ents. However, since the number of edges is less than the 
number n of nodes in the forest, this can be implemented by using 2( n - 1) "free" 
records, where 2 such free records a.re associated to an inserted edge (or: its edge 
side) as its r epresentatives w.r.t. the Union-Find structure. Then, (with a fixed 
number of nodes) no insertions in the Union-Find struct11res a.re needed. 
7 .4 The Fractional Stru cture 
We now present the data structure called the fractionally rooted t ree. 
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We consider a dynamic forrst F0 wit.h an admissihl<' partitiou of its <'dg<' wt iuto 
(global) edge dasst's. The edge classes iu Fo are rcp1·cs<'ntecl by a Uuion-Find strut'-
turc denoted by U F0 • A Fiud in l/ Fo on a eclg<' r E Fo (to obtain the nanw of it~ 
edge class) is denoted by classo(c). 
Let i ~ l. Let F, be a forest consisting of trees that an' coutranion t recs of trws in 
F0 , where each t re<' iu F0 hM at most our contraction tree in F,, but. whert;· uot for 
all trees in Fo a contractiou tree uceds to be present in F; (ah·<·a.dy). {In that case 
F, can be extended (from time to time) with a singleton tr<'<' being the contract ion 
of such a tree in F0 .) The edge set of forest F, is p11rtitioned into the edge da,<s1·s 
that are induced by the edges classes of Fo 
We introduce the structures FRT ( i) for F; for i ;?: 1. 
Each tree of F; has a name in FRT(i), being some (new) unique node . \Ve deuok the 
tree in F; that has the names in FRT(i) by tree;{s) and we denote the corresponding 
original tree in F0 by tree0 (s). The FRT(i) structure consist of a collectio11 of so-
called tree structures , oue for each occuning tree name (i.e., for each o ccurring 
tree in Fi). A tree structure consists of a t ree name 11 and a collection of at most. i 
layers, numbered from i in a decreasing order (say, down to down(.s)). Each existing 
layer j (down(s) $ j $ i) consists of a divisiou tree, denoted hy tree(s,j). For 
layer i, tree(s,i) is the tr ee;(s) represented as a di\·ision tree. The tree trce(s.j) 
in an existing layer j (down(s) ~ j ~ i - 1) is the contraction of the division tree 
tree(s,j + 1) in layer j + 1. (Hence, free(s, j), with dow11(s) $ j $ i, is a coutraction 
tree of tree0 ( s) too.) Each edge iu a tree tree( s, j) has a pointer o1'ig0 to its original 
in Fo, which is called its 0-original. The tree na.me s fonns the contraction tree 
of the division tree t ree(s,down(s)) stored in layer dow11(s) . Tree names contains 
a pointer contr being nil. (The above number doum( s) is only used in the above 
description and will not be used in the data structure itself. ) 
To each tree name some parameters are associated and the corresponding tree struc-
ture satisfies additional constraints w.r.t. these parameters, which will be gi\'en iu 
the sequel. 
The collection of tree structures is changed by operations that a.re given in the 
sequel. 
Note that from the above description the following follows. 
Firstly, the trees stored in layer i of FRT(i) (i.e., the trees tree(s, i)) form the forest 
F;. Hence, two edges in a tree tree(s, i) are in the same global edge class (in F;) iff 
their 0-originals in F0 are in the same global edge class. 
Secondly, all the nodes in the tree structure for tree name s contain a pointer field 
contr. For tree names pointer contr(s) is nil. For an existing layer j (down(s) $ 
j $ i) a node x in layer j the pointer contr(x) either points to a node in layer j - 1 
(the contraction node in which x is contained) if layer j - l exists, or it points to 
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tree name s otherwise. Moreover, for a. node x, nodes(x) is the list of the nodes y 
for which the pointer conti-(y) points to x (i.e., it represents the set of nodes tha.t 
a.re contracted to x). 
Consider a struct11re FRT(i) for forest F;. The strncture FRT(i) allows the following 
operations on the nodes and edges of F;: 
treename(x ): x is a node. Then output the names of the tree in which node x 
occurs (i.e., for which x E tree(s,i)). 
link((e, x, y), s , t, i ): s a.nd ta.re tree names, s :f. t, x E tree(s, i) and y E tree(d, i). 
Then link tree(c,i) and tree(d,i) by the edge (e,x,y), where edge (e,x,y) 
forms a new singleton class. Update the structure. 
boundary(x,y,i): Let x f- y and x,y E tree(s,i) for some tree names. Then 
output a boundary list EL for nodes x and yin tree(s,i). 
join classes( J , i ): Let J be a joining list. Then update the structure according to 
t.he joining of the global edge cla.sscs occurring in the list. 
candidates(x,y,i): Let x and y be two nodes, x =f; y. Return an edge e,, incident 
with x and an edge ey incident with y such that these edges a.re in the same 
global edge class if such edges exist. Moreover, e:r is the father edge of x, or 
e., is m-marked w.r.t. x , and similar for e11 and y. 
(Note that the above correspondence between x and s and between y a.nd t in 
procedure link means that we can make distinction between the "first" node and 
the "second" end node of edge (e, x, y). We ca.n formalize this by adding new 
para.meters containing x and y in the procedure heading. However, we will not do 
this here.) 
Operation treename(x) is given by: if contr(x) :f. nil then return 
treename(contr(x)), otherwise return x. Obviously (from the above description), 
treename(x) outputs the name of the tree in which node c is contained. The other 
operations will be given in the sequel. 
The structures FRT(i) a.re defined inductively in a way similar to Chapter 3. We 
sta.rt from a base structure FRT(l) that corresponds to the idea using ordinary 
rooted trees. This structure takes O(n. logn) time for an essential sequence of 
operations. 
7.4.1 The Structure FRT(l) 
Structure FRT(l) is a structure for a forest F 1 that satisfies the following conditions. 
(Recall that a tree in F1 with names is denoted by tree(s, 1) and that tree(s, 1) is 
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in layer 1, where CN(tree(s,l )) = {s}. (The entire tree tree(s, 1) is "contracted" 
to nodes, the name of the tree.)) 
The Union-Find structure for local classes in F1 is UF(l). 
For each t.ree names we have a parameter weight(s, 1) that contains the number 
of nodes in tree(s, 1): weight(s, 1) = jtree(s, 1)1 (Note that we count the nodes of 
tree(s, 1), cf. Notation 2.1.1.) 
We give the algorithms for the operations. 
lin k ((e,x,.y),s,t,l) : The trees tree(s,l} and tree(t,l) must be linked by edge 
(e,x,y) . W.l.o.g. suppose that weight(s,i) ~ weight(t,i). (Otherwise 
interchange s, x and t, y in the description below.) Then basic-internal-
link((e, x, y),x) is performed. 
b ound a ry(x, y, 1): The boundary list EL is obtained by a call basic-
baundary(x, y ). 
j oinclasses(J, 1): The JOmmg of classes is performed by the 
calls. basicjoinclasses(J,,) for each node x in J , where J,, consists of x and 
its sublist in J. 
candidates( x, y, 1): Note that x # y. Let er be the father edge of x and let 
ey be the father edge of y . Obtain the edges m"' :== rnax(class(e,,)) and 
my:= max(class(ey)). °If m., is incident with y then ey := m,, (and then ey 
is m-ma:rked for y ) and if my is incident with y then er : == my (and then er 
ism-marked for x). Output the edges er and ey· (Now er is either the father 
edge of x or it is m-ma.rked for x and similar for ey and y . ) 
Procedure candidates(x, y, 1) yields a correct pair of edges, since if x and y are 
incident with edges of the same edge class C, then either the father edge of x is in 
C or the maximal edge of C is incident with x . The same holds for y. Moreover, at 
least one of the father edges of x and y must be in C (if :i: # y). 
If FRT(l) is used directly on Fo (i.e., Fi = Fo a:nd hence tree(s, i) = tree0 (s) 
for all tree names s ), and hence inside an environment not being FRT(2), then 
UFo = UF(l) (i.e., the global edge classes on Fo are implemented by a Union-Find 
structure UF(l) ). 
If FRT(l) is used directly on F0 (i.e., F1 = F0 ), then the initialisation for some (sub-
)collection of nodes in singleton trees is as follows. Relate a tree name s to each 
singleton t ree. For each node x with names for the singleton tree consisting of x, the 
following initialisation is performed: contr(x) = s, nodes(s) = {x }, weight(s, 1) = 
1. (Note that the insertion of a singleton set consisting of a newly created node 
can easily be performed in this way too.) If we want to initialise the structure 
for some a forest Fo not necessarily consisting of singleton trees, where there is a 
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list of the names of the existing edge dass<'s and for cad1 name thC're is a sublist 
with the edges in the corresponding class, then this can be p1•rfonncd a.s follows. 
First the forest is initialised as a forest of <li\·ision tr<'<'s, wh<'r<' each <li\·ision tre•· 
contains exactly one elementary :mhtrec, \·iz. the trN' it.s1..•lf. This is dom' in t lw way 
described in Section 7.3. Hence, for cad1 t n"<' then' is <'XiKtly one (n<·w ) contraction 
node. Then the contraction node .:; is ta.ken to lw t.hc tree name in F RT( 1) aml 
wcight(s, 1) = (the number of nodes in the tree]. 
7.4.2 The Structure FRT(i) for i>l 
Let i > 1. Structure FRT(i) is a structure for a forest F, that satisfies the followiug 
conditions. (Recall that a tree iu F, with 11ame s is denot<'d hy tree(.~, i) and that 
tree(s, i) is in layer i .) 
The Union-Find structure for local classes iu F; is UF( i). 
For each tree name s we have a parameter weight( s , i) that contains the num-
ber of nodes of frcc(.s,i): weight(s,i) =I trcc(.:i,i) I· Also, we have a pa rameter 
lowindex(s, i) which is an integer 2: -1 that satisfies 
2.A(i,lowindex(s, i)) :S weight(::;, i). (7.l ) 
(The parameter lowindcx is incrcmcnt.cd from t ime to time by the algorithms.) 
Two cases are distinguished. 
• If tree(s,i) consists of precisely one node l' (i.e., wcight(:; ,i) "" 1) then 
CN(tree(s,l)) = {s} (I.e., then contr (x) = s, n odes(s) = {r} .) (Hence, 
layer i - 1 does not exist in tree strncture s.) 
• Otherwise, if tree(s, i) contains more than one node (i.e., weight(.s,i) > 1), 
then recall that trec(s, i) is a division tree. 
A contraction node b E C N(tree(s, i)) satisfies (besides I cluster( b) I:;?: 2) 
I nodes(b) 12:: 2 .. 4(i , lvwindex(s,i)). (7.2) 
The contraction tree of the division tree tree( s, i) is tree free( s, i-1) in layer i-
1. (Hence, for each external edge ( e, x, y) E tree( s, i) there exists a contraction 
edge (e,c,d) in layer i - 1 with c = contr(x) and d = confr(y).) The global 
edge classes in tree tree(.s, i-1) are the edge classes induced by the global edge 
classes of tree( s, i) (and hence induced by the global edge classes of treeo( s ). ) 
If layer i is removed then the remaining part, starting from free(s , i - 1) in 
layer i - 1, is a FRT( i - 1 )-structure. (Where hence tree( s, i - 1) is a division 
tree with edge classes induced by frceo(s).) 
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For an external edge ( e, x, y) in tree(s, i) we have the following. Let c = 
contr(x) and d = contr(y). Then the contraction edge (e,c,d) contains a 
pointer orig to its original edge ( e, x, y) in tree(s, i) (besides the pointer that 
this edge contains to its 0-original in F0 ). The side (e,x,y),, (i.e., the side for 
x) is c-marked if the edge ( e, c, d) is the father edge of c or if the edge side 
(e,c,d)c ism-marked. 
Note that every edge class in extree(b) for some b E CN(tree(s, i)) now contains at 
most one c-marked edge, which is seen as follows. Let ( e, x, y) be a c-marked edge in 
extree(b), where contr(x) =band contr(y) =c. Let (e,x,y) be contained in class 
C of extree(b). Then either edge (e,c,d) is the father edge of contraction node c or 
the edge side ( e, c, d)c is m-marked. By applying the observations of Section 7 .3 to 
tree( s, i - 1 ), there is not another edge in the local edge class of ( e, c, d)c in tree( s, i) 
that is incident with c and that has one of these two properties. Hence, there is not 
another c-marked edge in class C. 
We give the algorithms for the operations (intermixed with comments). Note that, 
by (7.1 ), lowindex(s, i) ;::: 0 implies that tree(s, i) consists of at least 2 nodes and 
hence there exists a contraction node c at layer i - 1 (hence, c -I= s). 
link((e,x,y),s,t,i): The trees tree(s,i) and tree(t,i) must be linked by edge 
(e, x, y). W.l.o.g. we ~sume that lowindex(s, i) 2: lowindex(t, i). (Other-
wise interchange x, s and y, din the description below.) 
Let newweight := weight(s, i)+weight(t, i) and let l.s := lowindex(s, i). Then 
set weight(s, i) := weight(t, i) := newweight. There are three cases. 
• lowindex(s, i ) > lowindex(t,i) . Let c := contr(x). (Then c -I= s, since we 
have lowindex( s, i) ;::: 0. Hence, c is a node on layer i-1.) The following is 
done. Then a call basic-internal-insert( ( e, x, y), y) is performed (yielding 
the extension of subtree(c) wit.h i>dge (e,x,y) and with tree(t,i) and 
where all nodes the contain a pointer contr to c) and the old existing 
layers j with j < i for tree structure t are disposed, together with name 
t itself. 
• lowindex(s,i) = lowindex(t,i)Anewweight;::: 2.A(i,/s+l). Then a new 
contraction node f is created in layer i - 1. Then a call basic-external-
insert( e, x, y) is performed and! subsequently a call basicintegrate(r, f) 
for some arbitrary node in the tree (e.g. r = x ) . The old existing layers 
j of tree structmes s and t with j < i are disposed including tree name t. 
The tree names is taken to be the name of the resulting tree: contr(f) := 
s. Finally, lowindex(s, i) := lowindex(s, i) + 1, weight(s, i - 1) := 1 and 
lowindex(s, i -1) := -1. (Note that now the subtree subtree(f) consists 
oftree(s,i) and tree(t,i) together with linking edge (e,x,y).) 
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• lowindex(s,i) = lowindex(t,i)/\newweight < 2.A(i,ls+l). Then basic-
external-insert( ( e, x, y)) is executed. (Hence, edge ( e, x, y) is inserted as 
an external edge between x and y.) 
Let c = contr(x) and d = contr(y). (Then c ¥= s and d' ¥= t since 
0 $ newweight < 2.A(i, ls+ 1) implies ls;::: 0. Hence, c and dare nodes 
on layer i - 1.) A new edge ( e, c, d) is created. Then orig( e, c, d) : = 
(e,x,y) and orig0 (e,c,d) := orig0 (e,x,y). Subsequently a re<:ursive call 
link( ( e, c, d), s, t, i - 1) is performed. (This is to link the contractions 
tree(s, i-1) and tree(t, i-1}; then one of the above cases occurs on a layer 
j with j <i.) Then all the affected edges in layer i - 1 are obt ained (i.e., 
the edges processed by a call basic-integrate or basic-int ernal-insert on 
layer i - 1, whi ch hence may change the father relations and ni-marks of 
these edges). (Note that these edges can easily be obtained by having the 
recursive call link( i -1) returning a list of all these edges, where hence the 
same must be done by calls basic-integrate and basic-internal-insert.) 
For each origi11al edge in layer i of an affected edge in layer i - 1 and for 
edge (e,x ,y), the following is done to update the c-marks. Let (e',u,v) 
be the conside1·ed edge and let (e', a, b) be its contraction edge with a = 
contr(u) and b = contr(v) . If (e' , a, b)0 ism-marked or if it is the father 
edge of node a, then c·mark the edge side ( e', u, v )u, obtain its edge class 
k = class((e',u,v)u) and set pointers c((e' ,u,v)u) := k and edge(k) := 
(e', u,v). O therwise, un-c-mark (e', u, v)u· T he same is done for edge side 
( e', u, v ).,. (Note that now an edge class k' cannot have an edge-pointer 
left to an ex-c-ma.rked edge, since an edge Class that contains an external 
edge always contains a c-marked edge and h ence its edge-pointer is set to 
that edge.) 
boundary(x,y,i): The boundary list BL is obtained as follows. 
Perform candidates(x, y, i) yielding edges e,, and e11 • If class0 (or ig0 (e,,)) = 
class0 (orig0 (e11)) (i.e., e,, and ey are in the same global edge class and hence 
:t ,...., y), then the nodes x and y are put in BL w.ith the edges ex and e11 in 
their sublists. 
O therwise we have -.(x ~ y) and we do the following. Let c = contr(y) and 
d = contr(y) . 
If c = d, then x and y are both in the same t ree tree(c). Then basic-
boundary(x, y) is performed that gives BL as its output. 
Othe rwise we have c =/= d and the following is done (corresponding to the 
obser vations of Subsection 7.2.2). A recursive call boundary( c, d, i - 1) is 
performed that outputs a boundary list BB for c and d, consisting of nodes 
and edges of the contr action tree in layer i - 1. 
For each node f in BB a list bi(!) is computed a.s follows (according to the 
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observations in Subsection 7.2.2). First the original(s) in layer i of the edges 
in the sublist off are obtained. Let these edge(s) be the edge (ei, zi, u) and 
(if zz ~ {c,d}) the edge (e2 ,z2 ,v), where z1 and z 2 are the nodes in which 
these edges are incident with tree(/). If f = c or J = d then let z2 = x or 
z 2 = y respectively. Then in subtree(f) a boundary list bl(f) for z 1 and z2 is 
computed by a call basic-boundary(z1 , z2) . The sublists of the nodes z 1 and 
z2 in bi(!) are extended with edge (ei, z1, u) and (if f ft { c, d}) edge (e2, z2, v) 
respectively. Finally, a node z E {zi, z2 } for which the sublist of z in sequence 
bi(!) consists of two edges that are in a same edge class, is deleted from the 
sequence (together with its sublist). 
Then EL is obtained by concatenating the lists bl(f) in the order in which the 
contraction nodes f occur in BB. 
joinclasses(J,i): First a joining list JJ of nodes in layer i - 1 is made as follows . 
The nodes in J J consist of the nodes contr(x) for nodes x occurring in J J. 
For c E J J, the sub list for c is the concatenation of all su blis ts for x E J 
with contr(x) =c. ( JJ is constructed such that no contraction node occurs 
more than once in J J by having for each contraction node that is already 
in J J a pointer to its occurrence in J J.) Then, for each node c in J J, the 
classes a.re determined in which the edges in its sublist are contained in, and 
its sublist is replaced by a sublist that contains for each of these classes one 
external edge (if any) . . Remove all nodes of J J that have a sublist that is 
empty or that consist of one edge only. If J J =/: 0 then perform recursively a 
call joinclasses(J J, i - 1 ). Delete list J J. All the original edge sides of _the 
edge sides that are un-m-marked in layer i - 1 (and that hence are contained 
in the edge classes occurring in J J), a.re un-c-marked in layer i (and the 
related pointers are deleted). (Note that these edge sides in layer i - 1 can 
be obtained by either having the recursive call join.classes(JJ,i - 1) return 
these edge sides or by obtaining all the m-marked e<lges in layer i - 1 for the 
edge classes occurring in J J before the recursive call and by checking which 
of these edges still a.re m-ma.rked after the call.) 
Now for each node x in J , execute basicjoindasses(Jr), where Jr contains x 
and its sublist in J . (Note that at most one of the old classes still contains a 
c-marked edge because of the previous un-c-marking). 
candidates(x,y,i): Let c = contr(x) and d = contr(y). If c = d, then do the 
same as for i = 1 (we have the same situation now). Otherwise, perform 
candida.tes(c,d,i -1) that returns the edges ec anded (where ec is either the 
father edge of c or it is m-marked w.r. t. c and similar for ed and d). Let 
edge e1 E extree(c) be the original (in layer i) of ec. Hence, e 1 and x a.re 
in the same extended subtree and e1 is c-ma.rked in the extended tree .. Let 
e2 := max(c(ei)). If e1 is incident with x, then e,, := e2 (hence er is m-ma.rked 
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w.r.t. x), otherwis<' Crist.he father Pdge of .r. ThP Snllll' is done for y yielding 
ev· Return the edges e .. and <'y. 
(Note that in this case candidaft- .• n•turn a l·orr<'ct pair of •·<lg<'s indeed, whid1 
is ssen as follows. By the spccifi('ation of carHlidalcs( i - 1) tli<' origiuals of tlw 
edges ec anded in t ree(s ,i) arc in the sanw global rdgc da..•s in lrc r (:>,i ). if 
such edges exist. Then t.hP correctness follows hy similar obs(T'l<tt ious as tho~•· 
for i = 1.) 
We are left with the problem of how to obtain aucl ston• the values weight, lowindc.r 
and the Ackermann values. All these values depend on both th<' t ree name and the 
layer number. The values lowinde:r(s, j) and weight(s, j) for all relevant j are stored 
in a list of records: each records contains t hese values for some layer j. The tree 
name s contains a pointer to the begin and the end of the list of records. (The end 
of the list is the record for layer i if fort.be FRT( i) structure we have F, = F0 • i.e., 
FRT(i) is used in some cnvironmeut not. being a part of a FRT(i + 1) :;tructure.) 
For further details and for the problem of how to obtain Ackcrma.nn values we refer 
to Chapter 3. The approach is similar, where the poiuters contr in the structures 
FRT(i) correspond to t he pointers father in the structures UF (i). 
In the FRT(i) structure, UF(j) structures are used for 1 $ j :;; i. Since the size 
of the occurring sets of edges will not exceed 2n, and since the only way in which 
the number of elements i,:; relevant for t!1e UF(j) algorithms, is in the size of the 
Ackermann net that is present (which must be an Ackermann aet for at least the 
size of the largest set that ever exists), i t follows that it ~uffices to use the UF(j) 
structures with one Ackcrma1m net that is used for all structures, where the net is 
an Ackermann net for 2n. 
If FRT( i) is used on F0 (i.e., F; = Fo and hence tree( s, i) = tree0 ( s) for all t ree uamcs 
s), and hence inside a.n environment not being FRT(i + 1), t hen U Fu= U F (i) (i.e., 
the edge classes on the original dynamic forest F0 arc represented as a Union-Find 
structure UF( i) ). 
If FRT(i) is used directly on Fo (i.e., F; = Fo), then the i1iitialisation for some (sub-
)collection of nodes iu singleton trees is as follows. Rela.te a tr{.'C name s to each 
singleton tree. For each rJtode x with names for the singleton tree consisting of x, the 
following initialisation is performed: con.tr(x) = s, nodes(s) = { x}, weight(s, i) = l, 
lowindex(s, i) = -1. (Note that the insertion of a singleton set consisting of a newly 
created node can easily be performed iu this way too.) If we want to initialise the 
structure for some a forest F0 not necessarily consisting of singleton t.rees, where 
there is a list of the names of the existing edge classes and for each name there 
is a sublist with the edges in the corresponding class, then this can be performed 
as follo\vs. First the forest is initialised as a forest of division trees, where each 
division tree contains exactly one elementary subtree, viz. the tree itself. This 
is done in the way described in Section 7.3. Hence for ea.eh tree there is exactly 
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one (new) contraction node. For a singleton tree, the contraction ~ode is ~aken 
to be the tree name s in FRT(i) and then weight(s, i) := 1, lowindex(s, i) := 
-1. For a. tree T that is not a. singleton tree, let c be its (new) contraction node 
c created by the initialisation as division tree. Relate a tree name s to tree T. 
Then make nodes(s) = {c}, contr(c) = s, weight(s,i - 1) = 1 weight(s,i) = [the number of nodes in the tree] and lowindex(s, i) = lowindex(s, i - 1) = -1. 
7.5 Complexity of F RT(i) 
We consider the time and space complexity of FRT(i) structures and their opera· 
tions. 
We denote the call of procedure link, boundary, joinclasses or candidates in layer j (i.e., in FRT(j)) by link(j), boundary(j), joinclasses(j) or candidates respectively (omitting the other arguments). 
The execution of a call of treename in a FRT(i) structure (i ~ 1) takes at most c,.i 
time for some constant c,, since starting from the nodes in layer i at most i pointers 
in the successive layers have to be traversed before the tree name is rnached. 
The execution of a call of candidates(i) in a FRT(i) structure (i ~ 1) takes at most 
ec.i time for some constant c;,. This is seen as follows. FoT FRT( 1) it is easily seen 
that candidates(!) takes 1 Find operation, which takes at mos t de time since UF( 1) 
is used. For FRT(i) (i > 1) consider call candidates(x,y,i). If contr(x) = confr(y) 
then we ha.ve the same situation a.s for candidates( ! ). Hence, since UF(i) is used 
for the local edge classes, the time complexity is at most d 1 .i time. Otherwise, note 
that all instructions except for the recursive call candidates( i - 1) can be done in 
at most c,. time for some constant c,.. T herefore, by induction, a call takes at most 
ec.i time altogether, where Cc~ max{dc, dj, c,. }. 
The execu tion of anonessential call bounda1·y(x,y ,i) in ll. FRT(i) strnctu1·e (i ~ 1) 
takes at most ci,.i time plus the time for at most two Finds in U F0 , for some constant 
q,. This is seen as follows. If i = 1 then, since x ,.._, y, the computations in the call 
basic-boundary(x,y) are similar to those perfor med in candidates(x,y, 1). If i > 1 
then in the call only candidates(x, y, i) is executed together with 2 Finds (viz., the 
calls classo) in UF0• This gives the above bound. 
We consider the complexity of the further operations, viz., the complexity of feasible 
sequences. We determine t he time complexity in steps, where one step denotes a 
Find operation (in any involved Union-Find structure), a candidates operation, a 
nonessentia.l boundary operation or one ordinary elementary computation step not 
included in these three operations. Hence, each candidates operation and each 
nonessentia.l call of boundary takes 1 step. 
We obtain t he following result. 
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L e mma 7.5.1 Let a FRT(i) structure for a forest with n nodes be given. The 
structure and the algorithms can be imp/emente<i as a pointer/ log n solution such 
that the following holds. An essential sequence in FRT(i) (cf. Section 7.2) needs a 
total of O(n •. a(i, n.)) steps (i ~ 1, ne ~ 2), where n0 is the number of nodes that 
are not contained in singleton trees afte1· the execution of the sequence. 
Note in the lemma that ne $ n. The proof of the lemma is given in Subsection 7 .6. 
7.6 Proof of Lemma 7.5.1. 
Lemma 7 . .5.1 is p roved by induction in a way similar to the proof in Chapter 3. We 
consider the net cost of the basic operations, i.e., the cost of the operations except 
for the cost of Union operations and creations of new singleton sets in Union-Find 
structures . 
basic -integrate(x,f ) : Let T be the tree containing x. This operation takes a net 
cost of O(ITI) steps, since all old subtrees of T can be integrated to one tree 
by a simple traversal, while the updates for the edge classes takes a number of 
F inds linear to the number of edges. Moreover, Unions occur on two different 
classes, viz. in which the two sides of an (old) external edge are contained. 
basic-exter n al-link((e,x,y) ): This operation takes net 0(1) steps. 
b asic-int erna l-link( ( e ,x,y),y ) : Firstly, basic-integrat.e( d) takes IT11 j net steps, 
where T 11 is the tree containing y. Then a basic-exte1·nal-link((e,x,y)) and 
the remaining updates take 0(1) steps . Hence, the operation takes O(ITvl) 
steps. 
b asic-boundary(x,y) : A call basic-boundary(x,y) takes O(IBLI) steps if BL is 
the resulting boundary list for x and y. This is seen as follows. If x = y, 
this is obvious. Consider x =/= y. T hen the computations take O(ls(x )I + 
is(y)j + IBL I + 1) steps. Moreover, ls(y)I - 1 :::; ls(x) I $ is(y)I + 1 and 
hence IBLI ~ min{ls(x)I - 1, is(y) I - 1, 2} . Therefore is(x)I $ 2IBLI and 
js(y)j $ 2IBLI. Hence all this takes O(IBLI) steps. 
b asic -j o inclasses (J ): This takes O(IEJI) steps, where E 1 is the number of edges 
in J . This follows since for each occurring edge class in J, 0( 1) steps are 
performed. 
W e now consider the complexity of the structures FRT(i). Like in Chapter 3 we 
do not need to consider the complexity of storing and obtaining the information 
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for each layer that exists for a trt>e 11a11w. siun~ this cau <'asily h<' cliarg1·<l tn orlwr 
operations by incr<'asing their cost with 0( l) time p<'r 01wra1 i<HI. 
We show that <Ln 1•ssential sequence iu FRT(i) (of prort·chm· li11k(i) JXIfhl'< p(i) and 
joi11classes(i)) takes O(n.a(i, 11 )) stt'ps ou n nodes. :\lorcow·r, we show that tlw 
number of times that an C'dge becomc·s affected in FfiT( i) (by procedure• 1111.-ic-
internal-insert or OO$ic-i11tcgratc, cf. S1•ctio11 7.3) is at most a(i, n). 
\Ve prove this by calculating the net rost of the procc<lurcs li11k(i ). (essential) 
boundary(i) and joinclasses(i). the cost of unions and creations of singleton s<'ts 
in layer i and the cost of essential recursiYe calls: for each call of the procedures 
/ink(i), (essential) botmdary(i) and joinclasses(i) in lay<'r i we do not account for 
steps performed in an essential recursive call or steps rE'gardiug U uions or cr(•<lf ions 
of new singleton sets. Here, an esseutinl 1·en11"siu rnll is any rerursiv1• call of these• 
procedures with the restriction that recursin• boun.dm·y calls an· essential. 
7.6.1 FRT(l) 
We consider the cost of an essential sequence on n nodes (n > l) in FRT( 1 ). 
We consider the net cost of each of the procedures and we consider the cost of unions 
and creations of singleton sets. 
procedure link(l ): Consider procedure link. The execution of a procedure call 
link(( e, x, y ), s, t, l) takes at most c0 .lweight(t, l )I steps (for some appropriate 
constant co), where w.l.o.g. tree(t,i) is the smallest of the two sets to be 
joined. Now charge the cost of such a linking to the nodes in free(t, 1) by 
charging to each node for at most co steps. A node can only be charged to if it 
becomes an element of a new tree whose size is at kast twice the size <>f the old 
tree it belonged to. Hence a node can be charged to at most L log n J $ a( 1, n) 
times. Therefore, all these operations take at most d1.11.Llognj ~ d,.11.a(l ,n) 
steps together. 
On the other hand it follows in the same way that the number of times that 
an edge is affected, is at most a( l ,n). 
procedure boundary(l): By the above considerations for procedure basic-
boundary a call boundary(x,y, 1) takes O(IBLI) steps where EL is the re· 
sulting boundary list for x and y. N<>te that at least IBLI - 1 different classes 
occur in EL, which is~ 1. Charge 0(1) cost to the encountered classes. After 
this procedure call, all classes occurring in B Lare joined into one new class by 
a call of procedure joinclasses, since we are considering an essential sequence. 
Since during all operations there exist at most 2.(2n) - 1 different edze classes 
(since there are at most 2n edge sides), this gives that the total a.mount of 
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steps is linear to the numh<'r of cla.~,;<'s tit.it ha,·1• rxi~t<'d Ill Fl1T( 1 ). whir Ii 
yirl<ls at most d,..n for ~omr co11~1a111 11,,. 
p rocedure joinclasses{ 1 ): Pro(l•d1111· c.tll ;u111dfl.<:<t .- ( J. l ) t.tk1•,., 0( 1) "t"P" for 
c·ach class that is joined. Si11c1· durini; ;ill op(•ratiuu:, thcr1• t'Xi:,t at most 
2.(21t) - l diffc•rc·nt edg<' da:-;M'S. t h1· tot.al 11.111011111 of :-tc·p,., is at rno~t 111 .11 
:>t<'ps for some constant dr ap.irt fro111 tlw ti1111• 11><-'d for joining:,. 
Unions: There arc at most 211 .. dw· ,.,i1!1•,., in layn l. Oy Lc' mma 3.4.3. thl• t iua· for 
the joiniags a11<l ins<'rtion of nlg1·s iu lay1•r I is at m o:.t q-.11.fl(l.11) for M>llll' 
co11staat <:v . 
Concluding the abo,·e observatious, FRT( l ) takc·s at most d.11.11( l.11) steps for au 
('sscntial sequence on 11 uodl's (11 > 1) for some· constant ,/. :\lor<'On•r. th<' 1111111lw1 
of tim<'s that a uode is affected i,., at must a( l, 11 ). 
7.6.2 FRT(i) for i> I 
\\'t• now consider th(• complC'xity of rhc execution of au t-sst·utial ,.,c·qncnce in FllT(1 ) 
with 1 > 1. \Ve p<'rform tht: analysis by uwans of i11d11nio11 011 1. 
Suppose FRT(i - 1) takes at most l'.k .a(i - l.k) s teps for all operations /111~·. 
boundary and jui11cla.-scs on ~· uodt's (I.- > l) in an l'S~<'ntial "N(IWUC<'. wht·rl' c 
is some arbitrary constant. l\1orl'O\'Cr, suppos<' that rlw number of times that au 
l'<lgc in tbe FRT(i - 1) structure is aff<'<'t<'d. i:< at most 11(1 -1.k). 
\\'e consider the cost for au essC'utial sequencr on 11 nodes (11 > 1) in FRT(i). \\'1• 
do this by considering the net co.-<I of each of the proc<'durcs and by cousideriug t lw 
cost of unions and creations of singleton sets 11.nd th<.' cost of 1•ss(·t1t ial rccursiw• calls. 
procedure boundary(i): Recall that tlte call must b<' esscutial. Firstly, the call 
of procedure candidates(i) nn<l the chC'Ck whcthC'r i1s output edges arc iu the 
sa.mc class and the recursive rnll bmmdar·y(i - 1) takes e1t most c2 net steps 
(for some constant c2 ). (For, the call bou11da1'y(i - 1) takes uct 0(1) steps if 
it is nonesscntial and it takes no stpes if it is cssent:ial.) 
Then for each node f in DB a. call boundary is pPrformcd in tree(J) that 
returns bl(f), which takes 0( Jbl(f) I) steps. Note th at then at most 2 uodes 
may be removed from bl(J) in the subsequent computations, but still bl(f) 
contains at lei\St one node: since f is a bonuclary node in nn, there is at least 
oue boundary node left in bi(]) (cf. Subsection 7.2.2). Hence, the net cost of 
the entire computation of bl(J) is at most c3 .Jbl(f)j steps for some constant 
C3. 
The remaining opci:ations take at n1ost <'• steps. 
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Note that afterwards, all classes occurring in B L (which arc <lt least 2 classes 
since the call is essential) arc joined i11to one new class (b.m.o. proccdun' 
joinclasses). Note that each such (old) class has at most 2 edges iu DL. 
Therefore, charge at most 2( r2 + C3 + C4) st<·ps to each c-nrnuntcred class. Sinr<' 
during all operations there exist at most 2.(2n) - 1 different edge classes (iu 
layer i), it follows tl1at the total amount of st.eps is at most C1>.n for sonw 
constant q . Hence, the total net number of step~ for all these calls is :at most 
q,.n. 
procedure joinclasses(i) ; The procedure takes a net number of steps that is linear 
to the number of classes that will be joined. a.pa.rt from the steps for the 
recursive call. Therefore, each step is charged to a current class that is joined 
(i.e., that is joined with another class). Hence, the total uet amount of steps 
is at most c;.n for some constant er 
procedure link(i): Consider procedure Link((e, c, d), s , t, i ). We divide this proce-
dure into several parts. 
1. The removal of pa.rts of the structures. 
2. The calls of procedure basic-intenwl-link and ba.<ic-i11tegrate, 
3. The recursive call link( i - 1) and resulting c-mark changes. 
4. The rest of the procedure. 
We compute the cost of each of the above parts for all executions of procedure 
Link(( e, x, y), s, t , i) together. 
1. The removal of parts of st1'uctures: The removal of parts of structures can 
be performed in 0(1) time per item that must be removed. Therefore, we 
charge the cost of the removal of an item to its creation. This increases 
the cost of some operations by constant time only. 
2. The calls of procedure basic-internal-link and basic-integ1·ate: The ex· 
ecution of the calls of basic-intei·nal-insert and basic-inte91·ate take at 
most c5 • (the number of processed nodes) steps. Therefore, we charge the 
cost of the above statements to the processed nodes. Note that in both 
cases the processed nodes will be contained in a new set that has a higher 
lowindex value than the old set in which they were contained, and that a 
node will never he contained in a set with a lower lowindex value. There· 
fore the number of times that a node can be charged to is bounded by 
the number of different lowindex values. Since there are at most n ( > 1} 
elements in a set, there are by the definition of lotvi ndex ( cf. ( 7. l)) at 
most a( i, r!!.f l) + 2 :::::; 3.a( i, n) different values. Therefore, the total cost 
of the considered parts of the procedure is at most C(;.n.a(i, n) steps for 
some constant ee. 
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On the other hand it follows in the same way that the number of times 
that an edge is affected, is at most a( i, n ). 
3. The recursive call Link(i - 1} We consider the cost of a recursive call 
link( i - 1) in the recursive call part. 
The cost for changing c-marks of edges (not being the inserted edge) 
in procedure link(i) (and for the related computations) is linear to the 
number of times that contraction edges are affected in the recursive call 
link(i-1). Later, in the part considering the recursive calls, we will show 
that this is at most ~.n.a(i, n). (This is stated in Observation 7.6.4.) 
Hence, this takes altogether c1.n.a(i, n) steps for some constant c1. 
4. The rest of the procedm·e: The execution of all statements except form 
those considered above require at most c8 time per call of Link(i). Since 
there are at most n - 1 Links, this takes altogether at most c8 . n time. 
Hence, adding the above amounts, all calls of procedure link take net at most 
c1.n.a( i, n) steps for some constant c1. 
Union s: There are at most 2n edge sides in layer i. By Lemma 3.4.3, the time for 
the joinings and insertions of edges in layer i is at most cv.n.a(i, n) for some 
constant cu. 
essential recursive calls: The essential r ecursive calls are performed on contrac-
tion nodes. We first consider contraction nodes and the conditions for a re-
cursive call Link(i - l). 
Observation 7.6.1 The operations on contmction trees (in layer i) by pro-
cedure Link((e,x,y),i) are: 
1. the creation of a contraction node, resulting in a singleton tree 
f. the linking of contraction frees <>f nodes by Link(( e, c, d), i - l} 
S. the removal of a complete contraction tree 
The operations joinclasses(i) and boundary(i) do not change confraction 
trees apart from joining edges classes inside a contraction tree (by operation 
joinclasses(i)). 
Similar to the proof of Claim 3.4.2, we can prove the following claim. 
Claimc 7.6.2 A 1·ecursive call Link((e,c, d),.s , t,i l} inside 
Link((e,x,y),s, t,i), with c = conti-(x) and d = confr(y), is pe1jormed only if 
1 < lowindex(s , i) = lowindex(t, i) ~ a(i, n) /\ 
weight(s , i) + weight(t, i) < 2.A(i, lowindex(s, i) + 1) . 
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For a contraction node c E CN(tree(s,i)), we denote by lowindex(c) the 
value lowindex(s, i). It is easily seen that a Link does not change the value 
lowindex(c) for any contraction node c that is not disposed by it (since then 
the new tree name has the same lowindex value as the old one). Moreover, 
the other operations do not change the value lowindex(c) either. Therefore for 
any contraction node c the value lowi.ndex( c) is fixed (i.e ., c is a contraction 
node for trees with some fixed lowindex only). 'Ne call a contraction node c 
with lowindex(c) = l an /-contraction node. 
Similarly, we say that any recursive call Link((e, c, d), s, t, ·i - 1) is an I-call if 
l = lowindex(s,i) = lowindex(t,i) . A recursive call boundary(c,d,i - 1) or 
joinclasses(J J, i - 1) is an I-call if I = lowindex( s, i), where s is the name 
of the tree on which the operation is applied. Obviously an I-call operates 
on I-contraction nodes only, and /-contraction nodes are only operated on by 
I-calls. We compute the cost of all I-calls for fixed value I. 
Let 1 be a fixed number satisfying -1 :5 1 :5 a(i, n). We consider the cost of 
all recursive I-calls. 
By Claim 7.6.2 and since lnodes(b)I ;?:: 2 for each contraction node b, it follows 
in case of an I-call Link(s, t, i - 1) that we have 1 > l and that the size of 
the set CN(tree(s, i - 1)) U CN(tree(t, i - 1)) is < A(i, l + 1). Therefore the 
maximal size of any tree of /-contraction nodes that results from such an I-call 
is< A(i,l + 1). By Observation 7.6.1 and since in an initialisation at most 
one contraction node per tree is created, it follows t hat the maximal size of 
any occurring tree of I-contraction nodes is ::::; max {A( i, l + 1), l}. 
Note that any occurring tree of I-contraction nodes with I ::::; 0 consists of one 
contraction node. Hence, an /-call of boundary(i - 1) and joinclasses(i - 1) 
occurs only if 1 2; 1. 
Now let l be fixed number with 1 S: I ~ a(i, n). Now partition the total 
collection of all I-contraction nodes involved in /-calls into collections that 
correspond to the maximal sets that ever exist (which is possible because of 
Observation 7.6.l ). Then the size of such a maximal collection is at most 
A( i, l + 1). We have the following observation (that will be proved further on) . 
Observation 7.6.3 The sequence of essential recursive I-calls on the nodes 
of a maximal set in FRT{i - I) is an essential sequence. 
For each such maximal collection of k contraction nodes, the cost of all essential 
I-calls on these nodes in FRT(i - 1) is at most c.k . .a(i - 1, k) ::::; c.k. a(i -
1, A ( i, l + 1 )). Hence, the total cost Qf all essential l-calls in FRT( i - l) on 
/-cluster nodes is at most c.(number of I-cluster nodes) . a(i - 1, A(i, I+ 1)). 
Since for each I-contraction node b we have lnodes(b) I ;::: 2.A(i, l ) (cf. (7.2)), 
and since as long as a node is contained in tree structures with lowindex value 
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I it has the sa.me contraction node in which it is contained, there a.re at most 
n/(2.A(i, /)) /-contraction nodes. Therefore, the total number of steps for all 
essential l-calls is at most 
c. ~ - 1).a(i -l,A(i, l+l)) 2.A i, 
~c.-(7~ / ). a(i -1,A(i - l ,A(i,l))) 2 Ai, 
1 
~ 2c.n 
by using i > 1, equation (2.1) and Lemma 2.3.4 respectively. 
Since there are at most a(i , n) applicable values l of lowindex to be considered 
(viz. l with 1 :S: l $ a(i, n}), this yields that the total number of steps used 
for all these FRT(i - 1)-calls is at most ~c.n .a(i.n). 
We consider the number of times that contraction edges are affected, for use in 
the analysis of procedure link. Similarly as above, by the induction hypothesis, 
the number of times (for fixed I ~ 1 ) th11.t I-contraction edges are a ffected in 
the I- calls link( i - 1) on a maximal set of /-contraction nodes, having size k, 
is k.a(i - 1, k) , which yields again ~ .n times for fixed I. Hence, we obtain the 
following observation. 
Observation 7.6.4 The number of times that contraction edges a1·e affected 
in the recur·sive calls link(i- 1) is ~.n.a(i,11) altogether. 
We a.re left to prove Observation 7.6.3. 
Proof o f O b ser vation 7.6.3. We are left to prove Observation 7 .6.3. Sup-
pose some essential operation boundary(i - 1) is e xecuted inside operat ion 
boundary(i), returning boundary list BB. For each node fin BB with edges 
e1 and e2 in its subljst, there are edges e~ and e~ in bi{!) such that the orig-
inals of e'1 and e1 are in the same edge set in F0 a.nd similarly for e2 and 
e2. Since the operat ions in FRT(i) yield a feasible sequence in FRT{i), the 
call boundary(i) is followed by a call joinclasses(i) that joins the classes of 
e; and e~ inside extree(J). Since these two classes each have at least one 
external edge in FRT(i), viz., orig(ei) and orig(e2 ), there is a recursive call 
joinclasses(i - 1) with a joining list that contains node f together with two 
edges in its sublists that are in the same edge sets as e1 and e2 respectively. 
This proves that the sequence of essential recursive [-calls on the nodes of a 
maximal set in FRT{i - 1) is a feasible sequence. T his concludes the proof of 
Observation 7.6.3. O 
C ombining the above results yields that the total number of steps is at most 
4.n + c;.n + c1.n.a(i, n) + cu.n.a(i, n) + ~c.n.a(i, 11). 
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Note that this is at most c.n.a(i, 11) steps if c 2::: ma.r{ d, 2.( cb + c1 + q + cu)} . 
Since the constant c was a.rbitrary and since Cb, cJ, c1 and cu do not depend 011 c, 
we can take c = ma.r{ d, 2.( Cb + c, + c1 + cl')} . Then it follo'i.\"S by indnctiou that an 
essential sequence in FRT(i) takes at most c.11.o(i , n) steps. 
7.6.3 FRT(i) for i2: 1 
From subsections 7.6.l and 7.6.2, it follows that an essential sequcuce ia FRT(i) on 
n nodes takes at most c.n.a(i, n) steps. By the observation, that all nodes that still 
are in singleton trees after executing the sequence are not involved in the algorithms. 
Lemma 7.5.l follows. 
7. 7 FRT Structures 
Starting from now on we only consider a FRT(i) structure to be used in some 
environment not being FRT(i + 1), i.e., F; = Fo. \Ve have the following aspects. 
Firstly, we now consider the operations a.s described in Section 7.2. \Ve express 
these operations in the operations described in Section 7.4. Note that the operations 
boundary and joinclasses match in both sections if the appropriate i is used. The 
operation. link( ( e, x, y)) corresponds to the operation 
liuk(( e, x, y ), treename(x ), treenome(y), i) 
in the FRT(i) structure. Hence, the time needed for a link operation is now extended 
with two treename operations, being two steps. Hence , this does not increase the 
order of t:.ime complexity of this operation. The operations eqtwl-class·edges( x, y) 
can be performed by a call candidates(x, y, i) returning two edges er and ey and 
by performing the Find calls class0 (er) and class0 (ey) (in UF0 ). Hence, the time 
needed for such a call is fhe time for candidates and two F ind operations in U Fo. 
which is 0(1) steps. Therefore, we can consider the operations as described in 
Section 7 .2 with the same order of complexity. Thus, Lemma 7.5.1 remains valid for 
these operations (in order of magnitude). 
Secondly, for U F0 (that represents the edge classes in F0 ) U F( i) is used. Now each 
operation joinclasses( J, i) performed in FRT( i) also joins all classes in F0 occurring 
in J (in UFo) . (This obviously can be done in O(IJ I) steps apart from the time 
needed for performing the Union operations themselves. Hence, these steps do not 
increase the total time complexity of the FRT(i) structure). 
Henceforth, we denote by an FRT(i) structure a thus adapted FRT(i) structure. 
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Note t hat all Union-Find structures used in FRT(i) are UF(j) structures with 1 $ 
j $ i, and that U Fo is UF(i). Therefore it follows that a step, as defined in the 
previous subsection, is O(i) time. 
By Lemma 2.3.4, an Acke rmann net for n n1.11 be computed in O(logn) time and 
takes O(log n) space. Moreover, i t is readily verified that the initialisation of FRT( i) 
can be performed in O(n) time. Finally, by induction to i it easily follows that the 
total space complexity of FRT(i) is O(n), since layer i - 1 has at most ~-n contraction 
nodes since for each contraction node b we have lnodes(b)I ~ 2. 
By Lemma 7.5.1, by the above observations and since UF(i) takes O(n •. a(i, n.)) 
time for ne elements, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 7. 7 .1 Let a F RT(i) structure fo1· a forest with n nodes be given. The 
structure and the algorithms can be implemented as a pointer/ log n sohition such 
that the following holds. An essential sequence (of the oz>erations link, boundary and 
joinclasses) in FRT(i) needs a total ofO(n6 .i.a(i,n.,)) time. (i ~ 1, nc ~ 2), where 
n. is the numbe1· of nodes that ai·e not contained in sin9leton frees after the execution 
of the sequence. (Of course, n ., ::5 n.) Each eqttal-class-edges operation takes 0( i) 
time. Each nonessential call boundary takes O(i) time. The initialisation can be 
performed in O(n) time and the entire structure takes O(n) space (i ~ 1, n ~ 2). 
By using the same solution as in Theorem 3.6.l for the augmentation of the Ack-
ermann net that is used, the above lemma can be ext.ended with the insertion of 
new (isolated) nodes in the structure with the same complexity bounds, where the 
insertion of a new node takes 0(1) time. 
We define an o -FRT structure (for n nodes) as follows. Initially, a FRT(o(n, n)) 
structure is used. From time to time, a transformation is performed, replacing a 
FRT(i) structure by a FRT(i - 1) structure, viz., each time that o(q,n) decreases 
by one, where at any moment q is the number of queries equal-class-edges and 
bwndary performed until then. This is performed similar to the way in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5.2, where hence now the queries equal-class-edges and boundary play 
the role of the Find operations, and where link and joinclasses play the role of 
the Union operations. The building of the new structure FRT(i - 1) is done like 
in Theorem 3.5.2, but instead of building parts of FRT(i - 1) during equ.al-class-
edges and boundary operations, and using parts of both FRT(i) and FRT(i - 1), 
we do the following. We have all pointers in the forest Fo in duplicate, say version 1 
and version 2, and we either use version 1 or version 2 of all the pointers. When for 
FRT(i) version 1 is used, then FRT(i-1) is builded with version 2 and sta.rting from 
the moment that FRT(i - 1) is completed the version 2 pointers are used (instead 
of version 1 pointers). 
Then we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 7.7.2 Let an a-FRT structure for an "empty" forest with n nodes be 
given. The structure and the algorithms can be implemented as a pointer/ log n 
solution such that the following holds. A matching sequence M of operations 
link, boundary, joinclasses and equal-class-edges in er-FRT needs a total of 
O((ne + m).a(m,n)) time, where m is the number of operations equal-class-edges 
and boundary that is performed, and whe·re n., is the number of nodes that are con-
tained in non-singleton trees at the end (and, hence, the essential subsequence of M 
consists of ll(n.,) operations) . The qtl• call of the operations equal-class-edges and 
boundary takes O(a(q,n)) time if it is a call of equal-class-edges or a nonessential 
call of boundary. The initialisation can be pe1jormed in 0( n) time and the entire 
structure takes 0( n) space. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5.2. However, for the initial case, 
i.e., i = a(n, n), an essential sequence takes O(n.,.i.a(i,n.,)) = O(n.,.i) time (by 
Theorem 7.7.l and Lemma 2.3.7). For rebuilding a FRT(i) structure to a FRT(i-1) 
structure, we now charge to each of the last r~fl operations equal-class-edges and 
boundary for O(i) time, based on Equation (3.5) (note that now J 2: n). This O(i) 
is then included in the cost of these operations, hence augmenting t.hcir cost by a 
constant factor only. Thus, if m $ n, we have i = a(n, n), and the total cost is 
O((ne + f).a(m,n)). Otherwise, charge the O(ne.i) cost for FRT(er(n,n)) to the 
first n operations equal-class-edges and boundary, hence augmenting their costs by 
a. constant factor a.gain. Then, the cost of these operations equal-class-edges and 
boundary is computed like in Theorem 3.5.2, yielding the required result. 
Note that the number m in this lemma refers to the number of calls of operations 
equal-class-edges and bo11ndary that a.re performed in the environment. I.e., a call 
equal-class-edges inside operation boundary is not relevant. (However, if these calls 
inside other operations are counted for too (but not the r ecursive calls),. this still 
does not affect the above statement.) 
Note that the adapted building strategy (where the buil<li.ng of a new structure is 
distributed over several operations) is only important if we want queries like equat-
e/ass-edges (or nouessential boundm·y calls) to have a O(a(q, n)) worst-case time. 
Otherwise, the building can be done straightforward during one of the operations 
and the two versions of the pointers in F0 are not needed. 
By using the same techniques as in Theorem 3.6.2, the above theorem can be ex-
tended with the insertion of new (isolated) nodes in the structure with the cor-
responding complexity bound O(n + (n., + m).a(m,n)) (where m, n, n., and q 
denote the current number at the time of consideration). The strategy is again to 
start with a. structure FRT(a'(n, n)) (where a'(m, n) is defined below, satisfying 
a'(m,n) = ll(a(m,n))), and to replace FRT(i) by FRT(i') (for some i' ::j: i) in case 
a'(q, n) decreases or increases (with additional constraints), where at any moment q 
is the number of queries equal-class-edges and boundary performed until then, and 
n is the number of nodes actually present in the structure at that moment, while 
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the insertion of a new node in the structure i:; deferred until that node is operated 
on (viz., by operation link: it thcu becomes p11rt of a non-singleton tree). (The 
deferring of insertions in the actual data structure guarantees, that at any time, 
npre• = ne, where n., is as before, aucl wlicr<• n,,.., is the number of nodes present iu 
the thus adapted structure.) All this is pcrfornl<'d similar to the method in the proof 
of Theorem 3.6.2, where now the queries equal-class-edges and boundary play the 
role of the Find operations, where link and joinclasses play the role of the Union 
operations, and where the building of the u cw structure FRT(i') is done like in The-
orem 3.6.2 with the previous adaptations. We want to remark that if at any time 
m = O(n) (i.e., at any time the number of operations performed until then is at 
most linear in the number of nodes present at that time), then the above transfor-
mation techniques can be simplified by replacing m by n in the conditions; then only 
a{n, n) is used and maintained, and only rebuilclings from FilT(i) to FRT(i + 1) 
are performed, viz., if o·(n., n) increases. (This situation occurs in the 2ec-and the 
3ec-problem.) 
We describe further changes for the above situation w.r.t. the proof of Theo-
rem 3.6.2. Fii·stly, instead of the invers~ Ackermann function Cl'(m,11), a variant 
is taken, viz., 
a'(m,n) = min{i ~ lji.(a(i,11)- 5)::; 5.rm/nl }. 
We have a'( m, TI) = 8( a( m , TI)). The checking of the transformation condition can 
be done in a way similar as in the proof of Theorem 3.6.2, and the ooly neces-
sary arithmetic operations still are addition, subtraction and comparison. Then 
the complexity part of the proof of Theorem 3.6.2 is changed as follows. Lem-
mas 2.3.10, 2.3.11, and 2.3.12 are adapted to deal with i .a(i, n) instead of with 
a(i,n). The cost function (Eq. (3.9)) in the proof of T heorem 3.6.2 is slightly 
adapted (viz., its constants are changed, and nb<ut is replaced by n 00,.,.Cl'b)- Since at 
any moment, the number npr.,• of nodes actually present in the structure satisfies 
npre• = n., and since an insertion takes 0(1) time, the resulting time complexity 
becomes O(n + (n., + m).o-'(m, n)) = O(n + (n., + m).a(m, n)). 
7.8 Concluding R e marks 
Like in Chapter 3, there is no real need to perform transformations of FRT struc-
tures like those occurring in Section 7.7 (Theorem 7.7.2) : structure FRT(2) is suited 
for all practical situations. An essential sequence on n nodes in FRT(2) takes 
$ c.2.n.a(2, n) $ 8.n time for n $ 65536 a.nd $ 10.c.n time for very large practical 
values n ~ 265536, where c is not too large a constant (cf. Section 7.6 for its defini-
tion). The time bound for an essential sequence in FRT(3) is c.3.n.a(3, n) $ 12.c.n 
for n with a(n, n) $ 3. Again, in a.ll practical situations for FRT(2) (and FRT(3)), 
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only the nontrivial Ackermann values 16 and 65536 need t.o be avajJable, so there is 
no need to compute any further Ackermann values. 
Therefore, we conjecture that FRT(2) is a fast strncture (i.e., practically linear time) 
for all practical situations, with constant time equal-class-edges queries. 
Chapter 8 
Maintenance of the 2- and 
3-Edge- Connected Components of 
Graphs: Optimal Solutions 
8.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 6, a data structure with algorithms was presented for maintaining the 2-
and 3-edge-connectivity relation for a graph. The algorithm starts from an empty 
graph of n nodes in which edges are inserted one by one and where at any time for 
any two nodes the query that asks whether these nodes are 2- or 3-edge-connected 
can be answered in 0( l) time. The insertion of e edges takes 0( n log n + e) time 
altogether. We show that by means of fractionally rooted trees the above time 
bound can be improved for maintaining the 2- and 3-edge-connected components of 
a general graph, i.e., starting from an empty graph of n nodes. The solution has a 
total running time of O(n + m.o(m, n)), where m is the number of edge insertions 
and queries. In the next chapter, we also describe solutions for maintaining the 
2-vertex-connected and 3-vertex-connected components with the same time bounds. 
Recently, Westbrook and Tarja.n [34) independently obtained the same time bounds 
for 2-edge/vertex-connectivity. The m ethods though a.re quit.~ <liff,mmt. Very re-
cently, Galil and Italia.no [14] independently obtained resu1ts with these time bounds 
for a special case of the problem of maintaining 3-edge-connected components of 
graphs, viz., in which the initial graph is connected. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 contains some preliminaries. In 
Section 8.3, the maintenance of 2-edge-connectcd components is considered. Finally, 
Section 8.4 considers t he maintenance of 3-edge-connected components. 
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8.2 Preliminaries 
In our algorithms we UN"<l a structur<' for the Union-F ind problem. W<> will 11s1• 
the Union-Find structures presented in Chapter 3. \Vf' call thf' structure with time• 
complexity 0(11 + m.Q(m, n)) an o - UF structu1·e. Like in Chapter G, Uuion-Fin<l 
structures arc used to maintain the cq1ii'••alence da,;ses for connecth·ity, 2-edgc-
connectivity and 3-cdgc-connectivity. Thes~' structures arc denotf'd by U Fe, U F1,c. 
and U Flt:c respectively, where the corresponding Finds ou dcmcuts .r an! denoted 
by c(x), 2ec(.r) and 3ec(x) r<'specti,·ely. 
For maintaining 3-edgc-co1111ectivity, we al~o need a structure for the Circular Split-
Find problem. Iu Chapter 4, fast solutions for the Circular Split-Find problem arc 
given that take O(n + m.a(m,n)) time for all Circular Splits and m Finds 011 n 
elements. We call such a structure an cr-GSF structure. The Circular Split-Find 
structure is used in Chapter 6. It will not be used explicitly in this chapt<'r, but we 
only choose appropriate Circular Split-Find structures when we apply th<' results of 
Chapter 6. 
8.3 Two-Edge-Connectivity 
In this section, we will give a solution for the general 2ec-problem with a time 
complexity of O(n + m.a(m,n)) for n nodes and m queries and insert ions. 
We represent the structure 2ec( G) by means of a forest of spanning tre<'s of G. 
(Hence, each connected romponent is represented by a tree.) We denote the forest 
together with additional information (defined below) by SF(G). 
We follow a strategy based on observations for 2ec(G) in Subsection 6.3.1. 'vVc give 
the further observations that lead to our algorithm. 
Consider SF(G). We augment SF(G) with edge classes. 
Let ( e, x, y) be an edge in SF(G). If 2ec(x) = 2ec(y), then ( e, x, y) is in 
the edge class named 2ec(x}. Otherwise, edge (e,x,y) forms a singleton 
class on its own. 
An edge class that is a singleton edge class consisting of one edge ( e, x, y) with 
2ec( x) =I- 2ec(y) is called a quasi class; otherwise it is called a real class. Hence, 
interconnection edges form quasi classes and vice versa 
As observed in Subsection 6.3.4, a 2ec-class (of nodes) induces some snbtree in 
SF(G ). Hence, in particular a non-singleton 2ec-class (i.e., with at least 2 nodes) 
induces some subtree in SF(G). The set of the edges in that subtree is a real edge 
class. Therefore, if each subtree in SF( G) that is induced by a real edge class is 
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rontracted to some node, theu w<· obtaiu t lw fon•st 2• <'"( G) (up to cclg•· na.utl's •u1<l 
node• ucuncs). (Note that the l'<lgl's iu fon·st 2< c(G) cont•spowl to tlw 1·<lg1·s i11 
SF( G ) th at ar<' in quasi edge dass,•s. ) 
From thl' a.hov<• ohservat ions it follows that <·arh <'rtgr class induce·~ a suhtu~· in 
SF(G). 
\Ve cousider the insert ion of l'Clgc (r, .r, y ). \\',, tli~t i11g11i!<h th•• two n·k\·aut t'a.-.·s of 
Subs<'rtion 6.3.1. 
If ..r and y arc iu different trees of SF( G) (and, lwucl', arc i11 diff<•rt.•ut components). 
then these trees need to be liuh•d (corrcspo11di11g to linking thc spauning tn•1•s of 
two connected componC'nt.s if these an• joined). 
Now suppose x and y are in the sam(' tree T of SF(G ) (au<l hcnc<' dassi_•s 2tc(..r) 
a.nd 2ec(y) arc in t he same tree of 2ec( G) ). Let P b<' tlw tn'<' path in T b1•t.\H'<'11 
:r cu1d y . \Ve use the termiuology of SPction i .2. Ily t.h•· d,•finition of t•dgc: classes. 
a boundary node of P is c it.her oue of t he <'IHI nodes i· or y, or it is ;1 uode for 
which its two m·ighboun; on P arc not both in the s<llll<' 2<'<'-dass as it~df. Tlw two 
neighbours of au internal node : on I' ar·e inside class 2ec( :) too. Therefore, if w<· 
compute the boundary nodes of P only, then W<' ol,taiu orn· or two uodcs of each 
2cc-class (of nodes) that needs to be joined b1•cause of iuscrtiug (t-, J", y ). 
\~1e need some tree representation to compute boundary sPqlH'nc<'S cffkicntly while 
trees arc linked from tim<! to t im<'. One solution is to use roott-d tr<'Cs aud, in case 
of linkings of trees, to redirect the smallest one of tlw two trees that an• liukcd. 
However, this takes O(n . log n) for the linkings. To improve the t ime rornplexity, we 
use the fractionally rootcrl free,s structure F RT. 
\Ve solve the 2ec-problcm by the so-called 2EC sfrncluff, which is given as follows. 
We use the above forest S P( G ) with the 2ec-dasscs cu1<l the ;1bo\·c edge classes. A 
node x in S P ( G) that is not in a singleton 2ec-dass, has a pointer a.•soc to au edge 
(in SF( G)) that is incident wit,h l: and t hat is in the da;;s uamcd 2tc(x ). (Such 
an edge exists.) We call such au edge an associated edge for ..r. Forest SP(G) is 
implemected as a F RT structme, denoted by F RT2"". Mort-over, a.JI 2cc-cla.sses of 
nodes (in 5F(G)) are implemented by a Union-Find structure, denoted by UP2ec· 
All connected components of nodes arc implemented by a Union-Find structure, 
denoted by U Pc. 
A query 2ec-comp(x) now corresponds to a Find call 2cc(.i:). 
The initialisation is as follows. For a.u empty graph consisting of n nodes, the 
corresponding spanning forest S P is just the collection of nodes. For each node, its 
pointer assoc is set to nil. MorC'ovcr, each node forms a s ingktou set in U F2cc and 
UPc-
Proc<-dure insef'i2ec that implements the insert operation for the 2ec-problem is as 
follows. A call insert 2ec( ( e, x, y)) for the insertion of edge ( c, :r, y) in graph G does 
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the following. Three cases are distinguished. 
1. c(x) c:f. c(y). Then the operation link((e,x,y)) is performed. Moreover, the 
two connected components c(x) and c(y) are joined (in UFc). 
2. c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) f= 2ec(y). Then boundary(x,y) is performed, returning 
boundary list BL. All the classes in which the bouudary nodes (in BL) are 
contained, a.re joined in UF2w For each node z in BL the associated edge of 
z (if any) is obtained by means of pointer assoc. Then for each node z in BL 
that does not have an associated edge yet (i.e. assoc = nil), an edge of its 
sublist (in EL) is related to it as its associated edge (i.e ., its pointer assoc is 
set to it). Otherwise, if its (existing) associated edge is not in the same edge 
class as the edge(s) in the sublist of z (which is tested by means of Finds), the 
assodated edge is inserted in its sublist. The end n.odes of BL are removed 
in case their sublists contain one edg·e only. Finally, if B L :/= 0 then operation 
joinclasses(BL) is performed. 
3. 2ec(x) = Zec(y). Then nothing is done. 
In case the initial graph G is not empty at the beginning, the "initial" situation can 
be obtained e.g. by starting from the empty graph and by inserting all edges of G 
one at a time by procedure insert2ec· 
Note that starting from a graph with n nodes, there are at most 2( n - 1) essential 
insertions, since in each essential insertion at least two connected components or at 
least two 2ec-classes are joined, and since initially there are at most n connected 
components and n 2ec-classes. 
Lemma 8.3.1 In a 2EC structure for a graph with n nodes, the time needed for a 
sequence of essential insertions consists of the time for an essential sequence on n 
nodes in FRT2ec, the time forO(n) Unions in UFc and UF2ec, the time for at most 
O(n) nonessential calls boundary in FRT2ec, the time for at most O(n) Finds in 
U F2ec and U Fe, together with an additional amount of 0( n) time. Each nonessential 
insertion takes 0(1) time together with 8(1) Finds in UFc and UF2ec· 
Proof. Obviously an essential call insertzec takes 4 Finds in the Union-Find struc-
tures for connected classes and 2ec-classcs, together with the time needed for calls 
link, boundary and joincfasses and for the Unions in U Fiec and U F2ec· 
The subsequence of link, joinclasses and essential boundary calls of a sequence 
of calls of procedure insert2ec yields an essential sequence of operations in F RT2.c, 
which is seen as follows .. Each essential call of procedure boundary( x, y) with output 
BL is followed by a call joinclasses(J). The list J contains all nodes and edges of 
BL except for possibly the end nodes x and y, in case their sublists contain one edge 
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only. Hence, all classes occurring in B L occur in J too if at least 2 classes occur in 
BL. o 
A 2EC( i) structure is the above structure where F RT2ec = F RT( i) and where 
UF2ec = UF(i) and UF0 = UF(i) . 
Theorem 8.3.2 There exists a data stmcture and algorithms that solve the 2ec-
problem and that can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that the fol-
lowing holds. Stai·ting from an empty graph with n nodes, the total time that is 
needed for all essential inse1·tions is 0( n.i.a( i, n)), whereas a query and a nonessen-
tial insertion can be performed in O(i) time. The initialisation can be performed in 
O (n) time and the entire structure takes O(n) space (i ~ 1, n ~ 2). 
Proof. By Theorem 7.7.1. (for FRT(i)) and Theorem 3.4.4 (for the complexity of 
UF(i)), it follows that the initialisation can be performed in O(n) time. 
Each nonessential call of boundary takes O(i) time. Each Find operation in UF(i) 
takes O(i) time too. Hence, a query can be performed in O(i) time. By Lemma8.3.1, 
Theorem 7.7.1 and by Theorem 3.4.4, the lemma follows. D 
We denote the Union-Find structures U F2ee and U Fe together by U F. We consider 
t he U F structures to be one structure; hence, i t is a structure on O(n) elements. 
Now take FRT(o(n,n)) as FKT2ee for a graph with n nodes, where o(n,n) is ob-
tained as in Chapter 3, and take for U F the o-UF structure. Then we obtain the 
following . 
T h eore m 8.3.3 There exists a data structure and algorithms that solve the 2ec-
problem and that can be implemented as a. pointer/ log n solution such that the fol-
lowing holds. The total time that is needed starting from an empty graph with n 
nodes is O(m.a(m, n)) (where m is the number of edge insertions and queries), 
whereas the f'1' operation is performed in 0( o(f, n)) time if that operation is query 
or a nonessential inserti<>n. The initialisation can be pe-ijormed in 0( n) time and 
the entire structure takes O(n) space. 
Proof. Each query and nonessential inser tion corresponds to 8(1) Finds in the UF 
structures. Moreover, all essential insertions take at most O(n) Finds. Hence, 
by Theorem 3.5.2, the J1h operation is performed in O(o(J',n)) = O(o(J,n)) 
time (whe re f' = 8(/) + O(n) by Lemma 8.3.1) if that operation is query or a 
nonessential insertion. The remaining statements follow by Theorem 7.7.1 (with 
ne :::=; min{2m, n}, where ne :::=; {2m, n} is implied by Lemma 8.3.1 , since the part 
of the graph that is operated on contains at most min{2m, n} nodes), Lemma 2.3.7 
(w.r. t FRT(a(n,n))), and by Theorem 3.5.2 (where if m Sn, then Lemma. 3.4.3 
is applied on the initial UF(i) structure of the Cl'-UF structure instead, viz., where 
i = o (n,n) ). D 
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The above theorem can be augmented to allow insertion of new nodes in the 
graph with a time complexity of 0( n + m.o( m, n) ): th.en a -FRT is used instead 
of FRT(et(n, n)) (cf. Section 7.7). Then n, m, and f in the theorem denote the 
current number at the moment of consideration. (Note that only O(min{n,m}) 
operations are performed in the a-FRT structure, since these operations are only 
performed in essential calls of inseri2ec·) 
8.4 Three-Edge- Connectivity 
We will now extend the results to the maint.enance of 3-e<lge-connected components 
in a graph, with a time complexity of 0( n + m.a( m, n)) for n nodes and m queries 
and insertions. 
8.4.1 Observations 
We recall the observations of Subsection 6.4.2. For detecting the 3ec-classes it suffices 
to detect the 3ec-classes inside the 2-edge-connected components. The refore, our 
algorithms for general graphs maintain the 2ec-cla.sses (as in Section 8.3), and they 
maintain the 3ec-classes by using solutions for 3-edge-conncctivity within 2-edge-
connected components. 
We denote the forest of a.II cycle trees for the 2-edge-connected components by 
Cyc(3ec(G)). We call Cyc(3ec(G)) a cycle Joi-est of G. 
Suppose edge ( e, x, y) is inserted in graph G yielding graph G'. Then the following 
changes occur. We distinguish three cases ( cf. Subsection 6.4.2). 
If c(x) =f. c(y), then the 2ec-classes and the 3ec-cla.sses do not change. 
Otherwise, if 2ec( x) = 2ec(y) then ( e, x, y) is inserted inside a 2-edge-connected 
component and the changes as described in Subsection 6.4.l occur. 
Otherwise we have 2ec(x) =f 2ec(y) /\ c(x) = c(y). Then consider 2ec(G). Let P2 
be the tree path between 2ec( x) and 2ec(y) in 2ec( G) (consisting of the class nodes 
only) ( cf. Subsection 6.3.1) and let C S 2 be the cyclic list obtained from P2 by 
inserting the interconnection edges between consecutive class nodes of P2 and by 
inserting the edge (e,x,y) between class nodes 2ec(x) and 2ec(y). Then the major 
changes a.re the following: 
1. all 2ec-classes corresponding to class nodes on P2 form one new 2ec-class 
2. for ea.eh 2ec-cla.ss C on P2 , the 3ec-classes inside C (and hence the correspond-
ing cycle tree) are changed: several 3ec-classes may form one new 3ec-cla.ss 
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3. a new cycles of 3ec-classes arises; the new cycle node s links the (updated) 
cycle trees that correspond to the 2ec-classes on C S2 
We consider the changes more precisely. 
1. This part is identical to Subsection 6.3.l. 
2. We consider the changes of the 3ec-classes that occur in 2ec-classes on P2 . 
Consider a particular 2ec-class C on P2 in 2ec( G). Let u and v be the two 
nodes in C that are end nodes of interconnection edges on CS2 . Then there is 
a new path between tt and v in G' that does not intersect with C except for u 
and 1.1, where such a path did not exist in G before. Hence, considered within 
C only, this corresponds to inserting a temporary edge between the nodes u 
and v (cf. Figure 6 .15), since the 3ec-classes are completely <letennined by 
the 2-edge-connectc<l components in which they are contained (and hence 
by the nodes in C together with ed ges of G that have both their end nodes 
in C. Cf. Corollary 6.2.6) . The update of the 3ec-classes (and hence the 
cycle tree) can be performed in C by the insertion of a temporary edge in the 
2-edge-connected component C. 
3. Now suppose all these "locc.l" insertions are performed in the 2ec-classes on Pz. 
Then the two edges in C 5 2 that are incident with one 2ec-class C on P2 have 
their end nodes in the same (updated) 3ec-class in C. Call such a 3ec-class 
the interconnection Sec-class in C . Then all these interconnection 3ec-classes 
form a new cycles. Then the updated cycle tree Tc in each 2-edge-connected 
component Con P2 is linked to the new cycle nodes by an edge between cycle 
nodes and the class node of the interconnection 3ec-class in C. All these cycle 
trees are linked to s and hence now form one new tree together. 
8.4.2 Algorithms 
We have the following observation for inserting an edge in a 2-edge-connected 
graph G (or 2-edge-connected component). The changes in the 3-edge-connectivity 
relation and the change of Cyc(3ec(G) ) are only determined by the Jee-classes in 
which an inserted edge is contained. Therefore, only the Jee-classes in which the 
end nodes of a new edge are contained are relevant , and not the actual end nodes 
themselves. 
Consider some graph G =< V, E >. We change the cycle forest Cyc(3ec(G)) by 
on the one hand augme11ting the collection of nodes of G and on t he other hand 
partitioning the thus obtained 3ec-classes into subclasses. We do this as follows. 
Each 3ec-dass in G may be extended with an arbitrary number of new, auxiliary 
nodes that are considered to be nodes in that 3ec-class. The new additional edges 
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that should make this 3-edge-connectivity relation true are not given explicitly (but 
of course linking such a new node with some other node by 3 edges will do). In the 
following, the auxiliary nodes are not distinguished from the original nodes. 
Each (extended) 3ec-class C of G is partitioned into subclasses of nodes. To each 
subclass a. (new) distinct node is related as its name, called the subclass node. VVe 
call these subclass nodes tbe subclass nodes for C. The subclass node of the subclass 
to which a node x belongs is denoted by sub(x). An augmented cycle forest AFc 
for G for this collection of subclasses is a forest that has tl1e subclass nodes and the 
cycle nodes of Cyc(3ec(G)) as its nodes such that 
• for each Jee-class C of G, the subclass nodes for C induce a subtree of AFc 
• Cyc(3ec(G)) is obtained (up to edge names) if for each 3ec-class C the subclass 
nodes for C are contracted into the conesponding class node of C. 
Note that the edges between a cycle node and a subclass node i11 AFc correspond 
to the edges in Cyc(3ec(G)), viz., for each edge in Cyc(3ec(G)) between class node 
c and cycle node s there is precisely one edge between s and some subclass node c' 
for cla.ss c. We call the (other) edges tha.t connect two subclass nodes (that hence 
correspond to the same class) connectors. A connector that links two subclass nodes 
of a Jee-class C is called a connector f 01· Sec-class C. 
Stated informally, AFa can be obtained by replacing each class node in Cyc(3ec( G)) 
by some tree of subclass nodes and connectors. See Figm:e 8.1. 
Figure 8.1: Augmented cycle forest 
Cyc(3ec(G)) 
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We consider the insertion of an edge ( e, x, y) in a 2-edge-connected graph in terms 
of an augmented cycle forest AFc for G. Let 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) /\ 3ec(x) :f. 3ec(y). All 
class nodes on the tree path from 3ec(x) to 3ec(y) in Cyc(3ec(G)) become 3-cdge-
connected in 3ec( G) and the corresponding classes form one new class. Note that 
these classes are the classes that have at least one subclass on the tree path P in 
AFc between sub(x) and sttb(y). Hence, we can update the structure according to 
the following observations (also cf. Subsection 6.4.1). 
• Two successive subclass nodes on P (without a cycle node in between) corre-
spond to the same class. Hence, it s.uffices to obtain all the subclass nodes on 
P that are adjacent to a cycle node on P. 
• All the classes of which a subclass node is "on" P must be joined into one new 
class C'. 
• The augmented cycle tree AFc must be adapted to be an augmented cycle tree 
for the resulting graph. Hence, all subclass nodes for C' must form a tree a.ud 
no cycle node may occur in between. In particular, this can be done by joining 
for each cycle node s on P the two subclass nodes that are its neighbours on 
P and to split cycle s in AFc accordingly. 
Therefore updates a.re locally performed in the way as for cycle trees, viz., for 
each maximal part of P that does not contain two adjacent subclass nodes 
(and hence that is locally similar to a cycle tree) 
Note that we only join subclasses with subclass nodes that are adjacent to a cycle 
node and, hence, belong to different classes. 
Our goal structure is now as follows. For a graph G, we have a forest bc(G) (not being 
a forest inside G) and an augmented cycle forest AFc that satisfy the following. The 
graph G = < V, E > is extended with a collection of auxiliary nodes, whi<::h may he 
extended from time to time. Each auxiliary node is considered to be in some existing 
Jee-class that consists of at least one original node (i.e., a node in V). The additional 
edges that should make this true are not given explicitly. The (thus extended) vertex 
set is partitioned into disjoint sets, called basic-clusters. Each basic-cluster has a 
(new) unique node as its name, called cluster node. The nodes of forest be( G) are 
these cluster nodes. We call the edges of be( G) be-edges. The following constraints 
are satisfied. 
• Each 3ec-class C is partitioned into subclasses obtained by intersecting C with 
the basic dusters. To each subclass, a unique node is related as the subclass 
node. The subclass nodes of G are the subclass nodes in AFG. Then AFc is 
an augmented cycle forest for G. 
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• Each subclass node is considered to be contained in the basic cluster that 
contains its subclass. Then for a basic-cluster b, the subclass nodes that are 
contained in b together with appropriate cycle nodes of A Fe induce a. subtree 
of AFo, denoted by free(b). 
• The edges of AFc of which the end nodes are in different basic-clusters a.re 
connectors. 
• There is a connector with end nodes in the basic-dusters b1 and b2 iff there is 
be-edge between b1 and b2 . 
By the above constraints, it follows that for a cluster b, tree(b) does not have two 
adjacent subclass nodes. Therefore, tree(b) is a cycle tree of a 2-edge-connected 
graph that has the nodes of basic-cluster b as its nodes together with appropriate 
edges that induce the 3-edge-connectivity relation as represented by tree(b). E.g. 
it has all edges of G with end nodes in basic-cluster b together with additional edges 
between each pair of nodes in basic-cluster b t hat a.!'e 3-eclge-connected. 
Note that be(G) can be obtained from AFc by contracting all subclass nodes in a 
basic-cluster b to its cluster node b. Note that the only edges in AFo with images 
in be( G) are the connectors. 
We thus have a structure of clusters with be-edges in between, where the original 
connector of such a be-edge "connects" the occurrences in AFc of some 3ec-class of 
G inside the two corresponding basic-clusters (viz., the Jee-classes determined by 
the end nodes of the connector). See Figure 8.2 for the example of Figure 8.1. 
F igure 8.2: A forest be(G) 
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\Ve define edge classes on bc(G) as follows: 
The be-edge set of bc(G) is partitio11c<l into disjoi11 t clas,,<'s, where a bc-
edge class consists of the be-edges of which the o riginal counectors iu 
AFc are connectors for the same 3ec-class. 
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Note that if two be-edges arc incident wi th a cluster node band if they are in the 
same be-edge class, then their original connectors in AFc have the sa.inc suhdass 
node as end node (in cluster b). 
The above strategy (in terms of a n augmented cycle fo1·est) for iuserting an edge 
( e , x, y) in a 2-edge-connected graph is transformed in terms of be( G) into the 
following. Let c = clus(x) and let d == clus(y). Suppose that c :/;.d. 
• Let P be the tree path in bc(G) be tween c aud d. Let P' be t he tree path in 
A Fe between st1b( x ) and sub(y ). 
The two incident be-edges of an inte rnal node b on P are in the same be-edge 
class. Hence, the two connectors that are their originals both are connectors 
for some 3ec-class C. l'vloreover, these connectors are ou P'. Hence, only one 
subclass node of P' is in cluster b. Since edges between subclass nodes and 
cycle nodes in APc occur inside clusters only, this gives that there is no cycle 
node on P that is io cluster b. Hence, we do not need the internal nodes of P. 
A boundary node b of P is either one of the end nodes e or d, or it is a node 
for which its two incident be-edges e 1 and e2 on P are not hoth in the same bc-
edge class. In the latter case this means that the two connectors that are their 
originals are connectors for different 3ec-classes. Moreover, these connectors 
are on P'. Hence, at least two different subclasses on P' and at least one cycle 
node on P' are in duster b. 
Hence, to obtain the relevant path parts of P' , it suffices to obtain a boundary 
list B L for e and d and to consider the boundary nodes. 
• For each such cluster b with b E BL, a local update of the local cycle tree 
must be performed by joining all subclasses on the part P/, of P' inside cluster 
band by updating the local cycle tree correspondingly. Note that this update 
corresponds to the update for inserting a temporary edge between any two 
nodes of G that are contained in t he two subclasses that correspond to the 
subclass nodes that are the ends of P(,. The end nodes of Pb are the end nodes 
(in cluster b) of the originals of the be-edges on P that are incident with b, 
where if there is only one such be-edge , sub(x) or sub(y) is the other end node 
of P(,. Note that by the definition of be-edge classes we still obtain the same 
end nodes if we substitute these be-edges by other be-edges in the same be-edge 
classes. Therefore we can use the be-edges in the sublist of bin BL to obtain 
the end nodes of P;. 
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We describe a structure, called SEC struct1ire that solves the 3ec-problem. 
We distinguish between the different layers of representaticn. 
The representation for the graph G itself is as follows. Firstly, there is a structure 
2EC to maintain the 2ec-classes of G. This structure works on the regular nodes 
only and hence the additional nodes are not involved. There is Union-Find structure 
for implementing the 3ec-classes of nodes of G, called the global Union-Find struc-
tures and denoted by UF3ec- Note that in the 2EC structure there are Union-Find 
structures for the connected components and the 2ec-classes of G, denoted by U Fe 
and UF2ec-
A query 3ec-comp(x) now corresponds to a Find call 3ee(x). 
The vertex: set of G may be extended from time to time with auxiliary nodes. 
Each (original or additional) node x has a pointer clus(x) to the cluster node m 
which it is contained. 
Forest be( G) is implemented as a fractionally rooted tree structure ( F RT), denoted 
by F RT3ec· (Also the forest be( G) has a regular implementation as a forest, i.e., 
with incidence lists for its nodes.) 
The augmented cycle forest AFc is not implemented as a whole. In fact, it is impl-
mented in parts, viz. by cyde trees inside basic-clusters a.n·d by separate connectors. 
To be precise, we have the following implementation. 
Note that AFc has connectors (being the originals of be-connectors) which have end 
nodes being subclass names. Note that subclasses are joined from time to time. 
Therefore, instead of having a subclass node as end node, a connector has a node of 
such a subclass as end node. Then the subclasses that are the ends of a connector 
(e,x,y) are sub(x) and sub(y). 
Recall that for a basic-cluster b, the part of AFo inside basic-cluster b, viz. tree(B), 
is a. cycle t ree on the nodes of basic-cluster b. Then tree( b) is implemented as a 
cycle tree independent of the rest of AFo or G. It is implemented and maintained 
as the cycle tree in the former solution of Subsection 6.4_1 (cf. Lemma. 6.4.5) (for 
maintaining 3-edge-connectivity inside a 2-edge-connected graph). We refer to 
this solution as the local .structure. The Union-Find and the Circular Split-Find 
structures used in the local structure are denoted by U F1cc and GS Fioc. The Find 
operation in U F1oc for a node x (returning the name of its subclass) is denoted by 
sub(x). The insertion operation in a local structure is denoted by insertloc3 . 
A be-edge has a pointer to its original connector in AFc as represented above (which 
actually is an artificial edge between to nodes of G), and, conversely, a connector in 
AFo has a pointer to the be-edge that is its contraction edge. 
We relate to each subclass of nodes that occurs inside some basic duster a connector 
tha.t has one of its end nodes in that subclass (if such a connector exists). Such a 
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connector is called an associated connector for that class. (Notice the similarity 
with the ·associated edges for nodes in the 2cc-problem-) A poillter assoc to that 
connector is stored iu the subclass node. 
Remark that the edge classes iu bc(G) <"Cl.11 uow be described as follows: 
Let { e, c, d) be a be-edge. Let ( e, J" , y) be its original conucctor. Then 
( e, c, d) is in the edge class called 3ec( x) (this name is only used in the 
description, not in the algorithms). 
(Recall that for a connector (e,x,y) we have 3ec(.:r) = 3ec(y).) 
The initialisation for an empty graph is straightforward. (Note that ea.eh node in 
the graph forms a singleton basic-cluster on its own, and, hence, for each node, a 
cluster node is created representing the singleton basic-cluster that is formed by the 
node.) 
Suppose some new edge (e,x , y) is inserted in G, resulting in graph G'. Let the 
corresponding clusters for x aud y be c and d. Then procedure insert3 ( ( e, x, y)) 
updates the structure as follows. If 3ec(x) :-/; 3ec(y), then the following cases are 
considered. 
1. c(x) ::fi c(y). Then a.n insertion is performed as for 2-edge-connectivity, viz., 
by a call insert2((e,x,y)). 
2. c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) /\ 3ec(:r) ~ 3ec(y). Let glob be an empty list. 
Let c = clus(x) and d = clus(y). If c = d then BL is the list consisting of c 
with empty sublist; otherwise, boundary( c, d) is performed in F RT'.kci yielding 
boundary list BL in bc(G). List BL is copied as list J , but with empty sublists. 
For each basic cluster bin B L, the original(s) of the bc-edge(s) in the sublist of b 
are obtained (if any). If b = c = d then let u = x and v = y. Otherwise, if b = c 
or b = d then let v = x or v = y respectively, and let node u the end node of 
the above original edge that is in basic-cluster b. Otherwise, let nodes u and v 
be the end nodes of the above original edges that are in basic-cluster b. (Note 
that if 3ec(u) = 3ec(v), then v E {x,y} , since otherwise the two above bc-
connectors in the snblist would be in the same edge class.) If 3ec(u) # 3ec(v), 
then the following is done. A call insertloc3 ((e' ,u,v)) of a temporary edge 
(e',u,v) in basic-cluster bis performed (being an insertion in the local cycle 
tree for b, causing an update of it). Obtain an associated connector for ea.eh of 
the subclasses that are joined in cluster b. Put the corresponding be-connectors 
in the sublist in J r elated to cluster node b. One of these connectors (if any) 
is assigned to the resulting subclass as its associated edge. For each subclass 
involved in the joining, obtain a node z of that subclass and put it in list glob. 
Note that J consist of the cluster nodes in BL, where the sublists contain the 
associated edges of the old subclasses that arc joined in the clusters (and hence 
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for each be-edge e in the sublist for a node b ft { c, d} in BL, there is at least 
one be-edge in the sublist for bin J that is in the same be-edge class as e). 
All the classes in which the nodes in glob are contained are joined: on each 
node· x E glob the Find call 3ec(x) is performed, all these outputs are put in 
a list such that every 3ec-class name occurs at most once in the list (which 
can be done by means of marking), and then Union operations a.re performed 
on these names in U F3ec· If the sublist of c or d is empty, then that node is 
removed from J. Finally, the F RT3ec structure is updated by means of call 
joinclasses( J). 
3. c(x) = c(y) /\ 2ec(x) # 2ec(y). Firstly, the 2ec-classes that will be joined into 
one new class a.re determined. This is done as follows. A boundary list BL for 
x and y is computed in 2EC (this is the first part of the call insert 2 ( ( e, x, y)) ). 
Subsequently the names of the 2ec-classes are obtained, where to each such 
name k a sublist is related that is the concatenation of all sublists for z E BL 
with 2ec(z) = k . These names a.re stored in a t emporary list T L. Then all 
edges in the sublists a.re removed from the sublists that have both their end 
nodes in the same 2ec-cla.ss. (Hence, we a.re left with a list T L where the 
sublist of each 2ec-class name k contains the interconnection edges that are 
incident with 2ec-class k, and with another class of which the name is in T L . 
Such a sublist consists of exactly two edges except for the sublists of 2ec(x) 
and 2ec(y).) Then a list L is constru-cted from T L consisting of the names and 
their sublists in T L such that the (1 or 2) neighbours in L of each 2ec-class c 
in L a.re the Zee-classes in which the end node( s) of the edges in its su blists are 
contained (apart from 2ec-class c). (Note that this can be done by obtaining 
each for 2ec-class C the other 2ec-classes in which the end nodes of the edges 
in its sublist are contained, and by setting pointers from C to these 2ec-class 
names.) (Now L contains the class nodes of the tree path P between 2ec( x) 
and 2ec(y) in 2ec(G) in the proper order, where the sublist for each class node 
c contains the interconnection edges between class c and its neighbour( s) on 
P . Hence, the sublist of 2ec-class name c consists of the interconnection edges 
that are incident with class c and with the (one or two) neighbours classes in 
L.) 
For each 2-edge-connected component C in L the following is done. If C ft 
{2ec( x ), 2ec(y)} then u and v are the two nodes in C that are the end nodes of 
the edges in the sublists of C . If C = 2ec( x) (or C = 2ec(y)) then u is the node 
in C that is the end node of the edge in the sublists of C and v = x (or v = y). 
If 3ec(u) =/= 3ec(v) then a temporary edge between u and v in C is inserted 
by a call insert3 ((e',u,v)) . (Hence, then the local 3ec-classes are updated as 
above for the case 2ec(u) = 2ec(v).) Afterwards, create a new node, which we 
denote by zc, and insert it in the (updated) 3ec-class 3ec(u) (= 3ec(v)) (the 
interconnection 3ec-cla.ss). A connector (e',zc,zc) is created between zc and 
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some node z(; of 3ec-class 3ec( zc ). Replace the sublist of C in L by the sublist 
consisting of zc and the connector. 
Then a new basic cluster with (new) cluster name bis created from these new 
nodes zc for C E L: each of the no<les zc is provided with a pointer clus(zc) to 
b. Then the subclasses in bare initialised: each node zc forms a singleton sub-
class in the cluster on its own. Subsequently a cycle tree conesponding to the 
(single) cycle of the new subclass nodes in B is initialised: these nodes sub( zc) 
occur in the same order as the 2-edge-connected components C in L. (The 
cycle of these subclass nodes correspond to the cycle of the interconnection 
3ec-classes in the new graph 3ec(G').) 
Then the 2ec-classes in L are joined by perform ing a call insert2 ( ( e, x, y)) in 
2EC (of which actually the first part was already executed in the beginning 
of the computations in this case, viz. the computation of a boundary list in 
2EC). 
Clust.er node bis linked with the involved trees in bc(G) (corresponding to 
the 2-e<lge-connectcd components that are involved) by means of new bc-
edges as follows. For each auxiliary node zc (in L) together with connector 
(e',zc ,zC.), let b' = cltts(z(:). Then a new be-connector (e',b,b') is created 
(with the appropriate pointer between (e',zc,z~) and (e',b,b')), and the tree 
in be( G) containing b' is linked with b by means of call link(( e', b, b')). The edge 
( e', zc, z(;.) is related to sub( zc) as its associated edge. If sttb( z(;) does not have 
an associated edge yet, then ( e', zc, zc) is related to sub( z(;.) as its associated 
edge. Otherwise, the following is done. Let ( e", z", z111} be the associated 
edge for sttb(z(,.). Then the operation joinclasses(J) is performed, where J 
consists of the node b' with the be-edges ( e', b, b') and ( e" , clt1s(z'), clus( z")) in 
its sublist (to reflect that these two edges a.re in the same be-edge class). 
We consider some aspects of the above insert;3 algorithm .. 
Suppose the initial graph G0 has n (regular) nodes. Note that G0 contains at most 
n 2-edge-connected components. Then the total number of new (auxiliary) nodes 
(in the graph) that is created by the algorithm is at most 2n - 1, since a new node 
is created for each 2-edge-connected component that is joined with other 2-edge-
connected components. Hence, the final number of nodes is at most 3n - 1 = O(n), 
and the GSF/oc structure is a structure on O(n) nodes. On the other hand, the total 
number of clusters created by the algorithm is at most n - 1, since a new cluster 
is created only in case of the joining of 2-edge-connected components, and in that 
case, the total number of 2-edge-connected components decreases by at least one. 
Hence, we only need a F RT-structure £01· at most 2n - 1 cluster nodes. (Note that 
this can be done e.g. by initially having a collection of n - 1 "free" ("isolated") nodes 
available that serve as the nodes to be taken as the new cluster nodes. (Hence, we 
do not need a structure for increasing number of nodes yet.)} The same holds for 
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the Union-Find structures on nodes of G: we do not need to insert new elements in 
these structures from time to time if we start from a situation with 2n - 1 auxiliary 
"free" nodes. 
We denote all the Union-Find structures used independently in 3EC (i.e., not a.s 
part of F RT~c etc.) by UF. We consider the U F structures to be one structure; 
hence, it is a. structure on O(n) elements. 
We consider the complexity of the above algorithm. Not e that there a.re at most 
3( n-1) essential insertions possible in the 3ec-problem, since in ea.eh essential insert, 
a.t least two connected components, two 2ec-classes, or two 3cc-cla.sses ar e joined. 
Lemma 8.4.l In a SEC structure for a graph with n nodes, a nonessential inse1·tion 
takes 0(1) time together with the time for 8(1) Find operations in a U F structure. 
The time needed for a sequence of essential insertions in SEC is at most linear to the 
time for an essential sequence on O(n) nodes in F RT:kc and an essential sequence 
on 0( n) nodes in F RT2ec, the time for 0( n) Unions in the U F structures and 
0( n) Circular Splits in the GS Fioc structure, the time for 0( n) nonessential calls 
boundary in F RT2ec and F RT3•01 the time fo1· all 0( n) Finds in the U F structures 
and the GSF1"" structure, together with an additional amount of O(n) time. 
Proof. We define a. step be an ordinary computational step or a Find operation in 
any U For GS Fioc structure. We consider a collection of essential insert3 operations 
in the considered graph, including the (essential) insert3 operations called in the 
execution of operation insert3 itself. Therefore, we do not consider the cost of an 
essential call insert3 inside procedure insert3 : we already consider it in the above 
collection. (We may think of such an insert3 call to occur just before the call insert3 
in which it was invoked.) 
The sequence of calls link, jainclasses a.nd essential calls of bO'Undary jn F RT :kc 
as performed during the insert3 operations yield an essential sequence in F RT:kc, 
which is seen as follows. Procedure baundary(c, d) is explicitly called in part 2 of 
procedure insert3 only. Then an essential call boundary( c, d) with output sequence 
BL is followed by joinclasses(J), where all be-edge classes occurring in BL also 
occur in J if the boundary call was essential. 
Moreover, operation boundary in F RT3cc is performed at most once in an essential 
insert3 ca.11. Hence, there are at most O(n) nonessential boundary calls. 
All calls insert2« in the calls insert:kc are essential. Therefore, by Lemma 8.3.1 the 
claim regarding the operations present in 2EC is true. 
We consider the net cost of the procedure calls of insert3: i.e., the cost of the parts 
of the computations apart from the computations considered above, from 0(1) steps 
per call insert3 and from the Unions in U F structures and the Circular Splits in 
the GSF1oc structure. 
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1. Case c( x) =f: c(y) . Then there is no net cost. 
2. Case 2ec(x) = 2ec(y) /\ 3ec(x) :f. 3ec(y). Consider a call insert3. Firstly a 
boundary list EL is computed, which docs not contribute to the net cost. 
Then the basic-clusters in BL arc handled as: for each such b E BL first 0(1 ) 
steps are performed, and then a call inse1·tloc3 may be performed in cluster b 
if it is an essential insertion in the local structure. F inally, for each subclass 
that is joined with at least another subclass (in any local insertion) 0(1) steps 
a.re performed in insert3. 
Note that there are at most 2 basic-clusters b E BL in which no subclasses 
a.re joined: the 0(1) steps performed for these classes are charged to the 
procedure call insert3 , hence not contributing to the net cost. For each other 
basic-cluster b E B L , the 0( 1) steps are considered to be included in the 0( 1) 
steps performed in one of its subclasses that are joined. 
We now add up all these costs for all calls insert3 together. 
Since there are at most 3n - 1 nodes present, and since these nodes are parti-
tioned into disjoint clusters in which the local structures are applied, at most 
O(n) essential calls insertloc3 may occur. By Lemma 6.4.5 this takes time 
linear to the time for Unions and Splits in the stru<:tures U Ftoc and GSF1oc 
respectively, which does not contribute to the net cost, together with O(n) 
Finds in these structures. 
Since there exist at most O(n) different subclasses d uring the entire process, 
the total number of steps regarding the above 0( 1) steps per joined subclass 
is O(n). (There are O(n) different subclasses, since initially there are at most 
n subclasses and sinoe new nodes each yield one new subclass.) 
Hence, the net cost of all calls in this case is 0( n) steps. 
3. c(x) = c(y)/\2ec(x) :/; 2ec(y) . Note that the computation of a boundary list in 
2EC at the beginning of this case is a part of an essential call in.sert2 (that is 
actually called later on in insert3 ) and, hence, can be considered to be included 
in the above parts for 2EC. (Or observed in another wa.y, this computation of 
the boundary list is executed twice: one time her and one time later in the 
"entire" execution of the insertion procedure. This increases the cost with a 
factor 2 at most.) 
The construction of L from EL takes O(ILI) steps (note that IL i ::::: O( IBLI)). 
Then 0(1) steps are performed for each 2-edge-connected C E L. Subse-
quently for each 2-edge-connected component a temporary edge is inserted 
by a call insert3 in case that that edge has end nodes in different 3ec-c!asses: 
hence such an insertion is essential and its cost is included in the previous 
case (case 2). Moreover, for each 2-edge-connected component a new node 
is created, together with a new connector. A new cluster consisting of these 
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nodes is created and some additional computations are performed. All this cau 
be done in O(the number of new node;;) steps. Since, the 2-edge-counected 
components occurring in L are joined, the net cost of all t.hcs<• computations 
can be seen as 0( 1) steps per 2-edge-connccted component t hat is joined. 
Since there a.re at most 2n - 1 2-cdge-connected com ponents during the entire 
process, the net cost of all the calls in t his case is O(n) steps. 
Hence, the lemma follows for t he essential insertions. The lemma is obvious for 
nonessen tial insertions. 0 
A 3EC(i) structure is a 3EC structure whe re F RTJ« = F RT(i), F RT2ec = F RT( i), 
VF= U F (i) and GSF = GSF(i) . 
Theorem 8.4.2 A SEC structu1·e with the algorithms solves the Sec-problem and 
can be implemented as a 11oi11ter/ log n solution such that the following holds. The 
total time that is needed for all essential iflse?"tions s fcwting f1·om an em1)ty graph 
of n nodes is O(n .i .a(i, n)), whereas the que1-ies and 11011essential insertions can l1t· 
performed in O{i) time. The initialisation ca11 be pe1jormed in O(n) time and the 
entire structure takes 0( n) space (i ;:::: 1, n :2: 2). 
Proof. It is easily seen that the init ialisation can be done in 0( n) t.ime. By 
Lemma 8.4.1, Theorem 7. 7.1 and Theorem 3.4.4 (for UF(i) and GSF(i)) the theorem 
follows. O 
The a-3EC structure is a 3EC structure for a graph with n nodes where F RT lee = 
F RT(a(n, n)), F RT2,,c = F RT(a(n, n)) (where a(n, n) can be obtained as iu Chap-
ter 3), UF = a-UF and GSF = a-GSF, where in the latter structures the number 
of Finds is replaced by the number of insert operations and queries. Then we obtain 
the following. 
Theorem 8.4.3 The1·e exists a st1-ucture and algorithms that solve the Sec-pmblem 
mid that can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that the following 
holds. The total time that is needed starting from an empty grnph with n nodes 
is O(m.o(m,n)) (where m is the number of edge insertions and quc1·ies), whereas 
the f 1h operation is perforrned in 0 ( a(f, n)) time if that operation is a query or a 
nonessential insertion. The initialisation can be performed in 0( n) time and the 
entire structure takes 0( n) space. 
Proof. Like the proof of Theorem 8.3.3. 0 
By using the a -3EC structure where FRT:kc = a-FRT and FRT2ec = a-FRT 
instead, the above theorem can be augmented to allow insertions of new nodes in 
the graph with a time complexity of O(n + m .o(m,n)) (d. Section 7.7). Then n , 
m and f denote the current number at the moment of consideration. (Note that at 
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any time, at most O(n) operations bo1m.dary are performed on one of the two FRT 
structures, which simplifies the insertions of new nodes in the F RT structure. Cf. 
Section 7.7. A similar remark holds for the structures GSF and UF1"".) 
8 .5 Concluding Remarks 
We have presented solutions for the problem of maintaining the 2-edge-connected 
and the 3-edge-connected components of graphs under insertion of edges and 
verticves. The solutions take O(n + m .a(m,n)) t ime, starting from the graph 
< 0, 0 >, and are optimal on Pointer Machines and Ce ll Probe Machines. For 
2-edge-connectivity and 2-ver tex-connecti.vity, t he optimality of solutions that run 
in O(n + m .o(m,n)) time is proved in (34] (where for our results we use that the 
insertion of a node takes !1(1) time). (Note that the complexity of the a lgori thms 
in (34] is O(m'.o(m ',n)), where m' = m+ n, since we consider m to be the number 
of queries and edge insertions and n to be the final number of nodes, wher eas m' in 
{34} includes both.) (Actually, the above proofs aJ:e for Pointer Machines with t he 
Separation Condition, but by using the results of Chapter 5, the bounds follow for 
general Pointer Machines.) We give the proof for the 3ec-problem. Like in [34] we 
use reductions to the Union-Find problem. Consider the Union-Find prob lem for 
some collection of elements. For each element x there is a triple of nodes xi, X2 and 
x 3 with edges (xt,x2 ), (x2 ,x3 ) and (x3 ,x1). Then a query Find(x) is performed by 
a query 3ec-comp(xi) in the graph. Moreover, t he joining of two sets is as follows: 
for each set a triple of nodes for some elem.ent in that set is taken, say Xi, Xz and X3, 
and yi, y2, and y3, and then the edges (x1,yt), (x2,y2) and (x3,y3) are inserted in 
the graph. This yields that every set corresponds to a 3ec-class in the graph. By the 
lower bounds for the Union-Find problem on both Pointer Machines and Cell Probe 
Machines ( cf. Chapter 5 and (10]), the lower bound of n(n + m .o(m, n)) follows for 
the 3-edge-connectivity problem, if we use that the insertion of a node takes n(1) 
time. 
Recall from the previous chapters, that in practice there is no need to perform 
transformations of UF, GSF, or FRT structures, and, moreover, that in all practical 
situations t here is no need to compute Ackermann va.lues. Therefore, we conjecture 
that 2EC(2) and 3EC(2) are fast structur es (i.e., with practically linear time com-
plexity) for all practical situations, with constant-time queries and constant-time 
nonessential insertions. 
Cha pter 9 
Maintenance of the 2- and 
3-Vertex-Connected Compone nts 
of Graphs: Optimal Solutions 
9 .1 I ntroduction 
In the previous chapter, optimal solution were presented for maintaining the 2- and 
3-edge-connectivity relation for a graph. We showed that , by means of fractionally 
rooted trees, the above time bounds can be improved for maintaining the 2- and 
3-edge-connected components of a general graph, i.e., starting from an empty gr aph 
of n nodes. The solution has a total r unning time of O(n + m .o(m, n)), where m 
is the number of edge insertions and queries. In this chapter, we continue with 
the 2- and 3-vertex-connectivity relation, where k-vertex-connectivity is defined as 
follows: two nodes are k-vertex-connected iff there exist k different vertex-disjoint 
paths between them. vVe present an opt~mal solution for maintaining th.e 2-vertex-
connected components of a graph with the same time bound, i.e., for the 2-vertex-
connectivity querying. The solut ion makes use of fractionally rooted trees and has 
a. total running time of O(n + m.a,(m, n)), where m is the number of edge insertions 
and queries and n is the number of nodes. Moreover, we briefly describe an optimal 
solution for maint aining the 3-vertex-connected components of a graph with the 
same time bound as well. We will present the detailed solution in a future report 
and only give a sketch he re. 
T his chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.2 contains some preliminaries. In 
Section 9.3, t he maintenance of 2-ver tex-connected components is considered, and 
in Section 9 .4, the maintenance of 3-vertex-connected componen ts is considered. 
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9.2 Preliminaries 
9.2.1 Graphs and Terminology 
Definition 9.2.1 Two nodes x and y are k-vertex-connected iff there exist k differ-
ent vertex-disjoint paths between x and y. 
It is easily seen t hat if tw·o nodes are k-vertex-connected, then they are k'-vertex-
connected for any k' with 1 :::; k' :::; k respectively. We state a lemma of Menger 
(26]. 
Lemma 9.2.2 [Menger] Two non-adjacent nodes x and y are k-vertex-connected 
(k ~ I), if after the removal of any set of at most k - 1 vertices, x and y are 
(still) connected. Two adjacent nodes x and y with l edges that have x and y as 
end nodes are k-vertex-connected (k ~ 1), if after the removal of any set of at most 
m :::; min{ k - 1, l} edges and k - m - 1 vertices between x and y, x and y are (still) 
connected. 
If the removal of a set of vertices separates the vertices x and y (as described in the 
cases above), then that set is called a cut set for x and y. 
In particular we have for k = 2: two nodes are 2-vertex-connected iff they lie on a 
common simple cycle. 
We call a set S of at least 2 nodes a 2vc-class if the nodes are 2-vertex-connected 
and if there does not exist a node not in S that is 2-vertex-connected with the 
nodes of S (i.e., the class is maximal). Furthermore we define a quasi class to be 
any set of two nodes that are the end nodes of a cut edie. We call a set S of at 
least 2 nodes a Svc-class if the nodes are 3-vertex-connected and if there does not 
exist a node not in S that is 3-vertex-connected with the nodes of S (i.e., the class 
is maximal). 
The 2-vertex-connected components of a graph G are the subgraphs of G that are 
induced by the 2vc-classes of nodes. (Note that the 2-vertex-connected components 
and the subgraphs induced by quasi classes as we defined them are usually called 
the blocks of a graph.) Similarly, we can define 3-vertex-connected components of 
graphs (where now new edges are added, 1ike for 3-edge-connectivity). 
9.2.2 Problem Description 
The problems that we consider are as follows. Let a graph be given. The following 
operations may be applied on the graph. 
insert(( e, x, y) ): insert the edge ( e, x, y) in the graph. 
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Is2vc(x, y): output whether x and y are two nodes in the graph that are 2-vertex-
connected, and output the name of the 2-vertex-connect.ed component (2vc-
class) in which they both a.re contained (if any). 
Is3vc( x, y): output whether x and y are two nodes in the graph that a.re 3-vertex-
connected, and output the name of the 3-vertex-connected component (3vc-
class) in which they both are contained (if any). 
Y.le call a problem the 2vc-problem if the operations insert and I s2vc are consid-
ered, and we call it the Svc-problem if the operations insed, I s2vc and I s3vc are 
considered. 
In addition, the above collection of operations can be extended with the insertion 
of a. new (isolated) node in the graph. (V\/e will consider this operation only in the 
last steps of our solutions.) 
We call the insertion of an edge an essential insertion for a given problem, if some-
where in the graph either the connectivity relation changes or, for the 2vc-probleni., 
if the 2-vertex-connectivity relation changes, or, for the 3vc-problem, if the 2-
vertex-connectivity or 3-vertex-connectivity relation changes. An insertion is called 
nonessential otherwise. 
9.3 Two-Vertex-Connectivity 
9 .3.1 Graph Observations 
Let G =< V, E > be a graph. We define the graph 2vc( G) as follows . For each 
2vc-class or quasi class there is a unique (new) node related to that class, called 
the class node. The vertices of 2vc(G) are the nodes of G together with these class 
nodes. For each node x there is an edge between x and each class node c such that 
x is contained 2vc-class c. (Thus we obtain a collection of trees corresponding to 
so-called block trees.) 
Lemma 9 .3. I Graph 2vc( G) is a forest , where each tree in 2vc( G) corresponds to 
a connected component in G, i. e., it consists of class nodes together with the nodes 
of a connected component in G. 
Hence, two distinct 2vc-classes have at most one node in common and, conversely, 
for any two nodes there exists at most one 2vc-class that contains them. 
Lemma 9.3.2 If edge (e,x,y) is inserted in graph G, then all the classes of which 
the class node is on the tree path in 2vc( G) between x and y form one new 2vc-class 
together, while the other 2vc-classes and quasi classes remain unchanged. 
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Proof. Let G' be the graph G together with edge ( e, x, y). Let P be the tree path 
between x and y in 2vc(G). Let u and v be any two nodes that are adjacent to a 
class node on P. 
Suppose u and v are not adjacent in G. Suppose a node w ft { u, v } is deleted from 
G'. We show that there is a path from u to v in G'. Delete w in 2vc( G). Then there 
is a path P1 between u and node x or node y in 2vc( G). Since each class node c 
on P1 can be replaced by a path in G between any two nodes (# w) in class c such 
that it does not contain w (because the corresponding class is either a 2vc-class or 
it consist of two nodes with an edge in between), this gives that there exists a path 
between u and node x or node v in G that does not con tain tu. The same can be 
obtained for v. Since there exists an edge ( e, x, y) in G' this yields that u and v are 
still connected. Hence u and v are 2-vertex-connected. 
Now suppose u and v are adjacent in G. Then either u and v are in the same 
2vc-cla.ss, in which case we are done, or they are in a quasi class c. In the latter 
case it follows that c, u and v are on P. Suppose the edge e' between x and y is 
deleted from G'. We show that there is a path from u to v in G'. There exists a 
path between u and x or y not using c and hence, like b efore, there exists a path 
between u and node x or node y in G that does not contain e'. The same can be 
obtained for v . Hence x and y a.re 2-vertex-connected. 
On the other hand if u and v are not in the same class, and they are not both 
adjacent to class nodes on P, note that the removal of any node of G that is on the 
tree path P' in 2vc( G) between u and v separates u and v. Since u and v a.re not 
both adjacent to a class node on P, there is a node w E G on P' that is not on P. 
Then the deletion of w in G separates either u from v, x and y or x from u, x and 
y. Hence, after the insertion of edge (e, x, y) in G w is still a cut node. 
Finally, if u and v are in the same quasi class and they a.re not both adj acent to a 
class node on P, a similar observation yields that the edge between u and v still is 
a cut edge in G'. D 
We represent 2vc( G) by means of a spanning forest of G. Consider a spanning forest 
SF(G) of G. We augment SF(G) with edge classes on its set of edges. An edge 
class contains all the edges that connect two vertices that are in some 2vc-class or 
quasi class. An edge class consisting of a cut edge of G is called a quasi edge class 
(and hence the end nodes of the class form a quasi class). Otherwise the edge class 
is called a real class. 
Now a class of edges together with the end nodes of these edges induces a subtree in 
SF(G), which is seen as follows. For two nodes x and y that a.re 2-vertex-connected, 
all nodes on the tree path P between x a.nd y are 2-vertex-connected with them 
too. Therefore, all these nodes are in the same 2vc-class and hence the edges on P 
a.re in the same edge class. This implies that each edge class induces a subtree in 
SF(G). 
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Note tha.t this implies that the collection of edge classes thus yields an admissible 
partition of SF(G), 
From the above observation it follows that two nodes x and y a.re 2-vertex-connected 
iff x a.nd y a.re incident with 2 edges of the same real edge class. 
On the other hand, a maximal class of 2-vertex-connected nodes induces some 
subtree in SF(G) and the set of the edges in that subtree is an edge class. Hence, if 
we relate to each edge class a new unique node as its class node, if we extend SF( G) 
with these class node and if each edge ( e, x, y) in an edge class is replaced by two 
edges ( e' x, c) and ( e", y, c), then we obtain the forest 2vc( G) (up to the choice of the 
class names and the names of edges). Therefore, we use the names of edge classes 
as the names of the corresponding 2vc-classes and quasi classes. 
We define the predicate 2vc(x, y) to be true iff nodes x and y are 2-vertex-connected. 
We consider the insertion of an edge in a graph in terms of edge classes by means of 
Lemma 9.3.2. Suppose a new edge (e,x,y) <f. Eis inserted in graph G = < V, E >. 
We distinguish three cases. 
1. c(x) "I- c(y). Then x and y a.re not connected in SF(G). Hence, (e,x,y) 
connects two trees in SF( G) that have to be joined into one tree. 
2. -.2vc(x,y) /\ c(x) = c(y). Edge (e,x,y) connects the nodes x and yin a tree 
of SF( G) a.nd a cycle ai·ises. Then all edge classes of which an edge is on the 
tree pa.th between x and y must be joined into one edge class. 
3. 2vc(x,y) /\ c(x) = c(y). Then the edge (e,x,y) connects two nodes that are 
2-ver tex-connected in G, and, hence, insertion of th is node will not affect the 
2-ver tex-connectivity relation. 
9.3.2 Algorithms 
We use a fractionally rooted tree structure F RT for the operations on the forest 
SF (G), denoted by F RT2 vc · All quasi edge classes are mai·ked as being quasi. All 
other classes are not marked (in particular, classes with at least 2 edges are a.uto-
matically unmarked.) There is a Union-Find structure for connected components, 
denoted by U Fe. The initialisation for an empty graph is straightforward. 
A query I s2vc( x, y) is now performed by first performing a call equal-cl ass-
edge( x, y); then false is returned if the returned edge class names are distinct or 
correspond to a quasi edge class, while true and the (common) edge class name are 
ret urned otherwise. 
We consider the insertion of an edge in a graph. Suppose a new edge (e,x,y) ~ E 
is inserted in graph G =< V, E >. We distinguish three cases. 
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1. c(x) =/; c(y). Perform the operation link((e,x,y)) to counect the two trees in 
SF(G) containing x and y respectively. Moreover, the two connected compo-
nents c(x) and c(y) arc joined (in U Fe). 
2. -.I.s2uc(x, y) /\ c(x) = c(y ). We need to determine the edge classes that have 
an edge on the tree path between .T and y and then join these classes: 
• obtain a boundary list BL for.randy in SF(G) by a call bou11dary(x,y). 
• If BL contains nodes x and y only, then x and y from a quasi class. 
Then unmark the edge class of the edge obtained in the call I s2uc(x, y), 
reflecting that the edge class is real now. 
• Otherwise, if BL contains more than the 2 nodes x and y , delete the 
nodes x and y from BL (their sublists contain one edge only). Join all 
the edge classes occurring in B L by means of the call joinclasses(BL ). 
3. ls2vc(x,y)/\c(x)=c(y). Nothing is done. 
A 2VC(i) structure is the above structure where FRT211c = FRT(i) and where 
U Fe = U F( i). Then we obtain the following result in a way similar to Subsection 8.3. 
Theorem 9.3.3 There exists a data structure and algorithms that solve the 2vc-
problem and that can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that the fol-
lowing holds. The total time that is needed for all essential insertions starting from 
an empty graph of n nodes is O(n.i.a(i, n) ), whereas a que1·y and a non essential i11-
serlion can be performed in 0( i) time. The initialisation can be perfonned in 0( n) 
time and the entire structure takes 0( n) space (i 2'. 1, n ;:::: 2) .. 
Now take a-FRT as FRT2uc for a graph with n nodes, and take a-UF for UFc· 
Then we obtain the following result in a way similar to Subsection 8.3, where now 
Theorem 7.7.2 is used instead of Theorem 7.7.l. 
Theorem 9.3.4 There exists a data structure and algorithrns that solve the 2vc-
problem and that can be implemented as a pointer/ log n solution such that the fol-
lowing holds. The total time that is needed sta1·ting from an empty graph with n 
nodes is O(m.a(m, n)) (where m is the number of edge insertions and queries), 
whereas the Jlh operation can be performed in 0( a(f, n)) time if it is a query or 
a nonessential insertion. The initialisat ion can be performed in 0( n) time and the 
entire structure takes O(n) space. 
The above theorem can be augmented to allow insertion of new nodes in the graph 
with a time complexity of O(n + m.a(m, n)) (cf. Section 7.7). Then n, m and fin 
the theorem denote the current number at the moment of consideration. 
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We can augment t he 2vc-problem as follows. Note that a node x can be in several 
2vc-classes. Suppose that x ha.s a representative for each class in which it occurs. 
Then we ca.n maintain this representative as follows. For a node x we partition 
the collection of edges incident with x in sets, so-called incidence sets, that are the 
intersections with the edge classes. (I.e., a set consists of the edges incident with x 
that all a.re in the same edge class.) These sets are implemented as a Union-Find 
structure. For each such set, its set name is the representative of the node for the 
corresponding 2vc-class. Note that thus an edge is element of two such Union-Find 
structures: one for each of its end nodes. This can be implemented by using one 
Union-Find structure on all the edge sides: each edge has a representative, called 
"side" , for each of its end nodes. 
A query I .s2vc(x, y ) obtains two edges that a.re incident with these nodes and that 
a.re in the same edge class (if any). These edges can be used (b.m.o. the above 
Union-Find structure) to obtain the representatives for the common class. 
The updates of the sets of edges related to a node can be done as follows . Consider 
the insertion of an edge (e, x, y). In case 1 of t he procedure, edge (e, x,y) forms a set 
on its own for both x and y. In case 2 of the procedure, for each node u O·Ccurring in 
the joining sequence BL for procedure joinclasses, the incidence sets in which the 
edges in the sublist of u are contained, must be joined. Note that this takes only 
0 (1) additional Finds and other steps per edge in a sublist (a.pa.rt from t he time to 
join the incidence sets), yielding the same time bounds as before. 
Note that we can also obtain the representative of a node for a given 2vc-cla.ss: for 
a class C and a node x E C, the representative of x for C can be obtained by 
taking two nodes of C, say u and v, and then perform either 2vc(x,u) (if x # u) 
or 2vc(x,v) (if x = u). Finally, we want to remark that we do not really need t he 
above Union-Find structure on the edge sides. For, the query 2vc(x,y) outputs two 
edges e,.., and ev incident with x and y respectively. Edge e., is either the father edge 
of x in the FRT(i) structure that is used, or it ism-marked w.r.t. x. For some edge 
class C that has an edge incident with x, either the father edge of x is in C, or the 
m-ma.rked edge in C that is in the extended subtree cont.Uning x, is incident with 
x. Hence a query always outputs t he same edge for x with various y from a given 
2vc-class C. We can take this edge as a reference t o the representative of x in C. 
Then the only thing to do is updating these references in case of a joining of classes 
and in case the father and m-marks a.re changed. We will not give the details. 
9.4 T h ree-Vertex- Connectiv ity 
In this section, we will briefly describe optimal solutions for the 3vc-problem, i.e., for 
maintaining the 3-vertex-connected components of general graphs, where edges may 
be inserted and where queries that a.sk whether two nodes a.re 3-vertex:-connected 
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are performed from time to time. The solutions have a t ime complexity of O(n + 
m.a( m, n)) for m insertions and queries on graphs of n nodes. We will present the 
solution in a future report, and we will only give a rough sketch here. (We omit 
many details and special cases.) 
First, we consider a 2-vertex-connected graph G containing at least three nodes. 
Henceforth, a 3vc-dass of nodes in G is a maximal set of at least three nodes that 
are 3-vertex-connected, and we call a set of two nodes that is a maximal set of 
nodes that are 3-vertex-connected a 3vc-pair. G can be subdivided into so-called 
3vc-dasses, cycles, and bars in a way as follows. A pair of nodes { u, v} that is a cut 
pair (i.e., a cut set) of G, and such that u and v are 3-vertex-connected, is called a 
3vc-bar of G. Let {u, v} be a 3vc-bar of G. The deletion of u and v from G yields 
a number of connected components H1, .. , Hk· For each H; =< V;, E; >, let H[ be 
the subgraph of G induced by the node set V; U { u, v}, where the edges b etween u 
and v a.re deleted (if any) , and where three new edges between u and v are inserted. 
Then Hf is 2-vertex-connected, and each 3vc-dass of G is contained in exactly one 
Hf. Moreover, Hf and Hj have exactly the two nod~s tt a.nd v in common. Finally, 
each other 3vc-bar of G is contained in exadly one H[, and, moreover, it is a 3vc-bar 
of Hf. This process can be continued on the resulting graphs, until we have obtained 
graphs that do not contain 3vc-bars. A final graph in this process can be a 3vc-dass 
of nodes of G, or it can be a simple cycle if all multiple edges between two nodes 
are replaced by one edge. To denote the latter case, we just refer to the graph as a 
(simple) cycle. We call each pair of conse<:utive nodes on such a cycle a cycle bar. 
The result graphs are independent of the order of splitting. 
ln this way, we define the cycle tree of G corresponding to this splitting as follows. 
The nodes of the cycle tree are cycle nodes, class nodes, and bars, where each cycle 
node corresponds to one resulting cycle, each class node corresponds to one 3vc-
class, and each bar is a pair of nodes of G that form a 3vc-bar or a cycle bar. The 
tree is defined recursively as follows. If all the nodes of G are 3-vertex-connected, 
and, hence, form one 3vc-class of nodes, then the tree is the class node for that 
3vc-class. Otherwise, if G is a simple cycle, then the tree consists of the cycle node 
for that cycle, together with all bars corresponding to cycle bars of the cycle, where 
the cycle node has a link to each such bar. These links are ordered according to the 
order in which the bars occur in the cycle. Otherwise, there is a 3vc-bar [u, vJ for 
G. The deletion of u and v from G yields a number of graphs H; , .. , H~ as defined 
above. The tree for G is constructed as follows. Create the bar (u, v]. For each H[, 
obtain its cycle tree. If it has a bar [u, v], then identify th:is with the above 3vc-bar 
[u, v]. Otherwise, make a link between [u, v] and the unique 3vc-class in Hi that 
contains u and v. This yields a tree that is independent of the order of splitting. We 
denote the tree by Cyc( G). The collection of bars, classes, and cycles in Cyc( G) in 
which a node x of G is contained is a subtree of Cyc(G), called the subtree induced 
by x. 
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Suppose edge (x, y) is inserted in G, where x and y are not 3-vertex-connected. Let 
P(x,y) be the tree path between the two subtrces induced by x and yin Cyc(G). 
Then all 3vc-classes on P(x,y), all nodes in bars on P(x,y), and nodes x and y 
together form one new 3vc-dass J\ resulting from the insertion. Moreover, each 
cycle occurring on P(x, y) is split into two new cycles. 
The implementation of a cycle tree has the following aspects. Each node x has a 
representative x, for each cycle s in which it is contained. Each node x has one so-
called main 1·epresentative XK and several so-called additional representa.tives XK,i 
for each 3vc-class J( in which it is contained. The 3vc-classes are implemented as 
Union-Find structures on these representatives. The name of the set for the 3vc-class 
is the corresponding class node. Moreover, the cycles are implemented as Circular 
Split-Find structures on t}lese representatives (in the order determined by the cycle). 
The name of the list for the cycle is the corresponding cycle node. The bars do not 
occur as such in the implementation. The representatives of nodes for cycles are 
also used for representing the 3vc-pairs. 
The tree Cyc(G) may be rooted in some class node or cycle node r. This is imple-
mented as follows. For ea·ch node x in G , there is a pointer max(x) to its repre-
sentative in a 3vc-class or cycle that is closest to the root. Moreover, if max(x) is 
a. representative for a cycles, then max(x) has two pointers to its "neighbours" in 
s. A class node or a cycle node has two pointers to the representatives of the two 
nodes in its father bar in Cyc( G}, viz., to the representatives for that 3vc-class or 
cycle. (This implements the bar-cycle/class relation.) 
A query that asks whether two nodes x a.nd y are 3-vertex-connected ca.n be per-
formed by means of max(x} and max(y) and the classes or cycles containing these 
representatives, together with the nodes in the father bars of these classes or cycles. 
Edge insertions can be processed according to the above observations, by computing 
P(x,y) in the rooted cycle tree, and by performing Unions and Splits. 
The above structure of rooted cycle trees can be used to efficiently process insertions 
of edges in a. 2-vertex-connected graph, while queries are performed from time to 
time. In (6], an optimal solution for such graphs, i.e., for graphs that a.re initially 
2-vertex-connected, is presented (by means of SPQR trees). However, in a general 
graph, connected components and 2-vertex-connected components may be joined 
arbitrarily, and therefore cycle trees for 2-vertex-connected components must be 
linked from time to time. If we use a straightforward "redirection" technique to 
maintain the father pointers while trees a.re linked from time to time, then this 
takes O(n. log n) time for the redirections already. 
Therefore, to represent the tree Cyc(H) for some 2-vertex-connected component 
H of a general graph G, where joinings of 2-vertex-connected components must 
be performed efficiently (a.nd hence the update of the corresponding cycle trees as 
well), we use cluster partitions of graphs and we define the notion of a rooted cluster 
tree for every 2-vertex-connected component H. Firstly, we still assume G to be a 
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2-vertex-connected graph to ease our description of the structure. vVe uchange" the 
cycle tree Cyc( G) by on the one hand augmenting the collection of nodes of G and 
on the other hand partitioning the thus obtained 3vc-classes into subclasses. We do 
this as follows. 
For graph G and cycle tree Cyc(G), an augmented cycle tree with a subclass augmen-
tation consists of the following. Each (possibly extended) 3vc-class is partitioned 
into different (but not necessarily disjoint) subclasses consisting of at least three 
nodes ea.eh, where no subclass is a subset of another subclass. To each such subclass 
a new unique node is related as its name, called a subclass node. A 3vc-class is 
called simple if it is upartitioned" into one subclass only and it is called multiple 
otherwise. The subclass augmentation relates to each class node c in Cyc( G) its 
collection of subclass nodes for c together with in case of a multiple class, a node, 
being the name of the class. An augmented cycle tree AFo is a tree of which the 
nodes a.re the cycle nodes and the bars of Cyc(G), together with the above subclass 
nodes and class names, and that satisfies 
• for each multiple 3vc-class J( of G, the subclass nodes and class na.me for [( 
induce a subtree of AFo, of which a.II the edges have this class name as end 
node, 
• Cyc(G) is obtained (up to edge names) from AF0 if for each 3vc-class f{ the 
subclass nodes and the class name for K are contracted to the class name of 
I<, and 
• a bar adjacent to a subclass node c in AF0 is contained in subclass c. 
Our next augmentation of the structures is as follows. For the 2-vertex-connected 
graph G =< V, E > we have a duster partition C P ( G) and a collection of m-no<les, 
together with a related augmented cycle tree AFG for G t hat satisfy the following. 
The vertex set of G is partitioned into (not necessarily disjoint) sets of at least 
three nodes, called c/u$ters, sucb tbat every two clusters have at most two nodes 
in common and such that other constraints hold, such as: every cut pair for a pair 
of nodes in C is contained in C too. The collection of m-nodes ("multiple nodes") 
consists of the nodes that occur in at least two different clusters. To each duster C, 
a set Aux(C) of pairs of m-nodes in it is associated, where an m-node occurs in at 
most two pairs of Aux(C). The following constraints are satisfied. 
1. The subclasses of a 3vc-class [( in AFG are the intersections of [( with the 
clusters that consist of at least three nodes. For a subclass contained in a 
cluster C we say that its subclass node is contained in cluster C. 
2. Each cluster C corresponds to a subtree of AF0 , denoted by tree( C). The 
subtree tree(C) is a cycle tree on the nodes of C that represents the 3-vertex-
connectivity relation on the nodes of C. 
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3. For every cycle node s in AFo, there is orie cluster C that contains cycles, 
i .e., such that tree(C) contains cycle nodf: s. 
4. For each two nodes r ruicl y in A Fr. th<"re is at most one cluster C such 
that free(C) contains a bar [.r,y] tbat is incident with two edges of tree(C) 
(that, hence, are edges bf't W('('U this bar and two nodes that a.re cycle nodes 
or subclass nodes in tru(C )) . Dar [x,y] of such a clustl'f is mile<! an internal 
bar. 
5. For every pa.ir of nodes {x,y} in G, there is at most one cluster C su ch that 
{.i:,y} E C\Aux(C). For an internal bar [x,y] of cluster C, {x, y} f/. At1.1:(C). 
In addition, an arithmetic constraint holds. Regarding the implementation of a 
duster partition, one of the aspects is that each cluster is rcprt-sented by a new 
node, called a duster node, and for each m-node that occurs in a duster, there is 
a representative for the node in that cluster. Similarly, for each multiple 3vc-cla.ss 
K, there are representatives for its subclasses in clusters. These form a set in a 
Union-Find structure with K as set name. 
We next define rooted cluster trees on cluster partitions . A rooted cluster tree 
RCT(G) for G on CP(G) and an augmented cycle tree AFa of G rooted in some 
node r are as follows. AFo satisfies that class names are adjacent to subclass nodes 
only. RCT(G) satisfies the following. Its nodes are the cluster nodes of CP(G) 
together with additional class names for the multiple cla.sses in AFG. The edges 
form a rooted in-tree with some root R that is a cluster (each node ha8 exactly one 
outgoing link except for the root). R is the (unique) chlster containing root r of 
AFa. T he edges can be distinguished as class links and as cut li11ks. A class link 
is an edge between a class name /{ and a. cluster that contains a subclass of /{. It 
is called a class link for K. A cut link is an edge between two clusters. It has a 
reference to a pair of 3-vertex-connected m-oodes x and y that form a bar [.z:, y] in 
AFo and that a.re contained in both clusters. It is ea.lied a cut link for b.ar [x, y]. 
The links can be thought of as follows. The outgoing link of a cluster C is a class 
link to a class name K , if a. subclass of K occurs in C, and if the subclass has J( 
as its father in AFo. Otherwise, the outgoing link is a cut link for a bar (x,y), such 
that x a.nd y occur in C and { x, y} is a. cut pair for a.ny node in C (except for x 
and y) a.nd (a node in) the root of AF0 . If a duster C is the target of a cut link for 
a bar [x,y], then it contains either a subclass node or cycle node that is the father 
of [x, y] in AFc, or a subclass of the class corresponding to the subclass that is the 
father of [x, y] in AFc 
For each node x, clus(x) is a maximal cluster containing x, i.e., clus(x) contains x 
and a.II clusters on the root path of clus(x) do not contain x . (In particular, clus(x) 
is a reference to that cluster C together with a reference to the representative xc.) 
Moreover, ea.eh duster C contains a reference A ssoc(C) to (the representatives of) 
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0(1) m-nodes in it (i.e., to their representative~ for C). The latt<'r is such that for 
each node r in C, we hav<• dus(.r) = C or :c E Assoc(C). 
The idea of processing in!l<.'rtious is as follows. A path in the structure that is related 
to the pat h P'(x,y) in AFo can be obtained as follows. First a path P iu RCT(G) 
is obta.ine-d, which is the path between the two subtrecs of clusters and class nauH's 
in RCT(G) that "contain" .r. or y, respectively. Then, in each cluster C 011 tll<' 
path, a path in tree(C ) is obtained. spccifi<'d by the links on P t hat arc incident 
with C. In this way, an f'<}uivalent of P'(.r, y) in A.Fe can be computed , viz., where 
each nonempty subsequence of P'( x, y) of at most three nod<'S in A.Fe related to t he 
same 3vc-class may be replaced by another feasible noncmpty subsequence for that 
class. The update is done by performing local updates inside clusters (updating thc> 
local tree tree(C) for a cluster C), and by global updates on the cluster tree (joining 
3vc-classes). 
A query that asks whether two nodes x and y are 3-vertcx-connectcd is performed 
by inspecting dus(r) and clus(y). If clus(x) contains y . then a local query is 
performed in clus(x), and similarly with x and y reversed. Otherwise, the father 
and grandfather of these dusters arc used for the queries, which may result in the 
following intermediate output: a node x, a cluster C,. that contains I, and a subclass 
kz in Cz (and similarly for y), such that if .t and y are 3-vertex-connected, theu 
k,,, and lcw are subclasses of some class that contains both I and y. Then a local 
query inside cluster C,. is performed, computing whether :r is contained in I.:., , an<l 
similarly for y. For the local queries in a cluster C, the (information of) the local 
cycle tree tree( C) is used. 
To obtain the optimal time bound of 0 ( n + m.o( m, n)) for Ill operations on n nodes, 
we have the following approach to the implementation on a RAM. We develop a 
generalisation of the concept of microsets as presented in [13], that allow joining 
of microsets and queries within the o-bound. We call it dynamic microsets. For 
small 2-vertex-conne<:ted components (of size O(log log n)), a cluster tree consists 
of one cluster only, and the cluster is a dynamic microset . The dynamic microset 
for a cluster C encodes the structure of tree(C) into one machine word. Now, if two 
or more small 2-vertex-connected components are joined, this is done by joining 
the dynamic microsets, as long as the resulting component is still small. A larger 
2-vertex-connected component is represented by a cluster tree with clusters of larger 
size, where the cluster tree is a cluster tree for a coherent part of this component 
only, and iby parts of the global cycle tree for this component. (E.g., for 2-vertex-
connected components of O(log n ) nodes, there are altogether 0( 10~fo;n) clusters of 
size O(log logn), and, similarly, for the remaining components of size O(n), there 
are altogether 0( roi;;) clusters of size O(log n) ). For each such cluster C, the local 
cycle tree tree(C) is implemented as a rooted cycle tree. Then, if two or more 2-
vertex-connected components of similar siz.e are joined, this is done by creating a 
new cluster for the newly arisen cycle (like the new cycle that arises in a similar 
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case for 3-edge-connectivity if 2-edge-c onnect ed components are joine<l) , and the 
rooted cluster trees are linked to it (after some ada.ptabons for the above parts of 
the global cycle trees). These cluster trees are redirected w.r.t. the father relation, 
except for the largest one. (We omit many cases and details in this description.) 
The complexity for these linkings for e.g. the largest components is 0(1. log l) steps, 
if there are l "large" clusters of size O(logn) altogether (where a step includes a 
Find). Since l = 0(10;n), this yields O(n) steps in total only, and a similar analysis 
holds for the other components. 
To obtain the optimal time bound with a pointer/ log n solution, we use "contraction 
cluster partitions" of cluster partitions, in a way related to the division trees in 
Chapter 7. (This solution is more involved than the above RAM solution, once the 
dynamic microset structure is available.) The idea is to use a so-called contraction 
partition, where each cluster in it is again partitioned into a "local cluster partition", 
which, moreover, is implemented as a rooted cluster tree. Since, in geneI"al, it is not 
possible to contract a 2-vertex-connected component into an existing contraction 
duster of another 2-veI'tex-connected component if these components are joined 
(like this is possible for linking trees in Chapter 7), these contraction partitions are 
more involved than the division trees. We use these contraction partitions to build a 
layered structure corresponding to Ackermann values. Then a similar approach for 
answering queries is possible, where now a "local" query in a cluster C in some layer 
j of the structure corresponds to a recurrent call in the cluster partition of cluster 
C in layer j + 1, if it exists, and to a "normal" local call on tree(C) otherwise. 
In this way, we obtain an optimal solution for the 3vc-problem that has a time 
complexity of O(n + m.a(m, n)) form insertions and queries on graphs of n nodes. 
9.5 Concluding Remarks 
We have presented an optimal solution for the problem of maintaining the 2-vertex-
connected components of graphs under insertions of edges and vertices. The solution 
takes O(n + m .a(m, n)) time, starting from the graph < 0, 0 >. Like for the struc-
tures 2EC(2) and 3EC(2) in the previous chapter, we conjecture that 2VC(2) is a 
fast and r elatively simple structure for all practical situations, with constant-time 
queries and constant-time nonessential insertions. Finally, we have briefly described 
an optimal solution for t he problem of maintaining the 3-vertex-connected compo-
nents of graphs under insertions of edges and vertices. The detailed solution will be 
presen ted in a future report. 
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Samenvatting 
Een graafalgoritme heet dynamisch ofwel on-line als het bepaalde informatie ge-
relateerd aan een graaf onderhoudt, terwijl de graaf regelmatig veranderd wordt. 
Zo'n verandering is bijvooribeeld het toevoegen of verwijderen van een knoop of een 
"edge" (kant). Een dynamisch graafalgoritme zal gebruik ma.ken van een geschikte 
dynamische datastructuur als datarepresentatie voor de graaf, en informatie over 
de oude graaf gebruiken om de gewenste informatie voor de nieuwe graaf te bere-
kenen. Het ligt in de verwachting dat op deze manier een dynamisch algoritme een 
nieuwe oplossing niet steeds vanaf het begin hoeft te berekenen, dus met alleen de 
nieuwe graaf als input, en dat zo veel sneller een oplossing kan worden verkregen 
dan met een algoritme dat eenvoudigweg herberekent. In <lit proefschrift worden 
enkele zeer effi.ciente, dynamische graafalgoritmen ontwikkeld, met inbegrip van de 
vereiste fundamentele datastructureringstechnieken. 
Een probleem dat belangrij k is voor het verkrijgen van zeer efficiente datastructuren 
voor verscheidene graafproblemen, is het Union-Find probleem. Een alom bekend 
resultaat van Tarjan [31] is dat n - 1 Union operaties en m Find operaties op een 
domein van n elementen kunnen worden uitgevoerd in O(n+m.a(m, n)) tijd, waarbij 
a(m, n) de .inverse Ackermann functie is. In hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelen we een nieuwe 
benadering tot het probleem en bewijzen we dat de tijd voor de k-de Find operatie 
kan worden beperkt tot O(a(k,n)), terwijl de totale complexiteit van de Unions en 
de Finds begrensd blijft tot O(n + m.a(m, n)) tijd. Deze technieken blijken verwant 
te zijn met de technieken in 111] die gebruikt worden voor het Split-Find probleem. 
Omdat in alle praktische gevallen geldt dat a(k, n) = 0(1), gara.nderen de nieuwe 
algoritmen dat Finds in essentie 0(1) tijd zijn, binnen de optimale grens voor het 
Union-Find probleem als geheel. De algoritmen kunnen worden uitgevoerd op een 
pointermachio.e en gebruiken geen padcompressie. 
Het duale probleem is het Split-Find probleem. In 111) presenteerde Gabow een 
algoritme voor <lit probleem met een tijdscomplexiteit van O(n + m.a(m, n)) voor 
n -1 Split operaties en m Find opera.ties op een verzameling van n elernenten; deze 
oplossing kan worden uitgevoerd op een pointermachine. In hoofdstuk 4 beschouwen 
we een generalisatie van het Split-Find probleem die toegepast kan worden in proble-
men zoals het bijhouden van de 3-edge-samenhangende en 3-vertex-samenhangende 
componenten van grafen. We presenteren oplossingen die dezelfde tijdscomplexiteit 
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hebben en die op een pointermachine kunnen worden uitgcvoerd. 
In 1979 bewees Ta.rjan {32] de bekende onde rgrens voor de tijdscomplexiteit van het 
Union-Find probleem op pointermachines d!ie aan de zogenaamde scparatie condi tie 
voldoen: voor alle n en alle m ~ n bes ta.at er eeu rij van 11 - 1 Union en m 
Find operaties die teuminste O(n + m.a(m, n)) tijd kost op een pointermachine 
die aan de separatie conditie voldoet. In [3, 33] werd deze grcns uitgebreid naar 
fl(n+m.cr(m, 1i)) voor alle r1 en m . In hoofdstuk 5 bewijzen we dat deze ondergrens 
geldt voor een algemene pointermachine ( zonder de separ a tie con di tie) en lossen 
hiermee een belangrijk vermoeden van Tarjan op, dat scdert 1979 open was. We 
bewijzen dat deze ondergrens ook geldt voor het Split-Find probleem. 
In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we een datastructuur om de 2- en 3-edge-samenhangende 
componenten van een graaf bij te houden tijdens het toevoegen van edges a.an de 
graaf. Het toevoegen vane edges kost 0(11. log n + e ) tijd, startcnd vanuit de "lege" 
graaf met n koopen, dat wil zeggen, een graaf zo11der edges. Hierbij kunnen tevens 
knopen worden toegevoegd (in dezelfde tijdsgrenze11, waarbij n da.n het uiteinde-
lijke aa.ntal knopen is). Daarnaast kan met de datastructuur op elk moment het 
volgende type query in 0(1) tijd beantwoord worden: zijn twee gcgeven knopen 
2- of 3-edge-samenhangend? Ter vcrkrijging van betere tijdsgrenzen ontwikkelen 
we in hoofdstuk 7 een nieuwe datastructuur, "fractionally rooted tree" genaamd. 
Hiermee verkrijgen we in hoofdstuk 8 en hoofdstuk 9 optimale oplossingen voor de 
problemen van het bijhouden van de 2-edge-samenhangcnde, 3-edge-samenhangende 
en 2-vertex-samenhangende componenten van grafen. De oplossingen hcbben een 
tijdscomplexiteit van O(n + m.a(m, n)) voor m toevoegingen van edges en queries, 
sta.rtend vanuit een lege graaf met 11 knopen. Hierbij kunnen tevens knopen worden 
toegevoegd (in dezelfde tij<lsgrenze11, waarbij n da.n het uiteindelijke aantal knopen 
is). In hoofdstuk 9 beschrijven we tevens beknopt hoe de 3-vertex-samenhangende 
componenten van grafen in dezelfde optimale tijd kunnen worden bijgehouden. 
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